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Abstract
THE CONTEXTUALIZATION OF THE GOSPEL OF
JESUS CHRIST AMONG BEKTASHI ALBANIANS
Although many Albanians have historicaUy identified with Christian faith, in
spite of contrary influences of Islam and Communism, many Albanians profess
adherence to several of the Sufi orders, or fraternities. The Sufi order Bektashi
boasts the largest number of Albanian faithful, and is prevalent in Albania,
western Macedonia, and southwestem Kosova. Very few Albanian Bektashis
have responded to gospel witness. If Albanian Bektashis are to become disciples
of Jesus Christ, and an indigenous church be established among them, the gospel
must be contextualized, appropriating indigenous language, symbols, and
ceremonies.
This dissertation is an experiment in action research, testing the innovation of
the critical contextualization of nine elements of Bektashi belief and practice, and
contextual theologies developed from these nine elements. Following anecdotal
research and bibliographic surveys of literature on Bektashism, from both emic
and etic perspectives, I developed a questionnaire to analyze the opinions of 80
pre-selected interviewees. I interviewed these 80 persons and tabulated the
results. I summoned a hermeneutical community of 21 Albanian Bektashi
Background Believers, and charged them with the task of subjecting the nine
elements of Bektashi belief and practice to the mechanism of critical
contextualization. As part of this process, these 21 persons developed contextual
theologies appropriating biblical passages as the criterion for interpretation. The
discussion style of these gatherings was the indigenous Albanian cultural
method called muhabet, or heart-to-heart discussions. The leaders of the sessions
attempted to stay within the parameters of this method, but occasionally went
beyond it, in order to be inclusive of all persons participating. These Albanian
Bektashi Background Believers leaders insisted that all voices be heard.
When the hermeneutical circle completed its work, its leaders asked me to
write the formulations of their sessions. I penned these expressions, and
submitted them to the 80 interviewees for their study. Following the reading of
these expressions of understanding, I interviewed the 80 persons a second time.
As after the first set of interviews, I tabulated the results from this second round.
I found that the contextual theologies reinforced articulated belief for many of
the interviewees. Additionally, I discovered that the process of contextualization
helped believers to give the implicit words, and to give the explicit depth.
I developed a contextualization gauge to assess the degree the gospel of Jesus
Christ has been inculturated among a given population. I incorporated five
domains of religious experience in this gauge, including cognitive, affective,
volitional, spiritual-mystical, and association or belongingness. Participants in
the hermeneutical community evaluated their congregations in light of this
gauge, and addressed its usefulness in their spiritual formation.
If contextualization is to be useful as a method of discipling and
evangelization, it must be tested in practice, and not remain only as a theoretical
construct. This study has done just that, subjecting contextualization to the
experimental method, and finding it to be an appropriate tool in the task of
Christian mission.
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Chapter 1
An Introduction to Contextualization
I realized that all of the preparations I had made, and all of the years of
establishing and nurturing relationships with Muslim peoples, had reached an
apex as I sat in the sanctuary of the Kisha Baptiste "Udha e Shpetimit" ["Way of
Salvation" Baptist Church] in Rahovec, Kosova, one warm August day in 2006. I
sat listening to an often heated, though not polemical, discussion of how
followers of Jesus Christ in a Muslim-dominated culture can make sense of the
gospel, and communicate their understandings to family members, friends, and
acquaintances yet in the umma, or Islamic community; and in the divergent
tariqat, or Sufi^ mystic orders. Kosovar Albanian pastor Eliza Durguti,^ whom I
had guided some eight years before in identifying the god-man whom she had
seen many times in her life in visions, often called upon me to broker a consensus
among the Christ-followers sitting in the large circle. Much to Eliza's chagrin.
' "Sufism" and the identification "Sufi" have been defined by Robert S. EUwood and Barbara A.
McGraw (1999:408) as a mystical wing of Islam, whose followers "seek not only to follow his
[Allah's] extemal commandments but to know him intimately and even to lose themselves in
love into the depths of his being."
^ All of the Albanian Bektashi Background Believers identified by name in this dissertation have
provided written consent for inclusion. Copies of these forms are held by this researcher; copies
are also kept in the E. Stanley Jones School of World Mission and Evangelism Office, Asbury
Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky.
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2however, I often refused, choosing instead to reflect upon the process in which
we were engaged.^
Each of these Kosovar Albanians has come to faith in Jesus Christ some
time during the last 15 years. In many cases, I have enjoyed the privilege of
being a link in the chain of belonging and belief, as these former Muslims have
entered into the kingdom of God. My focus for the last 11 years has been the
contextualization of the gospel of Jesus Christ among Albanian Muslims,
particularly those who reside in westem Macedonia and southern Kosova. My
understandings of contextualization came from lecture notes I had taken while
studying with Mathias Zahniser, Darrell Whiteman, and Eunice Irwin at Asbury
Theological Seminary. Stephen B. Bevans' book Models ofContextual Theology
provided me with six possible constructs of how this process might work, and
more importantly, how Albanian Muslim Background Believers might develop a
uniquely Albanian understanding of the gospel.
Vjollca Gojani, an optician and former Bektashi myhype, or second stage
Sufi mystic, challenged Pastor Eliza, also a former Bektashi myhype, and the
ensuing high-pitched, cacophonous Balkanesque woman-speak, quashed my
^ For an example of a session of contextual theologizing led by Pastor Eliza Durguti, see page 284.
3reverie. "For a Bektashi, nasipi* is a death, a ceremony of passage from death to
life."5 The Gjakove, Kosova, resident continued, "For Bektashis who accept Jesus
Christ, nasipi is baptism� death to the old life and birth to the new life." Durguti
countered, "We must make that clear, but not to the point of insisting upon
baptism as essential to acceptance in the kingdom."
During the course of this discussion, I realized through my visceral
response, that the process of contextualization of the gospel, putting new clothes
on the ancient story, is arguably the chief end result of church planting and
transformational development. Eliza and Vjollca, and the others gathered in this
sweat-bome building in this picturesque and fragrant hamlet, were participating
in the task of re-imagining the gospel story. This context-sensitive process takes
culture (and sub-culture and counter-culture) very seriously, while upholding
the nonnegotiable text.
Experiences in Contextualization
My wife Martha and I were commissioned by the Cooperative Baptist
Fellowship in June of 1995 as the Intemational Coordinators for Albanians, with
"
Nflszp has been defined by Birge (1994:162), as "'portion' or 'share allotted' and hence 'fate.'"
"The word nasip has general use among Bektashis in the sense of formal acceptance by the
initiation rite of Bektashi teachings."
^ The quotations in the anecdotal material included in this writing have been translated from the
Albanian Gheg dialect by this writer. Moreover, in most cases, English translations of Albanian
texts will be offered. The original Albanian will be preserved when deemed essential.
4the specific task of making disciples and planting churches among Diaspora
Albanian populations. Until that date CBF had not done any work among the
large populations of Albanians residing outside of the Albanian heartland. The
mammoth task was compounded by the parallel cultures in which these
Diaspora populations lived, the complexity of the Albanian language, the
palimpsestic nature of Albanian culture, and the plethora of dialects which these
Albardans speak.
Following the completion of language study in Tirana, Albania, we moved
to Skopje, Macedonia, where we began Macedonian language study and ministry
to Albanians simultaneously. We became acquainted with Albanians from many
strata of society, from the very poor, who reside as squatters in abandoned and
condemned buildings, to ambassadors and world-class musicians and artists.
We began Bible studies in the Albanian language, using the story telling idiom
prevalent within Albanian culture, and incorporating indigenous Albanian
melody and poetry. We borrowed heavily from Christian Albanian writers, and
extracted excerpts from the writings of Albanian heroes and heroines who
professed faith in Jesus Christ and are identified as Christian. We founded
ministries of justice and mercy to orphans and other indigent children, widows,
displaced persons and refugees, and urban and rural poor.
5As our ministries and cultural adaptation progressed, waves of refugees
began to pour out of Kosova, due to the Serbian military and paramilitary's
policies of ethnic cleansing in the tiny province. Our Bible study groups swelled
with many of these Kosovar refugees searching for fellowship, solace, and
community, in an often hostile Macedonian environment. I realized that many of
these persons curious to dialogue about the parables of the kingdom of God
hailed from a Bektashi heritage.* Moreover, I sensed that many of these Kosovar
Albanian Bektashis were either consciously or unconsciously responding to
God's Spirit's working in their lives. As several of these persons professed faith
in Christ, I perceived their desire to understand the teachings of Christ as
presented in the Albanian Bible. The Kosovar Albanian Bektashi Background
Believers wrestled with issues of religious and cultural identity as they leamed
the commands of Christ for devotion, holiness, service, and community.
* The Bektashi are one of the twelve tariqat, comprising Sufi Islam (Birge 1994:162-166). A tariqa is
a path, a way, and a method of studying and putting into practice Islamic spiritual science
{Tasawwuj). Some scholars label spiritual science mysticism. However, in Islam tasawwuf is a
regular science with its set laws and a full scheme in details. It is based on definite experiences
that can be reproduced, just like in any other science. Every person passes through the stages in
her spiritual joumey as the masters before her. In the Bektashi tariqa, there are six degrees or
stages of spiritual devotion. An a�ik is "one who loves"�one who is attracted by and feels a
certain loyalty to Bektashi principles and practice. The second degree or stage is myhyp, one who
has passed through an initiation rite and is therefore qualified to sit in the formal ceremonies of
the order. The third stage or degree is that of dervish, one who has made further commitment of
self to follow professionally the religious life. A baba is the fourth degree, who generally acts as
both a pastor and a sexton in the older sense of a teqe, or Bektashi worship place. The fifth rank is
that of halife, who performs duties and services similar to that of Roman Catholic or Orthodox
bishops, i.e. spiritual and administrative leader. The uppermost, sixth rank is that of dede, who
now resides in Tirane, Albania, at the central teqe of all Betkashi.
6As a Christian cross-cultural missionary serving among Muslim
populations, I endeavored to assist these persons to embrace and affirm both
their Bektashi cultural and religious identity and their new identity in Jesus
Christ. I sought instruction to lovingly guide the new faith community to
scrutinize their religious and cultural inheritance, challenging those elements
which they deemed incongruent with the gospel, and affirming those which they
deemed consistent with Christ's ethic and message.
My academic study led me to the foundational work of contextualization
among Muslims of Phil Parshall and John Travis. Travis' schematic of
contextualization-s)mcretism (Winter and Hawthorne 1999:655-659), and his CI
to C6 spectmm were of profound benefit to the work among these former Sufis.
However, as 1 sought to evaluate these Bektashi Background Believers and locate
them on Parshall's spectrum, 1 perceived the absence of a practical metric to
gauge the level of understandings of the gospel. 1 turned to the
anthropologically-oriented model provided by Paul Hiebert and Elouise Hiebert
Meneses, known in missiological circles as "critical contextualization" (Hiebert,
Shaw, and Tienou 1999:369-372). The essentiality of this mechanism cannot be
underestimated. Nonetheless, 1 maintained that a statistically-based,
quantitative approach to contextualization was the path not yet taken, and
sought to develop an instrument and a theological paradigm for the express
7purpose of bringing to light human responses to the gospel, both individual and
corporate, and of fomenting new Albanian Bektashi re-imaginings of the
kingdom of God. These experiences among Albanian Bektashi, particularly the
Bektashi Background Believers in Macedonia and Kosova, have led me to the
pursuit of this study.
Background of the Problem
In his parable of the sheep and the goats, Jesus offers an appealing and
hopeful invitation, "Come, you that are blessed by my Father, inherit the
kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world" (Matthew 25:34).^
As the Kosovar Albanian Bektashis read this verse, many for the first time, they
queried, "Are we blessed also?" "Where and what is this kingdom that Jesus is
promising?" "Have we been included in the Father's plan from the foundation
of the world?"
The gospel message is for all times and all peoples. Many Albanians
understand and affirm this, and have understood and affirmed this throughout
history. However, Albanian history and identity confound this truism.
Albanologist Edwin E. Jacques (1995:xii) asks the provocative question, "Who are
the Albanians?" Kosovar Albanian Besnik Pula (2005:23) explores particularly
'' All Biblical quotations in English are from The New Oxford Annotated Bible, New Revised
Standard Version, edited by Bruce M. Metzger and Roland E. Murphy, New York: University
Press, 1991.
8Kosovar Albanian identity by bifurcating "Kosovar" and "Albanian." In asking
an Albanian, whether she calls Albania, Macedonia, Kosova, Greece, the USA,
Germany, Turkey, Italy, Canada, Switzerland, France, Romania, Egypt, or
England home, such a question, a researcherwill inevitably be barraged with a
passionate response� framed in nationalistic overtones, laced with heroic
hyperbole, and encumbered by both ancient and recent tradition and tragedy.
Jacques (1995:xii) correctly delineates the ancient greats often cited and claimed
by Albanians: Achilles, Alexander the Great, Justinian the Great, Constantine,
Homer, and Francesco Crispi, to name only a few.
Recent scholarship, both emic and etic, challenges such claims of
homogeneity, however, entering into the raging Balkanesque debate on the
origins of identity of this unique people. Stephanie Schwandner-Sievers and
Bemd J. Fischer, present their argument in Albanian Identities: Myth and History, a
book which "engages with the field of tension arising between the homogenous
thought of national ideology and a heterogeneous, diversified world within
Albania itself and within which it finds itself internationally" (2002:4).
Antonina Zhelyazkova (2006:1), a Bulgarian anthropologist, weighs in on
the debate, creating a trifurcation of Albanians rarely evident within the extant
literature. "Their knowledge about each other [Albanians from Albania, Kosovar
Albanians, and Macedonian Albanians] was, to a great extent, mythological and
9imaginary." Zlielyazkova, regretfully, does not acknowledge the normative
Slavic anti-Albanian bias, yet the Bulgarian scholar introduces a sociological and
anthropological motif worthy of scrutiny. Albanians recognize certain cultural
differences to the point stated by the Bulgarian, "This is the fact that they differ
substantially still more shocking for the Albanians was the finding [during the
Kosova War in 1999] that they did not like each other" (2006:1).
Kosovar Albanians, and others working within the present Kosovan
context, delicately and nervously come to the discussion, offering divergent and
insightful opinion in Who Is Kosovar? Kosovar Identity (a debate) (2005). The
question of Albanian identity, particularly informing ethnic homogeneity, will be
explored in this project. Particular attention will be paid to Kosovar Albanians,
who, at the time of this writing, are undergoing intense and rapid cultural
change, since the NATO-led war against Yugoslavia in 1999.
The interface of the gospel with Albanian identity is challenged by
Albanian history. Historically, Albanians have hailed from four major faith
traditions: Sunni Islam, Roman Catholicism, Orthodoxy, and Bektashism.
Perhaps due to the inter-religious conflicts which had transpired through
centuries of history, and in search of a unifying national identity, the Albanian
Renaissance poet Pashko Vasa (1825-1892) declared, "The religion of Albania is
Albanianism" (1998:2). Moreover, the desire for reconciliation between
10
divergent Albanian groups partially underlay the motivating movement
articulated by this sage.
Contextualization, however, has "characterized the Christian mission
from the very beginning," (Flemming 2005:15) because there is a strong
"connection between the vemacular Scriptures and vemacular self-
understandings" (Sanneh 1999:229). As New Testament writers demonstrated,
the gospel and its myriad facets come "alive from translation" (Sanneh 1999:36),
thus encouraging "self-affirmation while requiring self-transformation at the
same time" (Sanneh 1999:37). Indeed, many Albanians have understood the
gospel, yet the majority has not yet received it in indigenized forms. But, as John
Travis has demonstrated and Paul Hiebert has cautioned, the fine line between
contextualization and syncretism has often been crossed.
The gospel of Jesus Christ has been syncretized, at least to some extent,
among pre-Christian Albanians.^ In this study I have chosen to accept the
definition of syncretism as proposed by Eugene A. Nida (1960:264-265), "As
information conceming some new belief spreads out, it tends (1) to collect
cognate or related ideas and (2) to be accommodated to the ideas with which it is
in competition." Notwithstanding, I recognize the religio-political power issues
* Most Albanian followers of Jesus Christ do not hail from a Bektashi heritage. The vast majority
of Albanian Christians hail from Orthodox and Roman Catholic backgrounds. Since the 1980s , a
growing number of Albanian Christians, most from Sunni Muslim background, have found faith
in Jesus Christ, and have formed evangelical congregations in Albania, Kosova, and Greece.
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contemplated by Richard Werbner (Stewart and Shaw 1994:212), "Syncretism is
delineated as the continually contested social action, which, operating across
cultures or traditions, appropriates, reproduces, or re-invents religious belief and
practice" (italics his). Furthermore, I concur with Larry Owens in his conclusion
that "there is such a thing as syncretism; there are actions that may seem
harmless, yet compromise the fundamental character of the faith" (2007:75); and
"one cannot take a rigid approach to syncretism; acitons that might be
syncretism in one time and place may not be in another." Albanian Metropolitan
John of Korga (McLees 2004:68), himself a convert from Bektashism to Orthodox
Christianity, asserts, "The Bektashi greet each other on Christmas. They come to
church on Pasha and proclaim, 'The Lord is risen!'" For the Albanian Bektashis
of Korga at least, the universal implications of Jesus' resurrection transcend
religious barriers. Perhaps they have accepted, albeit in a heterodox and
heretical manner, the Father's blessing and Jesus' invitation to inherit the
primordially established kingdom.
Statement of the Problem
This background led me to have a desire initially to discover or create a
metric� an instrument� to ascertain the level at which Bektashi Albanians
understand the gospel. Furthermore, I wished to grasp the dimensions of human
understandings of the gospel, particularly among Sufi Muslims, and those who
12
are members of Sufi orders. Realizing that my Western Enlightenment era
frameworks of biblical and theological hermeneutics would be inadequate for
research study and analysis, I probed the classic work of William James, as
thoroughly presented in The Varieties ofReligious Experience (1982). In order to
better engage the Sufi tradition from an emic perspective^ I tumed to the Balkan
Sufist Muhammed Hamiduddin, who presents his paradigm and perspective in
Historia e Sufizmit ["The History of Sufism"] (2005). In chapter three, 1 will
present the theoretical framework upon which I created this metric, and
delineate the five domains of religious experience postulated by James and
affirmed by Hamiduddin.
Fully convinced and driven by the kingdom task of evangelism and
church planting, I reaffirmed the missiological premise of contextualization.
The gospel of Jesus Christ, in order to be understood deeply and penetratingly
by members of a given culture, must be contextualized, i.e. "clothed" with the
forms of that culture. A contextualized gospel will be communicated in relevant
ways that make sense, that engage a culture's worldview and cultural
assumptions, allowing persons to come to faith in Jesus Christ while remaining
true to their culture. My central motivating question was, "How can the gospel
of Jesus Christ be contextualized among Bektashi Albanians?"
' In this document, "emic" and "emic perspective" refer to the approach of an insider; "etic" and
"etic perspective" refer to the approach of an outsider.
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In order to understand the Albanian Bektashi culture, my family and I
lived among Albanian Bektashis in Skopje, Macedonia, and Rahovec, Kosova.
We immersed ourselves in the Gheg dialect of the Albanian language, and
frequented both mosques and teqes.'^� Our closest friends were Bektashis, and we
conducted many conversations with them, and grew to love them as our own
family. We planted two congregations, one in Skopje and the second in Rahovec,
composed of persons who hail from Bektashi tradition. We sought out other
Bektashi Background Believers in Macedonia, Kosova, and Albania, and the
Diaspora. Through academic research, I explored the literature of Bektashis� the
primary sources of Hajji Bektash Veli, the founder of the movement, as well as
Albanian Renaissance writer Naim Frasheri. I read the works of modem
Bektashis, both Albanians as well as non-Albanians. I investigated the etic works
describing Bektashis, and particularly Albanian Bektashis. The result of this
literature review will be presented in chapter two. Additionally, insights and
reflections will be offered.
We drew many of the Bektashi Background Believers together for times of
worship, fellowship, and ministry. We queried these persons about their
Bektashi heritage, beliefs, practices, rituals, and theology. We probed their
understandings of Christ's message and ethic, and wrestled with them in an
A teqe is a Bektashi worship center.
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attempt to solidify a new hybrid identity within the Christ-following community.
These persons became a hermeneutical community capable of critically
contextualizing the gospel of Christ through phenomenological observation of
Bektashi elements, ontological reflection of certain of these phenomena,
theological and biblical analysis of these reflections, and missiological and
transformational applications of these analyses. The hermeneutical community,
comprised of Bektashi Background Believers from Macedonia and Kosova,
developed contextual theologies related to specific elements of Bektashism. In
chapter four, I will present the data collected from the work sessions of the
hermeneutical community, and in chapter five, I will offer an analysis of that
data.
Sub-problems
Secondary problems related to the primary problems discussed above
include the relationship between identity formation (and re-formation) and the
contextualization process, the development of evangelistic models incorporating
the contextual theologies formulated by the hermeneutical community, and the
development of discipleship models intentionally indigenous to the Albanian
Bektashi Background Believer.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine nine elements of Bektashi belief
and practice, and to scmtinize these elements through the process of critical
contextualization. The nine elements of Bektashism selected for scmtiny were
Wahdat al-Wujud; the veneration of Imam Ali; the ritual commemoration of
Ashurah; Nomz; muhabet; the "Trinitarian" formulation of Allah-Muhammad-
Imam Ali; magfirat-i zunub; zahir and batin; and nesib. I will define and interpret
each of these terms later in chapter one. Secondly, the purpose of this study was
to develop an instrument capable of gauging contextualization. Thirdly, the
purpose of this study was to develop contextual theologies within a
hermeneutical community to deepen and broaden understandings of the
kingdom of God.
Significance of the Study
The task of Christian mission, springing from the missio Dei of the
Trinitarian God, is a loving response to the invitation offered to the Church by its
head and founder. Notwithstanding, "Mission outreach has always disturbed
the peace of the church" (van Engen 1996:9). The ensuing tension, i.e. the
contentious and polemic debate waged between evangelicals and ecumenists, is
heightened by the insistence upon contextualized expressions of the gospel and
Christian faith. This study has taken seriously the summation of Justo L.
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Gonzalez, "The missionary enterprise has always declared that its purpose is to
found indigenous and mature churches in various parts of the world" (1999:394).
The establishment of an indigenous and mature church that is capable of
self-govemment, self-support, self-propagation, and self-theologizing is
contingent upon, among other requirements, the essentiality of the process of
contextual theologizing. Through experiences among Albanian Bektashi
Background Believers, I have discovered that this process is completely authentic
only when a congregation perceives that it has license and liberty to carry it out.
Moreover, the process and the result are validated by others of similar situation,
i.e. by persons who hail from both Muslim heritage (albeit of Sufi expression)
and colonized status. Ultimately the Church" renders judgment upon the
contextualized theology, and therefore serves as the reins on the free-spirited
maverick.
All of this said, I assert the initial major import of this study. The
instmment created as a measure to gauge the understandings of the gospel in
five domains^^ among the members of local congregations, serves not only as a
' ' Church with a capital "C" refers to the Church universal, while church with a lower-case "c"
refers to a local expression thereof.
These five domains are identified and described byWilliam James, in his classic work The
Varieties ofReligious Experience. The philosopher and psychologist labeled these domains as 1)
cognitive-cerebral, 2) affective-emotional, 3) volitional, 4) spiritual-mystical, and 5)
connectedness-belonging. James (1982:97), in explaining the cognitive-cerebral domain of
religious conversion, quotes H. H. Goddard, "We do find sufficient evidence to convince us that
the proper reform in mental attitude would relieve many a sufferer of ills that the ordinary
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scientific tool, but also as a stimulus to further contextualization, and hence,
deeper and broader applications of Christ's message and ethic. Although my
intention in this study was to assess the understandings of several faith
communities in the Balkans, I propose that this metric can be used in other
milieux, regardless of heritage, tradition, or age. The assessment tool can spur
indigenous and mature congregations to a more intense "Faith-state" (James
1982:241).
Secondarily, this study impacts the Christian mission enterprise by the
introduction of the metric. While informed by the helpful CI to C6 spectmm
proposed by John Travis (Winter 1999:658-659), the evaluation device developed
physician cannot touch." Previously, James comments (90), "The systematic cultivation of
healthy-mindedness as a religious attitude is therefore consonant with important currents in
human nature, and is anything but absurd." In his discourse regarding the affective-emotional
domain, James (144) states, "The securest way to the rapturous sorts of happiness of which the
twice-bom make report has an historic matter of fact been through a more radical pessimism than
anything that we have yet considered." He continues (145), "If we are to touch the psychology of
religion at all seriously, we must be willing to forget conventionalities, and dive below the
smooth and lying official conversational surface." Addressing the third domain, the volitional,
the scholar (311-312) notes, "Obedience may spring from the general religious phenomenon of
inner softening and self-surrender and throwing one's self on higher powers. So saving are these
attitudes felt to be that in themselves, apart from utility, they become ideally consecrated."
Furthermore, James (1982:208), quoting Starbuck, adds, "The personal will must be given up. In
many cases relief persistently refuses to come until the person ceases to resist, or to make an
effort in the direction he desires to go." The fourth domain, spiritual-mystical, is characterized by
ineffability, that which is "a certain feeling, in what fhe quality or worth of it consists" (380). This
fourth domain also possesses a noetic quality, a state of "insight into depths of truth unplumbed
by the discursive intellect" (380). The third and fourth characteristics ascribed by James to this
fourth domain are transiency and passivity. William James adds a fifth dimension or domain of
religious experience, that of belonging or cormection with others. He notes (486) that there exists
"an assurance of safety and a temper of peace, and in relation to others, a preponderance of
loving affections." Kant labels these affections which relate to one's religious associations with
others "sthenic" (505).
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for this study seeks to serve a Balkan context, and followers of Jesus Christ
hailing from Bektashi and Sunni Muslim backgrounds. Although context-
sensitive and venue-specific, this tool can be adapted for use by other faith
communities.
Thirdly, this study is salient to the discipline ofmissiology, and
concomitantly to practitioners and students of missional church studies, as it
explores the role of women in leadership roles, specifically those in Muslim
contexts. Recognizing the inherent patriarchality within normative Sunni and
Shia Islamic practice, the egalitarian nature of Bektashism, specifically as
critically contextualized among Albanian Bektashi Background Believers, will
challenge indigenous religio-cultural understandings, and inform the fellowships
of Muslim Background Believers. Female Kosovar Albanian Bektashi
Background Believers who are leaders within local congregations add their voice
to the discussion, taking their rightful place at the table.
By giving ear to these women, this study places itself, at least in part, at
"the epistemological 'limits' of some of the dominant and ethnocentric ideas that
a range of other dissonant, and even dissident, histories and voices�of women,
the colonized, and racial . . . minority groups� can be heard" (Kwok 2005:170).
Contextualized understandings of Jesus Christ, as a hybridized identity, flow
from indigenous and mature communities of faith, which have wrestled with the
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question, "Who do you say that I am?" Kwok (2005:171) expresses this clearly,
"Jesus' question is an invitation for every Christian and local faith community to
infuse that contact zone [the space between Jesus and Christ] with new
meanings, insights, and possibilities." The contextual Christology emanating
from Albanian Bektashi Background Believers signals a "positive return to
indigenous tongues and thus to the multiplicity of nativist experiences that
would otherwise be methodically suppressed and erased in the name of a false
unity sanctioned and imposed by the conquering power" (Levison and Pope-
Levison 1999:2).
Fourthly, this study is significant in that it challenges colonialist
hegemonic ideologies and theologies, through opening the dialogue between
conflicting factions within the Balkan context. This contribution to the field of
missiology and intercultural communications will be to shed light upon and offer
mechanisms for ethnic and religious reconciliation among the myriad peoples in
southeastem Europe. The palimpsestic nature of religion, politics, sociology, and
psychology of the peoples of the Balkans is often a fertile ground for conflict and
misunderstanding. New understandings of the gospel of Jesus Christ and how
the gospel demands and produces cultural and religious transformation will
engender a refreshed motivation for including all at the table, and offer solutions
as to how those changes can occur. Miroslav Volf's "exclusion and embrace"
theology will inform this discussion.
Nature of the Study
In order to maintain a posture of scientific validity and to evaluate the
reliability of my paradigm of contextualization, I developed a questionnaire
which probed interviewees' responses to questions related to nine eleihents of
Bektashi theology, practice, and ritual. Two additional questions were appended
to the nine Bektashi-related questions; these two additional questions are
questions regarding Christology, i.e. beliefs about the identity of Christ and one's
relationship to him. The questionnaire is presented in Appendix A. The
questionnaire is comprised of 11 questions which ask respondents to circle their
responses to statements. There are five options provided as responses to each of
the 11 questions, presented in a Likert scale model. Following the paradigm of
action research, I proposed a rigorous schedule of interviews with eighty
persons. These persons fall within four research groups. The first group
represents those persons who self-identify as of Bektashi heritage and tradition,
while professing faith in Jesus Christ as personal Savior and Lord. These
individuals practice Christian rituals, such as Christian worship services,
baptism, the Lord's Supper, and regularly attend Bible studies. The second
group represents those persons who self-identify as devout, practicing Bektashi.
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I designed the experiment of gauging understandings of the gospel through
asking these forty Bektashi, twenty now Christians, in order to assess how the
nine elements of Bektashi theology and practice are now perceived.
The third group is comprised of those persons who self-identify as
Muslim Background Believers, i.e. those persons who hail from a Sunni Muslim
family or tribe, and who now profess faith in Jesus Christ as personal Savior and
Lord. Like the individuals in the first group, the persons in this third group
practice Christian rituals, including Christian worship services, baptism, and the
Lord's Supper, and regularly attend Bible studies.
The fourth group of study participants self-identify as devout, practicing
Muslims. Like the persons in group two, the individuals in this group were
chosen as a control group of the contextualization change introduced into group
one. If the contextualized understandings of the nine Bektashi elements of ritual
and doctrine are presented to this fourth group, it was assumed that no change
would occur from the pre-test to the post-test in group four. Group two differs
from group four in that there may be a change from the pre-test to the post-test,
and ultimately this is one of the goals of contextualization.
The results of the questions were tabulated using the SPSS program,
which allows for both quantitative and qualitative data input. Bivariate
Correlation Analysis was used to examine the data and test the hypothesis of the
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study. Bivariate correlation provides a single number which summarizes the
relationship between two variables (in this case, contextualization and
understandings of the gospel), and produces a single summary statistic
describing the strength of the association. This statistic is the correlation
coefficient. The correlation coefficient indicates the degree to which variation (or
change) in one variable is related to variation in another; it is a number between
-1 and 1 which measures the degree to which two variables are related. If the
correlation coefficient has a value of 1, there is a perfect correlation between the
two variables of analysis. If the correlation coefficient is -1, there is a perfect
indirect correlation between the two variables in question.
Following the initial round of interviews with the eighty participants, a
hermeneutical community of Bektashi Background Believers was gathered and
gathered in the town of Gjakove, Kosova. 21 persons who proclaim faith in Jesus
Christ and who claim a Bektashi heritage, participated in the discussions and
debates which led to both critical contextualizations of the nine Bektashi
elements, and contextualization of the gospel of Jesus Christ among Bektashi
Background Believers. This researcher was privileged to attend and participate
in this spiritual and communal exercise.
The change, i.e. the set of critical contextualizations and the gospel
contextualization, was presented to the eighty interviewees, and following a
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period ranging from approximately one month to four months, a survey similar
to the first survey was conducted. Results of the surveys were tabulated using
the SPSS program. As after the first round of surveys and questionnaires, the
results of the questions were tabulated using the SPSS program, which allows for
both quantitative and qualitative data input. Additionally, as after the first
administration of the interview questions, Bivariate Correlation Analysis was
carried out.
From the correlation coefficient we can infer that as the levels of
contextualization of the gospel, and critical contextualization, increase, either the
understandings of the gospel increase, decrease, or remain unaffected.
Further hypothesis testing and analysis of relationships of variables were
performed utilizing the partial correlation procedure. This technique provides a
single measure of association which describes the linear relationship between
two variables while controlling for the effects of one or more additional
variables. Partial correlation analysis enables the researcher to remove the effect
of the control variable (in our case, the level of contextualization) from the
relationship, without manipulating the raw data.
If, for example, the intervening (or confounding) variable of "gender" is
tested while controlling for the effect of "immigrant/homeland status," and a
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correlation coefficient is near the value of "1," we can infer that a subject's gender
has a direct relationship with understandings of the gospel.
Statement of the Hypothesis
When the following elements of Bektashi ceremony, theology, and
practice, are critically contextualized by and among Albanian Bektashi
Background Believers, both Bektashi adherents and Bektashi Background
Believers will articulate that the gospel of Jesus Christ is more clearly understood
by them, and by devout Bektashi adherents in five domains (cognitive-cerebral,
affective-emotional, volitional, spiritual-mystical, and belongingness) than when
these elements are not contextualized." This hypothesis was tested through the
initial examination of fhe status of contextualization, followed by a secondary
examination following the inculturation.
Definition of Terms
Albanian. An Albanian is an individual who self-identifies either as a
resident of the ancient Albania, or whose ancestors hail from the ancient
Albanian lands, and who is characterized or depicted as a person or entity that
has some connection with ancient Albania, either through land or lineage, or
both (Zhelyazkova 2006:1; Myzyri 1995:5; Jacques 1995 :xi-xviii; Durham 2000:20;
The nine elements, as mentioned above, included 1) Wahdat al-Wujud, 2) the veneration of
Imam Ali, 3) the ritual conmiemoration of Ashurah, 4) Noruz, 5) muhabet, 6) the "Trinitarian"
formulation of Allah-Muhammad-Imam Ali, 7) magfirat-i zunub, 8) zahir and batin, and 9) nesib.
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Kaplan 1993:29). Notwithstanding, Schwandner-Sievers and Fischer (2002:10)
present a convincing and clear argument which opts for the socially constructed
reality of Albanian identity.
Modem political Albanian myth and mythical tropes do indeed exhibit
familiar archetypal stmctures. Loosely following the typology of archetypes
suggested by Boia, contemporary Albanian myths, dressed in new clothes,
would fall into categories of archetypal structures such as 'transcendent
realities' ofmythical leaders; emerge in the holy paraphernalia of old and
new heroes and in hero worship; in expressions of 'otherness' in both
prevalent fears of the outside world and the 'decipherment of future' (the
latter incorporated both in Orientalist and Occidentalist idealisations [sic]; in
archetypes of 'unity' as, for example, visible in the purported unifying
principles of one common language, gender and social equality in
Communism; they appear particularly clearly in 'reiterations of origins,' i.e.
in mythos of descent and in 'the fight of complementary) opposites' evident
in all ideologies organising [sic] the world into friend and foe, such as
modem conspiracy theories; and lastly, in attempts to 'evade destiny' or
history in strategies such as deliberate forgetting and oblivion.
Iwill examine the phenomena of identity and identity formation, and particularly
Albanian identity and identity formation in chapter two.
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Figure 1: Maps of Historical Ethnic
Albania"
Ashurah. Ashurah, or A�ure, is a ritual ceremony celebrated on the tenth
day of Muharrem (Birge 1937:169). Some call this ceremony Ashurah Merasimi,
for which inhabitants of the teqe gather wheat, hazel nuts, raisins, almonds, dates,
and other ingredients necessary for the making of the special ritual food.
Annemarie Schimmel (1975:340) adds.
On 'Ashura Day, the day of Husayn's martyrdom in Kerbela [sic], a
special dish called 'a�ure is cooked; this reminds the pious of the last meal
of the martyrs of Kerbela [sic], which were [sic] prepared from leftovers.
Even today many Turkish families�most of them non-Bektashis�
prepare this sweetish, delicious dish on the tenth ofMuharram [sic].
Popovic and Veuistein (1995:435) define the term thus,
Terme arabe designant le dixieme jour de muharrem, premier mois du
calendrier lunaire musulman, jour traditionnellement considere comme
Maps were provided by www.historyofmacedonia.org.
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sacre. II fut marque notamment par le martyre de Hiiseyin, fils de 'All et
petit-fils du Prophete, et de ses partisans a Kerbela. Ce tragique
anniversaire est commemore par la preparation et la consummation en
commun d'un pia egalement appele 'd�ure, sorte de bouillie sucree,
compose de ble concasse, grains de raisins, pignons, etc. [An Arabic term
designated the tenth day of Muharrem, the first month of the lunar
Muslim calendar, the day traditionally considered holy. A representative
mark notably for the martyrdom of Husayn, the son of Ali and the
grandson of the Prophet, and one of the partisans at Kerbela. This tragic
anniversary is commemorated by the preparation and common
consumption of a dish also called 'a�ure, a kind of sweet custard,
composed of blackened wheat, grains, raisins, pine kernels, etc.]
Riza Zelyut (n.d.:446) defines the term thus,
A�ura, sozliik anlami olarak Muharrem ayinin lO'unu gosterir. Bu tarihte,
(Bugiinkii miladi takvimde 680 yili 10 Ekimi'ne denk dii�iiyor) Imam
Hiiseyin �ehit edildigi igin Aleviler tuttuklari matem orcunun sonunda
a�ura gorbasi (Imam Hiiseyin yemegi) pi�irip yerler. Bu, �iikran
duygulanni yansitir. [The dictionary meaning of "Ashurah" is a religious
demonstration observed on the tenth day ofMuharrem. On this date
(which according to the Christian calendar falls on October 10, 680 AD)
Imam Huseyn was martyred, and Alevis end their period ofmouming
and fasting, and feast. During the time of thanksgiving, they reflect upon
the emotions and sensations of the martyrdom of Imam Huseyn.]
Harry Thirlwall Norris (1993:171) states.
The day of "Ashura" is an honoured [sic] and respected day among all the
people of the books of heavenly revelation, Muslims, Christians, and Jews.
On that day Allah Almighty honoured [sic], in varied miraculous acts, a
goodly number of His Prophets. In
"Ashura " Allah Almighty accepted
the repentance of Adam and David, upon whom be peace. In it, Allah
raised Enoch (Idris) to a lofty place in Heaven. In it, the ship and ark of
Noah, peace be upon him, were fixed firmly on Mount aLJudi after the
end of the flood.
Baba. A baba, literally "father," is the male head of a teqe, and one
qualified to provide spiritual guidance; a baba is a man who has undergone
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normative training which is accomplished through one-on-one life transference,
discipling, including academic study, pastoral training and ceremonial
leadership. One must pass through various initiatory rites of passage rituals,
predicated upon spiritual and/or mystical experiences (Birge 1937:31;
Trimingham 1971:55; Trix 1993:3; Shaw 2005:178). Popovic and Veinstein
(1995:435) define the term as "mot turc significant <<pere>> et correspondant a un
grade dans la hierarchie bektachie: le baba dirige un centre de I'ordre, ayant sous
ses orders les derviches, muhibb et 'a�ik qui en font partie" [A Turkish word
signifying Tather' and corresponding to a rank within the Bektashi hierarchy; the
baba directs a center of the order, acknowledged as the order of dervishes, in
which muhibs {Albanian: myhyp} and ashiks are part.]
Batin. Batin is the inner meaning of the Qur'an� an experiential response
to Qur'anic revelation (Birge 1937:106). "The ancient heritage of Islamic esoteric
knowledge (al-batin) is forcibly re-expressed in Frasheri's [Naim] conviction that
one may know the nature of divinity within one's own being, body and,
especially, beauty of visage" (Doja 2003:365). Annemarie Schimmel (1975:93), in
commenting on the Ismaili movement^^, comments, "Ghazzali wrote several
treatises against these batiniyya, 'the people of esoteric meaning,' and in his
The Ismaih movement was a branch of "Shia thought that had gained a firm footing in various
parts of the Middle East" in the tenth and eleventh centuries AD (Schimmel 1975:93). Followers
of the movement threatened orthodox Muslims and, later, the Crusaders.
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autobiography tried once more to explain the dangers inherent in the Ismaili
system." The Sufist Muhammed Hamiduddin (2005:78) mentions batin in his
exposition of Xhunejd Bagdadi,
Askush nuk mund te gjeje ndonje verejtje ne aspektin e sjelljes se tij
{dhakir), qe ka qene ne harmoni te plote me Sheriatin, ose ne aspektin e
gjendjes se brendshme (batin) e cila assesi nuk dallonte nga parimet
thelemore te misticizmit." [No one can find any attention given to his
behavior {referring to Xhunejd} (dhakir), that has been in complete
harmony vyith the Shari'ah, or with the aspect of internal situation (batin),
which in no way diverges from the foundational principles of mysticism.]
Ali Siimer (n.d.:107), perhaps the foremost biographer of Hajji Bektash
Veli, quotes the founder as defining batin as "ig yiiz gergek" [inner, true face, or
inner, real sense].
Bektashi.^* Bektashi is a heterodox Sufi tariqa^^ (order) founded in the 13*
century by Hajji Bektash Veli. Most adherents today are found in westem
Macedonia; southwestem Kosova; Albania; and Detroit and Taylor, Michigan,
USA. Individual members of the order are also identified by this title.
Moreover, Bektashism is primarily lineage-based, in the face of a more
Variant forms of the term "Bektashi" will be found throughout the literature. Glasse (2001:85)
opts for "Bektashi,", as do Adamec (2001:65), Esposito (2003:41), and Martin (2004:103).
Schwandner-Sievers (2002:84), discussing the syncretic doctrines and tolerance of the order, uses
"Bektashi." A native Albanian ethnomusicologist, Eno Koqo, appropriates the "Bektashi"
spelling (2004:9). John Kingsley Birge, perhaps transliterating from the Turkish originals,
employs "Bektashi," while J. Spencer Trimingham, in a broader treatment of Sufism and Sufi
tariqa, employs "Bektashiyyah." Common Albanian, Bosnian, Turkish, and Macedonian usage
opts for "Bektashi" for both the order and the members thereof.
Tariqa is defined in footnote 4 above.
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religiously pluralisticmilieu. Frances Trix, Wayne State University assistant
professor of anthropology and a convert to Bektashism (1993:159), notes:
The best source on Bektashism is still John Kingsley Birge's The Bektashi
Order ofDervishes (1937), the research for which was done in Turkey and
Albania in the late 1920s. The Bektashis were one of the two main Sufi
Orders [sic] of the Ottoman Empire, the other being the better known
Mevlevi Order [sic], also known as the "whirling dervishes." In Ottoman
history, the Bektashis were known for their connection with the
Janissaires, the elite troops of the empire. Bektashis traveled with the
troops in a sort of chaplain-missionary role. Bektashis were also known
for their humor and their gentle deriding of the more legalistic Surmi or
orthodox Muslims.
Dr. Don Shan Zefi, Archbishop's Chancellor and Chair of the Ecclesial
Court in Prizren, Kosova, asserts (2000:98),
Fjala "dervish" eshte nje shprehje persiane, zanafilla e te cilit nuk eshte e
sigurt, mirepo mbahet si probabile etimologjia dar-wis, pergjithsisht per te
shenuar boten myslimane, anetaret e shoqerise e te vellazerise shpirterore
. . . Bektashizmi eshte nje sekt i islamit, ne te cilen per t'u pranuar ne
anetaresine e tij lypet nje iniciacion i fshehte, shume i perhapur ne
Shqiperi, atje ku pas arrestimeve, vrasjeve dhe perjashtimit te klerit
vendas nga turqit, ai (bektashizmi) e stabilizoi qendren e pare boterore, te
drejtua'r nga nje Baba te Madh, i quajtur edhe Dede. Parimet e tij bazohen
mbi panteizmin mitik. [The word 'dervish' is a Persian expression, the
genesis ofwhich is unsure, however it is based upon the etymologic
probability dar-wis, used generally to signify to the Muslim world, the
members of a society of spiritual brotherhood . . . Bektashism is an Islamic
sect, in which in order to be accepted one must pass through a secret
initiation, widespread throughout Albania, there where after the arrests,
murders, and banishment of the native clergy by the Turks, the first world
center was established, directed by a great baba, also called a dede. The
principles upon which this sect is founded are rooted in mythological
pantheism.]
Harry Thirlwall Norris (1993:74) provides a map of Bektashi teqe locations
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prior to the advent of Commnnism in 1943.
Figure 2: Distribution of Bektashi teqes prior to 1943
Contextualization. Generally, contextualization is the process of placing
an entity, e.g. a word or an activity, in a specific venue or context. Within the
contemporary missiological environment, contextualization is the clothing of the
gospel of Jesus Christ within a host culture, so as to be meaningful to the
indigenes of that culture. Synonymous terms include translation, adaptation.
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indigenization, inculturation, and assimilation (Flemming 2005:15; van Engen
1996:72-75). Bevans and Schroeder (2004:95-96) note.
In one of the earliest references regarding the principles of what we refer
to today as inculturation or contextualization, Origen wrote the following
around 230 to his former student, Gregory Thaumaturgus, who at that
time was a missionary in Cappadocia in Asia Minor:
I wish to ask you to extract from the philosophy of the Greeks what
may serve as a course of study or a preparation for Christianity,
and from geometry and astronomy what will serve to explain the
sacred Scriptures, in order that all the sons of philosophers are
wont to say about geometry and music, grammar, rhetoric, and
astronomy, as fellow-helpers to philosophy, we may say about
philosophy itself, in relation to Christianity.
Charles H. Kraft (1999:389) declares.
The aim of Christian witness is to see people come to Christ and to be
formed into groups we call churches that are both biblically and culturally
appropriate. The process by means of which the church becomes
"inculturated" in the life of a people has been called "indigenization," but
now is more frequently referred to as "contextualization."
Father L. Jeyaseelan (2000:xii) defines contextualization in this way,
Contextualization of the message of Christ is our earnest desire.
Inculturation in practice would mean clothing Jesus and His [sic] message
in the "idiom and language" of our people. Together with it a sense of
belonging takes hold on all that pertains to our faith container.
Concretely, Jesus has to be made incarnate in a Meitei, Naga, Kuki-Chin-
Mizo family and He [sic] has to become a household God, a member of
our human clan.
Dervish. A dervish is literally a "beggar"; generally a member of a
Muslim religious order noted for devotional exercises as bodily movements
leading to a trance. Bodily movements normally include dancing or whirling.
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Within Bektashi religion specifically, a dervish is the fourth level of spiritual
discipline; one who has made a series of vows to the order (Ellwood 1999:408;
Malcolm 1999:134; Trimingham 1971:38-39). More technically, a dervish is a
muhib "who has acquired some skill in the practices of the sect, and has been
granted permission to wear some of the ritual garments, including the taj, or
headware" (Shaw 2005:178). Birge (1937:164), arguably the foremost etic scholar
of Bektashism, adds.
This [the rank of dervish] involves a further commitment of self to
following professionally the religious life. On going through the
necessary ceremony, often call the vakfi vucut, or dedication of body or
existence, the dervish may then wear the official tac or headpiece of the
order, and not infrequently makes his home in the tekke [sic], serving the
Baba [sic]. Sometimes it is said a muhip may serve in the tekke [sic] for ten
or more years before he is admitted as a dervish. It is not a fixed time or a
formal standard by which a muhip may quality as a dervish. It is rather a
case of a disciple's sitting at the feet of his teacher.
Gospel of Jesus Christ. The gospel of Jesus Christ is multifaceted,
described through myriad metaphors as faces of a precious jewel. "Gospel" is
differentiated in this document by these metaphors and images, from
"theology," which is a broader discussion. In this definition I highlight several of
those facets; I define "theology" as "a word about god," which implies a
multiplicity of sources and conceptions. The definition of "gospel" is generated
by a singular source, viz. the narrative of Jewish and Christian scripture. It is the
good news that God sent Jesus Christ to the world to become the sacrifice for
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human sin, thus bridging the gap between humankind and God. Those who
accept this news in faith will enjoy abundant life now and forever. The gospel is
the good news of the kingdom of God, ushered in by Jesus. "The ministry of the
historical Jesus, the decisive event of death-resurrection, and the post-Easter
proclamation of the risen Christ in the community have been collapsed into the
symbol of 'the kingdom of heaven'" (Senior and Stuhlmueller 1999:237). "We
recognize, then, underlying the whole life of the early Christian community a
common tradition having two main aspects. In both aspects it is directly related
to the person of the Founder. The 'preaching' is described as 'the Gospel of
Christ'" (Dodd 1938:52).
George Eldon Ladd (1999:64) expounds upon the kingdom.
The primary meaning of both the Hebrew word malkuth in the Old
Testament and of the Greek word hasileia in the New Testament is the
rank, authority and sovereignty exercised by a king. A hasileia may indeed
be a realm over which a sovereign exercises his authority; and it may be
the people who belong to that realm and over whom authority is
exercised; but these are secondary and derived meanings . . . When the
word refers to God's Kingdom [sic], it always refers to His [sic] reign. His
mle. His sovereignty, and not to the realm in which it is exercised.
Josh Yates, leading the Globalisation [sic] Issue Group of the 2004 Fomm
for World Evangelization (2005:3), states.
Gospel, or euvangelion, is understood in its fullest sense as the "good news"
that Jesus Christ, the King of Heaven, has come, not only to save
individuals from hell, but to restore his kingdom - which is nothing short
of the entire world and all of creation.
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Miroslav Volf, in his work Exclusion and Embrace, offers this precis of the
meaning of the gospel (1996:130):
Much of the meaning of the death and resurrection of Christ is summed
up in this injunction, "Let us embrace each other." As the choir clearly
states, the other, who ought to be embraced by those for whom "A Pascha
worthy of all honor has dawned," is not just the "brother" or "sister"
inside the self-enclosed ecclesial community. The other is also the enemy
outside� "those that hate us" and "all"�who is taken in the embrace by
being forgiven and called "brother" and "sister."
C. H. Dodd (1938:180) adds this dimension of the gospel, i.e. forgiveness,
when he comments, "This is the Church that we speak of when we confess: T
believe in the holy catholic Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of
sins." Jesus Christ told the parable of the unforgiving servant in Matthew 18:21-
35, and drew the conclusion, "So my heavenly Father will also do to every one of
you, if you do not forgive your brother or sister from your heart."
Revelation 21 describes another nuance of the gospel, i.e. an inheritance.
John the Revelator declares (5-7),
And the one who was seated on fhe throne said, "See, 1 am making all
things new." Also he said, "Write this, for these words are tmstworthy
and true." Then he said to me, "It is done! 1 am the Alpha and the
Omega, the beginning and the end. To the thirsty 1 will give water as a
gift from the spring of the water of life. Those who conquer will inherit
these things, and I will be their God and they will be my children.
In the same chapter, yet another dimension of the gospel is described, i.e.
a new heaven and a new earth (Revelation 21:1-2):
Then 1 saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the
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first earth had passed away, and the sea was no more. And I saw a holy
city, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, prepared
as a bride adorned for her husband.
One facet of the gospel is sanctification, i.e. setting apart for a holy
purpose or calling. The Apostle Paul in I Thessalonian 5:23 prays, "May God
himself, the God of peace, sanctify you through and through. May your whole
spirit, soul and body be kept blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ."
Yet another dimension of the gospel is justification, i.e. being made right
with God. The Apostle Paul in Romans 3:23-24 declares, "For all have sinned
and fall short of the glory of God, and are justified freely by his grace through the
redemption that came by Christ Jesus."
Another definition of the gospel is the love of God. The Apostle Paul
writes in Romans 8:39, "Neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all
creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus
our Lord."
A new covenant is a facet of the gospel. The writer of the gospel of Luke
narrates, "In the same way, after the supper he took the cup, saying, 'This cup is
the new covenant in my blood, which is poured out for you.'"
An element of Jesus' earthly ministry which is often coupled with the
gospel is healing. Matthew 9:35 tells the story, "Jesus went through all the towns
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and villages, teaching in their synagogues, preaching the good news of the
kingdom and healing every disease and sickness."
The Apostle Paul, in his epistle to the Philippians (3:8-9), describes the
gospel facet of righteousness, viz.
I regard everything as loss because of the surpassing value of knowing
Christ Jesus my Lord. For his sake I have suffered the loss of all things,
and I regard them as mbbish, in order that I may gain Christ and be found
in him, not having a righteousness of my own that comes from the law,
but one that comes through faith in Christ, the righteousness of God based
on faith.
The writer of the gospel of John records Jesus' words about the gospel
which he brought (10:10), viz. abundant life, "The thief comes only to steal and
kill and destroy. I came that they may have life, and have it abundantly."
Abundant life is yet another dimension of the gospel.
Salvation is another theme of the gospel of John, and another nuance of
the gospel. John 3:17 states, "Indeed, God did not send the Son into the world to
condemn the world, but in order that the world might be saved through him."
The early church's credo "Jesus is Lord" recognizes that the historical Jesus was
the cosmic Christ, the second person of the godhead, and the singular savior of
humankind. Christologie statements and declarations of Jesus' supreme role as
savior and deliverer are foundational to Christian faith, and Christianity as faith.
Deliverance from sin, evil, and demonic forces represents another facet of
the gospel. The writer ofMark 1:32-34 notes.
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That evening, at sundown, they brought to him all who were sick or
possessed with demons. And the whole city was gathered around the
door. And he cured many who were sick with various diseases, and cast
out many demons; and he would not permit the demons to speak, because
they knew him.
Another dimension of the gospel, the 18* in this listing, is power, and/or
empowerment. The writer of Acts 1:8 records Jesus' words in this way, "But you
will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you will be my
witnesses in Jemsalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth."
John 1:16 adds another nuance of the gospel, viz. grace, "From his fullness
we have all received, grace upon grace."
Victory over sin and death is the 20* dimension of the gospel. The
Apostle Paul vyrites in I Corinthians 15:57, "But thanks be to God, who gives us
the victory over sin and death through our Lord Jesus Christ."
Reconciliation with God adds more meaning to the gospel. The Apostle
Paul writes in Romans 5:10, "For if while we were enemies, we were reconciled
to God through the death of his Son, much more surely, having been reconciled,
will we be saved by his life."
The writer of Acts 10:36 discloses another nuance of the gospel, i.e. peace
through Jesus Christ, viz. "You know the message he sent to the people of Israel,
preaching peace by Jesus Christ�he is Lord of all." The Apostle Paul in Romans
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5:1 declares, "Therefore, since we are justified by faith, we have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ."
A new birth (or a second birth) is perhaps one of the foremost
understandings of the gospel. Jesus' encounter with Nicodemus in John 3 is
instructive, "Jesus answered him, 'Very tmly, 1 tell you, no one can see the
kingdom of God without being bom from above'" (verse 3). "Jesus answered,
"Very tmly, 1 tell you, no once can enter the kingdom of God without being bom
of water and spirit'" (verse 5).
Galatians 3:13 highlights another dimension of the gospel, i.e. redemption.
"Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law by becoming a curse for us� for it
is written, 'Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree.'"
John 3:15-16 emphasize the dimension of etemal life as a facet of the
gospel, "That whoever believes in him may have eternal life. For God so loved
the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him may
not perish but may have etemal life."
Colossians 1:21-23 paints a word picture of the gospel dimension of
restoration to the image of God, viz.
And you who were once estranged and hostile in mind, doing evil deeds,
he has now reconciled in his fleshly body through death, so as to present
you holy and blameless and irreproachable before him�provided that
you continue securely established and steadfast in faith, without shifting
from the hope promised by the gospel that you heard.
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Fellowship with God's Son, Jesus Christ, is the nuance of the gospel
described by the Apostle Paul in I Corinthians 1:9, "God is faithful; by him you
were called into the fellowship of his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord."
In the same epistle, the Apostle Paul concludes his discourse on the
essence of the victory in Christ as a pivotal dimension of the gospel, "But thanks
be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ" (15:57).
The metaphor of adoption as children of God adds another dimension to
the meaning of the gospel. "For you did not receive a spirit of slavery to fall back
into fear, but you have received a spirit of adoption" (Romans 8:15).
The image ofmystery adds another facet of the gospel, as recorded in
Romans 16:25-26, viz.
Now to God who is able to strengthen you according to my gospel and the
proclamation of Jesus Christ, according to the revelation of the mystery
that was kept secret for long ages but is now disclosed, and through the
prophetic writings is made know to all the Gentiles.
Heterodox. That which is heterodox is contrary to or different from an
established norm. In this study heterodoxy is defined as exhibiting
characteristics, practicing behaviors, and appropriating materials not normative
for majority religious groups (Sunni Islam, Roman Catholicism, Orthodoxy) and
deemed as either blasphemous, forbidden, or taboo by them (Doja 2003:349;
Trimingham 1971:218). Charles Stewart (1994:134), in his treatment of
"Syncretism as nationalist discourse," chooses to define heresy� the more
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virulent vilification of heterodoxy�as that "which did not just castigate
difference but also pointed to a betrayal; a heretic was a former member of one's
own faith." Peter van der Veer (1994:197) believes heterodoxy as a re-imagining
of syncretism is "seen as a corruption of the Truth. It is seen as a loss of identity,
an illicit contamination, a sign of religious decadence."
Hiebert, Shaw, and Tienou (1999:378) define syncretism as "combining
elements of Christianity with folk beliefs and practices in such a way that the
gospel loses its integrity and message."
Imam Ali. Imam Ali, for Shi'ites and especially for Bektashis, is revered as
the progenitor of faith, and a manifestation of Allah on earth. Corrigan, Denny,
Eire, and Jaffey (1998:204-205) identify Ali as one ofMuhammad's cousins and
the husband of Muhammad's daughter Fatimah. Ali ascended to the caliphate in
656 AD, and "moved the center of his operations to Kufa, a garrison city near the
desert border with Iraq" (Corrigan et. al. 1998:204). The bifurcated and polemic
Muslim empire thus had two religious and political centers, one in Kufa and the
second in Damascus. The Umayyad Caliphate, ruling from Syria, maintained
allegiance to the party of Abu Bakr and Umar, denying the arrangement and
claim made by Ali.
Ali and Fatimah had two sons "who were to become important players in
the quest for leadership of the Muslims" (Carrigan et. al. 1998:204). The elder
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Hasan succeeded his father upon the latter's assassination in 661, but was
prevented from assuming the caliphate due to opposition from Mu'awiyah, the
first Umayyad caliph. The younger son Huseyn was poised to become the next
Shi'ite caliph. Accepting an invitation to travel to Iraq, the young man and his
followers were intercepted at Karbala, and were massacred by a vastly superior
military force of the Umayyad caliphate. For Shi'ites and particularly for
Bektashis, the martyrdom of Huseyn and his followers are regarded to this day
as the pivotal event in Muslim history.
Ellwood and McGraw (1999:406) comment,
Shi'a concepts of the Imam made his a unique and sacred spiritual office,
though they varied from conservative doctrines in which he was little
more than a divinely blessed caliph to extremist theologies that saw him
as virtually an incamation or manifestation of God himself on earth and
so even greater than Muhammad.
Trimingham (1971:133) maintains that for those who later became known
as Shi'a, "the guide through this world of divine wisdom (hikma ilahiyya) was the
infallible Imam. The Imam was also wali Allah and the closing of the prophetical
cycle heralded the opening of another�da'irat al-walaya." Moikom Zeqo, in his
commentary on Naim Frasheri's Fletorja e Bektashinjet (2000:61-62), notes,
Ajo qe eshte e vegante dhe e patjetersueshme per bektashizmin eshte se dy
profetet me te medhenj, Profeti Muhamet dhe Imam Aliu jepen perhere
me ane te nje emer te vetem dmth Muhamet Ali. Ky unitet, qe ne te
vertete tregon te njejten gje, ka perbere nje Uoj herezie dhe nuk eshte
pranuar nga "muslimanizmi ortodoks." [That that is most important and
essential for Bektashism is that the two greatest prophets. Prophet
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Muhammad and Imam Ali are ascribed permanently the singular name
Muhammad Ali. This unity, that actually implies the same thing, presents
a heretical viewpoint and is unacceptable to "orthodox Islam."]
Harry Thirlwall Norris (1993:185), in his lucid exposition of the triple
relationship of God according to Bektashi understanding, comments.
The triple relationship (the expression 'trinity' is misleading) of
Muhammad to Ali and to the incarnated Divinity is expressed in various
ways, although in principle all are common to both Baktashis [sic] and
Kizilba�. The Muhammad-Ali conjunction is a manifestion of the workings
of the 'light ofMuhammad' (Nur Muhammadi). Both symbolise [sic] the
tmst and security that is found solely in the Godhead.
Kosova. Kosova is one region or part of the ancient Albanian lands;
presently a United Nations protectorate located on the central Balkan Peninsula
(Kelmendi 2005:231; Malcolm 1999:xxxii; Jacques 1995:171; Schwandner-Sievers
and Fischer 2002:3; Myzyri 1995:240). According to Peter R. Prifti (1999:5-6),
This region lies in the southern part of the Republic of Serbia, and covers
an area of 4,127 square miles, two-thirds of which is mountainous terrain.
It was established as an Autonomous Province [sic] in 1945 in recognition
of the fact that the area was populated predominantly by Albanians.
"
Throughout this document, I use the Albanian form of the toponym, "Kosova," pronounced
with the accent on the second syllable. MostWestem sources prefer the Serbian form of the
word, "Kosovo," pronounced with the accent on the first syllable. My pro-Albanian bias rooted
in the history, language, and culture of Albanians of the province has led me to this usage.
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Magfirat-i zunub.^^ Literally this Arabic phrase means "forgiveness of
sins"; among Albanian Bektashi, magfirat-i zunub denotes annual confession to a
baba. The primary purpose of this confession is to demonstrate submissiveness
to the master, and to develop spiritual maturity (Birge 1937:170, 211)?� Birge
explains,
A somewhat similar service is described by Ziya Bey under the name
Magfireti zHniip, "forgiveness of sins." At a service held once a year
members who have something on their consciences are invited to come to
the Dar [the center of the teqe where much of the service takes place], and
there recite this invitation to bring accusation: "God, God, myself in the
Dar, my face on the ground, on the Gallows, dar, ofMansur, in the
assembly of Muhammad Ali, in the presence of the Divine Reality�my
soul a sacrifice, my flesh a prayer, tercuman� someone has been hurt by
the hand or the tongue ... If there be a brother soul who has been hurt let
him come, let him speak."
University of Limerick scholar Albert Doja (2003:358) comments on the murshid-
talib (Bektashi master-Bektashi disciple) relationship as priestly in nature, thus
predicating the necessity of magfirat-i zunub.
Even though apparently the murshid [Bektashi master] is acting for the
talih [Bektashi disciple] as a simple intercession, this is the same as all that
one sees or writes in spiritual matters is in-come, inspiration from God
through one's murshid.
Regarding the spiritual phenomenon of intervention, Frances Trix (1993:123)
adds, "For a murshid to speak for someone implied speaking to God for one, in
" As with other Arabic-origin terms and phrases, one finds variant transHterations and spelHngs
in other languages.
Frances Trix (1993:142) reports that Baba Rexhebi, the foremost Albanian Bektashi master,
contends, "The meaning of muhabbet [sic] was this\ came out this way\ to make the murids
{talibs] 'ripen.'"
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other words, intercession."
One of the most popular and famous works on forgiveness and confession
of sins was composed by Naim Frasheri, the Albanian national poet (2000:58):
Nga te ligate mergona,
Nga miresit' aferona,
Mos na lere [sic] ne mundime,
Ne s'mundje dhe lengime.
Falna, Zot' i math [sic]! Urate,
Te mos bijem [sic] ne mekate!
[Exile us from those things which are evil.
Draw us near to those things that are good.
Do not leave us in our trials,
h\ our wrestling and our sorrows.
Forgive us. Great Lord! Praises,
Let us not fall into sin!]
Muhabet^^ Perhaps the best definition of the term may be "heart to heart
discussion" or "serious discussion" (Shaw 2005:176). Albert Doja states
(2003:355), "In Bektashi milieux, time is mostly spent making muhabet (talking
with each other) and chanting or reading nefes (Bektashi spiritual hymns and
poems.)" Frances Trix (1993:133-145) devotes almost an entire chapter to the
phenomenon. She notes (1993:135):
For years 1 wondered. Was muhabbet some sort of love or was it a special
sort of talk? As 1 reflect now, it seems a foolish polarity, for certainly there
can be talk with affection or talk through which affection is engendered.
Perhaps it was the verb yapmak� to make� that was so often joined with
"muhabbet" that threw me. Or perhaps it was some sort of dichotomy
^' A variant spelling in other languages is muhabbet; however, the Albanian language disallows a
double "b" consonant in all cases.
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between feelings and actions that I was preserving. Or maybe it was a
disinclination to deal with any sort of formality, which I knew existed in
muhabbet, in relation to love or talk. Whatever the case, I was effectively
blinded from going beyond these distinctions. Yet what was manifestly
clear from the frequency with which muhabbet came up was the
importance of muhabbet in Bektashi practice.
Hajji Bektash Veli, the founder of Bektashism, defines the foundational
and pivotal term thus (n.d.:132), "ikilikten kurtulup, a�kla, �evkle yalnizca birlik
deryasma dalma. Hak ile Hak olmak, Hak sohbeti, Tanri'ya duyulan biiyiik a�k"
[twofold birth, love/passion, plunging deeply and enthusiastically into
conversation, to have a right to conversation, to hear the great love of God].
The Albaruan-English Online Dictionary (2006) translates the term as
"talk."
Muharrem. "The first ten days of the month, observed in commemoration
of the martyrdom of al-Husain, the second son of Fatimah, the Prophet's
daughter, by Ali. These days of lamentation are only observed by the Shi'ah
Muslims" (Thomas Patrick Hughes 1965:407). Riza Zelyut (n.d.:460) defines the
expression, "Muharrem omgu kurban bayramindan 20 giin sonar ba�layan,
Alevilerin Imam Hiiseyin'in �ehit edilmesinden duyduklari iiziintiiyii dile
getiren omg" [The fast ofMuharrem is observed for 20 days following its
inception. Followers of the martyr Imam Huseyn are participants in the fast;
they experience sorrow and deny themselves during the fast.] Zelyut (n.d.:460)
continues, "10 Muharrem giinii biter. Sonunda a�ura denilen gorba veya yemek
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yenilir" [On the tenth day of Muharrem a meal called a�ura is served; a stew or
other dish is eaten.]
In his anthology of Alevi and Bektashi proverbs and anecdotes, Ali Duran
Giilgi^ek (2003:107) includes this popular folk tale, entitled "Gelse gelse
Muharrem gelir" [If Muharrem Comes, Let It Come]:
Hocamn biri, Ramazan aymm tam ortalarmda bir Bekta�i koyiine
ugramis, bakmi�, koyde orug tutan yok; kimis yer, kimis iger.
Hoca, Babayi goriince:
"Erenler, bu koye Ramazan gelmedi mi?" diye sormu�.
Baba:
"Nedense Ramazan bizi ho� gormedi. Gelse, gelse, Muharrem gelir!"
demi�.
[An imam, in the middle of the month of Ramadan, visited a Bektashi
village. He saw that no one in the village was fasting. Some were eating;
some were drinking.
When the imam saw a Baba {Bektashi cleric}, he asked him,
"Ramadan has not come to this village, eh?"
The Baba responded, "I don't know why, but Ramadan does not look at
us kindly. If Ramadan comes, let it come!"]
Harry Thirlwall Norris (1993:170) cites F. W. Hasluck,
For a fast they have the mourning they keep for the passion of Kerbala,
the first ten days of the month which is called Moharrem [sic] (al-
Muharram). In these days some do not drink water, but this is excessive,
since on the evening of the ninth day the warfare ceased, and it was not
till the tenth after midday that the Imam Husain [sic] fell with his men . . .
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But let whoso will abstain also from water while he fasts. This shows the
love the Bektashi bear to all the Saints.
The official web site of the Alevi Bektashi tariqa in Turkey adds (2006),
During Muharrem, the month when Shi'ites especially remember the
death of Huseyin [sic] and the early injustice done Ali and his family in
taking the Caliphate from them, the writer [John Kingsley Birge] visited
tekke after tekke, and found in them all dervishes passionately mourning
the death of Hasan and Hiiseyin [sic]. In discussing this matter later with
one of Turkey's greatest scholars the writer expressed the impression that
the Turkish people while outwardly Sunni were, under cover of their
dervish brotherhoods, partially Shi'ite, at least in their tendencies, and
certainly mystical rather than orthodox.
The month of Muharrem is based upon the lunar calendar, and thus is
commemorated earlier each year than the previous year.
Nesib^ � Nesib is the secret rite of initiation into the Bektashi order (Birge
1937:162-163). The scholar notes (1937:162) that the literal meaning is "portion"
or "share allotted" and hence "fate." Annemarie Schimmel (1975:340) notes,
"Many 'ashiq, 'ardent lovers,' are affiliated with the order as lay members; they
have not taken their 'part' (nasib) in the initiation but are bound by loyalty to the
order." Michael A. Sells (1996:57) notes, "Central to Islamic spirituality is the
poetry that grew out of the pre-IsIamic Arabic nasib, the first part of the classical
Arabic ode or Qasida." Bektashi's formder Hajji Bektash Veli (n.d.:134) defines
the expression, "verilene kari� almandir" [very thorough and careful endowment
Variant spellings of the term are found in the literature, including nasib, nesip, and nasip.
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taken], while Risa Zelyut (n.d.:460) opts for "tarikate ginnek" [entrance into an
order].
Noruz^ Noruz is one of the significant and celebrated festivals among
Bektashis. Associated with the ceremony of New Year, Bektashi doctrine
maintains that on this day Imam Ali was bom. John Kingsley Birge (1937:223)
cites a Bektashi hymn of celebration:
May God give his blessing, O friends, muhiban, Nevruz the faithful
has come.
That is the anniversary of the king of kings, of palace and of the
brightness of day.
The wisdom of God has now become evident.
Those who dwell on the high throne have come to the condition
of joy, ecstasy and dancing.
The high mercy of God becoming manifest.
Verily all the earth and heaven became filled with light.
The light of the Divine Reality has covered all the world.
Heaven scattered light like the dawn.
An angel came and saluted me.
He raised my fame above the exalted ones.
He said: "This night the king of religion is being bom."
Frances Trix (1993:13) observes, "The next week I taped Baba reciting a
liturgical poem on the birth of Ali, for it was the week of Nevruz, a solar-based
holiday that combines a celebration of spring and the Persian New Year with the
birth of Ali."
Moikom Zeqo, in his commentary on Naim Frasheri's Fletorja e Bektashinjet
(2000:67), contends.
Variant spellings include nevruz.
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Perveg ketyre formulave te cilat patjeter duhet te jene marre nga Naim
Frasheri nga doktrina e Haxhi Bektash Veliut, dhe jepen per here te pare
ne shqip, Naimi shenon dhe ditet e shenuara festat e bektashizmit qe jane:
Bajrami i pare i quajtur Shevall, Bajrami i dyte i quajtur Dhimhixhe, Dita e
re, qe quhet Nevmz dhe Festa e Muharremit. [In addition to these
formulae which must have been taken by Naim Frasheri from the
doctrines of Hajji Bektashi Veli, are given for the first time in the Albanian
language the appointed days of the festivals of Bektashism, which are:
First Bajram called Shevall, Second Bajram called Dhimhixhe, The New
Day, which is called Nomz, and Muharrem.]
Harry Thirlwall Norris adds this comment (1993:170),
According to Muhammad Mufaku the festival of Nevruz among the
Albanian Baktashis [sic] is held on March 21, celebrating the birthday of
the Imam Ali. The ten days of Muharram [sic] are those during which the
events in Karbala are recalled, in conjunction with other sad events
involving sacrifice and relation to famous prophets and to imams.
Thomas Patrick Hughes (1965:431) transliterates the Arabic as "nauroz"
and defines the term as
New Year's Day, chiefly observed amongst the Persians. In Persia it is a
day of great festivity. It is observed the first day after the sun has crossed
the vemal equinox, and the festivities last for a week or more.
Tariqa. One of the twelve Sufi Muslim ascetic fraternities (Birge 1937:13;
Trimingham 1971:312). Thomas Patrick Hughes (1965:628) defines the term as "a
path," while Richard C. Martin (2004:680) opts for, "An Arabic term for the
spiritual path, in the sense of a method of spiritual practice, often embodied in a
social organization and tradition known as a Sufi order." Bektashi's founder
Hajji Bektash Veli (n.d.:139) defines the term with one word "yol" [path]. James
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Pettifer (2005:1) explains, '"The Way' is a term the Sufi mystics use to promote
their concept of life in the Kosova tekkes. The tekkes are the shrines of dissident
sects who were so important in Albanian and Kosova history."
Teqe^l The worship place for Bektashi adherents (Trimingham 1971:312)
is commonly called a teqe by Albanians. Birge (1937:29) defines this term as
"dervish lodge room." Frances Trix (1993:159) contends.
Obviously "monastery" is a Christian term, but the Bektashis in America
use it for want of a better word when describing their Muslim center, their
tekke, in English. Still, once the Islamic nature of the tekke is clear, to refer
to it as a monastery is not totally misleading.
In her explanation of the historical development of the teqe, Annemarie Schimmel
(1975:231) comments.
At the time that the fraternities came into existence, the center of mystical
activity was no longer the private house or shop of the master. A more
institutional stmcture proved to be necessary to cope with the growing
number of disciples and adepts. These new centers were usually called
khanqah in the eastem Islamic world; the same term was used in medieval
Egypt, where the Sufi khanqahs formed cultural and theological centers
and were subsidized by the govemment or endowed by influential
benefactors. The word zawiya, literally "comer," was used for smaller
units, like the solitary dwelling place of a sheikh. The Turks would call
the Sufi convent tekke.
Harry Thirlwall Norris (1993:xx) contends that a teqe is
Usually called a tekije in the Balkans, though other terms of similar
designation, derived from Persian and Turkish, such as hanikah and zavija,
are also used. A lodge of a Sufi order which is inhabited by a Cheikh [sic]
In many English, French, German, and Turkish works, this term is spelled "tekke." In this
project, I follow the Albanian spelling of the term, i.e. "teqe."
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or Baba and by dervishes, who, in the case of the Baktdshiyya, were
predominantly celibate.
Trinitarian Formulation. Both emic and etic Bektashi sources describe the
ontology of God in a triune or Trinitarian understanding. Vjollca Gojani, once a
Bektashi dervish, states (2006), "Allahu, Muhamedi, edhe Imam Aliu jane njesoj,
nje, taman si I Ati, Biri Jezu Krisht, edhe Shpirti i Shenjte" [Allah, Muhammad,
and Imam Ali are the same, one, just as the Father, the Son Jesus Christ, and the
Holy Spirit.] Harry Thirlwall Norris, professor of Arabic and Islamic Studies at
the School of Oriental and African studies. University of London, claims
(1993:94), "The Baktdshiyya were to conceive of Allah, Muhammad and 'Ali in a
triune relationship, the Prophet and son-in-law united together in a unity of
personality."
Albert Doja (2003:352) contends, "Orthodox Islam in general is strictly
monotheistic, but for the Bektashis, in particular, who clashed with official Islam
at a very early date, one of the central beliefs is that the Imam Ali was a
manifestation of the divine on earth." IreneMelikoff (1998) notes, "One of the
divine manifestations�the Allah's mazhar, the perfect reflection of God� is
realized notably in Ali, who represents the totality of the divine essence as an
expression of perfect, divine beauty."
Most recently, Erik Comell (2006:17-18) develops the notion of Trinity
within Bektashism thus:
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The concept of the Trinity was a recurrent theme in the instruction and
this should perhaps be understood as a way of facilitating the reception of
the instmction for a Christian pupil. Nevertheless, the concept remained
unclear and is conveyed here only tentatively.
1. God the Father seems to be the God of Heaven, beyond reach and
accordingly taking interest in mankind [sic] in general rather than in
the lives of individual human beings on earth.
2. God the Son seems to correspond to the Perfect Man who has achieved
union with God, represented by Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Buddha,
Muhammad and Ali, among others, according to the various faiths.
3. God the Holy Spirit seems then to correspond to the Spiritual Self, the
Voice of Conscience, guiding man [sic] on his way to perfection and
union with God.
In the Islamic context the Trinity is composed of Allah, Muhammad and
Ali, and Ali is given the dominant role, like Christ for many Christians. In
the Bektashi context God seems to be beyond reach and Muhammad is
clearly eclipsed by Ali.
Wahdat al-Wujud^^. The Arabic phrase literally means, "oneness of all
that is found." Within Islamic commentary, the expression is often found "unity
of being" or "affirmation of divine unity." Cohen (2006:1) notes.
The central concept in Ibn 'Arabi's system is wahdat-ul-wujud, "unity of
being." Scholars have debated whether Ibn 'Arabi intends this term to
describe a monist system, where nothing exists but the One. An
affirmative response does not indicate, however, a dramatic shift in
Muslim metaphysics because in reality, Ibn 'Arabi is only taking the
Ash'ari synthesis to its logical extreme. The Ash'ari insistence on God's
total omnipotence and control over the universe implies that God is the
only tme agent. It is not illogical, therefore, to suggest, as Ibn 'Arabi does,
that God must also be the only true existent.
Curiously, Birge (1937:235) adds, "Brown's assertion that it was used to call
Variant transliterations from the Arabic include Wahdut-ul-Wujud.
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members to refreshment and that it was called Wadut, a word meaning the All
Loving used as one of the names of God, is probably correct." Furthermore,
Birge (1937:109), in explicating the fourth gateway of Bektashi doctrine, employs
the Turkish term ahadiyet to delineate "undifferentiated unity."
Muhammad Muslehuddin (1974:59) is critical of the Sufist approach, viz.
"When neo-Platonism found its way in Sufism its first consequence was that the
'Otherness' (Ghairiat) of objects was denied. The 'othemess' of tlie created things
is clearly emphasized in the Quran." The Pakistani scholastic continues
(1974:59), "With the abolition of 'othemess' and establishment of identity
between God and man there remains neither sharia nor formalities of religion."
Michael A Sells (1996:68) defines the term as "ecstatic existence" and in
describing this phenomenon and doctrine, quotes the Sufi Qushayri quoting a
wine song:
They rained down into the goblets
water from their pitchers
while pearls blossomed
in an earth of gold.
The folk praised what they saw
in wonder
a light from water
on fire in the grapes,
A pure wine,
inherited by 'Ad from Iram,
the ancient treasure of Khusraw
from his father's father's father.
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Annemarie Scliimmel (1975:267) bifurcates God and creation in her
definition of the term:
Everything gains its wujud, its existence, by "being found," i.e. perceived,
by God, and "only their face tumed to God is real, the rest is pure not-
Being. That would imply that terms like pantheism, panentheism, and
even Louis Massignon's term "existential monism" would have to be
revised, since the concept of wahdat al-wujud does not involve a substantial
continuity between God and creation.
In their summary of this doctrine, John Corrigan, Frederick M. Denny,
Carlos M. N. Eire, and Martin S. Jaffee (1998:147) comment, "The 'Unity of
Being,' or wahdat al-wujud, doctrine has had a troubled career, with most Muslim
authorities condemning it as nonmonotheistic [sic] because it abandons the
transcendence of God over all his creation." Perhaps the rationale for drawing
this conclusion may be traced to the tenth century martyr-mystic al-Hallaj
(d.922). Al-Hallaj (Corrigan et. al. 1998:147) purportedly "came to have
considerable influence over others and founded a school ofmysticism." Because
of this Sufi novice's expression of the doctrine of wahdat al-wujud as ana al-Haqq [I
am the Tmth], he was "required to recant his doctrine and specifically its public
expression" (Corrigan et. al. 1998:147). The martyr-mystic refused and was
cmcified, dismembered, and bumed.
Hamiduddin (2005:87) comments on al-Hallaj's interpretation of the
doctrine of wahdut al-wujud, "Perkunder kundershtareve te tij te diet e vendosnin
ne mesin e tyre qe e pranojne unitetin ekzistencial {vahdet el-vuxhud) eshte
argumentuar se el-Hallaxhi eshte deshmuar si perfaqesues i uniteti kognitiv
(vahde esh-shuhud)." [Contrary to his opponents who had made the decision to
accept existential unity {vahdet el-vuxhud) it has been argued that al-Hallaj had
bome witness as a representative of cognitive unity {vahde esh-shuhud).]
Zahir. The extemal meaning of the Qur'an; visible practice based upon
Qur'anic revelation (Birge 1937:106-107; Doja 2003:352). The Albanian scholar
Doja (2003:352) notes, "A different way of formulating this relationship is that
the exoteric {zahir) aspect of the divine came into the world with Mohammad
[sic], while its esoteric {batin) aspect is identical with Ali." Bektashi's founder
Hajji Bektash Veli (n.d.:143) defines zahir as "di� goriinii�" [external aspect].
Some etic commentators believe that this extemal aspect is not as significant as
batin in Bektashi doctrine. Thomas Patrick Hughes (1965:698) opts for "Outward,
exterior, manifest, a word much used in Muslim theology to express that which
is manifest, as distinguished from batin, interior, or khafi, that which is hidden."
Richard C. Martin (2004:488) defines zahir as "outward." "The words zahir and
batin are also used to mean 'exoteric' and 'esoteric' The theologians and legal
scholars representing an exoteric point of view are sometimes termed the ulama
az-zahir (the savants of the exterior) by the mystics who are called the ulama al-
batin" (Martin 2004:488).
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Assumptions
Prior to the genesis of this research project, I articulated the following
missiological, anthropological, theological, and methodological assumptions as a
transparent disclosure of the philosophical and research bases upon which it was
designed and carried out.
1. The gospel of Jesus Christ can be contextualized effectively and
meaningfully among all peoples, including Bektashi Albanians.
2. Bektashi religion is an authentic religious system, providing
meaningful structure, stability, and spiritual experiences for
participants.
3. One can find a completely meaningful, fulfilling, and salvific
relationship with God only through Jesus Christ.
4. Interviewing is a valid and reliable methodology for collecting
data for the study.
Theoretical Models Presupposing This Study
At least three theoretical models presuppose this research project. While
other models and theories inform and advise, these three models have guided
the development of the research and experimental design. Furthermore, the
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development of the metrics to assess the level of contextualization would have
been impossible without these models.
1) Paul Hiebert and Eloise Hiebert Meneses' theory of critical
contextualization, which advocates a humble and sensitive approach to
culture and religion, an extensive examination of indigenous cultural and
religious elements in a culture, a dialogical analysis of cultural and
religious elements with indigenous believing exegetes, and a critical
filtering of elements, accomplished in Christian community (Hiebert
1999:382), served as the foundational theoretical model guidingmy
research. Hiebert explains this theoretical model utilizing four stages,
steps, or phases. Figure four provides a visual representation of this
theoretical model.
2) Larry W. Caldwell's theory and method of ethnohermeneutics, as well,
serves as a foundational theory of this study (1987:3-7). Caldwell insists
that the hermeneutical methods normally functioning within a host
culture be those by which the gospel of Christ be read and interpreted.
Surface-level contextualization must be abstained from, and the biblical
record must be exposed to the emic methods and worldview of the culture
in question. Deep level contextualization will then be the consequent
result. It is understood, therefore, that Westem hermeneutical models.
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such as historical and grammatical criticism, may not be those employed
by non-Western cultures.
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CHRISTIAN CONVERTS IN
CONCERT WITH MISSIONARIES
STUDY
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY IN
CONCERT WITH MISSIONARIES
STUDIES BIBLICAL MATERIAL
RELATED TO THE
QUESTION AT HAND
MAKES DECISIONS AND DEVELOPS
NEW SYMBOLS AND RITUALS
TO COMMUNICATE THE GOSPEL
IN WAYS THEY UNDERSTAND
Figure 4: Hiebert's Model of Critical Contextualization
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"The typical hermeneutical model used by most Western
interpreters of the Bible has been simply entitled the two-step method"
(Caldwell 1987:2). Comprehending the meaning of a biblical passage in its
original context is the first step; the second step applies what has been
completed in the first. Found lacking in many cross-cultural contexts,
Caldwell's model proposes a third horizon, built upon the theoretical
constmct of Eugene A. Nida, viz.
First
Horizon
Second
Horizon
Westem
Influences on
Interpreter
Third
Horizon
Receptor's
Culture
D D D
Figure 5: Caldwell's Ethnohermeneutic Model
Richard N. Longenecker contends that "all hermeneutical methods are
culturally conditioned, including those used by the New Testament
writers" (Caldwell 1987:7). Citing the work of C. S. Song, Caldwell notes,
"His model of hermeneutics is a circle whereby each new reahty obliges
us to interpret the word of God afresh, to change reality accordingly, and
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then to go back and reinterpret the word of God again, and so on"
(Caldwell 1987:10). Furthermore, the missiologist asserts that contextual
theologies from the "Two Thirds World" are retuming to the
hermeneutical models utilized by the Apostle Paul. Indigenous theologies
have as their primary concem application of Scripture to their immediate
context, their "present situations" (Caldwell 1987:11).
Ethnohermeneutics is the process by which Holy Scripture, under
the guidance of the Holy Spirit, is both exegeted and interpreted by
indigenes using their own normative cultural methods of interpretation of
written literature. The dominant Westem model of hermeneutical
methods, although appropriate and useful in Westem contexts, is set
aside, so as to allow emic interpretive pattems and techniques to be
employed.^* For example, one normative Western hermeneutical method
is historical criticism, whereas one normative Albanian hermeneutical
method is shembelltyre. Shembelltyre might best be translated "example" or
"instance." This Albanian interpretive method incorporates the narrating
or reading of verse (either metered or prose), followed by the discovery of
characteristics or details which can be highlighted as a paragon, linking
* The model of ethnohermeneutics emphasizes the primary role of exegesis and interpretation as
to understand the will of God, rather than to predict future events.
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ancient lUyrian (Albanian ancestors) or other historical Albanian heroes or
heroines, with the text in question.
An example of indigenous theology which Albanian believers have
done flows from Genesis 21.15-19:
When the water in the skin was gone, she cast the child under one
of the bushes. Then she went and sat down opposite him a good
way off, about the distance of a bowshot; for she said, "Do not let
me look on the death of the child." And as she sat opposite him, she
lifted up her voice and wept. And God heard the voice of the boy;
and the angel of God called to Hagar from heaven, and said to her,
"What troubles you, Hagar? Do not be afraid; for God has heard
the voice of the boy where he is. Come, lift up the boy and hold
him fast with your hand, for 1 will make a great nation of him."
Then God opened her eyes, and she saw a well of water. She went,
and filled the skin with water, and gave the boy a drink.
The Rahovec, Kosova congregation, comprised of both believers of Sunni
Islam background and Bektashi background, finds tremendous affinity
with Hagar's plight as described by the writer of Genesis 21. Hagar's
victimization, carried out by both her mistress Sarah, and her master and
the father of her child Abraham, is left without an adult male to protect
her and provide for her. Like several Albanian women in the
congregation who have been abandoned by their husbands who have
immigrated to countries inWestem Europe in search of employment,
Hagar found herself with a child, bewildered as to her next action. Triply
abandoned, initially because of their gender, secondarily, because of their
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Bektashi identity within the larger Sunni Muslim context, and thirdly,
because of their new commitment to Jesus Christ, these women find their
shembelltyre in Hagar. "Zoti i kishte premtuar asaj edhe birit te saj shume
bekime." ["The Lord promised many blessings to her and her son."] God
is a provider to abandoned women, and to their children� an indigenous
contextual theology of God's provision� is the work of the hermeneutical
community. The Albanian women who have come to faith in Jesus Christ
liken Hagar in the Genesis account to their beloved national heroine, Nena
Tereza [Mother Theresa], an Albanian by ethnicity, born in Skopje,
Macedonia. Like Hagar, and like these Albanian Bektashi Background
Believer women, Nena Tereza was marginalized, initially because of her
gender, secondarily because of her Albanian ethnicity [by Serbs], and
thirdly because of her Roman Catholic faith allegiance among a Sunni
Muslim majority and a Bektashi minority. The paragon of Christlikeness
exemplified by Nena Tereza, foundationally demonstrated in the scriptures
through the Hagar story, provides a narrative-historical-process
hermeneutical method.
The hermeneutical community operates in tandem with cross-
cultural missionaries and other Christian communities of faith, as they
articulate contextual theologies in response to human situations and
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present needs. Accomplished at the local level, for the immediate context,
the contextual theology is rooted in scripture and in human experience.
3) Robert Schreiter's and Richard N. Longenecker's theory of models of
contextualization serves as a third theory upon which this study is based
(Schreiter 1985 and 1997, and Longenecker 1999). Both Schreiter and
Longenecker provide constmcts for doing theology in context, and
delineate at least six models which are being appropriated presently in
contextual theology; they augment the discussion proposed by Stephen B.
Bevans (1999).
Stephen B. Bevans (1999:30-110) summarized the "model"
approaches utilized within the "terrain of contextual theologies today"
(Bevans 1999:x). The translation model insists upon the "message of the
gospel as an unchanging message" (1999:30), and contends that the
"essential message of Christianity is supracultural" (1999:33). The
anthropological model "centers on the value and goodness of anthropos,
the human person," (1999:48) and seeks to discover and bring to light the
"healing, redeeming presence . . . hidden in every culture and every
religious way within particular cultures" (1999:49). A third model of
contextual theology "usually identified with what has come to be called
the theology of liberation" (1999:63) is the praxis model, which is "a way
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of doing ttieology that is formed by knowledge at its most intense level"
(1999:63). Theology, as conceived by this model, is "understood as the
product of the continual dialogue of these two aspects [orthodoxy�right
thinking and orthopraxy�right acting] of Christian life" (1999:65). The
synthetic model is "both/and" (1999:82), reaching "out to the resources of
other cultures and other theological expressions for both the method and
content of its own articulation of faith" (1999:82-83). Underlying this
fourth model of doing contextual theology is the presupposition that
human culture is a composite of divergent and often disparate entities.
The fifth model Bevans describes is the transcendental model, which is
"concemed with one's own religious experience and one's own experience
of oneself" (1999:98). Theology is the process of "'bringing to speech 'who
I am as a person of faith who is , in every possible respect, a product of a
historical, geographical, social, and cultural environment" (1999:98).
Robert J. Schreiter (1999:39-45) delineates his intercultural
hermeneutics and its epistemology, particularly as it relates to
contextualization within the European context, by identifying four
characteristics�meaning, tmth, sameness/difference, and agency. In
developing his thesis related to meaning, Schreiter acknowledges the
work of Paul Ricoeur and Fumitaka Matsuoka. Ricoeur was the French
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philosopher (d. 2005) most known for combining phenomenological
description and hermeneutic interpretation. Fumitaka Matsuoka is
professor of theology at Pacific School of Theology, and may be best
known for his work on building community in multicultural society.
Meaning may lie, as structuralists and many post-modem readings
contend, within the text itself (Schreiter 1999:39). Notwithstanding,
meaning may lie, and here Schreiter inclines, in the "'social judgment' of
those involved in the intercultural communication event." As biblical
texts are encased within a cultural shell, and articulated within a cultural
idiom, all reading and interpreting of the Bible and biblical texts, are de
facto intercultural communication events, in that no one, including
persons from Middle Eastem and Greek cultures, hails from an identical
cultural milieu. Culture is defined not only spatially, but also temporally.
"Social judgment entails the interaction of all parties in establishing
meaning," Schreiter insists (1999:40), and "no single party can be assured
of correct interpretation without help from the others." Only the
intercultural interaction elicits meaning. Even cultures that maintain what
Fumitaka Matsuoka describes as a disciplina arcane, may be benefited by
the respect provided by the intercultural hermeneutic proposed by
Schreiter. The Pacific School of Theology professor's specific contribution
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is the "interstitial zone created out of the liminal experiences of both
interlocutors interacting with each other" (Schreiter 1999:40).
Furthermore, the identity of each interlocutor, regardless of social
position, gender, status, ethnicity, or power, is maintained.
Robert J. Schreiter secondly examines tmth as a characteristic of
intercultural hermeneutics and contextualization. Truth must be
adjudicated according to the tripartite definition of culture which
Schreiter provides, viz. ideational-performance-material. Said another
way, tmth cannot stand only upon an ideational footing, i.e. it must be
demonstrated as well as proposed. The Western historical model, perhaps
initiated by Descartes' "search for the abstract" falls short of non-Western
models, in that persons of other cultures may "not believe what strangers
say until they see how strangers live" (Schreiter 1999:42).
"Intercultural hermeneutics is concemed with cultural
distinctiveness or difference, with how meaningwill negotiate a cultural
boundary" (Schreiter 1999:42). Balancing difference and sameness is the
third characteristic of Schreiter's theoretical framework. Unlike cross-
cultural hermeneutics which "seeks commonalities or at least common
categories thatwill promote communication and understanding,"
intercultural hermeneutics is "wary of homogenization . . . resist [ing] easy
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absorption or assimilation" (1999:42). While maintaining the identity of
each interlocutor, i.e. both emic and etic sources, Schreiter's model seeks
to discover a way to speak authentically.
The phenomenological tension resulting from divergent
perspectives plays on the colonizing effect of difference denial and the
atrophic effect of similarity denial. Contextualization based upon an
intercultural hermeneutic is ethically significant because of its refusal to
disallow denigration or denial of identity. Moreover, epistemological
significance is reinforced in that truth is discovered through social
judgment, occurring within the interstitial space between emic and etic
sources, as they engage the scripture text. Thirdly, theological significance is
bolstered through the recognition that revelation occurs precisely because
of difference, encased within the unifying energy of grace in the Spirit.
Schreiter's fourth characteristic is that of agency. Although the
author touches only briefly on this point, he provides reference to Pope
Paul VI, who in his Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Nuntiandi (1974:15),
asserts.
The Church is an evangelizer, but she begins by being evangelized
herself. She is the community of believers, the community of hope
lived and communicated, the community of brotherly love, and she
needs to listen unceasingly to what she must believe, to her reasons
for hoping, to the new commandment of love. She is the People of
God immersed in the world, and often tempted by idols, and she
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always needs to hear the proclamation of the "mighty works of
God" which converted her to the Lord; she always needs to be
called together afresh by Him and reunited. In brief, this means
that she has a constant need of being evangelized, if she wishes to
retain freshness, vigor and strength in order to proclaim the
Gospel. The Second Vatican Council recalled and the 1974 Synod
vigorously took up again this theme of the Church which is
evangelized by constant conversion and renewal, in order to
evangelize the world with credibility.
Each participant in the intercultural communication must be open to
transformation. "There can be no passive or inert players in the
intercultural event, no subjects robbed of their subjectivity" (Schreiter
1999:43).
Addressing contexmalization within the European context
specifically, Robert J. Schreiter (1999:92) lists several possible emphases:
>^ A theological anthropology, "stressing human creation in
the image and likeness of God and the worth and dignity of
each person,"
^ A highlight upon human rights,
^ A stressing of the asymmetrical nature of the gospel, viz. the
"mistaken identities, betrayal, reversal, and a resurrection
that is not restoration but that takes the cmcified Jesus to a
new place," and
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The element of risk and contingency within the spiritual
realities of conversion, faith, and covenant.
Richard N. Longenecker (1999T66-167) combines relevant
contextualization with progressive revelation, synergistic formulation,
and development in understanding in developing hermeneutical models
within mission contexts. He insists.
The contextualization of Christian proclamation assuredly entails
being true to the logos, ethos, and pathos of the gospel message. But
it also calls on us to be sensitive to how people at any given time
and in any given locality hear this message and how the message
can be proclaimed so that it will be better understood and more
appreciated by those to whom it is directed. What is needed, as
Charles Kraft says of his ovm attempts in this regard, is "to be
orthodox with respect to the tmth but venturesome in its
application." To be "venturesome in its application" means to be
alive to issues of "dynamic equivalence." But it also means to be
seeking out further ways of authentic adaptation by means of
analogical thought, synergistic correlations, and creative
imagination.
Scope of the Study and Delimitations
Since Bektashi faith is comprised of many elements, both those which are
visible, e.g. fasting during Muharrem or dervishes whirling, and those which are
intemal and therefore, invisible, e.g. grasp of the batin "inner" meaning of the
Qur'an or Wahdat al-Wujud "unity of existence," the nine aforementioned
elements are those on which this study focused as an area of possible
contextualization. Futhermore, since there are Bektashis other than Albanians,
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e.g. Turkish or Bosnian, this study centered upon Bektashi Albanians. Many
divergent studies have discussed and examined the following themes:^^
� the historical development of this order;
� how this historical development has both impacted and been
influenced by contiguous populations, philosophies, policies, and
belief systems;
� the geographical expansion and domain of the Bektashi;
� the relationship of the heterodox Bektashi to the orthodox Sunni
and Shiite Muslims;
� the architecture of the Bektashi teqe's;
� Bektashi rite and ritual;
^
John Kingsley Birge (1937:70-73) examines the history of Bektashism as related to Albanian
identity in The Bektashi Order ofDervishes. J. Spencer Trimingham (1971:253-254) also uses a
historical methodology in his examination of the Bektashi-Albanian ethnicity dialectic in The Sufi
Orders in Islam. The interface between mysticism and Albanian identity is explored by Nathalie
Clayer (1995) in "Bektachisme et nationalisme albanais. Mystiques, etat e societe," in Alexandre
Popovic and Gilles Veinstein's Bektachiyya. Etudes sur I'ordre mystique des Bektashis et les groupes
relevant de Hadji Bektasch. Harry Thirwall Norris (1993) in Islam in the Balkans, explores the
mystical nature of the Bektashi in Albania, especially in chapters 3 and 5. Irene Melikoff (1995)
explores theological development diachronically in "L'ordre des Bektachis et les groupes relevant
de Hadji Bektach, Survol du probleme." Albert Doja (2001), in a similar treatment, scrutinizes
Albanian Bektashi theological development in "The Politics of Religion in the Reconstruction of
Identities: The Albanian Situation." German Albanologist Robert Elsie (1998) appropriates the
phenomenological approach in "Der Islam und die Derwisch-Sekten Albaniens: Anmerkungen
zu ihrer Geschichte, Verbreitung und zur derzeitigen Lage." Alexandre Popovic (1995), writing
in "A propos des status des Bektachis d'Albania," in Alexandre Popovic and Gilles Veinstein's
Bektachiyya. Etudes sur I'ordre mystique des Bektashis et les groupes relevant de Hadji Bektasch, also
appropriates the phenomenological approach. Aydin Babuna (1994) contrasts Bosnian
Bektashism and Albanian Bektashism in "The Bosnian Muslims and Albanians: Islam and
Nationalism." Ger Duijzings (2000) examines this relationship between Albanian ethnicity and
Bektashi identity-formation in Religion and the Politics of Identity in Kosovo.
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� the interface between Albanian national identity and Bektashism;
� the influence of Bektashi faith upon Albanian literature;
� dualistic, Zoroastrian, and Gnostic tendencies within Bektashi
theology;
� and the mysticism of the Bektashi.
This study focuses on the engagement of the gospel with Albanian Bektashism.
Chapter 2
The Problem of Contextualization among Bektashi Albanians
Naim Frasheri, the Albanian national poet, has penned, "Rmga qe ndjekin
Bektashinjte eshte e hapur dhe e drejte: eshte rruga e urtesise dhe e miresise per
ata qe jane te zgjuar" (1896:2). [The road the Bektashis follow is open and
straight: it is the road ofmeekness and goodness for those that are intelligent.]
Jesus Christ, as recorded in the Gospel ofMatthew, stated, "For the gate is
narrow and the road is hard that leads to life, and there are few who find it"
(7:14) (1989:1688). As we have observed in chapter one, this study focuses upon
the engagement of these two roads�these two ways of life, i.e. Bektashism, as
defined and delineated by its founder Hajji Bektash Veli, and its later Albanian
adherents; and the gospel of Jesus Christ, as defined and delineated by a
hermeneutical community comprised of Bektashi Background Believers, working
with cross-cultural missionaries.
In this chapter 1 will examine emic (insider) and etic (outsider)
perspectives which address, both directly and indirectly, this engagement.^^ As 1
analyze value-laden and passionate issues of identity and identity formation, I
Ward Goodenough (1970:104) defines "emic" as the view of a cultural participant; similarly he
defines "etic" as the perspective of a detached observer of a culture.
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realize that it is prudent to pay carehil attention to the colonial paradigm of
bifurcated descriphon, and to acknowledge the hegemony and polarity of
emic/etic categories. Critical questions such as "Who defines an 'insider'?" and
"What categories are used to define 'Other,' as this relates to the question at
hand?" constantly remain watchwords of the post-colonial paradigm into which
we have entered. The subaltern voice has taken a place at the table of
contextualization; the anomaly of Bektashi Background Believers women pastors,
at some points four times disenfranchised, plays a major role in this study.
Furthermore, historical materials, as well as sociological/psychological materials,
have informed this study, and I will include primary and secondary source
materials as a background to the context of the problem of contextualization
among Bektashi Albanians.
Who Are the Bektashi?
The Bektashi tariqa [order] is a mystical Sufi^^ sect boasting many
adherents within the Balkan context. Primarily situated on the westem Balkan
Peninsula in regions heavily populated by Albanians, the order advocates
tolerance in issues of faith, employs ritualistic and liturgical elements
implemented regularly in other faith traditions, while often polemically
^' "Sufism'' and the identification "Sufi" have been defined by Robert S. Ellwood and Barbara A.
McGraw (1999:408) as a mystical wing of Islam, whose followers "seek not only to follow his
[Allah's] extemal commandments but to know him intimately and even to lose themselves in
love into the depths of his being."
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maintaining a stalwart identity and presence in the midst of religiously plural
contexts. Bektashi Background Believers demonstrate this juxtaposition of
tolerance and vigorous identity maintenance, as well.
Etic Perspectives on the History of Bektashism
The Bektashi tariqa was apparently founded by Hajji Bektash Veli, who
was bom in Khurasan, Persia in 1249, moved to Turkey in 1284, and died in 1344
at the age of 93 (Norris 1993:89; Jacques 1995:223). Edwin E. Jacques (1995:223)
asserts, "Bektash himself was a descendant of Muhammad's daughter Fatima
and her husband, Ali, who Shiiites claim was designated by Muhammad as his
legitimate successor." Harry Thirlwall Norris (1993:89) adds, "He [Bektash] was
either taught by, or had a spiritual relationship with Ahmed Yasavi (Ahmad al-
Yasawi), which took no note of the passage of time." Jacques' and Norris' claim
is challenged in nature by Suraiya Faroqhi and A. Y. Ocak (1995:14), "Historians
who study Haa Bekta� as a dervish and prominent member of the community of
the 'Saints of Rum' admit that the Babais [plural form of Baba] of the thirteenth
century were not a dervish order, but a political grouping." Moreover, Faroqhi
(1995:16) contends that the heterodox teachings and convictions ascribed to
Bektash and his adherents were in fact much later alterations of more orthodox
Sunni and Shiite doctrine. Notwithstanding, John Kingsley Birge (1937:33-35)
traces Bektash's birth to the Vilayetname of Had Bekta�. Birge (1937:34) cites the
Divan of Yunus Emre and the Bekta�i �airleri of Selman Cemali Baba of Elbasan,
Albania, quoting this sentence:
1. Hazreti Pirin veladeti miiruvvet, "The Birth of the Patron Saint,
generosity of the soul." The word miiruvvet with its four Arabic letters
mim 40
re 200
ve 6
te 400
equals 646, which is accepted as the traditional date for his
birth, 646 A.H. (1248 A.D.)
While Erik Comell (2006:6) does not offer a date of birth for the founder, the
Swede suggests a death date of 1270, and notes, "Haji [sic] Bektashi Veli was sent
in the thirteenth century from Khorasan to Rum, where he attracted many
followers."
J. Spencer Trimingham (1971:9-10) is particularly helpful at this point.
Because of the geographic nature of theMiddle East and Persia, and the rise of
institutionalized centers called zawiyas and khanaqahs, Sufism "spread the new
devotional life throughout the countryside and played a decisive role in the
Islamization of borderland and non-Arab regions." But, as Trimingham notes,
Sufism continued to evolve as an zman� faith� "through a single master,
sometimes settled in a retreat far from the distractions of khanaqah life . . .
frequently a wanderer traveling around with his circle of disciples."
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Martin van Bruinessen (1995:117-125) provides additional insight as well,
in exposing the links between Hajji Bektash Veli and Sultan Sahak.
Haji [sic] Bektash's popularity and influence have by and large remained
restricted to the former Ottoman territories, but not entirely so. In Iran,
his name is well known among the Ahl-i Haqq, a syncretistic sect that
may, all in all, have several million followers . . . the identification of Haji
[sic] Bektash with Sultan Sahak, made by various AH [Ahl-i Haqq]
communities, shows among other things that the AH considered the
Bektashi (and Alevi) as a closely related religious community.
These heterodox communities of faith differ in their interpretations of legendry
and mythology which they have inherited. Many of these groups contend that
Ali, as an incamation of Allah, revealed the tariqat [actions, orders or paths].
Shah Fazl, as another incamation of Allah, brought the marifat [mystic
knowledge or gnosis of Allah]. Sultan Sahak, as yet another incamation of Allah,
taught the haqiqat [tmth or reality].
An early study by English classicist F. W. Hasluck (1913-1914:96) provides
another interpretation of early legendry and early 20* century archaeology:
Usurpation of alien sanctuaries seems to have played an important part in
the spread of Bektashism from the beginning. In the first place it is now
generally recognised [sic] that the sect acquired its present name by such
an [sic] usurpation. The Anatolian saint Hadji Bektash has in reality
nothing to do with the doctrines of the sect which bears his name.
Another early source, Koprulii Zade Fuat Bey (1918:38) relates this anecdote:
Haji [sic] Bektashi of Horasan who was an apostle (halife) of one called Baba
Resul who had made his appearance in Asia Minor and whom his people
called Baba Resul Allah . . . Haji [sic] Bektash was historically one of the
followers of this famous leader whose following we know was
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widespread in Central Asia Minor and whose revolt was suppressed
under Keyhusrev II in 637 (1239).
At present, the debate regarding the origins of Bektashism as either an
institutionalized order, the wandering community of followers of a Sufi mystic,
or the iman of thousands of men and women, is perhaps best summarized
through the precis offered by Suraiya Faroqhi (1995:10), "A few exceptions apart,
only the texts written in a dervish milieu contain information about holy men
and their doings, and these texts were written not for historical but for religious
purposes." The research paradigm, whether approached through the lens of
anthropology or religious studies, appears to seek detailed information which
was originally recorded for divergent purposes, and evades the researcher's
questions.
Notwithstanding, 1 must note that Bektashism is a founder movement,
and as we investigate the development and evolution of the order from vague
beginnings to present forms, 1 will seek to demonstrate that like other founder
movements, Bektashism reflects an amalgamation of existing religious practices
and pattems. Through identifying and describing these pre-Bektashi elements
and phenomena, wewill begin to discover possible venues of contextualizability,
and be forewarned as to rituals, theology, and rites which are incongruent with
the gospel.
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Very similar to Guru Nanak, the founder of the Sikh faith, who advocated
no distinction between Hindu and Muslim, and who preached against caste and
gender hegemony, Hajji Bektash Veli, or thosewho followed this mystic,
apparently appropriated bridging elements of contrary religious traditions. Doja
(2003:353) notes, "Indeed, the principal heterodox groupings of Anatolia seem to
have converged in Bektashism, which emerged from this popular, heterodox and
anarchistic Sufism, mixed with influences of Islamized shamanism, Hurufism
and early Eastem Christianity." Furthermore, he adds (359), "The system of
beliefs and practices related to Bektashism is a kind of liberation theology that
makes it possible to meet social, cultural, and national perspectives." John
Kingsley Birge (1994:210) declares, "It has been said again and again through the
course of this study that Bektashism is a composite, eclectic system of faith and
practice. Beginning as the natural growth of a people's religion in the thirteenth
century, additional elements have been added from time to time." That the core
elements of Bektashi faith and practice are borrowed or derived from religious
elements of other traditions or religions is foundational to the indigenous
method.
Etic sources have identified the composite nature of Bektashism, from the
earliest religious studies scholars and anthropologists, to the most recent authors.
While there exist overlaps between sources researching the composite nature of
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Albanian identity and Albanian Bektashi identity, there are scholars who write
specifically about Bektashi identity, whether merged with Albanian identity or
not. Following the section on emic perspectives on the history of Bektashism, I
will scmtinize the sources which investigate the nature of Albanian identity.
However, we now tum to the works of researchers whose attention is focused
upon a distinctive Bektashi identity, and how this has evolved to its present
status.
Arguably one of the foremost etic scholars on Albanian history and
identity, Robert Elsie, states.
Little is known of the early history of the Bektashi in Albania though it can
be assumed that they were well established by the late sixteenth to mid-
seventeenth century. The Bektashi themselves trace their entry into
Albania to the famous legendary figure Sari Salltek (2001:25).
Elsie recounts the travelogue of the Turk Evliya Qelehi, who visited southern
Albania in the summer of 1670, and who describes the teqe in the village of
Kanina, near Vlora. (^elebi notes the hospitality and care provided to visitors
and pilgrims to the famous Bektashi worship center. Elsie also notes the teqe in
Tetove, Macedonia, established near the end of the 16* century (2001:26).
This Tetovan teqe was constructed by Harabti Baba, and served as the
mother house (asitane) for many of the other teqes in Macedonia and Kosova
(Elsie 2001:26). Elsie maintains that this Bektashi worship center "laid the
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foundations for the Bektashi movement in Albania itself and vyas of particular
significance in the late nineteenth century" (2001:26).
As we have observed briefly, F. W. Hasluck (1913-1914:112) was an
English classicist and archaeologist, who worked in Athens near the close of the
Ottoman Empire. Hasluck examined ten "ambiguous" sanctuaries in Europe
and drew these conclusions about them:
1) Connection with the Bektashi is established in eight cases;
2) Bektashi sanctuaries are made accessible to Christians by
"identification" in five cases; and
3) Christian sanctuaries are made accessible to Bektashi by
"identification" in four, possibly five, cases.
Furthermore, the classicist reported (1913-1914:112), "This leads in some cases to
the belief that the buried Saint himself [Sari Saltik/Svity Nikola] was a Christian,
and political changes may lead to the definite and official transference of the tekke
to Christianity."
But the question immediately arises, "Who was Sari Saltik, and how did
he come to be identified with a Christian saint?" For an explanation into
Hasluck's seemingly bizarre and incomprehensible assertion, we tum to Harry
Thirwall Norris, who comments (1993:149) that Sari Saltik was bom a Muslim
prince, was baptized as a Christian and became a monk in the patriarch's retinue.
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"only to end as the founder of a mystic dervish order." Tombs of Sari Saltik dot
the Albanian, Macedonian, and Kosovan countryside, most often in places where
an entombed maiden or sacrificed wife is encased in a castle wall during its
constmction (Norris 1993:146). Moreover, how does the relationship between
Sari Saltik and Hajji Bektash Veli impinge upon the contextualization of the
gospel among Bektashi Albanians?
To answer this question, I turn to Albert Doja (2000:424), who argues that
"religious phenomena derive from two separate processes� interiorization and
exteriorization, which at the same time complement and oppose each other."
The University of Limerick scholar states (2000:425) that "historical factors (crisis,
destmcturation, economic and social pressure) . . . have promoted religious
conversion and reconversion amongst Albanians and Southeast European
populations." Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann (1966:173) articulate this
notion in other terms, "Identity is, of course, a key element of subjective reality,
and like all subjective reality, stands in a dialectical relationship with society."
What is observed today as Bektashism, as a product of an evolutionary process
and an institutionalized system of religious belief and practice, has been, as Doja
notes, derived from the interiorization of socialized Gemeinschaft�iact of
community, and the exteriorization of Gemeinschaftsglaube�heliei in community.
Phenomena of Bektashism are derived from societal realities. To identify
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these phenomena or elements as other than Bektashi does not imply criticism or
judgment upon the practice of mimesis� creative imitation�nor advocacy for
critical contextualization� analytic reinterpretation. I will tum to those value-
laden and passion-driven processes in chapter five. In this section, I will
examine particular claims by etic scholars as to the divergent sources which have
served to inform Bektashis and the religious system they practice. Moreover, I
will take up the post-modem debate which focuses upon the myths normative to
Bektashis and specifically, to Albanian Bektashis, upon which Albanian Bektashi
identity has been formed.
Although his work has been challenged by scholars such as Doja (2004:76),
Noel Malcolm (1999:134) may present the most counterintuitive precis of the
divergence of sources of Bektashism:
Many of the orders developed varieties ofmystical theology which drew
not only on Sunni doctrine but also on Shiism, Judaism (including the
theories of the cabbala), Neoplatonism and Christianity; traces of pre-
Islamic Asian shamanism have been found in their religious practices, and
in the countryside they also fostered a cult of local saints and their tombs.
The most heterodox of all was the Bektashi.
Notwithstanding, Malcolm omits one source which Armemarie Schimmel
(1975:74-75) notes in this excerpt, i.e. Zoroastrianism:
Turkish Sufi tradition also shows a strong penchant for Mansur. In the
Bektashi order, his name is connected with the central place of initiation,
which called dar-e Mansur, "the gallows ofMansur"; Bektashi poets from
the fourteenth century onward have often imitated the "unitive cry," ana'l-
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Hacjq . . . with the appearance of a play called Mansur-e Hallaj, its author
tries to establish his hero as an heir to Zoroastrian ideas.
An early writer, Georg Jacob (1908), adds another source, which later scholars
have omitted, viz. the influence of Hurufism. The Humfi, akin to the Bektashi,
were a mystical esoteric Sufi sect, characterized by belief in the mystical power of
letters and words, their interpretation, and divination through them (Glasse
2001:187). From these three scholars writing as observers of Bektashism, we
identify eight sources from which various elements of practice and belief were
derived, viz.
1. Sunni doctrine
2. Shiism
3. Judaism, including the theories of the cabbala
4. Neoplatonism
5. Christianity
6. pre-Islamic Asian shamanism,
7. Zoroastrianism, and
8. Hurufism.
Harry Thirlwall Norris (1993:97) supports the divergence of sources: "In Albania
and other Balkan regions the Baktashiyya [sic] has shown an eclecticism which
perhaps surpassed limits observed elsewhere." The eight aforementioned
elements are apparently indicative of the contexts from which Bektashism
sprang.
While not disinterested in the pre-Bektashi context or the sources of
Bektashi theology and praxis, Nathalie Clayer attempts to demonstrate when.
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how and why the myth conceming the connections between Ali Pasha of
loannina (or Tepelene) and the Bektashi order of dervishes at the beginning of
the 19* century developed. Ali Pasha of loannina and/or Tepelene, an Ottoman
regional governor in the 18* and 19* centuries, was one of "the three greatest
men produced in Turkey [who] have all derived their origin from Albania"
(Hughes 1830:101-102). Pasha is of singular interest among many scholars
because of his dichotomous linkage of Occident and Orient. Following the post-
modem paradigm of demythologization, the French scholar Nathalie Clayer
postulates strong political motivations for the genesis and further promulgation
of this myth.
Robert Elsie (2001:27) attributes much of the conversion to Bektashism in
southem Albania and Epims to the influence of Ali Pasha Tepelena. Moreover,
the German Albanologist claims that many Albanians found an affinity with
Bektashism because while it allowed for legal and economic inclusion within the
normative Ottoman Sunni Islamic sphere, its tolerant and open-minded
approach and outlook allowed for an identification with Albanian national
identity, contra Ottoman and Arabic identity (2001:27).
Henry N. Brailsford (1970:233) asserts, "Ali spread the Bektashi 'heresy'
among the Albanian Muslims with the aim of dividing Albanians and Turks and
creating the first national Albanian state." Brailsford was one of the Westemers
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who came into contact with Bektashi leaders in the 19* and early 20* centuries.
F. W. Hasluck, a British classicist and another Westemer who researched the
Bektashi, provides helpful insights (1929:438-439):
Mohammedanism of any sort in Albania is of comparatively recent date,
the Turkish conquest having been late and partial. Before it the
population was Christian. There was little or no colonization of the
country by genuine Turks, as was the case in some other parts of Rumeli
[the portion of the Balkan Peninsula under Ottoman occupation]: the
Moslem [sic] Albanians to-day thus represent to a very large extent
Christians converted at various dates. The southem part of the country
(Epims) remains to this day a patchwork of Christians and
Mohammedans, many of the latter being converts of the last hundred and
fifty years and adherents of the Bektashi. This is the country which once
bid fair to become an independent state under Ali Pasha of Yannina (d.
1822), who owed his power, firstly, to his own astounding energy and
force of character and, secondly, to his alliance with the Bektashi, of which
a full account is given elsewhere.
Clayer hypothesizes, building upon the conclusions of Brailsford and
Hasluck, "So, clearly, the aim was to present Bektashism as a (or the) potential
power in the creation of an 'Albanian identity' and an 'Albanian state'
independent of the 'Turks'" (2002:131-132).
An early 20* century Albanian, though not Bektashi, perspective is offered
by Constantine Anastasi Chekrezi (1919:204), in his broader discussion of
religious tolerance as a pivotal compulsive of Albanian culture:
The first group is that of Bektashis, or Reformed Moslems. This interesting
sect, the members of which include the larger part of the Moslem
population of Albania, constitutes the Protestant element of Islamism. Its
rise marks a liberal reaction against the fanaticism and the rigorous rules
of the faith of Mohammed. The Bektashis are free thinkers and skeptics in
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religious matters; their belief is imbued with a pure humanitarian
philosophy, and they lead a life of religious contemplation. Their
doctrines are mainly borrowed from the Stoics, and they have cast off
every ritual of the Moslem faith. Many Christian Albanians are affiliated
with it, and initiated in, the mysteries of the sect.
Another early scholar Georg Jacob, in his work Bietrdge zur Kenntnis des
Derwisch-Ordens der Beictaschis (1908:64) stresses the Bektashis' devotion and
veneration of Ali, Hasan, and Husejn, viz.
Darauf sagte ich: "O Baba, die Liebe zum erhabenen Imam Ali und zu den
Imamen Hasan und Hiisejn�Allah hatte Wohlgefallen an ihnen�und deine
Beobachtung des von ihnen bewandelten geraden Wegs, besteht darin,
dass du unausgesetzt den heiligen Qoran [sic] liest und in der
Hochacthung un Verehrung, die sich in Schenkungen ftir ihre edlen
Seelen sowie darin aussert, dass man ihre heiligen Seelen um Beistand
anruft. [Thereupon 1 said, "O Baba, love for the august Imam Ali and for
the Imams Hasan and Husejn�Allah had mercy upon them�and your
observation that they had changed the right path, remains therein, that
you maintain ceaselessly the holy Qur'an in high esteem and veneration,
that one finds blessing for his soul therein, and that one answers his holy
soul through its assistance.]
Evidenced within Jacob's dialogue with the Bektashis is their respect and
admiration of the Qur'an as sacred text, and their insistence that the Qur'an
provides source validity for their movement.
Irene Melikoff, whom Erik Comell calls the "Grand Dame of Alevi
studies" (2006:5), perhaps provides the most extensive summary of Hajji Bektash
Veli and the movement which many scholars believe he founded:
L'Islam heterodoxe turc, qu'il soit Bektachi ou, comme on I'appelle
communement a I'heure actuelle, Alevi, se rattache a la personnalite de
Hadji Bektach. Hadji Bektach a transgresse les frontiers de la Turquie,
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puisqu'il est connu, et venere, non seulement a travers la population
musulmane des Balkans, depuis 1'Albanie jusqu'a la Roumanie, en passant
par la Bosnie, le Kosovo, la Macedoine, la Grece, la Bulgarie et meme
jusqu'en Hongrie ou se trouve le mausolee de Giil Baba, a Budapest, mais
egalement au-dela de la frontiere iranienne, notamment en Azerbaidjan,
chez les Ahl-de Hakk, don't I'une des branches . . . venere Hadji Bektach
et le considere comme etant une des reincarnations de leur divinite,
Benyamin. [Turkish heterodox Islam, or Bektashi that is to say, as it is
generally called presently, is attached to the person of Hajji Bektash. Hajji
Bektash crossed the Turkish frontier, is well known, is venerated, not only
by the Muslim population of the Balkans, but also in Albania as well as
Romania, Bosnia, Kosova, Macedonia, Greece, Bulgaria, and Hungary,
where the mausoleum of the dear father is found. Hajji Bektash is equally
adored on the Iranian frontier, notably in Azerbaijan, particularly as Ahl-
e-Hakk . . . and is considered as one of the reincarnations of their
divininity, Benjamin] (1998:51).
Emic Perspectives on the History of Bektashism
While the perspectives related to the origins of the founder are authentic
and viable, it is imperative that we now tum to the viewpoints of those who self-
identify as adherents of Sufism, and particularly, as members of the Bektashi
order. As we read the writings of these authors, poets, and scholars, we are
reminded, as Bill Musk instructs us (2005:14) that issues of power, clan loyalty,
and cultural difference, are ever present in all perspectives, either as background
or foregrotmd, and often highly influence expression and articulation.
Muhammed Hamiduddin (2005:23) carefully delineates early Sufism from
later Sufism:
Gjate historise se vet sufizmi ka perjetuar zhvillim dhe ndryshim evident
kur muslimanet erdhen ne kontakt me popujt e racave dhe kulturave te
tjera. Prandaj, ajo qe eshte bere e njohur si sufizem me vone, duhet
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dalluar nga ajo qe ka qene sufizem ne kohet e hershme. Sepse, perkunder
asaj qe nje pjese e madhe e sufizmit te hershem mund te konsiderohet
vetem elaborim i asaj qe ka qene me heret, eshte instmctive te gjendet te
pakten cilat kane qene ato forma te hershme. [During Sufism's history
there has transpired development and evident change when Muslims
came into contact with peoples of other cultures and races. Therefore,
what has become known as later Sufism, must be distinguished from what
has become known as earlier Sufism. For a large part of earlier Sufism can
be considered simply an elaboration of what has been earlier; it is
instmctive to discover those earlier forms.]
As we observed in our examination of etic scholars, we note in the contemporary
writer Hamiduddin that the viability of our hypothesis is borne out, i.e. early
Bektashism� as one of the twelve orders of mystical Sufism�was an elaboration
of what had existed prior to its formation.
The founder of Bektashism Hajji Bektash Veli, at least as believed by
adherents of the tariqa, expressed his theology more succinctly in his apotheosis
Makalat. In the preface to this work (2005:7-8), written by Albanian Bektashi
Sheik Metin Izeti, we gather the following:
Haxhi Bektash Veliu ka lindur ne vitin 645 ose 646/1248; ne vitin 680/1281
ka ardhe prej Horasani ne Anadoli, ka jetuar 92 vjet, ka ndruar jete ne
vitin 738/1337. [Hajji Bektash Veli was born in the year 645 or 646/1248; in
the year 680/1281, he came from Horasan to Anatolia, he lived 92 years,
and he died in the year 738/1337.]
The honor ascribed to this founder is seen in this interpretation of the legend of
the order's founding (2005:12):
Edhe pse legjenda nuk eshte ndonje dokument me rendesi te madhe
historike, prapseprape ne menyre simbolike paraqet vendin e Haxhi
Bektash Veliut ne vargun e tasavvufit Islam si dhe burimin e lartesise
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shpirterore te tij. [Even though the legend is not a document of great
historical import, nevertheless in a symbolic manner it demonstrates the
place of Hajji Bektash Veli in the annals of Islamic mysticism as well as in
its source of spiritual majesty.]
Naim Frasheri, the Albanian national poet, and one of the foremost Albanian
Renaissance writers, asserts (1896:10)
Te pare kane Xhafer-Sadikne edhe plak Haxhi-Bektash-Veline, q' eshte ng'
ajo dere. [The first ones {of the 12 imams} were Jafer-Sadik and the
ancient Hajji Bektash Veli�who is of that line.]
Frances Trix, an American convert to Bektashism, affirms the founder's
myth regarding Hajji Bektash Veli, and extends the history to the Balkan context.
She identifies (1993:6) Bektash as an "Islamicized Turkman" who, because of the
onslaught of the Mongol hordes, came westward from Khorasan across Iran into
Anatolia. After two centuries, Trix continues (1993:6), San Salhk "and other
babas or Bektashi leaders came westward with Ottoman armies from Anatolia to
the Balkans, where they got as far as Albania." The Wayne State University
professor adds (1993:7) that San Saltik was a halife� a high Bektashi cleric�who
had been sent on a missionary venture to Rumeli (the European Part of Ottoman
lands), where he attracted many converts and founded many teqes.
Etic Perspectives on the Theology and Practice of Bektashism
Prior to our delving into the perspectives of scholars, anthropologists,
historians, and theologians who reflect upon Bektashi theology and practice, I
tum to the insightful work of John Goldingay, who explores the relationship
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between biblical narrative and systematic theology. Recognizing that Goldingay
is operating within the context of Christianity, and more specifically within the
narrative hermeneutic, I will be both bold and cautious as I attempt to apply this
theologian's understandings into the theological system of another religion. I
will be bold in my assumptions about narrative�particularly as this method is
normative within Albanian Bektashi culture. I will be cautious in drawing
conclusions related to the Albanian Bektashis' theological method. As an etic
researcher and writer, I recognize the limitations inherent in describing how
others do theology. However, as a participant observer for an 11 year period of
Albanian Bektashis and Albanian Bektashi Background Believers, I recognize
that some degree of leaming has transpired.
John Goldingay, Professor of Old Testament at Fuller Theological
Seminary, proposes (2000:124-125) four methods of doing theology on the basis
of biblical narrative:
1. Individual moments in a narrative convey insights.
2. Narratives have plots, and a key aspect of their theological significance
will be conveyed in their plot.
3. Narratives portray characters, rendering them by offering titles for
them, by describing them by means of adjectives or nouns, by
describing them in action.
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4. Narratives discuss themes, embracing the interface of the nature and
character of God with God's involvement in the world.
As I examine the perspectives, both etic and emic, of Bektashi theology and
practice, it is these four methods which I will bear in mind. In so doing, I am not
equating the biblical narrative with Bektashi narrative; however, I am
recognizing the validity of Bektashi narrative for Bektashis.
It is challenging and somewhat artificial to attempt to categorize and
distill theological and doctrinal pattems within a religious system. Geoffrey A.
Oddie (2003:155), in commenting on the construction and categorization of
another religious system, notes.
Very little attention, however, has been paid to the influence of Protestant
missionaries in developing and encouraging the idea that "Hindus,"
including those who worshipped popular deities, all belonged to a
coherent, comprehensive, and unified religious system that could be
compared to other systems such as Christianity and Islam.
When Oddie mentions Islam, perhaps Sunni and Shi'a forms are what he has in
mind. Nonetheless, attempts have been made to codify Sufi tasavvuf�
mysticism� theologies and praxes; it is to those which we now turn.
John Kingsley Birge (1937:87), in endeavoring to codify Bektashi doctrines,
asserts that "Not only is there a vast body of beliefs of many kinds, but also
Bektashis themselves do not agree with one another either in regard to order of
importance, or even in common confession of identical beliefs." Birge footnotes
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this summation by quoting Hiiseyin Pekta� (1937:87), "Bektashis anathematize
each other over their beliefs, one Bektashi differing in belief from another as
much as any Sunni or Shii." In my interviews with Albanian Bektashi sheiks in
Gjakova, Kosova, I observed similar animous interrelationships. Baba Mumin
Lama, g/ys/iz� literally "grandfather," here "imam"�of the central Gjakova teqe,
derided both Albanian Bektashi gjyshi Bedrush Shehu of a second neighborhood
teqe, and Albanian Bektashi gjyshi Seyid Sheih Naki Horasandi Dede, of yet a
third neighborhood teqe.
Birge, however, succeeds in summarizing many of these apparent
incongment doctrines, beliefs, and praxes with the following precis (1937:8):
DOCTRINES AND BELIEFS
I. Characteristic Peculiarities
A. Wit
B. Mysteriousness
II. Beliefs Held in Common With Other Tariqat
A. Miir�it
B. Four Gateways
C. Tasavvuf
1. In Experience
2. In Theory
3. Four Elements, Perfect Man
4. Cycle of Existence
5. Sin and Death
III. Doctrines Peculiar to Bektashis
A. Trinity
B. Ali of Tradition
C. Doctrinal Significance of Ali
D. 12 Imams
E. 14 Pure Innocents
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F. Hurufism
G. Bektashi Secret
Rites and Practices
I. Degrees
II. Devotional Practices
A. Ibadet
B. Gulbenk, Terceman
C. Table Blessings
D. Moming and Evening Prayer
E. New Years, Muharrem
F. Service of Repentance
III. Marriage and Funeral Customs
IV. Taboos
V. Ceremony of Initiation, Aynicem
VI. Ethical Life
Trimingham (1971:144-145), contra Birge, seeks to codify Bektashi theology
and practice based upon the following contention, "The orders [tariqat] were the
vehicles, not the substance, of the mystic life; imperfect vehicles, it is tme, but they
were the organized means by which the vast accumulation of Sufi experience
was mediated." The Near East School of Theology professor continues, "Sufism
was not a doctrine, we have said, hut an activity, a pilgrimage in depth," and
categorizes tasavvuf (1971:153) thus:
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Figure 6. Trimingham's Codification of Bektashi Theology
Harry Thirlwall Norris (1993:97), following the lead of Enghsh classicist
Margaret Hasluck, believes that the central beliefs of the Bektashi are focused
upon "faith, adoration, and reverence centred [sic] around God, Muhammad,
Fatima his daughter, Ali her husband, and Hasan and Husayn, their offspring."
Hasluck hypothesized (1925:392-393) that the personalities ofMuhammad and
Ali were fused, and the resultant expression was a "personification of some
higher spiritual being." Irene Melikoff (1982:151-153) surmises an analogy to
Christianity in the words of the prophet, and Ahmad Rif'at's claim: "Ana wa-'Ali
min nur-in wahid-in�1 and Ali are from one light, and man ra'anifaqad ra'a'l-
Hflij^�whosoever sees me beholds the Tmth [God's essence] and the Reality."
Louis Massignon (1982:255), in addressing this Muhammad-Ali
relationship, stresses the numerical and Hurufi influence upon it: "The divine
identity of Muhammad and Ali is a very old extremist Shiite concept. It forms
the basis of the Khattabiyya initation {in jafr, the numerical value added together
is equal to Rabb (Lord=202)."
Norris (1993:97-98) does not create an outline or diagram of Bektashi
theology and practice, as do Birge and Trimingham, but rather designs a possible
Bektashi creed, claiming that such might include these elements:
� The 12 imams, Moses, Mary, Jesus, and countless saints;
� The secret nature of worship, and its exclusive practice by
myliyps;
� Public prayers held twice daily�at sunrise and at sundown;
� 12 wax candles to represent the 12 imams;
� The observance ofMuharrem in place of Ramadan;
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� Metempsychosis (the passing of the soul at death into another
body either human or animal) and universal love for humankind;
� Love for one's homeland;
� Acceptance of suffering without retribution;
� The avoidance of all injustice and violence; and
� Charity and hospitality shown to all.
Frederick Hasluck (1929:437-439) maintains a strong relationship between
Bektashism and Christianity, in doctrine and practice, through the mutual
veneration and adoption of saints and sanctuaries.
Side by side with such adoptions or attempted adoptions by the Bektashi
of Christian saints and sanctuaries we find the converse phenomenon,
viz., the adoption by Christians of Bektashi saints and sanctuaries with the
consent, or even encouragement, of the Bektashi.
Additionally, the English classicist notes (1929:163), "As regards theology, the
Bektashi, as opposed to the Kizilbash, claim the sixth Imam (Jafer Sadik) as their
patron . . . the Bektashi dervishes, who form the priestly caste of their branch, are
nearly without exception celibate." Hasluck describes the anathemic nature of
the Bektashi, in juxtaposition to the Orthodox Sunni Muslims, because of the
former's disregard of "circumcision, veiling of women, regular prayer, and
abstention from strong drink."
University of Limerick scholar Albert Doja (2003:351-355) explores the
heterodox theology and the Bektashi, particularly as this relates to the
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sociological evolution of the order among Albanians. Doja categorizes much
Bektashi belief in the "realm of speculative mystical theology." However, he
asserts, this theosophical sphere constantly "percolated into the people's religion
through the popular devotional manuals of the orders." The description Doja
provides may be outlined thus:
� Within Bektashi belief there is "no room for a clear-cut separation
between man [sic] and the divinity ... it represents the demand for
a pantheist approach and a 'warm' faith";
� Bektashis see themselves as universal brothers;
� "The cult ofmiracle-working saints, living or dead," promulgated
through worship at their tombs, is the object of religious fervor;
� "For all Reality (hakikat) there is no existence but in the Truth
(hakikat), which is in fact God (al-Hakk)"; "God is everywhere, in
every animate and inanimate being, and his [sic] essence shows
itself in all creatures";
� The universe is stmctured hierarchically, and there is a distinction
between visible and invisible worlds;
� The Divine is present in humanity; this presence is manifested
outwardly in the "shapes of a number of Arabic letters found in the
human face and body";
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� Imam Ali was a manifestation of God on earth. The human soul
can be reincarnated (tenassuh) and can be an incamated
manifestation of God (tecelli);
� Imam Ali is the originator of the Qur'an {shahih-i risala) while
Muhammad is the mouthpiece of Ali (natiq-i risala);
� The zahir (exoteric) aspect of the divine came into the world in
Muhammad; the batin (esoteric) aspect of the divine is identical
with Ali;
� "For the Bektashis, all the prophets and the Imams are
reincarnations of Ali and it is understandable that in certain
contexts, notably in Christian settings, Jesus {Hasreti Isa) is equated
to Ali";
� Allah, Muhammad, and Ali form a "sort of Trinity (ulcer) and
thought of as a miraculous unity (tawhid)";
� There is a strong association between the sun with the Divine, and
thus with Ali;
� Hajji Bektashi was "also God in a different guise";
� The Bektashi silsila (hierarchical chains of spiritual revelation and
power) descended from Allah to the founder Hajji Bektash Veli,
and from "him to every follower of Bektashi";
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� Worship is a secret affair;
� There is no practice of the five daily prayers or ritual ablutions;
� There is no observance of Ramadan;
� There is no pilgrimage to Mecca;
� There is a tolerance of "liberalism, alcoholic beverages, and the
presence of women during ceremonies";
� Women can become disciples within the order, to the level of
dervish; women and men are equal representatives (vekil) of God;
and
� Salvation is a personal affair rather than a relationship with some
"grace-dispensing agency."
German Albanologist Robert Elsie characterizes Bektashi beliefs, rites, and
practices as operative witfdn a hierarchical stmcture (2001:30). Bektashi
adherents, according to Elsie, fall within six categorizations:
1. a�ik, the "simple Bektashi believer or faithful," uninitiated, drawn to a
particular baba, devoted to him;
2. muhib, a "spiritual member of the Bektashi community," partially
initiated through ritual purification and a profession of faith;
3. varf, a "dervish" who has received a taxh�a white headdress, other
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garments, lives full time at a teqe, and in some senses, similar to a
Christian monk;
4. myxher, a celibate dervish who is "tried by experience, pure," who
wears an earring in his right ear;
5. gjysh, a spiritual and administrative supervisor of all of the teqes
within a region; and
6. kryegiysh, the head or main grandfather of the entire order, selected
by all of the other gjyshes worldwide.
Regarding beliefs and doctrines, Elsie (2001:30) maintains that "the
emphasis in Bektashism is on inner meaning rather than on the following of
outer convention." Despised and anathematized by Sunni Islamic religious
leaders, Bektashis are seen as liberal, heterodox, and heretical. The distinctions
between normative Stmni Islam and Bektashism are presented in this chart:
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Faith Expression! >
Doctrine
n
Normative Sunni Islam Bektashism
Prayer 5 times per day, in the
direction of Mecca;
prostration required
2 times per day, in any
direction; prostration is
optional
Food Pork is forbidden Most Bektashis do not eat
pork
Bektashis refuse to touch
turtles, dogs, and snakes
Most abhorred creature is
the hare
Alcohol Alcohol is forbidden Many Bektashis drink
alcohol, and many teqes
pride themselves on their
raki, a whiskey-type
alcoholic beverage
The Role ofWomen Women do not
participate equally vyith
men in ceremonies and
gatherings
Women participate "on
an equal footing with the
men in ceremonies and
gatherings" (2001:31)
Fasting Obligatory during
Ramadan
Obligatory duringMaten,
the first ten days of
Muharrem
Figure 7. Elsie's Distinctions Between Sunni Islam and Bektashism
Regarding external influences which have shaped and informed
Bektashism, Elsie suggests Turkmen heterodoxy, the ascetic Kalenderi
(Qalandari) movement, Sufic Melametism, the Futuwwa order in the Middle
East, and the Gnostic and cabbalistic doctrines of Persian Hurufism, as the
"earliest components" (2001:31).
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Emic Perspectives on the Theology and Practice of Bektashism
Naim Frasheri, the Albanian Renaissance Bektashi poet and author,
outlines his theology in narrative and poetry. I tenuously offer the following
precis of his beliefs:
� Belief and love for Moses, Mary, and Jesus (1896:10) ["Pa si besonj'
e duane keta ashtu dhe Musan' e Merjemene dhe Isan' e
sherbetoret' e tija"];
� A strong social ethic (1896:10-11), viz. "E verteta dh'e drejta, edhe
mendja e urtesija dhe gjithe miresite mbreterojne ne kef udhe."
[Tmth and righteousness, and mind and meekness, and all good
things mle on this path.]
� A bifurcated epistemology (1896:11), viz. "Me nj'ane ka lulet' e
diturise, m'anet tjater [sic] te se vertetese." [On one hand there are
the flowers of knowledge; on the other hand of tmth.]
� A pantheistic theology (1896:11), viz. "Ndaj bektashinjet gjithesija
eshte vete Perendija [sic]." [For Bektashis everything is God.]
� An emergent materialism related to death, i.e. the mind is an
irreducible existent (1896:12), viz. "Bektashinjte besojne se njeriu
nuke vdes, po vetem nderrohet' e ndryshohet edhe' eshte gjithenje
ndaj Perendise, se tek' i biri pshihet' i ati." [Bektashis believe that
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the human does not die, but only changes and transforms and is
always next to God, as the son emulates the father.]
� Freewill (1896:13), viz. "Njeriu s'esht' i penguar, po i liruare se
gjithash dhe gjithe punet i ka ne doret te vet." [The human is not
bound, but is free of all things and she has all things under her
control.]
� Equality of gender (1896:13), viz. "Si burri dhe gruaja nje jane e
s'kane te ndare." [Because man and woman are one, they cannot
be differentiated.]
� Non-veiling of women (1896:14), viz. "Gruaja s'pshihet' e
s'mbulohete, ve^se me mbuleset te turpit e te nderit." [The woman
does not hide and does not cover, except in the cases of shame and
of honor.]
� The divinity of Ali (1896:14), viz. "Ajo esht udh' e Perendise dh'e
gjithe te Mirevet, shume njerine, se ZotiAli ka thene." [That is the
road of God and of all good things, because Lord Ali has spoken.]
The Albanian language, including both southem Tosk dialect and
northem Gheg dialect, use "Zoti" to denote references to divinity
alone. "Zoteri," usually translated as "Sir" or "Mr.," denotes a
male adult.
Brotherhood of humankind (1896:15), viz. "Nuke vetem ne mest
[sic] te tyre bektashinjte, po dhe me gjithe njerezine jane vellezer' e
shpirt." [Not only are Bektashis in their midst, but all humankind
are brothers and soul.] "Bektashiu gman e shokut e ka motre,
plaken e mjere e ka meme, te varferin' e ka vella; gjithe njerezine a
ka mik" (Frasheri 1896:21) [For the Bektashi every woman is a
sister, every forlorn old woman a mother, every poor person a
brother, all humanity a close friend.]
Love for both Muslims and Christians (1896:15), viz. "Duane si
shpirtin' e tyre dhe te tjerete, mysliman' e te krishtere." [They
{Bektashis} love others as their own souls, both Muslims and
Christians.]
Fierce patriotism (1896:15), viz. "Po me shume duane Memedhene
edhe memedhetarete, qe kjo eshte m'e mire nga gjithe te mirate."
[But they {Bektashis} love the motherland and the fatherland more,
because this {the motherland} is better than all good things.]
Lifelong celibacy (1896:17), viz. "Kur ep ^alene qe s'eshte per te
martuare, merr serish dore, pa nga ajo fjale s'munt [sic] me kurre te
kthehete." [When one gives his word that he will not marry, he
makes a pledge, and from that word he can never recant.]
� Self-actualization or supramentalization (1896:19), viz. "Ketu duhet
te njohe vehtene njeriu, se ay [sic] qe kupeton vehten' e tija, e di
g'eshte Perendija." [Here the person must know herself, for she
understands herself, knows what God is.]
� Non-violence (1896:19), viz. "Do te jete njeriu qenq' [sic] i bute, jo
egersire." [The person will be like a gentle lamb, not fierce and
wild.]
� The value of education (1896:20), viz. "Te jete i aresyere [sic], i
drejte, i mesuare, i dashure, te kete gjithe miresite q'i duhen
njeriut." [{The Bektashi} must be reasonable (or rationale),
righteous, educated, loving, and must have all of the good qualities
that human beings should.] (1896:29), viz. "Njeriu i pamesuar' e i
paaresyere eshte dm i pagdhendure, i padituri eshte si i mituri."
[The uneducated and unreasonable (or irrational) person is an
uncarved log, the ignorant one is like an immature, small child.]
� The value of peacemaking (1896:21), viz. "Vellazerija, paqesimi,
dashurija eshte aferim e falje ne kef udhe." [Brotherhood,
peacebuilding {or peacemaking}, love, is the drawing together and
forgiveness on this road.]
Mystical interpretation of fasting (1896:21), viz. "Me gjithe keto,
kane edhe bektashinjte me vehte njefar' agjerimi e nje falje." [With
all of these {good qualities} Bektashis have also a type of fasting
and forgiveness.]
Fasting duringMuharrem (1896:21-22), viz. "Agjerim kane zine, qe
mbajne per te ngjarat' e Qerbelase dhe dhjete ditet e para te henese,
qe thuhete Muharrem." [They {Bektashis} fast without food; they
observe the fast {to commemorate} the events of Kerbala, on the
first ten days before the {full} moon, which is called Muharrem.]
Forgiveness through private and public worship (1896:22-23), viz.
"Pa kane dhe nje falje me vehte (q'i thone nijas) te cilene t'urtete e
bejne te pake fare . . . te tjerete, e bejne pake me te shume. Kjo falje
munt [sic] te behete dhe me faletoret (qe thuhete xhami)." [They
also have a forgiveness with themselves (which is called "nijas")
which the meek do very little . . . the others do a bit more. This
forgiveness can also occur in the holy place (which is called a
mosque.)]
Prayer before and after meals (1896:23-24), viz. "Bektashinjte para e
pas buke thone: 'Zoti i vertete! Shto e shumezo, se Ti ushqen e mban
Gjithesine, gdo e mire vjen teje, njerezis' e gjithe Jcafshevet u Ice bere gati
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rrojtjene.'" [The Bektashis say before and after the meal: "True
Lord! Add and multiply, because You feed and keep everything,
every good thing comes from you, you watch over all humanity
and animals.]
� Worship of the prophets and conglomerate identity of Muhammad
and Ali (1896:25), viz. "Per Dautn' e per Sulejmane! Per Harun e per
Musane! Per Merjemen e per Isanel Per Muhamet-Aline!" [For David
and for Solomon! For Aaron and for Moses! For Mary and for
Jesus! For Muhammad-Ali!.]
� The New Day (1896:28), viz. "Bektashinjte kane dite te shenuare
Bajramn' e pare me nje te henese, . . . Diten e Re, (qe thuhete
Novrus) ..." [The Bektashis have noted days first Bajram at the
[new] moon . . . the New Day, (that is called Novrus).]
Hajji Bektashi Veli, the apparent founder of the Bektashi tariqa, offers his
theology perhaps most cogently inMakalat. In his introduction to the most
recently published edition of Veli's Makalat, Metin Izeti (2006:15) notes,
Makalat� Padyshim eshte vepra me voluminoze dhe me e njohur e Haxhi
Bektash Veliut. Vepra eshte shkruar ne gjuhen arabe. Prof. Dr. Esad
Xhoshani doreshkrimin arab e ka krahasuar me perkthimin e saj ne
turqisht dhe ne vitin 1971 ka bere botimi kritik te kesaj vepre. Makalat-i ka
shume perkthime ne turqisht. Ne vitin 812/1409 Makalatin ne forme
poezie e ka perkthyer Muhammed Hatiboglu, kurse ne proze Molla
Sadeddini. Pas kesaj Makalati eshte perkthyer dhe botuar edhe disa here
[sic]. [Ma/cflZflt-Undoubtedly it is the most voluminous and most knovm
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work of Hajji Bektash Veli. The work was written in Arabic. Professor Dr.
Esad Josani has compared the Arab original with the 1971 Turkish
translation, and has published a critique of this work. Makalat has many
translations in Turkish. In 812/1409 Muhammed Hatiboglu translated
Makalat in poetic form, whereas Molla Sadeddini translated it in prose.
After this Makalat has been translated and published several times.]
In chapter one ofMakalat, Veli delineates four types of matter Allah used
to create Adam�earth, water, fire, and air. Each of these four phenomena has its
own method of adoration, its own type of desires, and its own conditions. The
founder then identifies four groups of people, each of which is closely identified
with one of the four creational substances:
� The first group of persons is comprised of those who are devoted.
These are followers of shariah law and their origin is from the air.
"Ajri eshte sherim dhe force" (Veli 2006:22) [Air is healing and
strength.] Members of this group offer praise continuously to
Allah. The devoted ones' praises are comprised of offering prayers,
fasting, almsgiving, pilgrimage, jihad, cleansing from Islamic legal
uncleanness (after sexual relations), distancing oneself from
insatiable lusts, the abandonment of this world, and love for the
other world (Veli 2006:23). Veli comments about this group,
Ketu ben pjese popullata e rendomte te cilet panderprere e
ofendojne njeri tjetrin. Ne te shumten e rasteve te keta shihet
fodulleku, zilia, hidherimi, kopracia dhe armiqesia. [Simple
peoples who continually offend one another participate here.
In the majority of cases the following are observed in these
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peoples: foolishness, jealousy, bitterness, promiscuousness
and strife.]
� The second group Veli identifies is the ascetics (2006:24), whose
origin is from fire; members of this group are followers of the
order. They must be buming day and night, Veli asserts, and must
bum themselves (2006:26). "(^dokush qe ne kete bote do te digjet,
neser ne boten tjeter do te jete i shpetuar prej ndeshkimeve te
llojllojshme." [Everyone who in this life will burn, tomorrow in the
next world will be saved from many kinds of punishments.]
Following this description, Veli relates a story of Jesus' encounter
with a mountain. As Jesus approached the mountain, he noticed
water flowing from an underground spring. He tasted the water,
but discovered that it was bitter. Jesus also saw that the mountain
was trembling.
"Why is this water bitter and why are you trembling
continually?" Jesus asked the mountain.
"O Spirit of the Lord, in the time ofMoses a brave person
passed at my foot and read this Qur'anic verse: 'O you that
believed, keep yourself and your family from the fire, the buming
substance from which are people and stones . . .
' (Qur'an 66:6),"
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the mountain replied. Thereafter, the mountain asked Jesus, 'Ts
this verse in the Law, the Psalms, and the Gospel?"
"Yes, this verse is in the Law, the Psalms, and the Gospel,"
Jesus answered.
"Oh, Jesus, the Gospel is yours, whereas the Qur'an is
Muhammad's, the son of Mustapha. Now, O Sent One of Allah!
The Lord has accepted your prayer. Pray to the Majestic Lord to
save me from this shaking.
Jesus, at that moment, prayed to Allah, and immediately the
trembling of the mountain ceased, and the bitter water became
sweet. As a consequence of this, the mountain said, "O Spirit of
Allah! In my breast there sleeps a Pir� a Sufi mystic cleric of the
highest order. He has been there since the time of the Children of
Israel. He has not seen Muhammad nor Muhammad's people.
Since the time that that brave one passed by me, and read the
Qur'anic verse, the Pir has been crying and lamenting. This water
which was bitter is his tears. The tears from the Pir's eyes have
mixed with many other waters and all have become bitter. Now,
because you have healed me through the power of your prayers,
his lamentation has stopped and the waters are sweet.
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When Jesus saw this awe, he was surprised. As treasure he
had with him a plate, a stick, and a snake; he also had those who
endured.
The worship of the members of this second group includes:
unending remembering and commemorating, the saying of
bismillahirrahmanirrahimi at the beginning of every task,
steadfastness in the middle of hope and fear, and the completion of
useful works for the next world. Their condition is secret
knowledge, and they are satisfied with what they know.
� The third group is the Gnostics. This group has its origin from
water and participates in intuition, inner experience, sensation,
graduated understanding on the basis of experiences of life,
understanding, improvement, and the knowledge of reality (Veli
2006:29). The members of this group must be pure, and must work
in purifying others.
For the Gnostics every word has three sides�plus an
anterior and a posterior. The platform of the Gnostics disallows
polytheism (shirk), considered pollution. The individual who does
not cleanse herself is incapable of cleansing others. However,
water alone cannot purify from legal shariatic uncleanness.
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Forgiveness is essential for this type of purification. For this
reason, Veli asserts, the person must think deeply and not commit
evil deeds. "Njeriu ndotet atehere kur ne brendine e tij ka vepra te
djallit te mallkuar" (Veli 2006:31). [A man is polluted then when in
his inner being he has deeds of the cursed devil.] Such evil deeds
include rottenness, jealousy, promiscuousness, strife, insatiable
desires, bittemess, eavesdropping, scorning, and deception.
According to Veli (2006:33), the origin of water is from green
matter, and the origin of green matter is from the power of Allah.
For this reason, the Majestic Lord loves the Gnostics. Gnostics are
able to abandon this world through meditation, hospitality, and the
desire to draw near to the Lord. The condition of the Gnostics is to
reconcile themselves to being and to not occupy themselves with
evil thoughts.
� The fourth group of Veli's model is those who love and are loving.
This group's origin is from the earth and this group participates in
reality. The earth is a symbol of satisfaction and submission.
Furthermore, everything retums to its origin�earth to earth, water
to water, air to air, fire to fire.
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The praises of this group include prayers to the Lord, a
journey of understanding, and observation. Through their
worship, members of the loving group deconstmct their desires,
discover the Lord, and "melt" ["shkrijne"] themselves (Veli
2006:36). Members of this fourth group benefit in three venues:
first, on the journey of understanding through divine creativity;
second, in the prayer that they pray to the Lord; and third, in the
testimony after observation for the sake of the love they have for
the Lord. The theologian continues (2006:36), "Nese nje muhib
pyetet se si e njohe [sic] Zotin, ai do te pergjigjet: Zotin e njohem
prej vetes, ndersa veten prej Zotit." [If a myhyp {a lover or a loving
person} asks himself how he knows the Lord, he will answer: We
know the Lord through ourselves, whereas we know ourselves
from the Lord.] The reality of the words of the myhyp is located
within the individual. Thus, an individual must know herself
before she can know God.
Following the descriptions and explanations of the four groups� the
devoted ones, the ascetics, the Gnostics, and the lovers�Veli asserts that there is
no reciprocity among the praises and adorations of the first three groups. Only
among the praises and adorations of the myhypet exists a reciprocity. The
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author's rationale for this contention is that the first three groups are followers of
the extemal (the exoteric�zfl^fr), whereas the fourth group's members are
followers of the intemal (the esoteric�bairn) (2006:38).
In chapter two ofMakalat Hajji Bektash Veli clarifies the origin of
knowledge (gnosis). Forty positions, scales, gradations, levels {makam) have been
given to humankind to approach Allah� ten of these are Islamic law (shariah); ten
are mystical paths {tariqat); ten are knowledge {gnosis); and ten are spiritual
realities or theocosmologies {hakikat).
The first level of Islamic law is faith (zmfln)�belief in Allah, his angels, his
books, his prophets, the day of judgment, in divine predestination, specifically
the belief that all good and all evil comes from the Lord. Iman has to do both
with the human body and with spiritual phenomena. Faith, for Gnostics, is
reasonable, contends Veli (2006:39). One must give witness in his heart to the
Majestic Lord; if he does not, he is not a tme believer. The hypocrite {munafik) is
one who gives witness with her words, but does not believe in her heart.
At this point Veli cites two Qur'anic verses: "Indeed, Allah does not
forgive association with him, but he forgives what is less than that for whom he
wills. And he who associates others with Allah has certainly fabricated a
tremendous sin" (4:48); and "Remember when the Lord removed from the back
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of the sons of Adam their descendants and made them witness to themselves.
'Am I not your Lord?' They answered: 'We testified so'" (7:172).
Faith mixed with doubt is not faith, Veli declares. Faith is the basis for
Allah; doubt is the basis for Satan. Faith is a treasure box; the cursed devil is a
thief. Reason is the treasurer. Two wise proverbs provide vibrant metaphors for
this teaching: the first saying� faith is a sheep, reason is the shepherd, whereas
the devil is a wolf. The second saying paints this visual image� faith is milk,
reason the guard, whereas the devil is a dog. Faith has been unleased in the
human soul; disrespect and disobedience of the Lord and the Lord's commands
are blasphemy.
Because the human interior is filled with rottenness, covetousness,
promiscuousness, insatiable desires, bittemess, eavesdropping, scorn, lewd
jokes, and deception, the tme believer must rid herself of them. The tme believer
becomes friends of the prophets, accepts poverty, and rids himself of the sin of
accumulation. Finally, the true believer has gotten to know herself. This self-
knowledge is the door of hope, and grants mercy and grace. Pessimism is the
fmit of not knowing oneself, manifesting itself in anger, bittemess, and anxiety.
These explanations comprise tme faith, and in brief, delineate the origin of
knowledge and understanding.
In his third chapter Veli clarifies the levels or degrees of Islamic law.
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� The first level is faith.
� The second level is the leaming of knowledge.
� The third level is the offering of prayers, almsgiving, fasting,
pilgrimage if one has the means, participation in war in the event of
need, and purification from Islamic legal uncleanness (2006:46).
� The fourth level is permitted gain (hallall) and the refusal to accept
credit (haram).
� The fifth level is marriage.
� The sixth level is abstention from sexual relations during a
woman's menstmation.
� The seventh level is to be among the followers of the prophetic
tradition and religious community.
� The eighth level is generosity.
� The ninth level is good food and clean clothing.
� The tenth level is encouraging good work and stopping evil deeds.
In the fourth chapter ofMakalat, Veli moves from orthodox Sunni Islamic
understandings to Sufi practice and specific gradations or steps of the order
(tariqa). In his introduction of this section, the Bektashi founder states the first
level of the order is one's pledge to the order's cleric and repentance.
Repentance, according to Veli (2006:51), must be without any doubt and double-
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mindedness. Moreover, it must be useful, and a true turning from sin. A sin
which has been occurring for seventy years is transformed into a request for
forgiveness� this is the essence of true repentance. A tme believer is one who
seeks forgiveness, and one who gives thanks to the Lord. Forgiveness is
rewarded from Allah, as is the addition of abundance. Furthermore, the true
believer must exhibit patience, and must give praise and witness.
Veli cites the tragic example of Adam, who did not listen to Allah's
instmction, and lamented 200 years. The theologian mentions Noah's prayer,
and deems it the most acceptable prayer to Allah.
The second degree of the order is to become a disciple {myrid), of which
there are three types� the first is absolute, the second is allegoric, and the third is
renegade. The absolute disciple is "ai qe ne gfaredo gjendje nuk kerkon
argument prej shehjit te vet" [he who in whatever situation does not demand a
rationale from his cleric {sheik}]. The allegoric disciple is the one who externally
behaves and acts in the same manner as his sheik, yet who internally behaves as
she herself is. The renegade disciple is one who when he observes a sheik's
extraordinary condition, opposes it.
The third degree of the order is shaving of the head, and changing of the
clothes.
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The fourth degree of the order is maturity and perfection in the battle with
lust.
The fifth degree of the order is service.
The sixth degree of the order is fear.
The seventh degree of the order is hope.
The eighth degree of the order is the cloak, the bag, scissors, the prayer
mg, the prayer beads, the needle, and the staff. These items are deemed holy
and are given to those who have attained this level.
The ninth degree of the order is ascension to mastery of the position of
comprehension, leadership of the group, conducting of lectures and sermons,
counseling, and mastery of love.
The tenth degree of the order are understanding love, nostalgic longing,
tranquility, and internal purity, and poverty of understanding. This tenth
gradation is the level of the soul, which meets with Allah's Spirit, and delights,
plays, and moves with joy, and longing. This tenth degree is a spiritual gift.
Hajji Bektash Veli, in the fifth chapter ofMakalat, clarifies the levels of
knowledge (2006:59). The first level is education; the second level is fear; the
third level is eating but little; the fourth level is patience and satiation; the fifth
level is pmdence; the sixth level is generosity; the seventh level is knowledge; the
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eighth level is poverty; the ninth level is knowledge; the tenth level is knowledge
of self.
Hajji Bektash Veli, in the sixth chapter of Makalat, clarifies the degrees of
spiritual reality or theocosmology (hakikat). The first degree of spiritual reality is
transformation on earth. The second degree is the refusal to shame the 72
peoples or faiths. The third degree is generosity (distribution of the wealth of
which one is a steward). The fourth degree is that all persons receive security
from the disciple who has attained this level. The fifth degree is, since one is in
the house ofmutuality, she must bow her head before the Owner of all things
(the Lord) and find water to cleanse her head. The sixth degree is to speak in
conversations about the secrets of spiritual reality. The seventh degree is the
Sufist educational process. The eighth degree is the secret. The ninth degree is
prayer. The tenth degree is the meeting with the Majestic Lord.
Veli quotes two poems from Mbreti i gnostikeve Sadettini [The King of the
Gnostics Sadettini] (2006:65):
Kush a arrine kete makam/Kush thuri kete fjale
Kush ia dhuron ekzistencen Zotit/Tere gjithesine e ka ne vete
[Who attains this levelAVho braided this word
Who gives existence to the Lord/He has all things in himself]
Kush nuk arriti ne kete sekret/Ai qe veten nuk e thuri
Prej kesaj dashurie nuk u deh? Jeten e ka ne erresire.
[Who didn't attain this secret/He who did not braid himself
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From this love did not become dmnk? He has life in the darkness.]
Qenesia dhe higi jane nje? Ashku dhe dashuria poashtu nje
Dynjaja e ahireti nje? Jane brenda dashurise eterne.
[Are being and nothingness one? Passion and love also are one
Are the world and paradise one? They are within eternal love.
These instmctions are given following the explanations of the 40 levels:
"It is good to leam the levels immediately; if one of these 40 levels is lacking,
spiritual reality is unfulfilled" (Veli 2006:66). Partial fulfillment of the 40 is worse
than no attempt at fulfillment� all works will be erased and are useless if all 40
levels are not completed. There is a reward for those who complete all 40
gradations of hfl/czTcaf-spiritual reality, love, hope, and the mercy of Allah.
Punishment and fear await the hypocrites and unbelievers�Allah has reserved
the fire of hell for them.
Chapter seven of Makalat clarifies the known answer of knowledge
(gnosis). "The human heart is a great city," Veli begins (2006:69), "and
everything that Allah has created from the highest heaven to the subterranean
depths are in this city." Two kings mle this city�Rahmani, reason; and Shejtani,
Satan. Rahmani's vice regent is faith, while the mayor of the city is poverty. On
the right side of the heart there are seven fortifications-Allah has placed a guard
before each of these. The names of the seven guards are knowledge, generosity.
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meekness, patience, eating but little, fear, and education. All of these, Veli
asserts (2006:71), are defenders of the faith.
There are two kinds of spirits: the first is the soul and the second is love.
The soul is labeled as a bodily spirit, which keeps the body alive. One aspect of
this soul feels pain when it is pricked by a thorn, or when a hair is plucked. The
second aspect of the soul is the spirit of life, which eats, drinks, hungers, and
thirsts. The third aspect of this soul is the traveling spirit, which awakes when
the body sleeps.
Humankind is understood in three dimensions. There are those who only
love and desire this world; they are the lowest of human beings and are as
animals. There are those who love the next world; they are the group of fear and
hope. There are those who love their Lord; they are the group of
"comprehensible witness" (Veli 2006:78).
Death is of two natures� for some persons, the soul dies; for other
persons, the body dies. Those that have a dead soul are wounded, and have a
sick heart. Those persons who have a dead body and a living soul are those who
are loved (ashiket). The soul does not die with the illness of lust. However,
within the soul there is a malady called "the illness of denial" (Veli 2006:80).
Knowledge is a good friend and the great physician. It comes with pride and
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puts an end to the illness of denial in the heart, and revives the soul with
medicine.
There are seven hills at the door of hell. Knowledge destroys and flattens
these hills and opens the path to the door of heaven (Veli 2006:80). Knowledge
resurrects the soul, and the king of Gnostics Sadettini says.
The soul that is born from love�Has life as a million souls
The souls ofpeople die�While the soul born of love remains alive
In order for us to grasp the living energy of love� in order to remain alive
In order for us to find living energy without death�May the soul unite with the
close friend.
The resurrected soul delights in the myriads of flowers of the seven heavens.
The sixth heaven is filled with the fragrant aroma of these flowers. The fifth
heaven is filled with the fragrance of amber; the fourth heaven is filled with the
smell of musk; the third heaven is filled with the aroma of balsam; the second
heaven is filled with the scent of musk; and the first heaven is engulfed with the
aroma of the rose (Veli 2006:83). All of the seven heavens are illuminated with
light.
Hajji Bektash Veli, in the eighth chapter ofMakalat, explains the conditions
and status of Satan, the second king of the great city of the human heart. His vice
regent is lust, while his supervisors are arrogance, covetousness,
promiscuousness, insatiable desires, anger, eavesdropping, calamity, and
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deception. On the left side of the human heart are seven^^ fortifications, and in
front of each one, there stands a guard. The first four fortifications are avoided
by abandoning this world. The second four fortifications are avoided through
eating but little. All eight of these are transformed with patience into useful
works.
Veli establishes a polemical relationship between arrogance and spiritual
poverty. The author of the first is Satan, while the author of the second is the All-
Merciful One. A warning is given, viz. "When arrogance draws near to us, we
must place ourselves in opposition to it with spiritual poverty of understanding"
(2006:86). A similar dialectic is described between covetousness and knowledge,
i.e. the origin of the first is of Satan, and the origin of the second is of the All-
Merciful One. "When covetousness approaches us, we must oppose it with
knowledge" (2006:86). A third relationship is delineated, between
promiscuousness and generosity.
The Bektashi founder explains that there are four kinds of generosity: the
first is demonstrated by the rich�generosity with wealth and riches; the second
is demonstrated by warriors and soldiers�generosity with one's body; the third
is exhibited by those who are "beloved by the Lord" (2006:87)�generosity of
One notes that Veh Hsts eight supervisors and later labels these eight fortifications, yet states
that there are seven fortifications. Here I am following his explanation, cognizant of the numeric
discrepancy.
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spirit and soul; and the fourth is exhibited by the Gnostics� generosity of the
heart. The ability to discern among the four types of generosity, as well as
among deeds and words understood as merciful or as devilish, comes through
self-knowledge. At the moment when one comes to know herself, love will
appear and she will call directly to absolute truth. Her fortune will be to be able
to walk forward.
The ninth chapter ofMakalat presents an explication of theomonism at the
level of knowledge (gnosis). Hajji Bektash Veli cites numerous verses from the
Qur'an in order to reinforce his conviction in the unity of Allah (Qur'an 2:163,
14:32, 2:138, 2:284, 6:18, 2:255, 35:10, 55:78, 22:78, 3:4, 62:19, 3:31, 30:47, 63:32, 65:3,
33:43, 2:269, 2:151, 34:3). The theologian follows this listing with the apotheosis
of humankind. "Not one of the created entities is greater than the human" (Veli
2006:95). "Above all creatures and created objects is Arshi." Arshi is defined by
Metin Izeti as "The macrocosm, the heart of the perfect human being" (Veli
2006:69, footnote 132). Veli continues, "Above all the created worlds is Arshi"
(2006:96).
Five subjects announce the unity of Allah:
� The first announcement is the advent of Gabriel,
� The second announcement is the acceptance of the prophecy
ofMuhammad;
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� The third announcement is the virtue of Muhammad;
� The fourth announcement is the acceptance of the resurrection
of living creatures; and
� The fifth announcement is the acceptance of the being of
Allah, and of the creation of humankind ex nihilo {prej asgjeje)
(Veli 2006:107).
Makalat' s tenth and eleventh chapters clarify the substance and quality of
Adam.
Adam's body was created from the soil ofMedina; his head from the soil
of Jemsalem; his face from the soil of the Kaaba; his clothing from the soil
ofMount Sinai; his forehead from the soil of western Medina; his mouth
from the soil of eastem Medina; his nose from the soil of Damascus; his
lips from the soil of north Africa; his chin from the soil of heaven; his
tongue from the soil of central Asia; his teeth from the soil of the Harez
region of Persia; his neck from the soil of China; his arms from the soil of
Yemen; his right hand from the soil of Egypt; his left hand from the soil of
Persia; his fingernails from the soil of Hataj; his fingers from the soil of
Horasan; his chest from the soil of Iraq; his belly from the soil of Huzistan;
his back from the soil of Hemedan; his penis from the soil of India; his
testicles from the soil of the Byzantium; his hips from the soil of Turkistan;
his breasts from the soil of the Criema; his elbows from the soil of Anitalia;
his soles from the soil of Anatolia; and his feet from the soil of the land of
the Franks (Europe) (Veli 2006:113-114).
Ali Siimer, one of the sheiks of the main teqe in Hajjibektash, Turkey, and
compiler of the doctrinal and instructional text Had Bekta� Veli Aydinligi (2004),
places great emphasis upon the relationship between parent and child in
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Bektashi faith. Siimer instmcts Bektashi parents through the ethnohermeneutical
model of example (2004:14):
The Miracles of Believing and Faithful Parents
1. With all of one's possessions (animals, financial
resources, and other similar items) speak to your
children, and force them to speak.
2. A master who does not administer wisely is like a fruit
tree without fmit. Force the dry tree to green up; force
the fmit which thinks it is out of season to ripen.
3. May the dead one live again; may the talkative
unbeliever die; may life continue or be shortened;
through prayer can barrenness bear a child.
Contemporary Albanian Bektashi poets provide interpretations of
Bektashi belief and practice through verse. Ujko Buk pens (2006:1)
Deri Vone
Ndaj te gdhire
Pa naten
Me lajmet
Ato biseduan per "pushimet"
Kjo dhurate eshte per ty
Qe te zhvillosh
Me ane te vetevrasjes
Nuk jam as ne toke dhe as ne qiell
[Until Late
As dawn approaches
Without night
With the news
They talked about "the holidays"
This gift is for you
To develop
By means of suicide
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I am neither on the earth nor in heaven
Nexhat Hakiu (2006:1), in his collection of Love Poems, styles this understanding
of Bektashi benevolence:
Eshte Dashuria
Ti nga gazi, nga merzia
Pyet ^'eshte dashuria
Por ajo nuk ka fytyre,
Nuk ka tinguU, nuk ka ngjyre!
Ajo s'sndihet as me fjale,
Vjen e fshehur dhe ngadale,
Vjen nje here'e prap s'e njeh
Brenda zemres ti s'e sheh!
Po t' ish lule, fshehur barit.
Do keputesh, do te thahesh,
Po fish perl, fij e arit
Do rrembehesh, do te ndahesh;
Po fish zog, do te vajtonte
Brenda zemres ne kuvli,
Ta liroje, do kendonte
Larg nga ty, nga gdo njeri!
S'eshte lule per ne fushe,
S' eshte perl per ne gushe,
S'eshte as zog per ne kuvli:
Ajo zemren ka shtepi....
Ja se g'eshte dashuria!
Esht' a s'eshte nuk e di.
What is Love
You, from delight, from boredom
Ask," What is love?"
But it has no face.
Has no sound, has no color!
It does not feel neither with a word.
It comes clandestinely and slowly.
It comes once and again you
don't know it
Within your heart you don't see it!
Were you a flower, hidden in the grass.
You would get picked, you would dry
up.
Were you a pearl, a filament of gold
You would get snatched, you would be
split;
Were it a bird, it would languish
Inside your heart in a cage.
Were you to free it, it would sing
Far from you, from everyone!
But it's not a flower for the field.
It's not a pearl for the neck.
Neither is it a bird for the cage:
It has the heart for its home ....
So this is what love is!
What it is or what it's not, I don't
know.
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Por un' di se lumturia:
Nuk eshte vetem dashuri!
But I do know that happiness:
Is not only love!
Etic Perspectives on Albanian History and Identity
In chapter one I broached the subject of intense scrutiny and debate, viz.
the history, identity and self-understandings of Albanians. I noted that these
fields of research and study are fraught with politicized and often hidden biases,
often undisclosed to the reader. I must, therefore, acknowledge at the outset my
own inclinations toward a pro-Albanian position. This means that in academic
debate related to identity, mythology, origins, cultural themes, and history, I
tend to accept Albanian opinion in contrast to other ethnic claims. In so doing, I
realize that my research and conclusions are immediately tainted by bias, and the
resultant parallax hinders objective dialogue. Notwithstanding, I believe that I
must be honest and admit such discrimination up front.
From the etic position, I will examine the positions of German, Bulgarian,
American, British, Greek, French, Italian, Canadian, Czech, and Dutch scholars,
writing from the 20* and 21^' centuries.
Jaroslav Krejd (1983:33), building upon his hypothesis of the three
dimensionality of the elastic "nation" concept, summarizes the "most usual
pattem of nation-building in Europe":
1. A singular tribe� a patriarchal organization based on kinship
V
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2. A dynastic state� a monarchic organization based on feudal bonds or
hierarchy of estates r
V
3. A nation-state�organization by means of representative or
bureaucratic institutions based on an enlarged, more or less linguistic
kinship.
Krejci qualifies this "simplified picture," viz. "Dynasties either united kindred
tribes or imposed the mle of their own tribe on alien tribes" (1983:34). Moreover,
"In providing their kingdoms with an increasingly more coherent
administration, judiciary, and police, the kings gradually built up state
apparatuses" (1983:34). A common literary language was the obvious result,
based upon the need for written documents.
It is at this point that Schwandner-Sievers' explanation is most helpful,
particularly as prelude to her compilation of generally deconstmctive materials,
related to Albanian myth.
Through questioning the "truth" in nationalist historiography the
historian's capacity to have an impact on perceptions of the past and the
present within a given society may be more immediate than the
sociologist's or anthropologist's attempt to describe social context and
processes "from within."
In following her argument, we realize her anthropological intent:
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Contemporary Albanian myths as discussed in this book may be seen to
conform to "a number of fairly standard myths [that] can be found,
notably, in Central and Eastem Europe." Schopflin, in his "taxonomy" of
these myths, lists them as "myths of territory"; "myths of redemption and
suffering" including "antemural myths," in which the nation in question
makes sacrifices in fighting to save Europe from the invasions of
Barbarians (or from the "Orientals"); myths of unjust treatment; "myths of
[formerly divine, now profane] election" in terms of moral superiority;
"myths of military valour [sic]" (particularly in guerrilla movements);
"myths of foundation"; "myths of ethnogenesis and antiquity"; and
"myths of kinsfup and shared descent" (2002:10-11).
Because modem myths have access to written culture, Schwandner-Sievers
argues, they are more readily communicated to larger groups of people and thus
reinforce the sense of national identity, while at the same time are laid bare to the
deconstmctive, critical scmtiny of scholarship. As such, juxtaposing Krejci and
Schwandner-Sievers, written documents originally serving the function of
nation-building�and thus identity formation�are later used as a device to
expose "in-group sympathies" (12), and the "continuing need for ethnically and
politically reconciling myths of national homogeneity" (14).
But it is at this point that Regina Schwartz asserts that identity formation
is "an act of distinguishing and separating from others, of boundary making and
line drawing . . . the most frequent and fundamental act of violence we commit"
(1997:5). The Northwestern University professor of English continues, "The
activity of people defining themselves as a group is negative, they are by virtue
of who they are not. On the other hand, those outsiders� so needed for the very
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self-definition of those inside the group� are also regarded as a threat to them."
Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann (1966T34) disagree, viz.
In primary socialization there is no problem of identification. There is no
choice of significant others. Society presents the candidate for
socialization with a predefined set of significant others, whom he must
accept as such with no possibility of opting for another arrangement.
The sociologists of knowledge continue (1966:137), "But this internalization of
society, identity and reality is not a matter of once and for all. Socialization is
never total and never finished." While I admit that Schwartz generally
references the plural and corporate, and Berger and Luckmann reference the
singular, there is application beyond their self-imposed limits.
Miroslav Volf (1996:92) assists us in extricating ourselves from the
seeming quagmire, viz. "Sandwiched between the system of exclusion and the
exclusionary tendencies of the self, are we doomed to despair?" The native
Croatian theologian continues, "The Spirit enters the citadel of the self, de-
centers the self by fashioning it in the image of the self-giving Christ, and frees its
will so it can resist the power of exclusion in the power of the Spirit of embrace."
Yet, the question remains, "Is the Spirit able to enter the citadel of the corporate
self, which has fashioned its identity through boundary making and line
drawing?"
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Manuel Castells (2004:8-11) delineates three overarching categories for
identity formation. The first labeled "legitimizing identity/' is formed and
solidified by the familiar:
Introduced by the dominant institutions of society to extend and rationalize
their domination vis a vis social actors, ... of authority and domination, but
also [fitting with] nationalism (2004:8).
Berger and Luckmann, decades earlier, identified this process-product as
primary socialization. The second category of identity formation is "project
identity," a secondary, altemate identity which is created through a task or
enterprise that is of great import and which provides meaning and purpose:
When social actors, on the basis of whatever cultural materials are available
to them, build a new identity that redefines their position in society and, by
so doing, seek the transformation of overall social structure. This is the case,
for instance, when feminism moves out of the trenches of resistance of
women's identity and women's rights, to challenge patriarchalism, thus the
patriarchal family, and thus the entire stmcture of production, reproduction,
sexuality, and personality on which societies have been historically based
(Castells 2004:8).
Berger and Luckmann, in different terms, label this as the product of secondary
socialization, and this end results from "the acquisition of role-specific
knowledge" (1966:138). Castells' third category is "resistance identity," an entity,
relationship, or person that enters to threaten and dismpt one's legitimizing
identity:
Generated by those actors who are in positions/conditions devalued and/or
stigmatized by the logic of domination, thus building trenches of resistance
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and survival on the basis of principles different from, or opposed to, those
permeating the institutions of society (2004:8).
Jonathan Ingleby critiques Castells' model, and adds a fourth category of
identity and identity formation, i.e. a "confused or hybrid identity" (2006:2).
Ingleby comments, "The legitimising [sic] identity with which they [those with
this identity] grew up has been challenged, but they are busy, in a peaceful and
constmctive way, creating a new identity which will become a new legitimising
[sic] identity in due course" (2006:2). Justaposing Ingleby with Berger and
Luckmann, we note that the earlier writers addressed this realm of identity
(1966:157), viz.
Typically, the transformation is subjectively apprehended as total. This, of
course, is something of a misapprehension. Since subjective reality is
never totally socialized, it caimot be totally transformed by social
processes. At the very least the transformed individual will have the same
body and live in the same physical universe. Nevertheless, there are
instances of transformation that appear total if compared with lesser
modifications. Such transformations we will call alternations.
Alternation requires processes of re-socialization. These processes
resemble primary socialization, because they have radically to reassign
reality accents and, consequently, must replicate to a considerable degree
the strongly affective identification with the socializing personnel that was
characteristic of childhood. They are different from primary socialization
because they do not start ex nihilo, and as a result must cope with a
problem of dismantling, disintegrating the preceding nomic stmcture of
subjective reality.
We note that identity formation is not the monolith Schwartz has vilified.
Although there are elements of violence in certain aspects of identity formation�
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resistance, threat, dismantling, disintegrating, there are also elements of
peacebuilding�meaning, purpose, peaceful, constmctive. Moreover, we
recognize that because of the myriad factors and processes operative in the
development of both individual and corporate identity, care must be taken to
identify those factors, and, if possible, to critique them.
Kwok Pui-lan and Robert J. Schreiter offer perspectives which must be
considered as we investigate etic views of Albanian identity, and as we examine
the broader question of contextualization of the gospel among Bektashi
Albanians. Kwok notes (2005:120) that as we live, move, and work within a
globalizing context, and as we seek to hear the voice of the sub-altem and the
marginalized, we must, as the cultural critic of biblical exegesis, seek to construct
"meaning synchronically through reading the Bible with other cultural
metatexts." Robert J. Schreiter (1999:73-79) postulates three types of formation of
rehgious identity, and (unwittingly?) overlaps with Castells and Ingleby�
formation through resistance, through hybridity, and from hierarchy. Schreiter
(1999:75) may be particularly helpful as we seek to clarify Albanian Bektashi and
Albanian Bektashi Background Believer identity, viz.
In Constructing Local Theologies, I described six types ofmixing which now
would be called hybridities. Regarding syncretistic phenomena:
1) where Christianity and another tradition come together to form a new
reality, with the other tradition providing the basic framework; 2) where
Christianity provides the framework for the syncretistic system, but is
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reinterpreted and reshaped substantially, independent of any dialogue
with established Christianity; 3) where selected elements of Christianity
are incorporated into another system.
Regarding dual religious systems:
In the first set, Christianity and the other tradition are perceived as two
distinct religious traditions, with both being practiced side by side. In the
second set, Christianity is primary, with some selection of elements from a
second tradition, which is nonetheless practiced separately from
Christianity. In the third set, what constitutes religious in each of the
systems becomes problematic as Christians try to remain faithful both to
Christianity and to their national identity.
It is the Albanian cultural metatext which Schwandner-Sievers and Bemd
J. Fischer seek to deconstruct. Kwok affirms the cultural metatext read
synchronically with the Bible. It is my intention to explicate the Albanian
cultural metatext through an exploration of the divergent array of etic scholars,
and offer a precis of their conclusions. Using the often incongment theoretical
models of identity formation examined thus far, I will seek to scrutiruze the
Albanologists' materials in order to distill a composite framework.
As I noted in chapter one, Albanians have traditionally hailed from four
major faith traditions: Roman Catholicism, Orthodoxy, Sunni Islam, and
Bektashism. Because of this split in religious affiliation, "Albanian nationalism
today lacks any strong religious attachments" (Duijzings 2002:60). Confronted
historically by surrounding ethnicities ostensibly more religiously homogenous.
e.g. Greeks, Serbs, and Bosnians, Albanian national identity was inhibited, and
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persons of Albanian heritage were defined by non-Albanian labels, e.g. "Turks,"
"Greeks," and "Muslims" (Duijzings 2002:61). Many Albanians, due to
economic, political, and military pressure, converted from Roman Catholicism
and Orthodoxy to Islam, and "became so absorbed in the Ottoman Turkish
culture of the towns that they used Turkish as their language of preference, even
in the home" (Malcolm 1999:209).
However, the unique form of Islam known as Bektashism had a peculiar
appeal to Albanians (Jacques 1995:223). Because of the Bektashi doctrine of love
for all, brotherhood, unity, and the eschewing of intolerance, religious divisions,
and fanaticism, many Albanians discovered a faith expression and a religious
system which seemingly drew from both Islamic and Christian elements, and
which permitted more indigenized spirituality. It will be helpful for our study of
the development of Bektashism to examine the Albanian context and its
historical development.
Albania and Albanians have enjoyed considerable literary mention.
William Shakespeare based his comedy Twelfth Night in Illyria, or ancient
Albania (1993:3). Lord Byron visited Albania and developed a remarkable
admiration for the land and her people. His soaring verse signals his veneration,
"lllyria's vales, many a mount sublime, lands scarce noticed in historic tales, such
lovely dales are rarely seen," and "Albania is a rugged nurse of savage men, the
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wild Albanian kirtled to his knee, with shawl-girt head and ornamented gun,
and gold-embroidered garments fair to see" (1899:38). The American poet Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow recounted the tale of Albania's national hero George
Skenderbeg in his Tales of a Wayside Inn (2005:244) through the lips of the Spanish
Anon from the castle walls the crescent banner falls.
And the crowd beholds instead, like a portent in the sky,
Iskander's banner fly, the Black Eagle with double head . . .
And the loud exultant cry that echoes wide and far is:
"Long live Skenderbeg!"
Edith Durham, a British traveler at the tum of the twentieth century, has
been called the "Queen of the Northem Albanian Alps" and the "Queen of the
Highlanders," describes the Albanian temperament thus:
"Oh, 1 know everything about the Albanians," spoke a voice. "They are
strange people with skin the color of roses and blonde hair." But the
Albanian isn't so easily described, and of all of the peoples of the Balkans,
is the least known among the English. The European name "Albania" is
said to have something to do with the word "Alp." The Albanian
describes himself as "shqiptar," and his country "Shqiperi"�which
means "son of an eagle," and "the country of the eagle." There is no more
appropriate name for this undiscovered person of the mountains, with his
sharp eyes, aquiline nose, and proud countenance (2000:207, translation
mine).
Robert D. Kaplan, writing almost 100 years later, describes the Albanians
'
and their history:
Perched in their mountain fortress on the Adriatic, like the black eagles for
which they and their land were named�Shqiperia [sic], the "Land of the
Eagle"� the 3.4 milhon inhabitants of Albania, adjacent to Kossovo [sic].
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were at the start of the last decade of the twentieth century still an enigma:
tyrannized by a Stalinist regime that, tme to Albania's lonely past, was
ready to take on the entire world (1993:43).
Noel Malcolm, employing similar methodology to his editors Stephanie
Schwandner-Sievers and Bemd J. Fischer, delineates four types of myths
comprising the "myth of Albanian national identity" (2002:73-87). Malcolm is
careful to define the term "myth" not as an implication of falsehood or absurdity;
on the contrary, "the term 'myth' is used to suggest the symbolic, emotional and
talismanic way in which such ideas have functioned, both as components of
identity and as weapons in a war of conflicting political and historical claims"
(2002:72).
The first type ofmyth essential to the Albanian is the myth of origins and
priority. Scholarship has postulated three possible venues: 1) the Ur-Albanian
hypothesis, which hypothesizes that tribal groups migrated from the Caucasus to
the westem Balkaris in the late classical or early medieval period (Piccolomini
1509:13); 2) the Italian hypothesis, which suggests that tribal group migrated
from Italy across the Adriatic Sea to the western Balkans; and 3) the lUyrian
hypothesis, which advocates the position that present-day Albanians are direct
descendants from the ancient Illyrians. Malcolm correctly notes (2002:75) that
"the proponents of the Caucasus theory were engaged in little more than wishful
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thinking, with their selective use of classical authors, their bizarrely fanciful
etymologies and, in some cases, their transparently political motivation."
The Oxford University lecturer also asserts that "modem scholarship recognizes
a strong balance of probabilities in favour [sic] of the view that they [Albanians]
are indeed descended from the ancient Illyrians" (2002:73-74).
Because of its unique linguistic characteristics, the Albanian language
offers helpful clues to those who spoke this language in antiquity. Based largely
upon historical linguistic evidence, the Pelasgian theory further buttresses
Albanian claims to territory, identity, and priority. In the Balkan debate, even in
2006 raging as per the final status of Kosova, myths of origins and priority are
paramount. Noel Malcolm and Edwin E. Jacques come down on opposite sides
of the academic opinion of historians and linguists who examine the historical
cormection between ancient Pelasgians and present-day Albanians.
Such derivations [linguistic calculations resulting from Balkan toponyms],
almost all of which would be rejected by modem scholars, exhibit some of
the classic features of a mythic style of thinking. They elide the difference
between the ancestral past and the present, identifying the ancient
Pelasgians as "Albanian" . . . and assuming that they spoke a version of
the modem Albanian language (Malcolm 2002:78-79).
But it must be obvious that the broad consensus of scholarly opinion is
that the Albanian people and the Albanian language are the closest
modem survivors of the Illyrian, the Pelasgian, and the Indo-European
beguuimgs (facques 1995:45).
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Maria Todorova (1997:45) acknowledges the strength of the myth of
origins among Albanians, commenting upon the writing of early Albanian writer
Christo A. Dako:
At the beginning of Balkan statehood, their pronounced lobbyist Christo
A. Dako asserted that the Albanians were the oldest and most beautiful
race of the Balkan Peninsula and had, until the Middle Ages, occupied all
Balkan countries, that their national consciousness was stronger than any
of their neighbors', that they were "not only an Aryan people, but
European in their national instincts," that their sense of family in
particular was "European and not Turkish." This was not done to
extricate them from some demeaning Balkanness, but to establish their
rightful place as a sovereign nation among the other Balkan nations, to
argue "to admit the Albanian people, the most ancient people of the
Balkans in the circle of the family of nations."
The second type ofmyth essential for the configuration of an Albanian
national identity is the myth of ethnic homogeneity and cultural purity (Malcolm
2002:79). German anthropologist Paul Traeger claimed that "the Albanians on
the whole were a homogeneous racial group" (2002:81). French professor
Eugene Pittard observed that "It is difficult to find a population whose skull
characteristics are more clear-cut" (2002:81).
The third type ofmyth, according to Malcolm, essential for Albanian
national identity is the myth of permanent national struggle (2002:81). The
Oxford University lecturer provides this clarification: "Stmggles with the
Romans, the Galles [sic], the Goths, the Slavs, the Turks and with all the
powerful hordes of invaders who poured from time to time into the Balkan
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Peninsula," consolidate to give credence to this myth. Georges Castellan
(1991:496) remarks in his History ofthe Balkans,
What is more serious, is the sense of state which has not developed
further. The Slovenians in Ljubljana have always felt colonized by the
Serbs, not to mention here the Albanians ofKosova, the Turks of Bulgaria,
the Hungarians of Romania. Behind the international phraseology are
hidden rivalries between different cultures, linguistic conflicts, even
simple disagreements with a religious challenge such as between the
Orthodox and Uniate Catholics of Transylvania (translation and italics
mine).
The fourth type of myth is the myth of indifference to religion, attested to
by numerous etic authors. Thomas Hughes, in his Travels to Greece and Albania,
was perhaps the first to commit this notion to the page (1830:144). Hughes
supported his claim by deducing that there were many Muslim-Christian
marriages among Albanian tribes.
Miranda Vickers, a British historian and Balkanologist, recounts the
classical Albanian historical story of Skenderbeg, and concludes (1995:9),
Skenderbeg' s most significant achievement was his ability to weld the
various Albanian tribes together, for the first time, into a force capable of
checking the Ottoman advance towards the Adriatic and Italy. Over four
hundred years later the name of Skenderbeg was to become a symbol of
unity and strength to Albanians as they struggled to confirm their national
identity.
Sabrina P. Ramet, in her work Thinking About Yugoslavia: Scholarly Debates about
the Yugoslav Breakup and the Wars in Bosnia and Kosovo (2005:203) comments on
Vickers' stance, viz.
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Vickers reconstructs the history of Kosovo from the earliest times,
providing a coherent survey focusing on the period since the middle of
the fourteenth century. Vickers begins her discussion with the prehistory
of the region, when a group known as the Illyrians populated the mgged
terrain of Kosovo. Vickers notes that Albanians claim the ancient Illyrian
tribes as their ancestors, thereby establishing an Albanian presence in
Kosovo predating that of the Serbs, whose ancestors first migrated into the
region during the sixth century CE.
As we shall see in the writings of Fatos Lubonja, an emic scholar, the figure of
George Kastriot Skenderbeg, stands iconically as a semiotic node for many
Albanians, irrespective of location, and serves, following Malcolm's myth
typologies, to merge elements of the first and third kinds of myth. Skenderbeg,
one of the two foremost Albanian heroes, the George Washington of Albanian
history, around whom have been formulated national identificatory passions and
allegiances, provides the strength of priority and the bolstering of permanent
national struggle.
Robert Elsie, a prolific Albanologist, concurs with at least the third myth
proposed by Noel Malcolm, viz. the myth of permanent national stmggle. In his
preface to Studies in Modern Albanian Literature and Culture (1996:ix), the scholar
suggests:
Albania's long-standing isolation, and in particular the half a century of
surrealist mle under the ever-vigilant Albanian Party of Labour [sic,] had
an extremely negative impact on intellectual and cultural exchange. In
Albania, these long dark years created a conspicuous lack of objective
knowledge about the outside world, and in the Westem world, they
created an equally conspicuous lack of information about Albania, a
country which, for most people, had ceased to exist until tens of
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thousands of refugees suddenly washed up onto the shores of southem
Italy in 1991.
Notwithstanding the often favorable stances of etic sources regarding
Albanians and Albania, writers expressing highly negative and denigrating
positions are also prolific. Perhaps understably, many of these Albanian critics
hail from neighboring cultures to the ancient trojet shqiptare. In combatting such
negative descriptions particularly in the Italian context, Ralph Grillo and Jeff
Pratt (2005:84-84) suggest three myths which many Italians hold of Albanians: 1)
tales ofmoral depravation; 2) discourses of demonization of atheism or
essentialization of religious difference; and 3) discourses of backwardness,
exoticism, and isolation.
Emic Perspectives on Albanian History and Identity
Intrinsic to gaining an understanding of Albanian history and identity is
familiarity with and scmtiny of Albanian writers and scholars who engage the
sociological entity of identity. Such a study is imperative in that, as Edward Said
has noted in relation to Orientalism (1979:2-3),
A very large mass of writers, among whom are poets, novelists,
philosophers, political theorists, economists, and imperial administrators,
have accepted the basic distinction between East and West as the starting
point for elaborate theories, epics, novels, social descriptions, and political
accounts conceming the Orient, its people, customs, "mind," destiny, and
so on.
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Said is correct in his assertion, and wisely cites the Italian theorist Antonio
Gramsci, who identified hegemony as an indispensable concept for any
understanding of "cultural life in the industrial West" (1979:7). Rupe Simms
(2003:1) states that "Gramsci developed this theory [the masses had to be
educated to appreciate the exploitative nature of their subalternation]
emphasizing the precepts, creation, and popularization of hegemony and
counter-hegemony." The dynamic of hegemony may be evident in etic
perspectives of any culture's identity, and in a post-colonial paradigm, we must
be diligent to hear and heed the voice of the sub-altern. Because of the Westem
tendency to collectively identify "us" against "all-those non-Europeans" (I am
using Said's constmct), I include the emic Albanian perspectives, all the while
realizing that counter-hegemonic ideologies and identifications may be
"protonational" (Nathalie Clayer's term, 2002:133), antiquated, or subversive to
normative academia.
One of the earliest Albanian writers in the modern period, Chrisfo A.
Dako, describes the trifurcation of the ancient trojet shqiptare [Albanian properties
or lands] during the Roman Empire (1937:16):
After the death of Theodosius the Great, in 392 A.D. the Roman Empire
was divided between his two sons Honorius and Arcadius. The latter
took the Eastem Empire, the other took the Western. Albania was part of
the Eastem Empire and was under the Illyrian Prefecture. At this time
Albania was divided into three sections, viz.: High Albania, which
extended from the Zetes and Moracia valleys to the Shkumbi river, and
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was known under the name of Praevalis; Central Albania, which extended
from the Shkumbi to the Voiossa [sic] river, and was called New Epims;
and Southem Albania, which extended from the Voiossa [sic] to the Gulf
of Arta and was called Ancient Epims.
Don Shan Zefi, a native Kosovar Albanian, vicar of the ecclesial court and
archbishop's chancellor in Prizren, Kosova, asserts that
The faith with an apostolic genesis among the Illyrian Albanians since the
first centuries of the rites developed in two branches: the modus Minus
[Latin rite] was reinforced in the northem part of the land, while the
southem portion near Greece was subordinated to the influence of the
Byzantine rite (2000:25).
The Kosovar Albanian continues, "We leam that the Apostle Paul and his friends
came down to Apollonia in order to evangelize in Macedonia, in Illyria, and in
Epirus [present-day northwestern Greece]." Zefi maintains correctly that much
of the early writings about Albania and Albanians was ecclesial in nature, and
numerous Albardans, including Marin Barleti, Pjeter Bogdani, and Gjon Buzuku,
were Catholic clerics and historians.
Hysni Myzyri, Albanian historian, affirms the historical relationship
between the ancient Illyrians and present-day Albanians. He notes that "The
beginnings of the Illyrian origin are in the middle of the second century before
Christ" (1995:7). The term "Illyrian" comprises nine major tribal groups living in
the western Balkans: Taulantet, Ardianet, Dardanet, Paionet, Dalmatet, Albanet,
Penestet, Moloset, Kaonet, and Uiesprotet. "The name of early Albanians, arberve,
has its origin in the Illyrian tribe with the same name" (1995:30).
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Reshat Nexhipi (n.d.:8) contends.
The names of two of the greatest fields in this country [Macedonia]�
Pelagonia and Pologu� can serve as evidence of the presence of Pelasgian
Illyrians in Macedonia. These two toponyms have a Pelasgian-IUyrian
origin; this can be seen in the words pellg [pond] and plak [old man].
Nexhipi, an Albanian linguist from Macedonia, cites myriad toponyms as
examples of the connection between ancient Illyrians and present-day Albanians,
specifically in Macedonia. In building his argument for a pre-Slavic presence of
Albanians, he contends (n.d.:9).
The Slavic language, created by Cyril and Methodius, in the tenth century,
was a combination of several languages, among others, Albanian. Many
words that Macedonians use today, especially the residents of the village
of Smileve, near Bitola, are Albanian words. Furthermore, Macedonians
have inherited several high Albanian virtues, such as loyalty, bravery,
justice, from the Albanians.
Faik Konica contends (1993:49):
Ne kohet e lashta Shqiperia quhej Iliri dhe deri ne mesjeten e vone,
pikerisht deri ne shekullin e njembedhjete, ajo njihej vetem me kete emer.
[In ancient times Albania was called Illyria and until the late middle ages,
precisely until the 11* century, she was known only by this name.]
Isa Blumi notes the political motivations of hegemonic outside forces in
assimilating Albanians of different religious affiliations (2002:51-52):
For various reasons Albanians became the target of a number of extemal
interests. As Mushms of Bektashi or Surmi extraction. Catholics and
members of the Orthodox Church, their spiritual affiliations were deemed
central to assimilating them into the rapidly changing Balkan
environment. While far less capable powers such as Bulgaria and Serbia
were still attempting to consolidate conceptual gains, established entities
such as the Rum Patriarch, the Austrian-Hungarian, Italian, and no doubt
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the Ottoman empires from the 1850s onwards, began an aggressive
campaign of establishing influence among a dispersed but important
population in Albania through education.
The Albanian scholar continues (2002:53),
Through Ottoman mle, Albanian territories developed in separate,
distinctive pattems. All tentative efforts to establish collective links
beyond the most local of political and social spaces were ineffective,
resulting in a diverse cultural field by the twentieth century.
Such bifurcated and divergent influences lead Blumi to conclude that "Albanian
territories are not cleanly delineated cultural domains" (2002:55).
Another Albanian scholar, Fatos Lubonja, adds additional insight
(2002:91):
Following Albania's independence in 1912, Mithat Frasheri, one of the
fathers of Albanian nationalism writing about the country at the time,
noted that Albanians were faced with the task of tuming their country
"from a scattered array of clans into a nation."
Lubonja posits the works of many Albanian writers who writing in the mid-
nineteenth century, fostered the Albanian Renaissance, the rilindja, and
"nourished Albanian national romanticism" (2002:92). In an attempt to establish
identity through distinguishing themselves from the Greeks and the Slavs,
Albanians discovered their roots in the Pelasgian people, and "Consequently, the
myths of the great Albanian men of antiquity were created, among whom the
most distinguished were Alexander the Great and Pirro of Epims" (2002:92).
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The central figure of Albanian history and mythology George Kastriot
Skenderbeg was "first mythologized by the Catholic church as a 'Champion of
Christianity/" according to Lubonja (2002:92). The religious conversions of this
historical national icon (he was bom Catholic, forcibly converted to Sunni Islam
in the Sultan's court, and then reconverted to Catholicism upon his return to the
motherland of Albania) provided means by which adherents of different
religious affiliations could identify. Lubonja intuitively notes, "The 'Champion
of Christianity' was a most appropriate hero because he was also a hero of the
Christian Westem world" (2002:93). The Albanian anthropologist correctly
surmises that "The myth of the West, combined with the old myths of national
romanticism like that of Skanderbeg [sic] and 'the religion of the Albanians is
Albanianism'^^ remain the dominant mythologies in Albanian cultural and
pohtical life today" (1992:102).
An Albanian educated at Harvard University in the USA, Constantine A.
Chekrezi, comments on the Albanian hero (1919:28):
It is during this campaign that the Turks gave him [Skenderbeg] the
surname of Iskender-beg or Scanderbeg for his valor and masterful strategy,
and in complimentary reference to Alexander the Great. But despite the
lavish favors bestowed upon him by the Sultan, Scanderbeg [sic] could not
31
Perhaps due to the inter-rehgious conflicts which had transpired through centuries of history,
and in search of a unifying national identity, the Albanian Renaissance poet Pashko Vasa (1825-
1892) declared, "The religion of Albania is Albanianism" (Young 1998:2). Moreover, the desire
for reconciliation between divergent Albanian groups partially underlay the motivating
movement articulated by the sage.
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be made to forget either his real position or the country and religion from
which he had been so insidiously taken away.
Reminiscing about Albanian history, the Roman Catholic priest Gjerg
Fishta (2006:3) recounts the epic battle between the great hero and the Turkish
onslaught:
Help me God as you once helped me.
Five hundred years are now behind us
Since Albania the fair was taken.
Since the Turks snared and enslaved her.
Left in blood our wretched homeland.
Let her suffocate and wither
That she no more glimpse the sunlight.
That she ever live in sorrow.
That, when beaten, she keep silent.
Piro Misha identifies an integral element of Albanian culture and
identity� "historical victimisation [sic]" (2002:44). Misha, an Albanian
anthropologist, asserts, "The syndrome [was] created in the nineteenth century
and reinforced by the events of 1913 when a major part of the Albaruan-inhabited
territories was partitioned among neighbouring [sic] Balkan states" (2002:44).
Because of almost 500 years ofOttoman mle and 300 years with a Muslim
majority population, Albanians, of all European peoples, developed a unique
Weltanschauung; this worldview implied not only the creation of a national
identity, but perhaps more importantly, in light of the various regimes under
which Albanians lived, the forging of a national community. Eqrem Bej Vlora,
the Albanian George Washington, who raised the Albanian flag of independence
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in 1912, questioned the validity and viability of an independent Albanian state
(Bartl 1968:282). So deeply ingrained in the Albanian national consciousness is
the blight of victimization, that the founder of the modern-day state of the tiny,
flinty most non-Westem country of Europe, would second guess his own stance
and action.
Misha (2002:47) notes that the doctrine of national unity and cultural
homogeneity was of such import to Albanian leadership in-country, as well as
those outside her borders, that it led to policy changes and governmental
restmcturing. This process began in eamestwith two Albanian political rivals:
Ahmet Zogu and Fan Noli. Zogu, who govemed Albania from December 2, 1922
until Febmary 1, 1924, and then from 1925 until 1939, sought to promulgate
Albanianism as the cohesive force of Albanian unity (Jacques 1995:397). Noli, an
Orthodox bishop who mled the country from June 17* to December 24, 1924,
"dreamed ofmaking Albania into a Balkan Switzerland" (Jacques 1995:380).
This sentiment was expressed in both prose and poetic form by one of the
foremost Albanian rilindasit [Renaissance men, or "re-birthers"] Sami Bey
Frasheri, who wrote (1924:40-41),
The Albanian is an Albanian before being Mushm or Christian. What he
was when he had his own faith, the faith of the Pelasgians, he was when
he became a Christian, he is also when he accepted the faith of
Mohammed. His religion has never changed him at all, and never will,
because he always places patriotism above religion.
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Si ty O Vithlehem e Mek'e Arabise
Ku jane lindur Muhamet e Krisht' i Krishterise,
Per mua eshte Frasheri, vent i Perendise
Tek eshte lindur Naim Bey, Zemr' e Shqiperise!
[Like you, O Bethlehem and Mecca of Arabia
Where Muhammad and Christ of Christianity were born.
Is for me Frasheri, a place of God
In you is bom Naim Bey, the heart of Albania!]
In 1917, following the partitioning of the Balkans following the Balkan
Wars, Fan Noli, then bishop of the Albanian Orthodox Church in America, wrote
this impassioned plea (1996:90):
The Albanians of America must enrich their leaders and honor
them in every case and for every need for the [sjalvation of Albania, our
fatherland� dear and long-suffering. It is our obligation, our duty,
because we have inherited it from our ancestors through the centuries.
Albania has not corrupted nor broken because of Albanians; on the
contrary, because of her neighbors and the failure of Europe, after the
occupation that she has launched.
But, know that Albania will be treated by all means, because it is
impossible for them to divide her, like the key of the Adriatic, which is so
valuable and will not tolerate anyone that has the other in hand.
Therefore, we will not only honor our fatherland� so precious, but we
will also sacrifice our lives for her. Take, for example, Europe, which not
only wastes money, but also refuses to converse about the last drop of
blood.
Two of the most influential Albanian authors of the late 20* century,
Ismail Kadare and Martin Camaj, reflect the diversity of scholarship among
persons self-identifying as Albanian. Kadare, a Tosk Muslim-born Marxist-
Leninist urban, is the antithesis of Camaj, a Gheg Catholic democratic peasant
writer. Camaj betrays the typical Albanian highlander Gheg self-loathing often
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in contrast to the ubiquitous posturing of many Albanian Tosks. Arshi Pipa, in
his Contemporary Albanian Literature (1991 :v) describes the relationship in this
way:
A linguist by profession, Camaj brings linguistics to bear on his poetry, his
vocation. One madrigal describes the harsh consonantal North Gheg
dialect as an uninviting language spoken as if with broken teeth to
discourage efforts at recording it�similar in this to the "half-carved"
stone used by the highlanders to build their fortified houses.
In considering emic perspectives on Albanian history and identity, I must
now tum to Kosovar Albanian viewpoints, in that this study specifically
addresses Albanian Bektashis in Kosova. The freshest discourse on Kosovar
identity is offered by native Kosovar Albanians, and other scholars and
joumalists, exploring the forging of a uniquely Kosovar identity in a post-1999
context.
Migjen Kelmendi (2005:12) msists that
'Kosovar' is a new word included in great dictionaries of the great
languages after the NATO forces' intervention and the intemational
community's involvement in the peace and stability process in the area,
and it defines a person that inhabits the territory of Kosovo.
The Kosovar Albanian editor, intriguingly, seeks to bifurcate Albanians by
dialect, asserting, "The Geg [sic]^^ is the mother tongue of three quarters of
Albanians, withdrawn from public use and prohibited . . . This prohibition of
Most scholars use the spelling "Gheg" to denote this dialect. Perhaps Kelmendi is correct and
acting counter-hegemonically in this new coinage.
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writing and publishing in Geg [sic] is enforced even nowadays in the whole
Albanian space" (2005:11). We must remember that Kelmendi and other
Albanian Kosovars are, even at the time of this writing, waged in a battle over
the final status of the tiny Balkan province. He notes (2005:13), "At the same
time, we understood that the debate on issues connected with the future of
Kosovo and its cultural, political, civil, and state identity was of a primal political
importance." Kelmendi warns against a new flag for the province, as well as
new symbols, new iconography, and a new national anthem.
Muhamedin Kullashi, another Kosovar Albanian engaged in the debate,
asks the question (2005:17), "Should we understand [Kosovar] identity as
essential or as a historical construct?" Kullashi, a professor of philosophy at
Universite VIII in Paris, explores the diachronic development of identity, as
national collective and personal identity is fostered through myriad factors and
influences. In the present dialogue of defining Kosovar identity, Kullashi notes
that both sides (Albanians and Serbs) "define themselves by their language, their
culture and certain historical memories" (2005:18). The Kosovar Albanian seems
to highlight Castells' third type of identity, i.e. resistance identity, viz. "The
identity of Kosova's Albanians has been mostly shaped through the stmggle
against the Serbian state's plans to annihilate them." Kullashi also helpfully
provides a starting point for the present status of Kosovar Albanian identity
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(2005:19): "The present identity of Kosova's Albanians took shape in the
resistance against Serbian state's policies from the very beginning of the 20*
century."
Kullashi also responds to Antonina Zhelyazkova in stating "There is no
doubt that the identity of Kosova's Albanians has some different characteristics
from the identity of other Balkan Albanians" (2005:19). The Albanian contends
that Kosovar Albanian identity has been shaped, to a large degree, by Albanian
dictator Enver Hoxha's Marxist-Leninist ideology. Hoxha's ideology and praxis
of its application led to the "enormous prison" which Albania had become, due
to a foreign policy of absolute isolationism. Kullashi also posits that Kosovar
Albanian identity has been shaped by the influences of Albanians in Macedonia
and in the Presheva valley of southem Serbia.
Bashkim Shehu, an Albanian from Albania, offers a nuanced perspective on
the trifurcation postulated by Zhelyazkova (1997:90):
However, the changes beginning in the early 1990s brought important shifts
to Albanian national solidarity. Even though national consciousness
weakened with the decay of the isolationist nationalist mythology of the
previous regime, somewhat paradoxically a certain nationalist inclination
survives.
Besnik Pula, a political scientist and native Kosovar Albanian, bases his thesis
upon the sociological theories propounded by Richard Jenkins, who relies upon
themodel initiahy developed by Frederick Barth, in Ethnic Groups and Boundaries.
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Barth postulates that ethnicity is a socially constructed reality, with mobile, fluid,
and changeable boundaries (2005:23). "When defined as an ascriptive and
exclusive group, the nature of continuity of ethnic units is clear: it depends on
the maintenance of a boundary" (Barth 1969:14). Diachronic social studies reveal
that the nature, role, and content of ethnic categories change in response to
pohtical and other grand influences (2005:23). Pula cites the works of Benedict
Anderson, "who considers the nation as an imagined community"� the result of
discourse and a state administrative apparatus; Eric John Hobsbawn and Terence
Ranger, who circulated the concepts of the invention of tradition and the
constmction of nationalism; and Eugene Weber, who emphasized the
constmction of a singular national identity out of a heterogeneous mass of
divergent ethnicities.
Richard Jervkins (1997:10) postulates that perhaps the most significant part
ofWeber's argument is that:
Ethnic membership does not constitute a group; it only facihtates group
formation of any kind, particularly in the political sphere. On the other
hand, it is primarily the political community, no matter how artificially
organized, that inspires the belief in common ethnicity (1978:389).
Jenkins, professor of sociology at the University of Sheffield, notes that Weber's
suggestion is contingent upon the belief in common ancestry as a consequence of
collective political action rather than its cause. Common cultural traits are
resources for "ethnic closure" (1997:10), and are the standards by which behavior
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is assessed as "correct and proper" and worthy of "honor and dignity." Jenkins
labels Weber's construct as the "social constructionist model of ethnicity"
(1997:11).
In contrast to Weber's paradigm, Jenkins explains the "basic social
anthropological model of ethnicity" (1997:13), summarizing through four
descriptors:
> Cultural differentiation� "identity is always a dialectic between
similarity and difference";
> Shared meaning� the outcome of social interaction;
> Equational congmence with culture�the pace of the evolution of ethnic
identity is equal to that of cultural shift (thus it is variable and
manipulable); and
> Collective and individual� "ethnicity as a social identity is collective and
individual, extemalized in social interaction and internalized in personal
self-identification."
Jenkins elaborates the second theory, i.e. the anthropological model by
asserting "Identity is produced and reproduced during social interaction, and
interaction is always situated in context" (1997:63). The University of Sheffield
sociologist then presents a schematic of contexts of ethnic categorization,
seemingly building upon the prior work of Berger and Luckmann:
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Most informal Primary socialization
^ Routine public interaction
Sexual relationships
Communal relationships
Membership of informal groups
Marriage and kinship
Market relationships
Employment
Administrative allocation
Organized politics
Most formal Official classification
Figure 8. Richard Tenkins' Contexts of Ethnic Categorization
Jenkins also provides a second constmct within the anthropological model
of social identity, viz. identification and analogous ideologies (1997:85):
Basis of identification
Kinship
Co-residence
Co-residence
Co-residence
Ethnicity
Ethnicity/Nationality
Ethnicity/Race
Ideology
Familism
Communalism
Localism
Regionalism
Ethnicism
Nationalism
Racism
Figure 9. Richard Tenkins' Identification and Ideology
Besnik Pula (2005:26) affirms Malcolm's and Vickers' conclusions that
"During the 20* century, the Albanian identity has been constmcted in
opposition to The Other, specifically the Serbs." The Kosovar Albanian insists
that the Serbian state policy of discrimination, oppression, displacement, and
ultimately genocide, strengthened the ethnic dividing boundaries, and therefore
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bolstered collective and personal Albanian identity. A Kosovar Albanian
cultural metatext (I am employing Schwandner-Sievers' and Kwok's paradigm)
was developed as "a solid content in the discourse aspect in the other half of the
century, and it homogenized constantly" (Pula 2005:27). Educational, political,
economic, and agrarian factors contributed to this evolution of a cultural
metatext. Whereas in Albania, where the high degree of ethnic homogeneity has
never been challenged, in Kosova (and Macedonia) the co-existence of divergent,
and often polemic, cultures, has engendered a resistance identity, rather than
Ingleby's hybridized identity.
Pula correctly interprets the 1991 liberation of Albania as a cultural
rejection of Albanianism in the motherland (2005:28). A legitimizing identity,
long accepted as the normative posture of Albanians, led to disparate results: in
Albania�Albanians wholeheartedly rejected the anti-religious sentiments
promulgated by the Communist dictator; in Kosova�Albanians reveled in
ideological Albanianism in opposition to Slavic nationalism. Kwok's anti-
colonialistic and Simms' counter-hegemonic stances are exemplified viscerally in
the bolstering of Kosovar Albanian identity, on both corporate and individual
levels. Pula recognizes that a resistance identity in Kosova, i.e. "being Albanian
in Kosova," was equivalent to "being a victim" (2005:29), a motif I have
previously noted.
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Yet, Kosovar Albanians are no longer under Serbian oppression. Freed by
NATO forces during the 1999 war with Yugoslavia, Kosovar Albanians are "no
longer victims of the state; they are requested to take part actively in the process
of state-building" (Pula 2005:30). It is precisely at this point that Jenkins' and
Barth's epistemologies of collective and personal identities, are particularly
useful. In following Jenkins' theoretical construct of categorization, a Kosovar
Albanian is first of all a Kosovar. Secondarily, she is an Albanian. In the
dissolution, or at least the easing, of the ethnicity boundary, a new one is created.
As the Serbian menace�The Other�has exited, the Albanian from Albania has
become, admittedly to a lesser degree, the one who is different, the "contra-
stigmata" (Pula 2005:31). Although there are attempts by Albanians from all
three Balkan venues, as well as in the diaspora, to create a pan-Albanian identity,
there are opposing forces working against this ideology.
Perhaps the most challenging dimension of the rapid cultural shift
occurring within Kosova society today is the hegemonic role into which Kosovar
Albanians have been scripted. Although the intemational community seeks to
protect the rights of the minorities within the Kosovar context, there exists a
tendency for the majority population to assume power. Pula (2005:32)
acknowledges this inclination toward hegemonic authority; notwithstanding, the
scholar also notes that the key factor in this post-modem, post-colonial, and
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globalized-Westemized context is ethnic identity. "At the same time, the change
of status, from a minority to a majority, has demobilized the national discourse
as a function of resistance" (Pula 2005:32-33). Pula's conclusion is that Kosovar
identity is "still under construction," and discourse about authentic identity is
forbidden (2005:33).
Arsim Bajrami, professor of constitutional rights at the University of
Prishtine, Kosova, explores the "indigenous" question in his article "Kosovar
Identity Between the Myths of the Past and a European Future" (2005:65).
Seemingly operating in the same paradigm as Schwandner-Sievers and Fischer,
but loyal to his Albanian identity, Bajrami affirms Pula's conclusion as to the
morphing nature of Kosovar identity. "Kosova and Kosovars today are still
undefined notions, lacking a political, cultural, or linguistic identity" (Bajrami
2005:65-66). Nonetheless, the professor maintains, "Kosova's Albanians have an
uncontested European and Westem orientation and will never accept to be
enslaved by a Balkan mentality nor will they get involved in any kind of
fundamentalism" (2005:67). Bajrami advocates for a both/and position on the
issue of pan-Albanian identity, viz. "Kosovar identity must not be the synonym
of Albanian identity. Albanian identity is a much larger concept and represents a
unique identity of Albanians wherever they may live" (2005:68). His final
conclusions intrigue, viz. "Kosovar identity must be an external attribute of
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Kosovar citizens as Albanians of Kosova and other communities that live in
Kosova" (2005:68, italics mine); and "Kosovar identity must adapt to the trends
of globalization and be integrated in them" (2005:69). Bajrami's position highly
informs the research question of this project, i.e. the contextualization of the
gospel among Bektashi Albanians, and the Bektashi Background Believer church
forming within the province.
It is of note that included in Kelmendi's volume on Kosovar identity is the
column by Arben Xhaferi, arguably the most influential Albanian politician upon
the Macedonian political stage today. In "The Challenge of Identity," Xhaferi
asserts (2005:71),
The Albanian nation, in a strange, if notmiraculous way, managed to
preserve the spiritual unity; creating the codes of an indisputable
particular identity: the Illyrian origins, Scanderbeg [sic], "the religion of
an Albanian is the albanism [sic]," the League of Prizren, the 28* of
November, Mother Theresa, Adem Jashari, etc.
The Albaruan political scientist and politician is convinced of an anti-Albanian
conspiracy, whether of divine or human making, viz.
Left without a system, lacking of any sub-system, divided between three
religions and two dialects, without unique linguistic, cultural or juridical
norms, without bourgeoisie or elite, without industry or financial capital,
without extemal sponsors, without differentiating civilian or uniting
national codes, the Albanians were meant to disappear (2005:72, italics mine).
Xhaferi identifies (2005:73) the Frasheri brothers, Pashko Vasa, Ismail Qemali,
father Gjergj Fishta, Faik Konica, and Fan Noli as the "architects of a unique
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national identity," whose ideas were "so universal, proximate, and mobilizing,
that they went to be^^ binding, . . . regardless of ideology, religion or region."
The Albanian politician in Macedonia draws this conclusion, identifying the
present wahabists within the Albanian Islamic organizations, who are advocating
the "accentuation of the Islamic particularities of the Albanians," "All these
spoiled ideas, these intellectual adventures, or Arabian integrist projects that
infiltrate through religion; they essentially pulverize the unique national
substance of the Albanians" (2005:78). Xhaferi's conclusion and the implications
of it inform this project in like manner to Bajrami's assessment.
In a second article included within the volume Arben Xhaferi asks the
question "Do We Have to DebateWhy Are We Albanians?" (2005:91), and draws
these conclusions related to national Albanian identity, "The national identity is
not determined by a unique factor, may it be the origin, the language, the
religion, the tradition, etc., but by the self determination of the individual toward
an ethnic group," and "The nation and the national identity are not products of
pohtical laboratories or the momentary circumstances, but autonomous
phenomena, taking their sources in the ancient history" (2005:93). Xhaferi
contends that the vast majority of Kosovar Albanians, were all of their voices to
Not having the original Albanian text, but being acquainted intimately with Albanian linguistic
pattems, I believe that Xhaferi intends the English "became" in place of "went to be."
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be heard, would rally around the notion of Albanian identity, in contrast to the
notion of Kosovar identity.
Teuta Arifi, one of the duo that has launched the most powerful Albanian
political party in Macedonia into a position of influence and decision making,
contends in "Interviste" that all Albanians descend from one common tree�an
ethnic and linguistic tmnk, from which branch similar though not identical
offshoots of present manifestation (2005:108). As a response to the prolepsis
offered at the outset of the 20* century, Arifi proposes a pluri-identity model of
pan-Albanianism, bridging the geopolitical boundaries artificially trifurcating
Albanians today (2005:108).
Kole M. Berisha, in his article "After the War the World Started to
Understand Our Tme Identity," bifurcates identity into two typologies, national
identity and political-juridical identity. Berisha, the vice-president of Kosova's
Democratic League (LDK), characterizes national identity as exhaustive, non-
exclusionary, compact, capable of independence, the "authentic face of the
nation" (2005:129). National identity is ubiquitous and irrefutable� a tangible
reality. Moreover, it acts to preserve indigenous elements and traditions, while
at the same time integrating new elements and thus, enriched. State identity, on
the other hand, is temporary, limited by geo-political borders, and susceptible to
change because of extemal factors such as invasion or natural disaster, or
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intemal factors such as insurrection or revolt. Berisha helpfully acknowledges
that Albanians in diaspora communities, e.g. Presheva valley (southern Serbia),
(^ameria (northwestern Greece), Montenegro, and Macedonia, long deprived of
political-juridical identity, maintain national identity.
The Albanian political scientist and politician hypothesizes a third form of
identity, "half-identity," which he defines (2005:133) as "A national identity
created in certain moments of crisis." This deceptive and masquerading form of
identity is a "temporary, forcefully created and imposed identity," "dictated by
the situation, by a historical moment" (2005:133). Furthermore, this half-identity
is fluid and circumstantial. Counter-hegemonic actions leading to liberation
from colonial and repressive structures and attitudes allow for the unmasking of
this imposed half-identity, a welcomed yet pyrrhic victory.
Hajredin Kuqi, a professor of international law at the University of
Prishtine, Kosova, adds a note of realism regarding Kosovar identity in his article
"Kosovar Identity?" Kuqi's thesis is that the standardization of the Albanian
literary language during the Enverist regime in Albania has fostered a sense of
singular Albanian national identity, and "not separate identities [Albanian,
Kosovar Albanian, and Macedonian Albanian]" (2005:138, italics his). The
professor attributes any confusion regarding national identity as the product of
"the unresolved national question" (2005:139). The period from liberation in
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1999 until the present time of writing in 2006 has challenged and continues to
fmstrate a developing particular Kosovar Albanian identity. Kuqi insists, "When
the internationals treat us as Kosovars, they force this 'identity' with political
influences more on our relationship with Albania and other Albanians in the
region than with other people" (2005:139).
Petrit Selimi, a Kosovar Albanian anthropologist and editor, examines
Kosovar Albanian identity using the organizational model created originally by
the social anthropologist Edward Evans-Pritchard. Selimi (2005:152), comparing
Albanian identity with the identity of the south Sudanese Nuer, suggests the
model of segmented identity, which defines identity as always fluid, evolving
through "the interaction of the individual with his social situation." Selimi also
notes Evans-Pritchard's construct of code-switching, which allows us to "pass
from one identity to another . . . depending on the situation and the
circumstances" (2005:153).
Gani Jakupi, a Kosovar Albanian living in Barcelona, Spain, authors two
articles, "The Risk of Identity" and "The National Feeling as Heritage or
Election," using linguistic and sociological categories to explore the interface
between national identity and nationalism. His most cogent conclusion, "I
believe that the difficulty in defining the nationalism comes from the fact that it
encloses�at least� four different categories: the identity (i.e. the right to the
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differentiation), the collective dignity, the pride and the national interest"
(2005:205). Jakupi acknov^ledges the artificiality of such categories, at least in
mundane human existence, and wisely recognizes, in a nuanced manner, both
positive and negative characteristics of nationalism, viz. "It is a philosophical,
political and sociological error to treat nationalism either as intrinsic evil or
unspoiled virtue" (2005:204). Jakupi also helps us by noting the contextuality of
all forms of identity, viz. "Identity is shaped by political, social, or cultural
circumstances and remains open to debate, as it continues to be a contextual
category no matter how solid it may seem" (2005:196).
Baton Haxhiu, a Kosovar Albanian joumalist from Prishtine, in his article
"The Identity�Policy or Feeling," examines ethnic and national identity through
the lens of self-determination. Highlighting the South African example, Haxhiu
delineates "three clear notions of self-determination" (2005:250):
a) the radical one (anti-colonial, revolutionary);
b) the relative one, defined as self-administered; and
c) Wilsonian self-determination, as articulated in the peace conference
fohowing World War I, in 1919.
Acknowledging the distinctiveness of the three Albanian communities (Albania
proper, Kosova, and Macedonia, plus the Diaspora populations having their
origins in these three contexts), Haxhiu notes that "the realistic goals of the three
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entities, in Albania, Kosova, Macedonia and in the Albanian Diaspora can only
rely on communication, and economical and political collaboration" (2005:257).
Moreover, the joumalist recognizes the handicap presented by Albanian
fragmentation, and the implications of this on cooperation.
Shkelzen Maliqi, a philosopher and publicist from Prishtine, Kosova,
builds his thesis upon the six principal attributes of a national community or a
nation, proposed originally by Anthony D. Smith. These six attributes include:
1. a common collective name
2. a myth of a common origin
3. a common historical memory
4. one or more differential elements of a common culture
5. a connection to a specific fatherland, and
6. a feeling of solidarity and community of a significant portion of the
population (2005:225).
Maliqi derides those scholars, many whose writings are in the same volume, who
believe that the present (non-) status of Kosova deepens the cultural and
sociological differences between Albanians in Kosova, and those outside of the
province (2005:227). The philosopher additionally insists that present political
and economic exigencies, influenced by both intemal and extemal sources,
demand a redefinition of national identity. Hailing national symbols, e.g. the
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flag with a red background and a double-headed eagle, the ancient hero
Skenderbeg, the modem saint Mother Teresa, Maliqi believes that these iconic
phenomena are semiotically cohesive and singularly salient.
This expose of sociological and anthropological sources, etic and emic,
addressing the notion of identity in general, and Albanian and Kosovar identity
in specific, has brought us full circle, as we began with the four types ofmyth
establishing a collective, national identity, delineated by Noel Malcolm, and as
we concluded with the six principal attributes of national identity, as listed by
Anthony D. Smith. Dialectic positions on identity have been presented, as have
opinions and hypotheses related to the notion of cultural metatexts.
Through all of this scmtiny I have endeavored to keep the primary
research question at the forefront ofmy consideration. "How can the gospel be
contextualized among Bektashi Albanians?" Realizing that we stand at a political
and historical juncture, particularly as related to the Kosovan situation, but also
informing the Macedonian question, I have asked myself, and have sought to
discover constmcts and paradigms of understanding Albanian culture generally,
Kosovar Albanian culture, and Albanian Bektashi culture. Moreover, I contend
that we have moved (or, at least, are moving) from a modem to a post-modem,
globalizing world, and in many cases, to a post-colonial space, as well. My
experience with Albanians, and particularly with Albanian Bektashi Background
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Believers, has caused me to ask questions framed within this arena, including
questions of gender and indigeneity.
In the study of myth, I have confirmed many of the suspicions and
conclusions I have reserved unspoken for many years. Listening to Albanians in
all three venues, i.e. Albania, Macedonia, and Kosova, as well as in minority
diaspora communities in Greece, Germany, Italy, Denmark, Turkey, Switzerland,
and the USA, I have heard common myths of origin and priority, claims to ethnic
homogeneity, declarations of permanent national struggle, and pledges to
religious tolerance. A common historical memory, particularly related to George
Kastriot Skenderbeg and Mother Teresa, is remembered and cherished by
Albanians in all of the aforementioned countries. Differential elements of
Albanian culture, including music, food, art, drama, family patterns, marriage
rites and traditions, funeral customs, dance, and costume, while influenced to
some degree by extemal forces of the Balkan palimpsest, are consistent wherever
they are found. Albanians from all venues voice a connection to a specific
fatherland {trojet shqiptare), and experience a feeling of solidarity. While very few
writers (the most notable exception is Gani Jakupi) address Albanian identity
outside of Albania, Kosova, and Macedonia, anecdotal evidence, personal
experience, and research done in this project, confirm an Albanian cultural
metatext (Kwok's construct) operating in all venues. Research done in this
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project has examined Albanian Bektashi responses to survey and interview
questions. The results of this research will be examined in chapter four.
Notwithstanding, I confirm that there are distinct differences among
Albanians living in the ten countries listed above. Antonina Zhelyazkova,
Migjen Kelmendi, and Muhamedin Kullashi recognize these differences,
accentuating the distinctive role that language differences and dialect play in
shaping identity. Surprisingly, none of the authors cites the foundational
linguistic theory of Benjamin Lee Whorf and Edward Sapir, nor follows the
implications thereof, in describing sub-cultural differentiations obvious to the
anthropological eye. Gary Ferraro (1998:113) summarizes the Sapir-Whorf
hypothesis in this way:
According to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, then, language established in
our minds' categories that force us to distinguish the things we consider
similar from the things we consider different. In other words, language is
a coercive force that causes people to see the world in a certain way. If
this is the case, the speakers of different languages constmct reality
differently.
Kelmendi singularly denounces the often unspoken cultural taboo of
putting into print any form of the Gheg dialect, employed by approximately 75%
of all Albanians. If the assumptions behind Sapir-Whorf are correct and
applicable to Albanians, it follows that there are two differently constmcted
Albanian realities, i.e. the Tosk reality, for those individuals who speak the Tosk
dialect, and the Gheg reality, for those individuals who speak the Gheg dialect.
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While some linguists would immediately counter that the Tosk and Gheg
dialects are not two distinct languages, I contend, with Kelmendi, that there are
enough linguistic mutually exclusive differentiations to warrant the hypothesis
of two distinct Albanian realities. Such linguistic and dialect study has not been
done on a large scale, in that very little printed Gheg literature exists. In my 11-
year attempt to master the Gheg dialect of Macedonia and Kosova, I have been
constantly fmstrated by the dearth of printed material, and have developed a
personal written grammar for non-Gheg speakers to use in leaming the dialect of
three quarters of the Albanian population.
The larger question of differences among Albanian Bektashi, whether they
are in Albania, Macedonia, Kosova, or in the Diaspora, and particularly as these
differences affect my research, continue to guide further personal study. Richard
Jenkins' work particularly informs this study, in that Albanian Bektashi are
spread across the three Albanian mother venues (Albania proper, Macedonia,
and Kosova), as well as throughout the Albanian Diaspora. Moreover, both
constmcts which Jenkins describes (the constructionist and the anthropological
models) are useful in explaining dilemmas and incongmences in populations
which seemingly are characterized by a similar cultural map. My experience in
all three venues causes me to identify those Albanian populations outside of
Albania proper, i.e. Macedonia, Kosova, and the attending Diaspora populations.
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as more highly nationalistic and activist toward ethnic issues. Many, if not most,
Albanians in Albania, perhaps because of a much higher degree of ethnic
homogeneity, exhibit a much lower level of nationalistic fervor and ethnic
activism.
A Note on Gender Identity
Throughout the discussion related to personal and collective identity, one
of the factors influencing and influenced by this debate is the question of gender
identity. This is of particular interest to my present research project because two
of the leaders of Bektashi Background Believers bashkesi (literally "fellowships,"
often interchanged in English translation with "churches") are women. Vjollca
Gojani and Eliza Durguti^, prior to professing faith in Jesus Christ, were
practicing Bektashi, Gojani a myhype and Durguti a dervishe. These two Kosovar
Albanian women have been instmmental in the ongoing dialogue of the
contextualization of the gospel among Albanians, and specifically among
Bektashi Albanians. Furthermore, Gojani and Durguti have led the
hermeneutical community comprised of Bektashi Background Believers and
Mushm Background Believers in interpreting biblical materials within the
Albanian context. The transformative leadership provided by these two women
Both Gojani and Durguti have provided written statements allowing the use of their names in
print in this dissertation.
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has caused me to examine the issue of gender identity, particularly within the
Kosova context.
Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad, Professor of History of Islam and Mushm-
Christian Relations at Georgetown University; and John L. Esposito, Professor of
Religion and International Affairs, and Director of the Center for Muslim-
Christian Understanding at Georgetowm University; examine the issue of gender
identity within the broader Islamic realm in their insightful text Islam, Gender, and
Social Change. Although their text is devoid of any reference to Albania, Kosova,
Bosnia, Macedonia, or Yugoslavia, Haddad's and Esposito's expose of the
interface of gender and Islam is helpful in addressing the topic of this research
project. The professors draw these conclusions (1998:xii-xiii):
> Historically, women's role in Islamic society was determined as much by
social and economic factors as by religious prescriptions;
> While women in the Qur'an have the same religious duties and are
promised the same rewards . . . their religious role and practice,
particularly their access to the mosque, became restricted;
> Sufism, or Islamic mysticism, was something of an exception, providing
greater religious space for women;
> As in all the world'smajor religious traditions in pre-modem societies and
cultures, in Islam both the reassertion of tribal custom and historical
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interpretations and practice often undermined Qur'anic reforms and
reaffirmed a male dominance that perpetuated the inequality of women;
and
> Women are regarded by many modern Islamists as the primary culture
bearers�the maintainers of the tradition, relegated to the task of being the
last bastion against foreign penetration.
Perhaps the most beneficial article to address the issue of identity in
Haddad's and Esposito's collection is offered by May Seikaly, Associate
Professor ofMiddle East History atWayne State University in Detroit, Michigan.
Seikaly, in her article "Women and Religion in Bahrain: An Emerging Identity,"
asserts (1998:185) "In a rapidly developing society, Bahraini women have
undergone tremendous changes in the idiom and form they project in order to
express their particular gender identity, autonomy, and subjectivity." The
Wayne State University professor continues (1998:187), "In a maruier similar to
Palestinian women responding to the intifada, their social and political
consciousness and their identity have been accelerated and defined through
political activism."
Mahnaz Afkhami, president of the Sisterhood is Global Institute (SIGI) and
executive director of the Foundation for Iranian Studies, in her article "Gender
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Apartheid and the Discourse of Relativity of Rights in Muslim Societies,"
contends.
The contemporary threat to v^^omen and their rights in the Muslim world
springs mainly from a resurgence of radical Islamist thought and politics in
the last quarter of the twentieth century. There are many reasons for the
recent salience of Islamism, ranging from failure of sociopolitical and
economic stmctures at home to neocolonial pressures . . . Muslim women face
patriarchal structures that certain men, in power or seeking political power,
misrepresent as religion or culture (1999:68).
Afkhami explores the relativist argument proposed by current Islamists in
seeking to de-Westerrdze and decolonize Muslim cultures from those mores and
values they deem as antiTslamic. "The Islamist worldview is defined mostly by
its treatment of women and thus wherever Islamism has assumed power or
otherwise become politically active women have bome the brunt of the violence"
(1999:71). The SIGI president articulates the Islamist position as denying human
rights outside cultural norms. "It [the Islamist movement] insists that all rights
are derivatives of Islam as interpreted by a select group ofmen" (1999:71).
Lavdie Ruci, regular contributor to the Buletini i Qendres se Grave [Bulletin of
theWomen's Center in Tirane, Albania], addresses the role of women within
Albanian local govemment, regardless of religious affiliation, viz.
Pra, duhet qe grate te jene te pranishme atje ku hartohen politikat per te
dhene mendimet, sugjerimet ne formulimin e tyre g'ka ben te domosdoshme
rritjen e numrit te grave ne stmkturat e qeverisjes vendore. Por edhe ne disa
Uoj sherbimesh qe konsiderohen kryesisht mashkullore si: planifikimi,
strehimi, dhe transporti po t'i analizonim do te shpjegonim qe roll i gmas
eshte shume i madh dhe i dobishem per zgjidhjen e drejte (2003:2, boldface
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hers). [Therefore, it is imperative that v^omen be accepted in those places
where political boundaries are drawn, in order to give their opinions, their
suggestions, and their formulations. It is essential, therefore, that the number
of women in the structures of local government increases. But this is also
applicable in several service fields that are typically considered masculine,
such as: planning, housing, and transport. Were we to analyze these fields
carefully, we would explain that the role of women is very great and
necessary for a correct solution.]
I recognize immediately from Ruci's advocacy for an increase in the number
of women within local govemment that the Albanian context, especially in the
capital city of Tirane, varies greatly from the myriad contexts examined by
Haddad and Esposito. The palimpsestic nature of Balkan societies in general,
and Albanian society in particular (in Albania proper), allows for a pluriform
identity for Albanian women. The rapid cultural shift within the Kosovar
Albanian context, perhaps typified in Vjollca Gojani and Eliza Durguti, permits
the identity acceleration articulated by May Seikaly in her examination of women
and women's roles in Bahrain. Moreover, the increase in the number of women
within governmental stmctures in Kosova, in large part dictated by United
Nations dicta demanding one-third of parliamentary members be women,
further exacerbates not only social and political activism, but also identity
formation acceleration.
Haddad's and Esposito's five conclusions are particularly insightful and
indicative of the Kosovan Albanian experience, although clearly unwittingly so,
due to the lack of Balkan reference. Because of the presence ofmultiple faiths.
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multiple ethnicities, and clan structures, Islam, and particular Qur'anic
injunctions could not historically, and cannot presently be the monolith which
determines Muslim religious pattems. Indeed, social and economic factors have
influenced religious pattems, as well. While Sunni Muslim Albanian women are
restricted in their participation in the mosque, Albanian Bektashi women,
whether out of religious doctrines or cultural pattems, or both, frequent the teqe
in many cases, and participate in religious rites and rituals. Haddad and
Esposito are absolutely correct in highlighting Sufism as exceptional in this
regard within the broader Islamic sphere. The Georgetown University
professors are also accurate in their understanding of tribal customs
undermining Qur'anic reforms. This has been evident historically, as well as at
the present time. Although Islamists have attempted, and continue to endeavor
to revive Islamic practice, bold resistance, particularly advanced by Albanian
women, occurs throughout the Balkans. Islamists have made some headway,
particularly in mral areas and villages; however, urban dwellers rebuff
muxhahedin (Muslim missionaries from Iran and Saudi Arabia.) The reasons for
this anti-revivalist posture include cultural differences, i.e. "Ata nuk jane
shqiptare," [They {the muxhahedin} are not Albanians]; and religious differences,
i.e. "Ata zbatojne nje Islam tjeter" [They observe a different Islam.] Haddad's
and Esposito's fifth conclusion is highly representative of Albanian culture, i.e.
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that women are culture bearers. Although cultural shift�brought about through
Westemization and/or globalization� has emphasized the role and viability of
public education, particularly in Prishtine and Gjakove, Kosova; villagers and
other mral dwellers maintain a position of disallowing girls to continue �
education beyond the required eighth level (equivalent to American eighth
grade).
I have examined the role of women within Muslim contexts, and the
nature of gender identity, particularly in Balkan contexts. Yet, I realize that there
is another dimension of gender identity which must be examined, i.e. the role of
women within the recently formed Bektashi Background bashkesi. As Muslim
women have traditionally, and in some cases still, maintain an oppressed and
sub-altem position within patriarchal and patrilineal cultures (including
Albanian culture), Bektashi women have been doubly marginalized because of
their minority status within the greater Muslim context. A triple marginalization
has occurred for those women, Sunni Muslim and Bektashi, who have come to
faith in Christ. I turn now to the writings of several feminist writers, and
examine the role and voice of women within theology and Christian mission.
Laura E. Donaldson, leader of the Women's Study Program at the
University of lowa, asserts (1999:20), "The act of reading the Bible has been
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fraught with difficulty and contradiction for indigenous peoples." Donaldson
continues (1999:20-21),
The translation of God's Book into Native vernacular comes with a high
price: the forcing of oral tongues into static alphabets and its context of a
colonizing Christianity. All too often, biblical reading has produced
traumatic dismptions within Native societies and facilitated what we now
call culturecide . . . this depressingly long history of victimization should
not obscure the ways in which Native peoples have actively resisted
deracinating processes by reading the Bible on their own terms.
Although Donaldson's context of writing and the sources which she cites are
located within Central and North American arenas, her directives and implicit
wamings strongly inform current Christian mission efforts among peoples in
distant and divergent places. Specifically in the Kosovar Albanian context, and
even more particular to the Kosovar Albanian Bektashi, Donaldson's instmction
is apropos. AmericanWhite Christian biblical interpretation, however guided by
sound missiological principle and foresight, and critically and analytically
developed, must never be pre-packaged, but rathermust "be found in the actual
interaction between text and context in the concrete historical situation" (Kwok
1995:11). Although I concur with the hermeneutical principle advocated by Kwok
and Donaldson, and recognize the inherent hegemonic position of neo-colonizers
in the Kosovan province, I reject Donaldson's conclusion, viz.
For "Ruth the Moabite," the translation from savagery to civilization (or
from Asherah to Yahweh) similarly involves the rehnquishing of her
ethnic and cultural identity. For Orpah, it necessitates a courageous act of
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self and communal affirmation: the choosing of the indigenous mother's
house over that of the alien Israelite Father (1999:36).
Musa W. Dube, senior lecturer in biblical studies at the University of
Botswana, in her chapter "Method in Modern Imperializing Texts," asserts, "The
identity of the colonized assures the colonizer of his own humanity. The politics
of the superior race, or in this case, whiteness, is dependent on the adverse
othering of Africans" (2000:91). Dube poses three questions in her model of
postcolonial feminist hermeneutics:
1. Does the text name the imperial oppression of its setting?
2. What are its literary-rhetorical methods of decolonizing?
3. How is gender employed at the decolonizing zone? (2000:97)
Although problematic in her stated agenda, i.e. to establish "meaningful
coalitions ... in the postcolonial era between intemational women's liberation
movements," Dube provides valuable tools for post-colonial interpreters in
liberated contexts. Nevertheless, Dube's attention to identity and identity
formation, although explicitly highlighted in chapter five, is remarkably scant,
and fails to draw upon the plethora of literature related to these motifs.
Moreover, Dube's method neglects Kwok's insistence upon "the actual
interaction between text and context in the concrete historical situation"
(1995:11).
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Pamela D. H. Cochran, lecturer in religious studies and the
communications director of the Center on Religion and Democracy at the
University of Virginia, in her Evangelical Feminism (2005:186-187) offers an
altemative to those uncomfortable with Donaldson's, Kwok's, and Dube's
conclusions, viz.
Traditionalist feminists, by contrast, have remained exclusive in their faith
beliefs and the authority of scripture, though they have stretched the
limits of the evangelical social agenda . . . we have seen [that] traditionalist
feminists have remained well inside the boundaries of evangelical
methods of biblical interpretation. These methods emphasize that
through the use of rational, logical methods, individuals can come to
correct conclusions about the [sic] God's demands on their lives.
Cochran cites the three conclusions of Virginia Hearn, editor of Update and Green
Leaf, as normative and representative of evangelical feminist theologians and
interpreters (2005:64):
1. In creation, both men and women were created in God's image;
2. Jesus' treatment of women was extraordinary; and
3. The gospel intended to abolish distinctions among people, which
becomes evident when the New Testament is read correctly in its
historical context.
Patricia Gundry, in her groundbreaking conservative evangelical feminist
work Woman Be Free! (1977), implied several hermeneutical principles by which
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she interpreted scripture. Gundry elaborated upon her model in her second
book Heirs Together (1980):
1. All scripture must be interpreted in its immediate context;
2. Texts need to be interpreted in light of what they meant to the original
audience;
3. The interpreter should consider the customs and events of the time in
which the text was written;
4. Each passage should be interpreted in light of all other scripture; and
5. Clear and obvious passages should be used to enlighten less clear
passages.
Cochran's conclusion, however, and its particular relationship to
evangelical feminist identity, is insightful, viz. "[E]vangelicals base their identity
on the concept of transcendent authority and have fought against American
individualism and pluralism" (2005:193).
Summation
In this chapter I have explored three broad areas of literature�Bektashi
history, Bektashi theology and practice, and Albanian history and identity. In
order to create space at the table for the Albanian, the Bektashi, the Albanian
Bektashi, and the Albanian Bektashi Backgroud Believer, I have included those
primary and secondary sources, maintaining both emic and etic viewpoints.
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Writing at this liminal period of history at the juncture between modernism, in
which I was raised, and post-modernism, into which we are being propelled, I
recognize that even in the act of creating space for the sub-altern, I place myself
in somewhat of a hegemonic position. Notwithstanding, the roles of
anthropologist, missiologist, churchman, and missionary cause me to ever
advocate for those who are the most marginalized, victimized, and oppressed,
and to use this fomm to do so.
The framework inside which I have designed this presentation has as its
parameter the central research question which has driven me for over a decade,
i.e. "How can the gospel of Jesus Christ be contextualized among Bektashi
Albanians?" I have examined the etic approach of foremost scholars in each of
the three broad disciplines, including the post-modem and post-colonial sub-
disciplines of ethnicity-nationalism studies and identity-identity formation
studies. The earliest sources I have cited, begiruiing with Hughes, Jacob, Bey,
Brailsford, and Hasluck, have provided valuable historical accounts of their
encounters with Albanian Bektashis, and their exegesis of those encounters.
Writing within the pre-modem era, these travelers and ethnographers utilized
those models and constmcts available to them at the time. The four historians
Jacques, Norris, Birge, and Trimingham have codified and explicated Bektashi
history and theology, and have created, albeit in highly divergent formats.
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taxonomies of belief and practice. Later etic authorities, including the eight most
prodigious, and arguably most influential in Bektashi and Albanian studies,
academicians Clayer, Malcolm, Duijzings, Schimmel, Vickers, Melikoff, Elsie,
and Doja, have posited historical, sociological, anthropological, religious, and
spiritual constructs of Bektashi understandings, comporting with my experiences
and research findings in the Balkans. Sociologists of knowledge Thomas Berger
and Peter Luckmarm have informed this project through their understandings of
primary and secondary socialization and the process of religious conversion and
the essentiality of religious community in that process. Writers who have
pioneered research and theories regarding identity and identity formation Krejci,
Schwandner-Sievers, Fischer, Kwok, Schwartz, Schreiter, Ingleby, and Castells,
have probed questions and issues of social and national identity, and have
created backdrops for interpreting inter-cultural encounters and relationships.
Schwandner-Sievers', Fischer's, and Kwok's polarities regarding the existence
and viability of cultural metatexts have served as a diagram of values within
which to describe Albanians' self-perceptions and self-identifications.
The Kosovar Albanian writers chosen have posed the question of most
import today, "What is Kosovar Albanian identity?" Challenged by ethnic
questions which have never been satisfactorily answered; historical impositions
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whose consequences even today^^ are the focus of international dispute; and
religious phenomena, including Christian and Islamic revitalization movements
occurring in several venues on the Balkan Peninsula; Kosovar Albanians of all
faith traditions are forced to contend with both Occidental and Oriental
influences determining their future. Richard Jenkins' nomenclature related to
ethnicity and nationalism has given us a language with which to articulate
positions and opinions relative to this question.
The emic Bektashi perspectives of Hajji Bektash Veli and Naim Frasheri,
as well as the anthropologic construct of Frances Trix, and poetry of Ujko Buk
and Nexhat Hakiu, have clarified the phenomena in primary sources which serve
as the background of this project. Although inconducive to grammatical and
historical criticism and exegesis and awkward in format, Veli's and Frasheri's
works have nonetheless confirmed conclusions drawn from ethnographic
observations and participant observation conducted from 1995 to the present.
Trix' accounting of her mentor-student relationship with Baba Rexhebi, although
informative in a purely anthropological sense, and accurate to the Albanian and
Turkish languages, fails to acknowledge the multiplicity of factors in spiritual
discourse, and tends toward a monolithic� and therefore, eisegetic�
presentation. While distinctly Albanian in motif and style, Buk's and Hakiu's
"
During the course of this writing, intemational dialogue in response to the question of the final
status of Kosova is occurring in meetings conducted by the United Nations in Vienna, Austria.
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poems appear, at least superficially, disconnected from the historical tenets of
Bektashism, and irrelevant to the current Bektashi context, at least on the Balkan
Peninsula. Although Hakiu is realistic in his conclusion, i.e. that happiness is not
only love, such a statement reveals a striking incongruence with normative
Bektashi thought, contra both the positions advocated in Veli's and Frasheri's
writings, as well as in current Bektashi dialogue.
Those scholars selected addressing gender identity have illuminated the
current status of women in Islamic contexts, and have affirmed several
presuppositions made related to Albanian women, in both urban and rural
places. Haddad, Esposito, Seikaly, Afkhami, and Ruci reflect somewhat
divergent viewpoints, although there is concurrence on the speed of cultural shift
among Muslim women, and the anomaly of women Sufi adherents, in contrast to
Sunni and Shia women. The unanimous call for increased human rights for
Muslim women and girls comports with the gospel message, and unwittingly
congmes with kingdom values.
The six women theologians selected divide equally on the issues of
biblical authority and hermeneutics, with Donaldson, Kwok, and Dube crossing
the exclusivist line advocated by Cochran, Heam, and Gundry. While
Donaldson, Kwok, and Dube appear to differentiate related to conclusion,
Cochran, Heam, and Gundry are more cohesive and univocal in theirs.
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Donaldson's rejection of both normative Judaism and Christianity conflicts with
Kwok's decision to remain within the Christian family. Dube appears to offer a
more mediating position (at least within the three), although many evangelical
women would reject out of hand the African's theological conclusion.
Frasheri's description of the Bektashi path� open and straight�bespeaks
the tolerance of this Sufi order and the syncretic nature of both practice and
behef. Bektashdsm's failure to successfully unite all Albanians is a truism; the
recognition of Bektashism as the Albanian nation's fourth major religious
tradition betrays the futility of Frasheri's nationalistic project. Nonetheless the
viability of Bektashism as a religious system for many persons cannot be denied.
That numerous Bektashis experience spiritual fulfillment and relationship with
Allah and humankind in this manner cannot be questioned. Furthermore, the
constmction of new teqes in Kosova and Macedonia reflects the fiduciary
commitment required in any faith tradition, for its maintenance and
advancement. On the other hand, continuing rhetorical battles between Sunni
Mushm leaders and Bektashi leaders, primarily in Kosova, reflect intra-/inter-
rehgious conflicts at the national and local levels.
In chapter three I will examine the research methods I have employed in
this research project. The literature review carried out in this chapter has
informed to a large degree the action research paradigm I have chosen to
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accomplish this study. That Albanian Bektashis may enter the kingdom of God
and participate in the gospel of Jesus Christ remains the abiding challenge,
purpose, and goal.
Chapter 3
Contextualization Research Methods and Metrics
The task of contextualization is imperative to the mission of the gospel,
the work of the kingdom, and the establishment and nurturing of the indigenous
church. As I stated in chapter one, a plethora of hypothesizing, theorizing, and
theologizing about contextualization of the gospel has engulfed the academic
field ofmissiology, and, to a much lesser degree, field work among Christian
missionaries. To reiterate my contention stated originally at the begirming of this
document, I assert that, in practice, there has existed an absence of a statistically-
based, quantitative approach to contextualization. While John Travis' famous
CTC6 metric has served as an essential theoretical guide to Christian witnesses
serving in primarily Muslim contexts, further elaboration of that instrument has
been slow in coming. Through this research project, in response to the primary
research question, "How can the gospel of Jesus Christ be contextualized among
Albanian Bektashi?", I have developed an instrument and a theological
paradigm in an attempt to revisit this question. In this chapter I will present a
background of the action research paradigm which has served as the primary
research methodology for this project. Within this paradigm are several
qualitative and quantitative methods that I have employed in developing the
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contextualization assessment metric. While I have presented and elaborated
upon the theoretical models underlying this project in chapter one, in this
chapter Iwill scrutinize those models in light of the action research paradigm.
Additionally, I will discuss the researcher's role in this project. Following this
discussion, I will lay out the specific sources of data for this project, the methods
of collection of data, and the mechanisms used to verify the data. The last
portion of this chapter wall be focused upon a comparison and contrast of John
Travis' model and the model I have created, and an explanation of the
theological framework supporting it.
Action Research Paradigm
"The word 'contextualization' was first coined in the early 1970s, in the
circles of the Theological Education Fund, with a view particularly to the task of
"the education and formation of people for the church'sministry" (Bosch
1991:420). Smce the original coinage Stephen B. Bevans (1999) has formulated six
models of contextual theology; Charles H. Kraft (1999) has demonstrated the
vitahty of one of those models; David J. Hesselgrave and Edward Rommen (1989
and 2006) have defined the term, delineated methodologies, and contributed
models; and Robert J. Schreiter (1985 and 1999) has described ways and
presCTiptions of how local theologies are to be done. Significant contextual
theologies have empted, enriching and enhancing the ancient faith. John R.
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Levison and Priscilla Pope-Levison (1999) have demonstrated the viability of the
contextualization paradigm, as they have collected contextual theologies from
Latin America, Africa, and Asia.
However, it is only infrequently that contextualization scholars are
contextualization practitioners, particularly among Muslim Background Believers.
In their sterling collection of global perspectives on the Bible, Pope-Levison and
Levison assert, "This volume, as our former editor, Jon Berquist, quipped, will not
soon be repeated" (1999:ix). In their outstanding collection, these authors include
indigenous theologians from Argentina (Jose Miguez-Bonino and J. Severino
Croatto); Mexico (Jose Cardenas Pallares and Elsa Tamez); Nicaragua (Jorge
Pixley); Ghana (Solomon Avotri); Kenya (HannahW. Kinoti and Timothy G.
Kiogora); Zaire (Frangois Kabasele Lumbala); Zambia (Patrice M. Siyemeto); the
Philippines (Daniel C. Arichea); Korea (Cyris Heesuk Moon); India (George M.
Soares-Prabhu); and Taiwan (Choan-Seng Song). Stephen B. Bevans (1999:110-
113), in his precis of models of contextual theologies, cites examples of
contextualization scholars and practitioners, e.g. Sallie McFague, Robert J.
Maxwell, Mercy Amba Oduyoye, and Robert E. Hood. Notwithstanding, the
dearth of scholar-practitioners and the absence of reporting of the essentiality of
contextualization, particularly among those originally hailing from other faith
traditions, beg the question as to the viability of the paradigm.
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The void created by the unwitting absence of reporting, and the
concomitant scarcity of literature on action/administrative research examining the
discipline and the paradigm, leaves missiological practice sorely lagging behind
other social sciences.
Jill Morrison, in her primer on learning and teaching in the field of
medicine, notes, "Evaluation is an essential part of the educational process. The
focus of evaluation is on local quality improvement" (2003:385). In examining the
role of evaluation in curriculum planning, Morrison reiterates M. Wilkes and J.
Bligh's four-step evaluation cycle, viz. collection and assessment of evaluation
data, reflection and analysis, planning and preparation, and teaching or leaming
activity (2003:385). The Glasgow University scholar continues by appropriating
Kirkpatrick's four levels of evaluation, viz.
Level 1�Learner's reactions
Level 2a�Modification of attitudes and perceptions
Level 2b�Acquisition of knowledge and skills
Level 3�Change in behavior
Level 4a�Change in organizational practice
Level 4b�Benefits to patients or clients (Morrison 2003:385).
A second study, "Measuring effectiveness: evaluation in education for
sustainable development," published by the Council for Environmental Education
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(2004), defines evaluation, identifies six benefits of evaluation, challenges the
"main barriers" of evaluative research, and crystallizes two watchwords of this
methodology, viz. validity and reliability (2004). This study contends, "To
improve the quality of your data, and to reduce bias, use more than one method of
collecting information and gather views from different groups of respondents.
This is called triangulation" (Council for Environmental Education 2004:3).
Furthermore, the study advocates the employment of these research
methodologies: questionnaires, surveys, interviews, focus groups, and stmctured
and unstmctured observations.
A third study, "Action research: a systematic review and guidance for
assessment," reports.
Action research is a period of inquiry that describes, interprets and explains
social situations while executing a change intervention aimed at
improvement and involvement. It is problem-focused, context-specific and
future-oriented. Action research is a group activity with an explicit critical
value basis and is founded on a partnership between action researchers and
participants, all of whom are involved in the change process (Waterman
2001:23).
Moreover, the action research projects described herein employ a mixed
methodology "that aimed to combine what might be considered 'hard' data from
quantitative research with the depth and understanding of qualitative research"
(Waterman 2001:28). The role of evaluation is noted, "The participatory process is
educative and empowering, involving a dynamic approach in which problem
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identification, planning, action and evaluation are interlinked" (Waterman
2001:29).
Does evaluation play a role in the integral and essential task of
contextualization? Paul Hiebert and Eloise Hiebert Meneses, in their classic
missiological methodology of critical contextualization, posit two steps in their
fourfold model, utilizing evaluation, viz. ontological analysis, and
biblical/theological reflection. Given the gospel imperative to convey a clear
evangel appropriation, additional studies should be implemented, using an
evaluative action research paradigm. It is through this mixed methodology that a
practice of critical contextualization advocated by Hiebert and Meneses can be
realized, informed by Everett Rogers Diffusion of Innovations, and congruentwith
both sound missiological practice and Christian witness.
Everett Rogers notes.
More appropriate research designs for gathering data . . . are: (1) field
experiments, (2) longitudinal panel studies, (3) use of archival records, and
(4) case studies of the innovation process with data from multiple
respondents (each of whom provides a validity check on the others' data).
These methodologies reflect the time dimension more accurately (Rogers
1995:122).
In their intiiguing and provocative work WJiat's Gone Wrong WitJi. the
Harvest (1975), James F. Engel and H. Wilbert Norton insist, "The key to restoring
the missing cutting blades [of gospel communication] lies in a communication
strategy based on an understanding of the audience. The answer is . . . making
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sure that what is sent is actually grasped by the recipient (30). These Wheaton
scholars continue, "Analyze the environment; test opinions by fact/' utilizing
evaluative analysis as the comerstone of their model (Engel 1975:39).
Educational scholar Michael Fullan notes, "It is essential for leaders to
understand the change process. Moral purpose without an understanding of change
will lead to moral martyrdom. Understanding the change process is extremely
elusive" (2001:5 emphasis in the original). Fullan continues by delineating nine
assumptions those wishing to initiate change make, viz.
1. You have to exchange your reality of what should be through
interaction with others concemed.
2. Effective implementation is a process of clarification.
3. Some conflict and disagreement are inevitable.
4. People need pressure to change.
5. Effective change takes time.
6. Lack of implementation isn't necessarily attributable to rejection
or resistance.
7. Progress occurs by increasing the number of people affected.
8. The working plan must be based on these assumptions.
9. Orange is a fmstrating, discouraging business (1982:91).
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Juliet Cheetham, in her work Evaluating Social Work Effectiveness, contends,
"Social workers know that they must answer the question, 'What is the use of what
I am doing?' The ethical and practical importance of evaluative research as a
component of social work practice and management are recognized, too" (2000:5).
The research method of evaluation, coupled with the introduction of
change, has been well documented within the disciplines of education, medicine,
and social work. The methodology of action research appears to be the most
appropriate servant to contextualization research within missiology.
The Methods of Data Collection
As I outlined in "The Nature of the Study" section in chapter one, the
methodology I employed in carrying out this research included a questionnaire
coupled with face-to-face interviews. The questionnaire, appended in Appendix
A, is representative of the "typical central features" outlined by Colin Robson in
Real World Research (2002:230), viz.
> The use of a fixed, quantitative design;
> The collection of a small amount of data in standardized form from a
relatively large number of individuals (in my case, 80); and
> The selection of representative samples of individuals from known
populations.
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Following Robson's explication of E. G. Mishler's asking and answering paradigm,
the methodology appropriated in this study was employed in "naturally
occurring, contextually grounded conversations," and can be characterized as
"organized social discourse" (1991:231). While there has been criticism against the
use of survey interviews, with such contentions as "falsely prestigious because of
their quantitative nature," "a product of largely uninvolved respondents whose
answers owe more to some unknown mixture of politeness, boredom and a desire
to be seen in a good light," and "necessarily positivistic," I have strived to create a
research instmment that is both internally valid, i.e. evaluative of that which I am
researching, and generalizable, i.e. capable of being applied to broader populations
than the survey sample (2002:231).
Following Robson's instiuctions (2002:242), I developed the questionnaire
cognizant that it would be an interview-based face-to-face questionnaire. The
survey questions were designed to help achieve the goals of the research, and in
particular, to answer the research questions. I specified the subject of the
questions, the analytic use of the questions, and articulated the respondents' task.
The objective of the questionnaire was to provide a valid measure of the research
questions, get the cooperation of the respondents, and elicit accurate information.
In order to increase the intemal validity of the questionnaire, I first
presented the metric to 20 Albanian-speaking respondents for piloting purposes.
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The persons in the pilot study included Albanians and non-Albanians living in
Louisville, Kentucky, USA; Gjakova and Rahovec, Kosova; Kruja, Albania; and
Skopje and Konjare e Mesme, Macedonia. The 20 persons I interviewed in the
pilot study included some persons who self-identify as Sunni Muslim, some
persons who self-identify as devout Bektashi, some persons who self-identify as
atheist or agnostic, and some persons who self-identify as Christian. I carried out
this piloting prior to presenting the questionnaire to the 80 persons used in the
study. Several Albanian language features were revised in the Likert scale
responses. One question was added to the original ten questions; this question is
now question #11 in Appendix A. The original questionnaire is appended in
Appendix B. All 20 persons in the piloting sample agreed that the revisions were
more inclusive linguistically of speakers of both Albanian dialects�Tosk and
Gheg, and that the 11* question served to clarify the intention of question #10.
Perhaps responding to Lindblom and Cohen's case that, "of the various forms of
'usable knowledge' those carrying" out professional social enquiry might provide,
the humble survey may be the most influential" (2002:232), I have attempted to
highlight the research attributes of transparency and accountability, in order to
increase the usability of the data collected.
Through the piloting-revision process, the language was edited to increase
simplicity. Questions were shortened in order to increase clarity, while remaining
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appropriate to the original research question. As per de Vans' checklist (1991:83-
86), the 11 questions were not double-barreled, leading, in the negative, nor
ambiguous. Additionally, the wording of the questions was personal in order to
elicit the respondents' own feelings.
As first mentioned in chapter one, 80 persons were selected to respond to
the questionnaire in a face-to-face interview. I selected the 80 persons� 20 per
group� through the technique of purposive sampling. Robson (2002:265) defines
the motivating principle of this procedure as "the researcher's judgement [sic] as to
typicality and interest." Having conducted prior ethnographic studies among
numerous Albanian Bektashi populations, and having related to many Christian
missionaries serving among Albanians, 1 developed the hypothesis that there exist
few Albanian Bektashi Background Believers. This technique hints at the
grounded theory approach, and Robson calls it 'theoretical sampling' (2002:265).
Such a sampling procedure reduces statistical generalizability; nonetheless, other
sampling methods, such as simple random sampling, systematic sampling, cluster
sampling, and stratified random sampling, while clearly more representative and
therefore more generalizable, were precluded by the exigency of the dearth of
interviewees for the first group. While the other three groups (Albanian Bektashis,
Mushm Backgroimd Believers, and devout Muslims) are much larger, the size of
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the first group (Albanian Bektashi Background Believers) determined the sampling
procedure to be used.
Although somewhat tenuous in the initial questionnaire interviews, I was
confident, perhaps due to the revisions of the piloting audience, that the 11
standardized questions would mean approximately "the same thing to different
respondents" (Robson 2002:234). Robson's directive, "It is possible to go beyond
the descriptive to the interpretive, that is, to use the survey to provide explanations
of the phenomena studied and the pattems of results obtained," informed this
research project; notwithstanding, his waming is also equally valid, "Surveys can
be used to get at causal relationships . . . [however] correlation does not imply
causation" (2002:235). In the research design and data collection, because of face-
to-face contact with each of the 80 respondents in naturally occurring, contextually
grounded conversations�organized social discourse, there is reasonable basis for
explanation and interpretation analyzing pattems of correlations. Thus, the
compoimding variables of gender, urban/mral location, immigrant/homeland
status, and age, examined through bivariate and partial coefficient analysis, can
serve to bolster support for the identifying of potential mechanisms operating
within sample populations and their responses to survey questions.
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Figure 10. Schematic Diagram of Experimental Design
The action research paradigm, according to Waterman, seeks to combine
"hard" data of quantitative research with the depth and understanding of
qualitative research. In this case, the "hard" data results of the 80 survey
questionnaires, coupled with face-to-face interviews, serve in tandem with
interpretive methodologies of quahtative research. The experimental design
employed a fixed design of pre-test post-test four group design, although the
individuals in the four groups were not selected at random, as is normative for this
fixed research procedure. The 80 respondents are representative of the survey
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populations. The case study and ethnographic methodologies of flexible design
permitted antecedents, contextual factors, perceptions, and attitudes of
respondents, in order to explore possible causes, determinants, factors, processes,
and experiences contributing to the outcome of the intervention. In this research
project, the intervention was the set of both critical contextualizations and
contextual theologies developed by the hermeneutical community.
In addition to the questionnaire and face-to-face interviews�instruments of
quantitative research, I employed the qualitative research methodologies of case
study and ethnographic study. Face-to-face interviews provided a compendium of
information about each of the 80 respondents, and the context from which he
comes. Religious beliefs and practices are de facto phenomena, often embedded in
or manifested through, symbols. Interpretations and/or articulations of religious
beliefs and practices often utilize the research methodology of hermeneutics, and
in many of the 80 respondents' cases, feminist perspectives, as well.
Robert Yin's definition of case study has been instmctive (Robson 2002:178):
"Case study is a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical
investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context
using multiple sources of evidence." This research project is empirical in the sense
that it relies solely on the collection of evidence about "what is going on" (Robson
2002:179). Furthermore, it is particular in that it is a study of specific cases, 80. It is
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"focused on a phenomenon in context/' exploring situations where the boundary
between the phenomenon and its context is not yet clear (Robson 2002:179). As in
the research studies of Pervin and Tumer (1998), this study examines multiple
contexts, or sites, viz. Gjakova, Xerxe, Prishtina, and Rahovec, Kosova; Skopje,
GUumova, and Konjare e Mesme, Macedonia; Athens, Greece; Detroit and Taylor,
Michigan, and Waco, Texas, USA; Sarajevo, Bosnia; and Kmja, Albania. In some
ways, this study, involving 80 respondents from nine different, and divergent,
settings, fits Yin's analogy ofmultiple case studies (1994:90). The action research
paradigm, which is defined in shorthand as observe-intervene-observe, when
conducted inmultiple contexts in a pre-test post-test four group design, provides a
mechanism whereby one study "will provide evidence which supports a
theoretical view about what is going on," and may provide a "basis for
generalization" (Robson 2002:183).
Yin's description of pilot studies, as in the case of the 20 Albanian-speakers
who somtinized the first version of the questionnaire in Appendix B, sees these
studies as helping "investigators to refine their data collection plans with respect
to both the content of the data and the procedures to be followed" (1994:185). In
this research project's implementation, the pilot study refined the content of the
survey instmment, and the procedure to be followed, through the changing of
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several standardized Albanian words in the first version to more acceptable
dialectical choices in the second; and through the addition of an 11* question.
The second qualitative method employed in this research project was an
ethnographic study, which provided a description and an interpretation of the
culture and stmcture of a social group (Robson 2002:186). The action research
paradigm, based upon participant observation, followed by intervention, and then
a second participant observation, a priori involved an "immersion in the particular
culture of the society being studied so that life in that community could be
described in detail" (Robson 2002:186). In order for the hermeneutical community
to have its work communicated beyond the limited confines of a 25 kilometer circle
in southwestem Kosova, this project required that I immerse myselfwithin the
particular Albanian Bektashi culture, so that I could describe it in detail to other
Albanian Bektashi and Bektashi Background Believer communities elsewhere.
Although there are inherent threats to the experimental design because of
researcher effects, which will be addressed later, the ethnographic study
methodology paradigm was essential.
Ethnographic study calls for detailed description, analysis, and
interpretation of the culture or sub-culture at the center of a research project.
Mission work at its finest embodies the ethnographic study method at its core.
Robson (2002:187) declares, "For traditional ethnographies, the time taken to
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collect data is very extensive, extending over years." One of the methods which, at
least in part, overlaps with that of ethnography is the phenomenological method.
This method rejects
constructions and systems and . . . concentrate [s] on the description of
experience, including not only what the subjects do (their physical action), but
also their intentions and projects, the way they classify, and the ways in
which they endow their world with senses and meanings (Ellen 1984:71,
italics in the original).
In the work of Christian mission, one must implement what Annemarie Schimmel
labels 'epoche,' i.e. a suspension of presupposition and evaluative value
judgments, with the express intention of further and deeper understanding of a
culture, sub-culture, or phenomenon. Notwithstanding, such a suspension is only
of brief to moderate duration, and incorporating Hiebert and Meneses' critical
contextualization theory, one step in a fourfold process.
This research project came about originally through our decade-long tenure
among Albanian Bektashis. This said, Robson's remarks are applicable, viz.
The feature which is crucial is that the researcher is fully immersed in the
day-to-day lives of the people being studied. The focus of an ethnographic
study is a group who share a culture. The task is to leam about that culture;
effectively, to understand their world as they do (2002:187).
Martyn Hammersley (1992:44) identifies the metaphors of 'lifting the veils,'
'digging deeper,' and 'naturalism,' as the overriding descriptors within the
discipline of cultural anthropology. The Open University senior lecturer continues
(1992:44),
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Despite this commitment to realism, however, there is an important strand
in ethnography that pushes in a contrary direction. Central to the way in
which ethnographers think about human social action is the idea that
people construct the social world, both through their interpretations of it and
through the actions based on those interpretations.
Hammersley' s surmise of the two contrary positions within the academy is
insightful. The author identifies these two positions as realism versus relativism,
and asserts that "neither of these two strategies is satisfactory" (1992:45). In
commenting on religious studies, Hammersley notes.
It [realism] also involves the adoption of an asymmetrical approach to
explaining beliefs, so that we appeal to different explanatory factors,
depending on whether we take the beliefs to be valid or invalid. Those that
are tme are explained as products of the impact of reality, while those that
are false are explained as the result of causal (probably cultural) factors
producing error (1992:45).
In discussing relativism as the operative paradigm of ethnography, the author cites
the works of Husserl (one of the early phenomenologists), and the seminal idea
derived by William James. The issues prompted by relativism, Hammersley
asserts, cause this paradigm to be self-refuting, in that if one's observations of a
culture are an independent reality constructed in her own terms and cultural
parameters, e.g. language and cultural categories, and those within the culture
create their own independent reality within their own terms and cultural
parameters, any communication between the two is impossible because of the
simultaneous creation of myriad realities.
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In order to resolve the conflict of ambivalence between naive realism and
cultural relativism, Hammersley proposes three key elements of "the most
promising strategy for resolving the problem" (1992:50-51):
1. Knowledge should be defined as "beliefs about whose validity we are
reasonably confident." "We can be reasonably confident about the
relative chances of validity of competing claims."
2. Our claims about certain phenomena may "represent more or less
accurately" those phenomena in question. That phenomena exist
independently apart from our claims is a given.
3. The aim of social research is to represent reality, not to reproduce it, that
is, "to represent it in its own terms."
Sound missiological principles insist upon the validity of and respect for
cultural systems for those members who are a part of a culture. Moreover,
missionaries, in conducting ethnographic studies, strive to immerse themselves
within cultural systems in order to understand those systems as God-created
institutions, and therefore worthy of study and scmtiny. My experience in the
palimpsestic Balkan context wherein live multiple parallel cultures, bears out
Hammersley' s contention that conflicting and contradictory claims of reality are
valid. My assessment of the plausibility and credibility of such disparate claims of
a single phenomenon is carried out initially through my own observation and
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ontological analysis. As such, Hammersley's second assertion is affirmed, viz.
phenomena exist independently of my observation and analysis, and of the emic
claims of insiders. My observations and analyses are an effort to represent the
phenomenological realities as 1 perceive them. That personal interpretation of
reality occurs is a truism.
In the creation of both the contextualization metric and the communication
of the set of critical contextualizations and the contextual theologies developed by
the hermeneutical community, my participant observation�my interpretation of
phenomena�was an effort to represent Kosovar Albanian Bektashi reality.
Therefore, I maintain that, in accordance with Hammersley's three key elements, I
am not attempting to reproduce reality, but rather, to re-present it.
The quantitative methods (questioruiaire and face-to-face interviews) and
the qualitative methods (case study and ethnography) selected as the research
methods for this project, served well within the paradigms of the action research
paradigm.
Theoretical Models Underlying This Study in Light of the Action Research Paradigm
In chapter one I identified and described three primary theoretical models and
one secondary theoretical model upon which this research project has been
developed and carried out. To review, Paul Hiebert and Eloise Hiebert Meneses'
theory of critical contextualization, Larry Caldwell's theory of ethnohermeneutics.
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and Robert Schreiter and Richard Longenecker's theory of contextualization are the
primary theoretical paradigms. William James' fivefold model of domains of
Christian experience is the secondary theoretical paradigm. Now I will examine
these four constmcts in light of the action research paradigm chosen to carry out the
research.
The theoretical model of critical contextualization is built upon a fourfold
process, viz. 1) phenomenological observation, 2) ontological analysis, 3) biblical
reflection, and 4) missional/transformational application. Paul Hiebert, R. Daniel
Shaw, and Tite Tienou (1999:370), in explicating the critical contextualization model,
declare, "Good contextualization requires wise judgments, not an uncritical
acceptance or rejection of old ways. Wise judgments, however, require a deep
knowledge of local realities." In addressing phenomena within folk religion, these
authors insist that "Christians need a theology of discernment" (1999:370).
Waterman defines the action research model (2001:23) as "a period of inquiry that
describes, interprets, and explains social situations while executing a change
intervention." There is an unwitting overlap between the two models, in that
description, interpretation, and explanation are integral to both processes, and both
models inhere an extended time frame. While Hiebert, Shaw, and Tienou use the
words 'wise judgments' and 'deep knowledge of local realities,' Waterman opts for
the terms 'period of inquiry' and the three verbs 'describes, interprets, and explains.'
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Description, interpretation, and explanation require cultural immersion and
participant observation, as does good contextualization.
Hiebert, Shaw, and Tienou (1999:375), in their discourse on the need for a
theology of discernment, provide a biblical foundation for the critical
contextualization model originally proposed by Hiebert and his daughter Eloise
Hiebert Meneses. "The Bible provides several clear tests of God's work," the writers
assert, in response to their contention that "Human experiences must themselves be
tested, for they are not self-authenticating" (1999:375). The change intervention
component of the action research paradigm is conceived as a result of a participatory
process which "is educative and empowering, involving a dynamic approach ia
which problem identification, planning, action, and evaluation are interlinked"
(Waterman 2001:iii). Evaluation of cultural phenomena, conducted by a
hermeneutical community in tandem with Christian missioners, in light of the
biblical record and the tests included there, represents the work of the indigenous
church in her articulation of a theology of discernment. The biblical tests suggested
by Hiebert, Shaw, and Tienou (1999:375) include:
1. Does the phenomenon give the glory to God rather than to humans? In John
7:18 Jesus states, "Those who speak on their own seek their own glory; but the
one who seeks the glory of him who sent him is true, and there is nothing false
in him."
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2. Does the phenomenon recognize the lordship of Christ? The writer of I John
5:1-3 declares.
Everyone who believes that Jesus is the Christ has been born of God, and
everyone who loves the parent loves the child. By this we know that we love
the children of God, when we love God and obey his commandments. For
the love of God is this, that we obey his commandments.
3. Is the evidence of God's power through the Holy Spirit emphasized, or the
manifestations of the flesh? The writer of I John 4:1-3 says.
Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they
are from God; for many false prophets have gone out into the world. By this
you know the Spirit of God: every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ has
come in the flesh is from God, and every spirit that does not confess Jesus is
not from God.
4. Does the phenomenon conform to scriptural teaching? The Apostle Paul, in his
first epistle to the church at Thessaloniki, commands, "But test everything; hold
fast to what is good; abstain from every form of evil" (5:21-22).
5. Are the leaders and people accountable to others in the church? The communal
nature and responsibilities of the hermeneutical community are highlighted in
the Apostle Paul's second epistle to the church at Thessaloniki, "So then,
brothers and sisters, stand firm and hold fast to the traditions that you were
taught by us, either by word of mouth or by letter" (2:15).
6. Do those involved manifest the fruit of the Spirit, as listed in Galatians 5:22-23,
"love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and
self-control"?
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7. Does the teaching and practice lead believers toward spiritual maturity? The
Apostle Paul, in his first epistle to the church at Corinth, instructs, "Brothers
and sisters, do not be children in your thinking; rather, be infants in evil, but in
thinking be adults" (14:20). He continues, "Let all things be done for building
up" (14:26b).
8. Does the phenomenon lead Christians to seek the unity of the body of Christ,
or is it divisive? Jesus, in his high priestly prayer recorded in John 17, prays to
the Father, "And now I am no longer in the world, but they are in the world,
and I am coming to you. Holy Father, protect them in your name that you have
given me, so that they may be one, as we are one" (11).
A second series of tests that has served to guide the Albanian Bektashi
Background hermeneutical community was penned originally by Jonathan
Edwards, in his classic treatise Religious Affections. In that many of the observable
phenomena of Bektashi ritual are described by the Bektashi themselves as displays
of emotional frenzy and emotional manifestations, Edwards' "Signs that are
Evidence of the Work of God in a Person's Life" has been informative. The signs
that Edwards mandates include:
1. Heart experiences that are truly spiritual have a spiritual source (1999:98).
Edwards references Romans 8:9-10, viz.
But you are not in the flesh; you are in the Spirit, since the Spirit of God
dwells in you. Anyone who does not have the Spirit of Christ does not
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belong to him. But if Christ is in you, though the body is dead because of sin,
the Spirit is life because of righteousness.
The Puritan asserts (1999:103),
God never joins Himself [sic] intimately with those who do not welcome
Him; He does not impose His nature on those who are following the 'natural'
aspects of their hearts. When He influences this sort of person, it is from the
outside only, although His own nature is unchanged.
2. The basis for all spiritual emotions is God's nature rather than our own;
spiritual feeling focuses on God and is not concemed with the self (1999:125).
Edwards exegetes Luke 6:32-36, commenting, "We may experience a kind of
gratitude without any true love, just as we may be angry without feeling any
hatred . . . This kind of gratitude is actually little better than bribery, and even
an animal may feel it" (1999:128-129).
3. Truly spiritual heart feelings are built on the delight God gives because of His
moral excellence (1999:139). In his ensuing discussion of the nature ofmorality
and the bliss of moral excellence, Edwards states, "Holiness is what makes the
Christian religion beautiful" (1999:144). The Puritan cites Psalm 119:140, "Thy
word is very pure: therefore thy servant loveth it" (KJV).
4. True "religious affections" are bom from intellectual understandings, some
spiritual instmction that the mind receives, the light of some actual knowledge
(1999:149). In the Apostle Paul's epistle to the church at Philippi, he wishes,
"And this ismy prayer, that your love may overflow more and more with
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knowledge and full insight" (1:9). In his discourse on spiritual insight and his
exegesis of Psalm 119:18, "Open thou mine eyes, that I may behold wondrous
things out of thy law" (KJV), the Puritan seems to be addressing the topic of
contextual theologizing, viz.
This verse implies that the meaning was there all along, but that the
psalmist's eyes were shut; the psalmist does not indicate that he hopes to
discover some new meaning that never existed prior to his prayer . . . Christ is
the sum of our hearts' need, and spiritual light shines on the Bible's promises,
making them glow with meaning (1999:162-163).
5. True grace-filled emotions are accompanied by reasonable evidence and a
spiritual conviction that is based on divine reality (1999:172). Edwards builds
his entire series of tests, including this fifth one, upon I Peter 1:8, "Although
you have not seen him, you love him; and even though you do not see him
now, you believe in him and rejoice with an indescribable and glorious joy."
Edwards believes that many "religious affections are not accompanied by this
type of conviction" (1999:175). "Emotionally they [persons who claim spiritual
experience] have been moved, but they have not experienced a mental
conviction of the tmth" (1999:175).
6. Grace-filled feeling is accompanied by evangelical humility (1999:193).
"Humility is essential to tme religion," the Puritan declares, quoting Micah 6:8,
"He has told you, O mortal, what is good; and what does the LORD require of
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you but to do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with your
God" (1999:196).
7. You can tell spiritual emotions from others because the feeling that is produced
by grace changes our very natures (1999:221). The Apostle Paul, in his second
epistle to the church at Corinth, declares, "And all of us, with unveiled faces,
seeing the glory of the Lord as though reflected in a mirror, are being
transformed in the same image from one degree of glory to another; for this
comes from the Lord, the Spirit" (3:18).
8. Tme grace-filled feeling is different from false, delusional emotions, in that
spiritual feeling is accompanied by the lamblike, dovelike spirit and
temperament of Jesus Christ; it makes us more like Christ (1999:228). James
3:14-17 is instmctive:
But if you have bitter envy and selfish ambition in your hearts, do not
be boastful and false to the truth. Such wisdom does not come down
from above, but is earthly, unspiritual, devilish. For where there is
envy and selfish ambition, there will also be disorder and wickedness
of every kind. But the wisdom from above is first pure, then
peaceable, gentle, willing to yield, full of mercy and good fruits,
without a trace of partiality or hypocrisy.
9. Religious affections soften the heart, making us tender (1999:244). Edwards
cites a plethora of scripture to support this ninth test of emotions; perhaps one
of the most representative is I Corinthians 12:26, "If one member suffers, all
suffer together with it; if one member is honored, all rejoice together with it."
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10. Holy emotion is different from false feeling in its beautiful symmetry and
proportion, i.e. it is well-balanced and consistent (1999:251). "He [God] made
our new identity in Christ have the same perfect balance" (1999:252).
Blessed are those who trust in the LORD, whose trust is the LORD.
They shall be like a tree planted by water, sending out its roots by the
stream. It shall not fear when heat comes, and its leaves shall stay
green; in the year of drought it is not anxious, and it does not cease to
bear fmit (Jeremiah 17:7-8).
11. Our spiritual appetites are increased when our religious affections are stirred
(1999:262). False emotions inspire us to go no further with God; we tend to be
satisfied with the experience we have had and seek nothing more. The Apostle
Paul writes in his epistle to the church in Philippi,
Beloved, I do not consider that I have made it my own; but this one
thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and straining forward to what
lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for the prize of the heavenly call
of God in Christ Jesus. Let those of us then who are mature be of the
same mind; and if you think differently about anything, this too God
will reveal to you. Only let us hold fast to what we have attained.
Brothers and sisters, join in imitating me, and observe those who live
according to the example you have in us (3:13-17).
12. Grace-filled and holy feeling demonstrates itself in Christian practice� in other
words, in loving acts and practical kindness (1999:267). The Apostle Paul
instmcts Titus,
He [Jesus Christ] it is who gave himself for us that he might redeem us
from all iniquity and purify for himself a people of his own who are
zealous for good deeds.
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Jonathan Edwards offers a precis of his twelve test paradigm (1999:271), "False
emotions and revelations do not go deep enough to be sources of action; they never
reach the deepest point in us from which our behavior springs."
In addition to the evaluative tests offered by Hiebert, Shaw, Tienou, and
Edwards, John Wesley suggests the following assessments, in his essay "The
Character of a Methodist" (1833:240-245):
1. "We believe the written word of God to be the only and sufficient mle both of
Christian faith and practice (1833:240)."
2. "We never, therefore, willingly or designedly, deviate from the most usual way
of speaking; unless when we express Scripture truths in Scripture words"
(1833:241).
3. "Nor do we desire to be distinguished by actions, customs, or usages, of an
indifferent nature" (1833:241).
4. "Nor, lastly is he [the Methodist] distinguished by laying the stress of religion
on any single part of it" (1833:241).
5. For the Methodist, "God is the joy of his heart, and the desire of his soul; which
is constantly crying out, 'Whom have I in heaven but thee? And there is none
upon earth that I desire beside thee!" (1833:241-242).
6. The Methodist is "therefore happy in God, yea, always happy, as having in him
'a well of water springing up into everlasting life'" (1833:242).
7. In all things, the Methodist gives thanks to God; "in ease or pain, whether in
sickness or health, whether in life or death, he giveth thanks from the ground
of his heart to Him who orders it for good" (1833:242).
8. The Methodist prays without ceasing; "the language of his heart is this: 'Thou
brightness of the etemal glory, unto thee is my heart, though without a voice,
and my silence speaketh unto thee'" (1833:242).
9. A Methodist's character is marked by love for her neighbor as herself; she loves
every person as her own soul (1833:243).
10. Purity of heart is distinctive. The Methodist's heart is free of all "revengeful
passions, from envy, malice, and wrath, from every unkind temper or malign
affection" (1833:243).
11. "His [the Methodist's] one intention at all times and in all things is, not to
please himself, but Him whom his soul loveth" (1833:243).
12. "Whatever God has forbidden, he [the Methodist] avoids; whatever God hath
enjoined, he [the Methodist] doeth" (1833:243).
13. The Methodist yields all her talents "as instmments of righteousness unto
God" (1833:244).
14. "Whatsoever he [the Methodist] doeth, it is all to the glory of God" (1833:244).
"His one invariable mle is this, 'Whatsoever ye do, in word or deed, do it all in
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the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God and the Father by him'"
(1833:244).
15. "The customs of the world" do not at all "hinder his 'running the race that is
set before him'" (1833:244). "Vice does not lose its nature" (1833:244).
16. The Methodist does good unto all people, neighbors and strangers, friends and
enemies, not only to their bodies, but "much more does he labour [sic] to do
good to their souls" (1833:244-245).
17. The Methodist is "inwardly and outwardly conformed to the will of God"
(1833:245).
18. The Methodist desires to distinguish herself from the unbelieving world; but
from real Christians, "of whatsoever denomination they be, we eamestly desire
to be distinguished at all" (1833:245).
Larry Caldwell's theoretical model of ethnohermeneutics, explained at length in
chapter one, interfaces with the action research paradigm perhaps most succinctly in
the following declaration, this "model of hermeneutics is a circle whereby each new
reality obliges us to interpret the word of God afresh, to change reality accordingly,
and then to go back and reinterpret the word of God again, and so on" (Caldwell
1987:10). I reiterate the short-hand premise of the action research paradigm, viz.
observe-change-observe. Caldwell's contention is that the indigenous interpretive
mechanisms and devices be employed in the self-theologizing of a local believing
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community of faith, wherever it may be located. h\ the case of the Albanian
Bektashi Background believers, thus, hermeneutical methods such as shembelltyre are
most appropriate for deep level contextualization. The hermeneutical community of
Albanian Bektashi Background believers is de facto most cognizant of the interpretive
schema employed within its unique sub-culture. Following Caldwell's
aforementioned statement, the hermeneutical community has changed "reality
accordingly, going back and reinterpreting the word of God again." Although
missionary researcher effects cannot be eschewed entirely, the ethnohermeneutics
model has functioned as the guiding interpretive principle in the critical
contextualizations of the nine elements of Bektashi belief and practice,^^ and the
development of contextual theologies.
Larry Caldwell's third horizon of the receptor's culture (the first horizon being
the biblical culture and the second horizon being the Westem influences on the
interpreter,) places due emphasis upon the application of scripture to indigenes'
immediate context� their present situations. The scriptural application is the
instmment of change agentry within the action research paradigm. Because of the
hermeneutical community's compatibility with clients' needs, i.e. they, of all people,
understand the inherent spiritual needs of the Albanian Bektashi community; their
allegiance to the Triune God; and the strength of their conviction of salvation in
See chapter one, page 15, "Purpose of the Study," for a hsting of these nine elements.
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Jesus Christ and the power of the gospel; they are persons who will influence
"clients' innovation decisions in a direction deemed desirable by a change agency"
(Rogers 1995:335). The strength of Caldwell's ethnohermeneutics model, at least in
light of the change agentry paradigm described by Everett M. Rogers, is found in the
truth that the indigenous method of interpretation, carried out by those who most
intimately are engaged in the indigenous knowledge system, will avoid the empty
vessels fallacy. Realizing that the critical contextualizations of Bektashi doctrine and
practice, and the contextual theologies developed in response to expressed needs of
Albanian Bektashis are "new wine," the hermeneutical community is also fully
aware that the "old wineskins," i.e. the client's existing perceptions are the vessels
into which the innovation must be poured (Rogers 1995:241). The action research
paradigm implemented in this research study initially observed the phenomena of
Bektashi ritual, cataloged self-articulated interpretations of Bektashi doctrine,
selected elements perceived to be of import and salience to Albanian Bektashi,
gathered an Albanian Bektashi Background hermeneutical community, charged the
community with the dual tasks of critical contextualization and contextual
theologizing, and recorded the interpretations. Thereafter, the interpretations (the
innovation) were presented to the four sample groups for consideration. The post-
innovation survey was then administered in interview-based questionnaires. The
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action research paradigm, at least in this research project, would have been impotent
without the Caldwellian theoretical model of ethnohermeneutics.
Robert J. Schreiter's and Richard N. Longenecker's models of contextual theology
also comport with the action research paradigm. Following the observe-introduce-
observe sequence of the action research model, we note that Schreiter's semiotic
intercultural theory insists, in its fourth statement, that all players within the
interpretive event must be open to transformation� there are no passive or inert
actors. In modifying the action research paradigm to Schreiter's model, I contend
that the element of change intervention is not only applicable to the subjects within a
specific venue, but also to the researcher. This said, the objective-subjective
dichotomy (or researcher-subject relationship) is modified to be one of both/and, i.e.
all participants in the action research are actively involved, hi Waterman's
explanation of the action research model, he notes that within the experimental
procedure, immediate outcomes include "clarification of issues and identification of
need (problem identification phase), development of innovation and preparation for
change (planning phase), and education, change, and ownership (evaluation phase)"
(2001 :iv). The element of "involvement in the action research process" is essential to
the model (2001 :iv):
Action research requires the researcher and researched to be actively
involved in all stages of the research process. The action researcher is
therefore close to those being studied and the roles of the researcher and the
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researcher are often blurred. However, action researchers view this intimacy
as a means of promoting appropriate change and understanding (2001:3).
To juxtapose Schreiter's model with the action research paradigm further, we
note that meaning, in addition to being intratextual, is also socially created and the
product of social judgment. Action researchers, because of their intimate
involvement in the research context (both spatially and temporally), employ
assessment and development tools in the genesis of the innovation, perceived as
altmistically necessary for the researched. Meaning and truth, embedded within the
semiotic domains of both the culture of the researched and the culture of the
researcher, must be articulated, according to Schreiter, in all three legs of the culture
stool, viz. ideational, performantial, and material.
This research study, based upon Schreiter's semiotic intercultural model of
contextual theology, observed Bektashi ritual (that which is observable) and belief
(that wfiich is articulated through the spoken and written word), and in tandem
with the hermeneutical community, created an innovation in the realms of meaning
and tmth. Appropriating indigenous forms, including festival, language, dance,
food, art, poetry, narrative, and architecture, a change of meaning and interpretation
was introduced. The contextualization of the gospel, because it was carried out by
the hermeneutical community, embodying "the essentials of the earliest Christian
convictions" and engaging "in a pattem of contextualization that can be seen in the
NT itself" (Longenecker 1999:149-150), occurred listening to the Albanian and
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Albanian Bektashi culture, "giving attention to the signs and symbols" thereof.
Symbols of the Albanian Bektashi culture, such as icons of Imam Ali, the distinctive
color emerald green, yellow wax candles, the rolling pin, the wash basin, grapes,
bread, fish, and the emerald green thread, were analyzed, looking not just at their
"expressions and pattems but primarily at their contexts and meanings in these
contexts" (Longenecker 1999:146). The interpretations of these symbols and the
resultant critical contextualizations and contextual theologies developed by the
hermeneutical community will be presented in chapter four.
Richard N. Longenecker's significant contribution to this research study, the
synergistic-developmental model, also interfaces strongly with the action research
paradigm. Longenecker comments about his model,
Basic to a synergistic-developmental model are two fundamental realizations:
(1) that an understanding of Scripture and an understanding of a particular
culture carmot come about simply from a static view of the phenomena but,
rather, must be constructed with an appreciation that development has taken place in
both sets ofdata; and (2) that relations between the gospel and any culture are
synergistic� that is, they are meant by God to work together in order to
produce a tmly contextualized theology and lifestyle (1999:148, emphasis mine).
Waterman (2001:3) comments about the action research paradigm, "Action research
needs to be judged according to its own terms; that is, whether the work is
participatory; whether it is aimed at change; and whether it involves movement
between reflection, action, and evaluation." The synergistic-development theoretical
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constmct is built upon the tripartite foundation, viz. progressive revelation,
synergistic formulation, and development in understanding.
While William James' language and presentation of The Varieties ofReligious
Experience (1982) does not lend itself easily to theoretical constmct, they nonetheless
lucidly and forthrightly describe an understanding of reality, and particularly
changes in reality, as explained by the author and his associates. In footnote eight in
chapter one (page 16), I detailed five domains or dimensions of religious experience
originally identified and explicated by William James. In examining the author's
words, I note the surprising congruence between James' explanations and the action
research paradigm.
In James' description of the mind-cure religion, the author cites R. W. Trine,
commenting on the cogrutive-cerebral dimension (1982:101), "The great central fact
in human life is the coming into a conscious vital realization of our oneness with this
Infinite Life, and the opening of ourselves fully to this divine inflow." Persons in
contactwith William James relate stories as to how they tumed constantly to the
"very innermost, deepest consciousness of our real selves or of God in us"
(1982:103); doing "this consciously, realizing that to turn inward to the light with
you is to live in the presence of God or your divine self." Another case, a woman,
wrote this to Dr. James (1982:104),
I had been in Vermont several months hoping for good from the change of
air, but steadily growing weaker, when one day during the latter part of
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October, while resting in the aftemoon, I suddenly heard as it were these
words: 'You will be healed and do a work you never dreamed of.' These
words were impressed upon my mind with such power I said at once that
only God could have put them there . . . Within two days a young friend
offered to take me to a mental healer. The healer said: 'There is nothing but
Mind; we are expressions of the One Mind; body is only a mortal belief; as a
man thinketh so is he' ... I could not accept all she said, but I translated all that
was therefor me.
Waterman's definition (2001:11) of action research focuses on a problem, is
context specific, and future oriented. James' anecdotal evidence delineating the
cognitive-cerebral domain of religious experience seen above comports with
Waterman's paradigm. I note the phrases, "coming into a conscious vital
realization" and "consciously, realizing that to tum inward," as demonstrative of
the problem-focused, context-specific, and future-oriented aspects of action research.
William James' second dimension of religious experience, i.e. the affective-
emotional dimension, is described in these passages:
Conceive yourself, if possible, suddenly stripped of all the emotion with
which your world now inspires you, and try to imagine it as it exists, purely
by itself, without your favorable or unfavorable, hopeful or apprehensive
comment. It will be almost impossible for you to realize such a condition of
negativity and deadness. No one portion of the universe would then have
importance beyond another; and the whole collection of its things and series
of its events would be without significance, character, expression, or
perspective. Whatever of value, interest, or mearung our respective worlds
may appear endued with are thus pure gifts of the spectator's mind. The
passion of love is the most familiar and extreme example of this fact. If it
comes, it comes; if it does not come, no process of reasoning can force it. Yet
it transforms the value ofthe creature loved ... So with fear, with indignation,
jealousy, ambition, worship. If they are there, life changes (1982:150).
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When we come to study the phenomenon of conversion or rehgious
regeneration, we shall see that a not infrequent consequence of the change
operated in the subject is a transfiguration of the face of nature in his eyes
In melancholiacs there is usually a similar change, only it is in the reverse
direction (1982:151).
'Yet,' says Tolstoy, 'whilst my intellect was working, something else in me
was working too, and kept me from the deed [of suicide]� a consciousness of
life, as I may call it, which was like a force that obliged my mind to fix itself in
another direction and draw me out of my situation of despair . . . my heart
kept languishing with another pining emotion. I can call this by no other
name than that of a thirst for God (1982:156).
In his explanation of his definition. Waterman asserts (2001:11), "The definition
does not specify a particular philosophical perspective. This is deliberate, in order
to be able to encompass the variety of approaches in research." Furthermore, the
social scientist contends, "Knowledge may be advanced through reflection and
research, and quahtative and quantitative methods may be employed to collect
data" (2001:11). Undoubtedly James' work was clinical though not quantitative;
nonetheless, his methodologies depended upon interview and reflection.
We note further details of James' research methods in his examination of the
third domain of religious experience, viz. the volitional. In commenting upon his
experiences with patients and clients, the psychologist notes.
The duty of the individual to determine his own conduct and profit or suffer
by the consequences seems, on the contrary, to be one of our best rooted
contemporary Protestant social ideals. So much so that it is difficult even
imaginatively to comprehend how men possessed of an inner life of their own
could ever have come to think the subjection of its will to that of other finite
creatures recommendable. I confess that to myself it seems something of a
mystery. Yet it evidently corresponds to a profound mterior need of many
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persons, and we must do our best to understand it. On the lowest possible
plane, one sees how the expediency of obedience in a firm ecclesiastical
organizationmust have led to its being viewed as meritorious. Next,
experience shows that there are times in every one's life when one can be
better counseled by others than by one's self ... we find, in the nature of
some of the spiritual excitements which we have been studying, good reasons
for idealizing obedience (1982:310-311).
And, in examining change in both the volitional dimension as well as the medical,
James notes (1982:320):
But beyond this more worthily athletic attitude involved in doing and being,
there is, in the desire of not having, something profounder still, something
related to that fundamental mystery of religious experience, the satisfaction
found in absolute surrender to the larger power. So long as any secular
safeguard is retained, so long as any residual prudential guarantee is clung
to, so long as the surrender is incomplete, the vital crisis is not passed, fear
still stands sentinel, and mistmst of the divine obtains: we hold by two
anchors, looking to God, it is tme, after a fashion, but also holding by our
propermachinations. In certain medical experiences we have the same
critical point to overcome. A dmnkard, or a morphine or cocaine maniac,
offers himself to be cured. He appeals to the doctor to wean him from his
enemy, but he dares not face blank abstinence . . . Every one knows cases of
this incomplete and ineffective desire for reform.
In juxtaposing James' construct of domains of religious experiences with the action
research paradigm defined by Waterman, perhaps the most succinct expression of
James which congmes with the interventional nature of the change paradigm may
be.
Even in the most voluntarily built-up sort of regeneration there are passages
of partial self-surrender interposed; and in the great majority of all cases,
when the will has done its uttermost towards bringing one close to the
complete unification aspired after, it seems that the very last step must be left to
other forces and performed without the help of its activity (1982:208, emphasis
mine).
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The fourth domain of religious experience, i.e. the spiritual-mystical dimension,
is characterized by four marks, viz. ineffability, noetic quality, transiency, and
passivity (1982:380-381). In examining this aspect of religious phenomena, the
psychologist articulates his research paradigm:
Phenomena are best understood when placed within their series, studied in
their germ and in their over-ripe decay, and compared with their exaggerated
and degenerated kindred. The range of mystical experience is very wide,
much too wide for us to cover in the time at our disposal. Yet the method of
serial study is so essential for interpretation that if we really wish to reach
conclusions we must use it (1982:382).
And, in elaborating upon this spiritual-mystic dimension, and highlighting the
ineffabihty mark, James remarks.
Most of us can remember the strangely moving power of passages in certain
poems read when we were young, irrational doorways as they were through
which the mystery of fact, the wildness and the pang of life, stole into our
hearts and thrilled them . . . We are alive or dead to the etemal inner message
of the arts according as we have kept or lost this mystical susceptibility
(1982:383).
In comparing James' paradigm with the action research model, and particularly
its change intervention characteristic, it is salient to cite Al-Ghazzali's Sufist
experience (James 1982:404):
Both in their [Sufis'] acts and in their inaction, whether intemal or extemal,
they are illumined by the light which proceeds from the prophetic source.
The first condition for a Sufi is to purge his heart entirely of all that is not
God. The next key of the contemplative life consists in the humble prayers
which escape from the fervent soul, and in the meditations on God in which
the heart is swallowed up entirely . . . The intuitions and all that precede are,
so to speak, only the threshold for those who enter. From the beginning.
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revelations take place in so flagrant a shape that the Sufis see before them,
whilst wide awake, the angles and the souls of the prophets.
James contends, quoting Al-Ghazzali, that some spiritual and mystical experiences
(". . . see before them, whilst wide awake . . . ") have come about because of change
occurring prior (" . . . to purge his heart entirely . . .).
It is this researcher's assertion, based upon anecdotal research, that the Sufist
spiritual-mystical experience, as here cited by James quoting Al-Ghazzali, comports
with the spiritual-mystical experience described by Albanian Bektashi, both devout
and Bektashi Background Believers. While the experiences are clearly not identical,
they are similar. In chapter four, the spiritual-mystical experiences described by the
hermeneutical community will flesh out the reality described by Al-Ghazzali and
James, albeit in a contextualizing community.
The fifth dimension James suggests, the belonging-connectedness domain, is
reinforced by the observation that persons need formulas, "just as they need
fellowship in worship" (1982:458). An anecdote offered by the psychologist
highlights the significance of a change intervention within this sphere, viz.
I had a desire, if it was the will of God, to get released from my body and to
dwell with Christ, though willing to live to do good to others, and to wam
sinners to repent ... I went around to converse with my neighbors on
religion, which I could not have been hired to have done before this, and at
their request I prayed with them, though I had never prayed in public before
(1982:192-193).
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The cycles and the structure of the action research model, as defined and
articulated by Waterman, comport closely with the four theoretical models selected
as grounding for this research project. All four theoretical models (Hiebert's critical
contextualization, Caldwell's ethnohermeneutic, Schreiter and Longenecker's
semiotic/synergistic-developmental contextualization, and James' domains of
religious experience) demonstrate the essentiality of "the participatory process," its
"educative and empowering" character, and the dynamic nature of "problem
identification, planning, action, and evaluation" (Waterman 2001:11). The role ofthe
researcher as change agent/interventionist is primary in all of the models; it is to this
topic that we now tum.
The Role of the Researcher
The action research paradigm, and the four theoretical models selected for use in
this research project, assume a significant role for the researcher and/or change
agent. Although the four theories do not use this language -per se, nonetheless such a
role is implied. Colin Robson, in his work Real World Research, identifies four
disadvantages and three advantages of the practitioner-researcher role (2002:535).
Everett M. Rogers, in his Diffusion of Innovations (1995:336-337) delineates seven roles
of the change agent. Both scholars' lists provide helpful reflection in understanding
the task and influence of this individual.
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Robson lists time, lack of expertise, lack of confidence, and "insider" problems,
as the four possible detractors of the practitioner-researcher, in comparison with an
"outside" researcher (2002:535). Rogers notes that "The change agency system is
usually composed of individuals who possess a high degree of expertise regarding
the innovations that are being diffused," and "Their superior know-how makes it
difficult for them to communicate directly with clients" (1995:336). The
contextualization and critical contextualization processes, regardless of how
carefully they are carried out and implemented by indigenous hermeneutical
communities, will be influenced by missionary presence and communication. In the
case of this research project, it was this missionary who first communicated the
gospel to many within the indigenous hermeneutical community. Although much
work has been done by these Albanian Bektashi Background Believers on their own,
there is undoubtedly a degree of personal influence of this missionary, which
lingers. Furthermore, because of the assumptions stated in chapter one, there are a
number of "preconceptions about issues and/or solutions" (Robson 2002:535). And,
as Rogers notes, "Accompanying their [change agents'] heterophily^^ in technical
competence usually is heterophily in sub-cultural language differences,
socioeconomic status, and beliefs and attitudes" (1995:336). Admittedly, this
researcher brings competence related to sub-cultural language differences and
Rogers defines heterophily as "the degree to which two or more individuals who interact are
different in certain attributes, such as beliefs, education, social status, and the like" (1995:18-19).
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beliefs and attitudes, particularly among different populations of Albanians,
whether they reside in Albania, Macedonia, Kosova, or in the diaspora. It is at
precisely this point that the translational aspect of scripture�and the lack of a Gheg
translation� steps into the spotlight. Because of lack of understandings, I felt
compelled to clarify terms, language, and constructs both implicit and explicit
within the hermeneutical community. Indeed the change agent's heterophily Rogers
describes benefits the participants in both the research and contextualization tasks.
"Insider opportunities," "'practitioner' opportunities," and "'practitioner-
researcher' synergy" are the three advantages Robson lists as the advantages of the
practitioner-researcher role (2002:535). The scholar notes that in real world research,
the practitioner-researcher has a "pre-existing knowledge and experience base about
the situation and the people involved," and that this knowledge and experience base
provides insights and evaluative skills.
Everett M. Rogers details these seven roles in the "process of introducing an
innovation in a client system" (1995:336-337):
1. A change agent initially assists clients in their awareness of the need to
alter their behavior. Moreover, the change agent points out "new
altematives to existing problems, dramatizes the importance of these
problems, and may convince clients that they are capable of confronting
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these problems" (1995:337). We see the missionary role interface with the
action researcher in Rogers' words.
2. The change agent establishes an information-exchange relationship with
her chents. The personal ethos of the change agent is paramount, in that
her credibility, competence, trustworthiness, and empathy are essential.
"The innovations are judged on the basis of how the change agent is
perceived" (1995:337).
3. The change agent diagnoses clients' problems and why "existing
altematives do not meet their needs" (1995:337). Rogers notes the
essentiality of seeing the problems and altematives through the eyes of
the community in question.
4. The fourth role the change agent plays in the sequence is that of
motivator, i.e. to "create an intent in the client to change" (1995:337). In
Waterman's action research paradigm, we note that action researchers and
participants are all "involved in the change process" (Waterman 2001:11).
The author stresses the importance of involvement within the paradigm.
5. Rogers' fifth role is that of translator, i.e. "a change agent seeks to
influence clients' behavior in accordance with recommendations based on
the chents' needs" (1995:337). The social scientist stresses that the change
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agent plays only an indirect role; opinion leaders, in contrast, play the
dominant role in activating near-peer networks.
In this research project, my role was to translate the set of critical
contextualizations and contextual theologies to the interviewees following
the work sessions of the hermeneutical community. Much of the work of
translation was simply to record and format the conclusions of the 21
persons engaged in community theologizing. Following Rogers' model of
change agent role sequence, I interpreted my role as minor, but
nonetheless of influence.
6. "Change agents may effectively stabilize new behavior through
reinforcing messages to clients who have adopted, thus 'freezing' the new
behavior" (Rogers 1995:337). This sixth role is played "when a client is at
the implementation or confinnation stage in the innovation-decision
process." In terms of this action research project, I have queried and
probed the Albanian Bektashis and Albanian Bektashi Background
Believers involved in groups one and two in the experimental design,
following the intervention, and the second set of interviews, in order to
ascertain their understandings of the set of critical contextualizations and
the contextual theologies. Although I did not use a quantitative metric to
determine the degree of continuance and adoption, I gathered anecdotal
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evidence which suggests that the work done by the hermeneutical
community has prompted much reflection, discussion, analysis, and
response, leading to further dialogue and engagement.
7. Rogers' last role in the sequence is "to achieve a terminal relationship"
(1995:337). Akin to the modernistic missionary adage "working oneself
out of a job," Rogers' imperative "The change agent should seek to put
him or herself out of business by developing the clients' ability to be their
own change agents" is instmctive. Moreover, his clarification "the change
agent seeks to shift the clients from a position of reliance on the change
agent to one of self-reliance" (1995:337), describes the transition that has
occurred between the Albanian Bektashi Background Believer
congregation we planted in Rahovec, Kosova, during the course of the
past 18 months, while we have been in the USA. Additionally, the
discussions which have followed the research project, including the
intervention, and the work of the gathered hermeneutical community,
demonstrate the strength of the action research method. As the 21 persons
comprising that community worked, I noticed that the creative,
refreshing, innovative, and invigorating tasks of critical contextualization
and contextual theologizing animated all of the participants, stirring
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emotions (Edwards would call them "divine affections"), inciting polemic
debates, and galvanizing hybridized identity.
Sources of Data
As stated in chapter one, I have used the SPSS (the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences) forWindows Graduate Pack, for statistical analysis of the data
gathered from the pre-intervention interviews questionnaires and the post-
intervention interviews questionnaires. The sources of the data used in this research
project (the "data set" in Robson's real research model) were the interview
questionnaire responses to 11 questions on the metric in Appendix A. Furthermore,
three markers of identity of each responder were input, viz. "faith commitment," i.e.
Bektashi Background Believer, devout Bektashi, Muslim Background Believer,
devout Muslim; "last name"; and "first name." Seven variables followed these three
identity markers, viz. "gender," "age in years," "place of residence" (name of city,
town, or village), "country of residence," "declared ethnicity," "urban/rural status,"
and "immigrant/homeland status."
In order to reduce the change of error, 1 opted for single-transfer coding for
the first identity marker ("faith commitment"), the seven variables, and the 11
questionnaire responses. By using the Likert scale on the questiormaire, I was able
to key in responses from one through five based upon the given answer. In several
cases, no last name was provided, and Youngman's rebuke in these cases is sharp.
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"The most acceptable solution to the problem of missing information is not to have
any" (1979:21). I chose to follow Robson's counsel in these instances� to use -1 for
the missing information.
The data set is provided in Appendix D. In column #1, "faith commitment" is
listed by number, with l=Bektashi Background Believer, 2=devout Bektashi,
3=Muslim Background Believer, and 4=devout Muslim. In column #2, "last name" is
listed numerically with the first two letters of the last name in numerical code, viz.
A=l, B=2, C=3, etc. In column #3, "first name" is listed numerically with the first two
letters of the first name in numerical code, viz. A=l, B=2, C=3, etc. In column #4,
"gender" is coded as l=male, 2=female. In column #5, "age in years" is recorded
accordingly. In column #6, "place of residence" is recorded according to the
following schema: l=Rahovec, 2=Gjakova, 3=Waco, 4=Skopje, 5=Prishtina,
6=Sarajevo, 7=Kmja, 8=Athens, 9=Xerxe, 10=Taylor, ll=Dearborn, and 12=Harper
Woods. In column #7, "country" is recorded according to the following schema:
l=Kosova, 2=Macedonia, 3=USA, 4=Bosnia, 5=Albania, and 6=Greece. In column #7,
"ethnicity" is recorded as l=Albanian, 2=Roma, 3=Boshniak, and 4=Lebanese. In
column #8, "urban/mral status" is recorded as l=urban and 2=mral. In column #9,
"immigrant/homeland status" is recorded as l=homeland and 2=immigrant.
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Collection Methods
I collected the data personally from interviews conducted in Kosova, Macedonia,
Albania, Bosnia, and Greece from August 1-12, 2006, and in Taylor, Dearborn,
Harper Heights, Michigan, and Waco, Texas, from November 7-10, 2006. I
participated with the hermeneutical community in Rahovec and Gjakova, Kosova,
from August 13-26, 2006. 1 conducted post-intervention interviews in the Balkans
from December 26, 2006-January 6, 2007, and in the USA from January 7-10, 2007.
Photograph #1. Four Albanian-American Bektashis in the Bektashi teqe in Taylor,
Michigan.
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Photograph #4. The researcher with two Albanian-American Bektashi in Taylor
Michigan.
Data Verification Mechanisms
As Robson has instmcted (2001:397-398), viz. "a computer data set needs to be
checked for errors made while 'keying in' the data," I have employed the following
mechanisms to avoid any discrepancies: the use of categorical variables, frequency
analyses, and cross-tabulation. Categorical variables disallow the entry of false or
mistaken data in that only a limited set of responses are provided. Frequency
analyses "throw up any instances where 'illegal,' or highly unlikely, codes have
been entered" (Robson 2001:398). Cross-tabulation, which involves counting the
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codes from one variable that occur for each code in a second variable (Robson
2001:398), may show up more subtle miscoding or mis-entry errors.
Comparison and Contrast of the Travis and Shaw Contextualization Metrics
In his article "Going Too Far?" Phil Parshall provides a metric of descriptions of
Christ-centered communities (groups of behevers in Christ) found in the Mushm
world (1999:658-659). Parshall attributes this CI to C6 spectrum to the
pseudonymous John Travis. The model claims to be a "practical tool for defining six
types of 'Christ-centered Communities'" ("C") found in the Muslim context
(Parshall 1999:658-659). The author continues clarifying this construct by saying
"The six types in the spectmm are differentiated by language, culture, worship
forms, degree of freedom to worship with others, and religious identity." Helpfully,
Parshall notes, "The diversity means that myriad approaches are needed to
successfully share the gospel and plant Christ-centered communities among the
world's 1 billion followers of Islam." Figure 9 provides a visual of the Travis
schema (1999:658-659):
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CCode Title Description
CI Traditional Church
Using Outsider^
Language
May be Orthodox, Catholic, or Protestant. Some predate
Islam. Thousands of CI churches are found in Muslim
lands today. Many reflect Westem culture. A huge
cultural chasm often exists between the church and the
surrounding Muslim community. Some Muslim
Background Behevers may be found in CI churches. CI
believers call themselves "Christians."
C2 Traditional Church
Using Insider
Language
Essentially the same as CI except for language. Though
insider language is used, religious vocabulary is
probably non-Islamic (distinctively "Christian"). The
cultural gap between Muslims and C2 is still large.
Often more Muslim Background Believers are found in
C2 than CI. The majority of churches located in the
Muslim world today are CI or C2. C2 believers call
themselves "Christians."
C3 Contextualized
Christ-centered
Communities
Using Insider
Language and
Religiously
Neutral Insider
Cultural Forms
Religiously neutral forms include folk music/ethnic
dress, artwork, etc. Islamic elements (where present)
are "filtered out" so as to use purely "cultural" forms.
The aim is to reduce foreignness of the gospel and the
church by contextualizing to biblically permissible
cultural forms. May meet in a church building or more
religiously neutral location. C3 congregations are
comprised of a majority ofMuslim Background
Believers. C3 believers call themselves "Christians."
C4 Contextualized
Christ-centered
Communities
Using Insider
Language and
Biblically
Permissible
Cultural and
Islamic Forms
Similar to C3, however, biblically permissible forms and
practices are also utilized (e.g. praying with raised
hands, keeping the fast, avoiding pork, alcohol, and
dogs as pets, using Islamic terms, dress, etc.) CI and C2
forms avoided. Meetings not held in church buildings.
C4 communities comprised almost entirely ofMuslim
Background Believers. C4 believers, though highly
contextualized, are usually not seen as Muslim by the
Mushm community. C4 behevers identify themselves as
ToUowers of Isa the Messiah" (or something similar).
"Insider" pertains to the local MusHm population; "outsider" pertains to the local non-Muslim
population.
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C5 Christ-centered
Communities of
"Messianic
Mushms" Who
Have Accepted
Jesus as Lord and
Savior
C5 believers remain legally and socially v^ithin the
community of Islam. Somewhat similar to the Messianic
Jewish movement, aspects of Islamic theology which are
incompatible with the Bible are rejected, or reinterpreted
where possible. Participation in corporate Islamic
worship varies from person to person and group
to group. C5 believers meet regularly with other C5
believers and share their faith with unsaved Muslims.
Unsaved Muslims may see C5 believers as theologically
deviant and may eventually expel them from the
community of Islam. Where entire villages accept
Christ, C5 may result in "Messianic mosques." C5
believers are viewed as as Muslims by the Muslim
community and refer to themselves as Muslims who
follow Isa the Messiah.
C6 Small
Christ-centered
Communities of
Secret/
Underground
Believers
Similar to persecuted believers suffering under
totalitarian regimes. Due to fear, isolation, or threat of
extreme governmental/community legal action or
retaliation (including capital punishment), C6 believers
worship Christ secretly (individually or perhaps
infrequently in small clusters). Many come to Christ
through dreams, visions, miracles, radio broadcasts,
tracts. Christian witness while abroad, or reading the
Bible on their own initiative. C6 (as opposed to C5)
believers are usually silent about their faith. C6 is not
ideal; God desires God's people to witness and have
regular fellowship (Hebrews 10:25). Nonetheless C6
believers are part of our family in Christ. Though God
may caU some to a life of suffering, imprisonment, or
martyrdom, God may be pleased to have some worship
God in secret, at least for a time. C6 believers are
perceived as Muslims by the Muslim community and
identify themselves as Muslims.
Figure 11. John Travis' CI to C6 Spectmm
The contextualized assessment metric I propose may be diagrammed thus:
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LEVEL ASSESSMENT FACTORS
III Thorough contextualization of at least one facet of the gospel, e.g. Jesus Christ is
our hope (I Timothy LI, Colossians 3:4), or Jesus Christ is the bread of life
(John 6:35), plus critically contextualized Bektashi element, e.g. Trinitarian
formulation of Father-Son-Spirit into Bektashi "Trinitarian formulation" Allah-
Muhammad-Ali. Congregational, corporate understanding of the gospel
penetrating all five domains of cognition, affection-emotion, volition,
belongingness, and spiritual-mystical. Use of indigenous symbol and ceremony in
the articulation of the facet of the gospel.
n Partial contextualization of at least one facet of the gospel, plus partial critically
contextualized Bektashi element. Many individual understandings affecting
several of the five domains, though complete corporate, congregational
understanding lacking. Infrequent use of indigenous symbol and ceremony is
practiced in the expression of the facet of the gospel. Questions about identity,
both individual and communal, are beginning to be raised. Paul's expression in I
Corinthians 13:12, "For now we see in a mirror, dimly, but then we will see face to
face. Now I know only in part; then I will know fully," may be his precis of
contextualized theology in the Corinthian context.
I Genesis of contextualization of the gospel has clearly begun, with several
individuals or clusters expressing vague understandings of the gospel, affecting
one or two of the five Jamesian domains. Old belief has begun to be analyzed and
understood in light of scripture, a new hermeneutic, and worldview change is
beginning to emerge. Questions and reflection about symbology and ceremony are
begirming to be posed. John's use of indigenous Greek/Roman pagan myth in
Revelation 12:1-6, finding its ultimate fulfillment in the history of Jesus of Nazareth,
may reflect the biblical writer's endeavor to foster the contextualization process
among the seven churches in Asia Minor, precisely at this stage.
0 No contextualization of the gospel is evident. Old belief prevails, with no change in
meaning. New forms may be practiced; however, old meanings dominate. The
missiological foundation of Acts 14:16-17 is vital, "In past generations God allowed
the nations to follow their own ways; yet God has not left Godselfwithout a witness
in doing good"; notwithstanding, Paul's admonition in Colossians 2:8-15, is
instmctive, viz. "See to it that no one takes you captive through philosophy and
empty deceit, according to human tradition, according to the elemental spirits of
the universe."
Figure 12. Shaw Contextualization Gauge
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Travis' metric is self-described as a "practical tool for defining six types of
Christ-centered communities" (1999:658). External clues, based upon the use or non-
use of symbols, rituals, artwork, physical motions, worship space, clothing, food,
drink, and language (including identity markers), are pivotal to the CI to C6
Spectmm. The authors label these "forms and practices." Internal clues are also
salient, though fewer, viz. "aspects of Islamic theology," "dreams," and "visions."
The proportion of extemality versus intemality may be seen most clearly in the
preface, viz. "The spectmm attempts to address the enormous diversity which exists
throughout the Muslim world in terms of ethnicity, history, traditions, language,
culture, and in some cases, theology" (1999:658, italics and boldface mine).
Within the framework of James' domains of understandings of the gospel, the
Travis metric inheres the first domain (the cognitive-cerebral), the third domain (the
volitional), and the fifth (the belongingness). Participants in all six communities
would be cognitively aware of the religious forms and practices in which they are
engaged. Persons active in these Christ-centered communities would have
volitionally chosen to participate. Identity, whether through primary socialization
in the CI and C2 communities, or through secondary socialization in C3, C4, and C5
communities, is established, fostered, and enhanced through communal identity.
Even the hybridized identity of persons of C5 communities is absolutized by Travis'
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descriptor, "C5 believers are viewed as Muslims by the Muslim community and
refer to themselves as Muslims who follow Isa the Messiah" (1999:659).
The model I have used and herein propose for more generalized use, is
ontologically congment with that of Travis. The fiduciary commitment of both
models is invested in the kingdom of God as fulfilled and brought about through the
atoning work of Jesus Christ and the ongoing work of the Holy Spirit. External
elements are critical, e.g. symbol and ceremony, as are internal elements, e.g.
spiritual-mystical domain of gospel understanding, biblical reflection, new
hermeneutic, and worldview change. Teleologically, the two models also congrue.
Travis alludes to his intent; we see this in his description of C6 believers, viz.
"Nonetheless C6 believers are part of our family of Christ" (1999:659). He declares,
"The purpose of the spectrum is to assist church planters and Muslim Background
Believers to ascertain which type of Christ-centered communities may draw the
most people from the target group to Christ and best fit in a given context"
(1999:658). I have stated the purpose of the model I am proposing in chapter one as
broadening a deeper and broader understanding of the kingdom of God through the
development of contextual theologies within the indigenous church. Both metrics
appeal for clearer understandings of the Body of Christ and the breadth of the
kingdom of God.
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The differences between the two models may be described as theological, focal,
missiological. The first major difference is in the theological descriptions. In the
introductory description of the Travis model, the author notes, "All [six types of
communities] worship Jesus as Lord and core elements of the gospel are the same
from group to group" (1999:658, italics and boldface mine). While these "core
elements of the gospel" are absent in the model, Travis lists the following within the
body of the article in which the model is inscribed:
> "Most [interviewees from C5 communities] would say that Allah loves
them,"
> "and forgives them because Jesus died for them,"
> "they pray to Jesus for forgiveness,"
> "virtually all believe that Jesus is the only Savior,"
> "and is able to save people from evil spirits,"
> "nearly half . . . affirm Muhammad as a prophet ofGod,"
> "nearly half do not affirm the Trinity" (1999:656).
The model I propose recognizes the gospel of Jesus Christ within the five domains as
outlined by William James. As stated previously, the Travis model highlights the
first (cognitive-cerebral), third (volitional), and fifth (belongingness) domains; the
second (affective-emotional) and fourth (spiritual-mystical) are unstated. I have
attempted to enrich the contextualization paradigm by including these two domains.
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Furthermore, I have cited seven scripture verses and/or passages as examples of
facets of the gospel, temporal incomplete understanding of the gospel, efforts at
contextualization, God's general revelation to humankind, and the dangers of
syncretism, viz.
> I Timothy 1:1, Jesus Christ is our hope;
> Colossians 3:4, Jesus Christ is our hope;
> John 6:35, Jesus Christ is the bread from heaven;
> I Corinthians 13:12, at present we have incomplete understanding of the
gospel;
> Revelation 12:1-6, contextualization of the gospel to pagan myth;
> Acts 14:16-17, God's general revelation to all peoples; and
> Colossians 2:8-15, the dangers of syncretism.
I have deliberately not attempted to outline core elements of the gospel,
acknowledging that such an attemptwould be limited in scope and articulation.
The second major difference between the two models is one of emphasis or focus.
Travis' model covers the breadth of Christian faith expressed within "the Muslim
world" (1999:658). Moreover, the express intent of the model is "to ascertain which
type of Christ-centered communities may draw the most people from the target
group to Christ and best fit in a given context" (1999:658). The focus of the model 1
have proposed is one spotlighting understandings of the gospel, and the degree of
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critical contextualization of Islamic elements. I have articulated four levels of
contextualization (or the lack thereof), specifically gauging these two elements.
Travis enunciates these two elements in a divergent manner, using six levels of
identity markers, most frequently focusing upon language. I note the "language"
element in CI, C2, C3, and C4 identity markers. The assessment metric is focused
upon five domains of religious experience, rather than three.
The third major area of difference between the two models is missiological.
Following Zahniser's paradigm of symbol and ceremony; Nida's model of
communication; Hiebert, Shaw, and Tienou' s understanding of syncretism; and
Flemming's identificational and transformational hermeneutic; the metric I have
proposed essentializes at least four of the normative paradigms within evangelical
missiology today. I recognize that I have the benefit of time and of the wisdom of a
plethora of scholars and academicians (including missiologists) standing between
the publication of the Travis spectmm and my proposal. A. H. Mathias Zahniser
(1997:63) asserts, "Symbols and ceremonies, the discipling tools of religion, represent
cmcial resources for effective discipling." Citing Clifford Geertz, Zahniser declares
(1997:62),
Discipling establishes powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting moods and motivations
in believers by formulating conceptions ofthe kingdom ofGod and clothing these
conceptions with such forcefulness that the moods and motivations seem uniquely
realistic.
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In a footnote in his Symbol and Ceremony: Making Disciples Across Cultures, Zahniser
instructs, "I recommend a communal process of critical contextualization for
adopting and adapting symbols and ceremonies" (1997:90). Travis does note that in
C3 communities, "Tlie aim is to reduce foreignness of the gospel and the church by
contextualizing to biblically permissible cultural forms" (1999:658). In C5
communities, the author contends, "Aspects of Islamic theology which are
incompatible with the Bible are rejected, or reinterpreted if possible" (1999:659). In
the model I have designed, the utilization of indigenous symbol and ceremony,
following critical contextualization, is highlighted.
In his commentary regarding the essentiality of indigenization, Eugene A. Nida,
in his text Message and Mission: The Communication ofthe Christian Faith, notes,
"Where there is no indigenization of the message, syncretism is usually greatest, for
without indigenization there is no meaningful confrontation of religious systems
and no intelligent 'Yes' or 'No" to the claims of Jesus Christ" (1960:132). The linguist
and missiologist continues, "Even the anthropomorphic language of Scripture
reflects this same basic requirement of indigenization of thought forms" (1960:132).
The Travis model does not use the term "indigenization," optiag instead for "insider
language," "outsider language," and "contextualizing" (1999:658). The instrument I
have suggested highlights the necessity of the indigenization process, negotiating
the semiotic questions of belief, form, meaning, and symbol.
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Nida, in iiis commentary on beliefs, asserts (1960:235), "The communication that
takes place in religious practices and constitutes so dominant an element in religious
experience is in a sense religion; while the beliefs (or theology) constitute the
grammar of religion." Travis' model does not employ "belief" language;
notwithstanding, the article in which the model is embedded� "Going Too Far?"�
while not using "belief" language, nonetheless infers such, as evidenced above. 1
have brought "belief" language to the fore in my model, highlighted specifically in
levels 0 and I.
Paul Hiebert, Daniel Shaw, and Tite Tienou, in their text Understanding Folk
Religion: A Christian Response to Popular Beliefs and Practices, define syncretism as
"combining elements of Christianity with folk beliefs and practices in such a way
that the gospel loses its integrity and message" (1999:378). They add, "The gospel
carmot be reinterpreted in other worldviews. It brings with it its own worldview
that supersedes all others" (1999:378). The Travis model does not employ
"worldview" terminology, choosing to focus upon more extemal dimensions of
religious faith. The model I suggest includes the missiological aspect of
"worldview" in level I.
Dean Flemming foregrounds the "magnificent balance between, on the one hand,
an identificational approach that proclaims the gospel in ways the audience can
understand and, on the other, a transformational approach that resists compromising
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the gospel's integrity in a pluralistic world" (2005:86). Undoubtedly Travis would
concur with Flemming's assessment; nonetheless, the model he has designed does
not state or inhere process. The six categories delineated imply fixed forms or
groupings. In juxtaposition, the metric I have articulated, particularly in levels I and
II, assumes diachronic change. In level I, I have used the phrase "worldview change
is beginning to emerge"; in level II, "Questions about identity, both individual and
communal, are beginning to be raised."
The two models are indeed similar teleologically and diagrammatically. The
theological, focal, and missiological differences are ones of degree and expression,
rather than of pivotal import. My attempt at creating this metric has not been to
undermine or question the viability or validity of the Travis model, but rather to
assist cross-cultural missionaries and indigenous Muslim Background Believers (in
this case, Bektashi Background Believers) in contextualizing the gospel and critically
contextualizing elements of Bektashi religion.
Theological Framework for the Metric
In the global post-modem world in which we live and minister, we acknowledge
the work of the Triune God accomplishing the missio Dei, in ways and through
means which often remain mysteries to our admittedly Western Enlightenment
worldview. Nonetheless, I concur with Dean Flemming in his precis of the role of
the church in the contextualization process. "Biblically informed contextualization
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calls for communal hermeneutics and theologizing" (2005:318). Ecclesial
contextualization, is thus "profoundly missional," in that it inheres the embodying
of the kingdom of God within a local congregation, whatever that may be called.
The dual citizenry of each local congregation must, as Michael Frost and Alan
Hirsch declare (2003:105), "focus on Jesus if it is to tantalize an emerging generation
into searching for God." This tantalizing of pre-Christian people, including
Bektashis and Muslims to search for God, whose kingdom is present yet not yet,
may be, as George G. Hunter III notes, enhanced through the ministries of
hospitality and revelatory conversation (2003:178-179). The model I have suggested
and used, is grounded theologically, thus, in the missional nature of the Trinity, as
this is incamated through the local Body of Christ, as she carries out the task of
sharing faith and interpreting the gospel.
Chapter 4
Research Findings
The experimental design selected for this research project, based upon the
action research paradigm, utilized a questionnaire-interview format, preceding
and following the intervention of a set of contextualized theologies and critical
contextualizations of rdne elements of Bektashi belief and practice. The two
forms of the questionnaire are presented in Appendices A and B. In this chapter,
I will present the results of those questionnaires and interviews, and the
contextual theologies articulated by the hermeneutical community described in
chapter three.
Statistical Analysis of Data
The SPSS computer software program was used to analyze the raw data from
the pre-intervention and post-interview survey questionnaires.
Questions #1, #2, and #6 were designed to evaluate respondents' attitudes
regarding the literature- and experiential-discovered foundational Bektashi
doctrine of birlik�the unity of Allah, Muhammad, and Ali, often conceptualized
as a single identity. Question #6 was placed at the midpoint of the questionnaire
so as to increase instrument reliability. The language used in question #6 is
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similar, but not identical to the language used in question #1, and the linguistic
constructs in Albanian are culturally similar, but not identical.
Bektashi Background Believers were the first group to be surveyed. The pre-
intervention mean for these 20 respondents to question #1 (Allah, Muhammad,
and Ali are the same or equivalent) was 3.7. The post-intervention mean was 4.2.
The standard deviation (hereafter SD), i.e. the measure of the spread of the
respondents' values pre-intervention was 1.26. The SD post-intervention was
0.89. Although not necessarily correlative, there exists a shift from 3.7 to 4.2 from
the period before intervention, to the period following intervention. The
numerical shift corresponds to an increase in the level of disagreement to the
statement.
The mean of BBB's responses to question #2 (Ali should be worshipped just as
Allah should be worshipped) pre-intervention was 3.95; post-intervention mean
was 4.4. SD pre-intervention was 1.05; SD post-intervention was 0.75. Again,
although not necessarily correlative, there exists a shift from 3.95 (disagree) to 4.4
(strongly disagree) from the period before intervention, to the period following
intervention. The numerical shift corresponds to an increase in the level of
disagreement to the statement.
The mean of BBB's responses to question #6 (Muhammad, Ali, and Allah are
one) pre-intervention was 3.65; post-intervention mean was 4.2. SD pre-
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intervention was 1.18; SD post-intervention was 0.89. As in the cases of
questions #1 and #2, although not necessarily correlative, there exists a shift from
3.65 (disagree) to 4.2 (strongly disagree) from the period before intervention, to
the period following intervention. The numerical shift corresponds to an
increase in the level of disagreement to the statement.
Devout Bektashis were the second group to be interviewed. In response to
question #1, the mean of the 20 respondents' responses pre-intervention was 2.45
(agree); post-intervention mean was 2.05 (agree). SD pre-intervention was 1.23;
SD post-intervention was 1.05. Although not necessarily correlative, there exists
a shift from 2.45 to 2.05 from the period before the intervention, to the period
following the intervention. The numerical shift corresponds to an increase in the
level of agreement to the statement.
The mean of devout Bektashis' responses to question #2 pre-intervention was
2.45; post-intervention mean was 2.15. Pre-intervention SD was 1.19; post-
intervention SD was 1.13. The numerical shift (0.30) corresponds to an increase
in the level of agreement to the statement from the period before the
intervention, to the period following the intervention.
Question #6's responses tabulated a mean of 2.25 for devout Bektashis, pre-
intervention; post-intervention mean was 2.05. SD pre-intervention was 1.16; SD
post-intervention was 1.05. The sHght numerical shift (0.20) corresponds to an
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increase in tlie level of agreement to the statement from the period before the
intervention, to the period following the intervention.
The third group to be surveyed included 20 Muslim Background Believers
(hereafter MBBs.) These individuals who once professed faith in Sunni Islam (in
contrast to Bektashi expression), yet who now profess faith in Jesus Christ, self-
identify as adherents of Christianity. 14 of these MBBs self-identify as of
Albanian ethnicity; five self-identify as of Romany (Kalderash) ethnicity; one
self-identifies as of Boshnjak ethnicity. The mean of 3.7 pre-intervention
responses to question #1 is contrasted with the mean of 4.3 post-intervention
responses. SD pre-intervention is 1.12; SD post-intervention was 0.86. The
numerical increase from the first mean to the second mean (0.60) corresponds to
an increase in the level of disagreement to the statement from the period before
the intervention, to the period following the intervention.
Question #2's MBB responses pre-intervention tabulated a mean of 4.15; post-
intervention responses tabulated a mean of 4.35. SD pre-intervention was 1.13;
SD post-intervention was 0.87. The slight numerical increase (0.20) from the first
mean to the second mean corresponds to an increase in the level of disagreement
to the statement from the period before the intervention, to the period following
the intervention.
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Question #6's MBB responses pre-intervention tabulated a mean of 3.65; post-
intervention responses tabulated a mean of 4.3. SD pre-intervention was 1.34; SD
post-intervention was 0.86. The numerical increase (0.65) from the first mean to
the second mean corresponds to an increase in the level of disagreement to the
statement from the period before the intervention, to the period following the
intervention.
The fourth group to be interviewed included 20 individuals who express
devotion to a Sunni form of Islam. Of these 20 devout Muslims, 12 self-identify
as of Albanian ethnicity, 3 as of Albanian-American ethnicity, one of both
Albanian and Bosnian ethnicities, and four as Lebanese-American. Their
responses to question #1 pre-intervention tabulated a mean of 3.8; post-
intervention mean was 4.25. SD pre-intervention was 1.32; SD post-intervention
was 1.06. The numerical increase from the first mean to the second mean (0.425)
corresponds to an increase in the level of disagreement to the statement from the
period before the intervention, to the period following the intervention.
Devout Muslims' responses to question #2 pre-intervention tabulated a mean
of 4.1; post-intervention mean was 4.2. SD pre-intervention was 0.85; SD post-
intervention was 1.05. The very slight numerical increase from the first mean to
the second mean (0.1) corresponds to an increase in the level of disagreement to
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the statement from the period before the intervention, to the period following the
intervention.
DevoutMuslims' responses to question #6 pre-intervention tabulated a mean
of 4.3; post-intervention mean was 4.2. SD pre-intervention was 1.08; SD post-
intervention was 1.05. The very slight numerical decrease (0.1) from the first
mean to the second mean corresponds to an increase in the level of agreement to
the statement from the period before the intervention, to the period following the
intervention.
Questions #3 and #4 related to important Bektashi festivals: Ashura and Noruz.
Ashura is celebrated at the conclusion of the 10-day fasting period; Nomz is
celebrated as the commemoration of the birthday of Ali. The means and SDs of
the four groups surveyed pre-intervention and post-intervention are charted
below:
BBB Devout
Bektashi
MBB Devout Sunni
Muslims
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Mean 3.8 4.55 2.45 2.35 4.25 4.35 3.75 4.25
SD 1.15 0.51 1.27 1.13 1.16 0.87 1.25 1.06
Figure 13. Statistical Results to Question #3: Ashura
("The festival of Ashura is the most important festival.")
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BBB Devout
Bektashi
MBB Devout Sunni
Muslims
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Mean 3.75 4.65 2.75 3.05 4.35 4.35 4.45 4.25
SD 1.01 0.48 1.20 1.23 1.26 0.87 0.68 1.06
Figure 14. Statistical Results to Question #4: Noruz
("The festival of Nomz is the most important festival.")
Of statistical import in these results is the increase from the first mean to the
second mean in question #3 in the BBBs, i.e. from 3.8 to 4.55. This numerical
increase (0.75) corresponds to an increase in disagreement with the statement
from the period before the intervention to the period after the intervention.
Secondly, there is an increase from the first mean to the second mean in question
#3 in the devout Mushms, i.e. from 3.75 to 4.25, an increase of 0.50. As with the
BBBs, the numerical increase corresponds to an increase in disagreement with
the statement pre-intervention to post-intervention. The largest numerical
uicrease from the first mean to the second mean, seen thus far, is m the BBBs'
responses to question #4, the Noruz question. 1 reiterate, while causation cannot
be established on the basis of these statistical data alone, the large numerical
increase (0.90) corresponds to an increase in the level of disagreement with the
statement pre-intervention to post-intervention.
Question #5, the muhabet question, elicited the following statistical results:
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BBB Devout
Bektashi
MBB Devout Sunni
Muslims
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Mean 3.45 2.5 2.63 2.9 3.1 2.9 4.2 3.65
SD 1.39 1.23 0.95 1.29 1.25 1.48 0.89 1.03
Figure 15. Statistical Results to Question #5, muhabet
("When 1 have a heart-to-heart conversation with someone, it means that I am
doing something religious.")
Of statistical import are the numerical decreases from the pre-intervention
mean to the post-intervention mean in the BBB population (decrease of 0.95), and
devout Sunni Muslims (decrease of 0.55.) These numerical decreases reflect an
increase in agreement with the statement pre-intervention to post-intervention.
Question #7, the magfirat-i zunub or forgiveness question, elicited the
following statistical results:
BBB Devout
Bektashi
MBB Devout Sunni
Muslims
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Mean 2.8 1.25 2.2 1.7 2.45 1.35 3.3 1.8
SD 1.82 0.44 1.10 0.65 1.67 0.48 1.45 0.69
Figure 16. Statistical Results to Question #7. magfirat-i zunub
("God can forgive me without the intervention of imam, sheik, or priest.")
Of statistical import are the results from all four groups, representing the
most significant changes of questions analyzed thus far. The decreases from the
first mean to the second mean in each group are BBBs 1.55, devout Bektashis 0.5,
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MBBs 1.10, and devout Sunni Muslims 1.5. The numerical decreases reflect an
increase in the level of agreement with the statement pre-intervention to post-
intervention.
Question #8, the Qur'an question, elicited the following statistical results:
BBB Devout
Bektashi
MBB Devout Sunni
Muslims ;
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Mean 3.05 3.1 2.26 2.5 3.35 3.25 2.4 1.9
SD 1.39 1.29 1.28 L19 1.26 1.11 1.31 1.32
Figure 17. Statistical Results to Question #8. Qur'an
("The Qur'an speaks to me about my personal life as well as my life in society.")
Of statistical import is the decrease from pre-intervention mean to post-
intervention mean in the devout Sunni Muslim population (decrease of 0.5.) The
numerical decrease represents an increase in the level of agreement with the
statement from the period before the intervention to the period after the
intervention.
Question #9, the nesibi, or initiation rite question, elicited the following
statistical results:
BBB Devout
Bektashi
MBB Devout Sunni
Muslims
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Mean 3.85 3.95 2.05 1.9 3.65 4.35 4.05 4.4
SD 1.22 1.09 1.26 0.91 1.63 0.87 1.23 1.09
Figure 18. Statistical Results to Question #9, nesibi
("The act of nesib is very important to my faith.")
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Of statistical import is the increase from pre-intervention mean to post-
intervention mean in the MBB population, i.e. 0.70. This numerical increase
represents an increase in the level of disagreement with the statement from the
period before the intervention to the period following the intervention.
Questions #10 and #11 probe the personal expressions of belief related to
Jesus Christ. These two questions ehcited the following statistical results:
BBB Devout
Bektashi
MBB Devout Sunni
Muslims
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Mean 1.35 1.25 4.0 4.0 1.2 1.5 4.25 4.25
SD 0.48 0.44 0.47 0.85 0.41 0.51 0.63 0.63
Figure 19. Statistical Results to Question #10, Christology
('T believe that Jesus Christ is my Savior.")
There were no significant statistical increases or decreases.
BBB Devout
Bektashi
MBB Devout Sunni
Muslims
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
Mean 1.09 1.2 4.09 4.1 1.3 1.4 4.5 4.15
SD 0.30 0.41 0.30 0.91 0.48 0.50 0.54 0.74
Figure 20. Statistical Results to Question #11. Christology
("I have accepted Jesus Christ as my Savior.")
Of statistical import is the increase from the pre-intervention mean to the
post-intervention mean in the devout Sunni Muslim population, i.e. decrease of
0.35. This numerical decrease represents an increase in the level of agreement
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with the statement from the period before the intervention to the period
following the intervention.
As per the experimental design established for this research project, I
conducted statistical analysis using the data to determine measures of association
for the 22 numeric variables. The Bivariate Correlations procedure I selected
computes statistics including Pearson's correlation coefficient. As explained in
Chapter 1, correlation coefficients range in value from -1 (a perfect negative
relationship) to +1 (a perfect positive relationship.) A value of 0 indicates no
linear relationship. Below I have charted Pearson's Correlation Coefficients
comparing the variable Faith Commitment and responses to the questionnaire's
11 questions. Ql represents pre-intervention question #1. QIA represents post-
intervention question #1.
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Faith Commitment
Ql H .130
Q2 1 .192
Q3 H .136
Q4 .333*
Q5 UH .241*
Q6 .270*
Q7 :J| .126
Q8 -.074
Q9 i^H .157
;Q10 ^''^ 444**
''Qll .431**
:qia IHi .199
*correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
**correlation is significant at the 0.05 level.
Figure 21. Pearson's Correlation Coefficient
Statistical significance, based upon Pearson's Correlation Coefficient, is
attributed to five questions at the 0.01 level: Q4, Q5, Q5A, Q7A, and Q8A.
Statistical significance, based upon Pearson's Correlation Coefficient, is
attributed to five questions at the 0.05 level: QIO, Qll, Q9A, QlOA, and QUA.
Five questions show a statistically significant change pre-intervention to post-
intervention: Question #4 (Q4-Q4A .333 - .010); Question #6 (Q6-Q6A .270
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.188); Question #7 (Q7-Q7A .126 - .238); Question #8 (Q8-Q8A -.074 ~ -.255);
and Question #9 (Q9-Q9A .157 - .300).
The Partial Correlations procedure measures partial correlation coefficients
that describe the relationship between two variables while adjusting for the
effects of one or more additional variables. Of particular interest to me in this
research project was the role of gender, particularly within the palimpsestic
Balkanmilieu, i.e. the plurality of identities (legitimizing, resistance, project, and
hybrid) as this interfaces with divergert forms of Islam (Sunni and Sufi), the
contextualization of the gospel, and gospel understandings. I have charted
below the partial correlation coefficients, tabulating the relationship between
pre-intervention and post-intervention responses to questionnaire questions,
adjusting for the effects of faith commitment and gender.
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Question Partial Correlation
Coefficient
Significance |
""'VP .109 .352
.172 .140
Q3 1 .226 �178 ^
Q4 \ .336 .042 1
Q5 .294 .077 1
i Q6 j .251 .030 ]
1 Q7 .408 .012 1
.035 .836 ^
Q9 ^ .348 .035
.413 .011
Qll .441 .006
QIA 1 .178 .126
Q2A 1 .052 .761
Q3A .055 .746
Q4A IH .047 .782 '
Q5A ^ .222 .186
Q6A lH .074 .664
Q7A ^ .278 .096
Q8A 1 -.207 .219
Q9A ^ .182 .281
QlOA JM| .383 .019
.364 .027
Figure 22. Partial Correlation Coefficients and Significances Adjusting for
Gender and Faith Commitment
High partial correlation coefficients were tabulated for seven questions: Q4,
Q7, Q9, QIO, Qll, QlOA, and QUA. Six questions were measured as having
statistical significance using the partial correlation procedure: Ql, Q8, Q2A, Q3A,
Q4A, and Q6A. Question #8 registered the highest degree of significance, .836,
with Question #4A registering the second highest degree of significance, .782. A
significant change from pre-intervention responses to post-intervention
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responses, using the partial correlation procedure, was evidenced in Question #4
to Question #4A (.336 ~ .047, a decrease in correlation); Question #6 to Question
#6A (.251 - 0.74, a decrease in correlation); Question #7 to Question #7A (.408 ~
.278, a decrease in correlation); Question #8 to Question #8A (.035 - -.207, a
decrease in correlation); and Question #9 to Question #9A (.348 ~ .182, a decrease
in correlation).
ITJevout M BB Devout
Question Description Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
1 mean AMA same 3.7 4.2 2.45 2.05 3.7 4.3 3.8 4.25
1 SD AMA same 1.26 0.89 1.23 1.05 1.12 0.86 1.32 1.06
2 mean Ali venera 3.95 4.4 2.45 2.15 4.15 4.35 4.1 4.2
2SD Ali venera 1.05 0.75 1.19 1.13 1.13 0.87 0.85 1.05
3 mean Ashurah 3.8 4.55 2.45 2.35 4.25 4.35 3.75 4.25
3SD Ashurah 1.15 0.51 1.27 1.13 1.16 0.87 1.25 1.06
4 mean Noruz 3.75 4.65 2.75 3.05 4.35 4.35 4.45 4.25
4SD Noruz 1.01 0.48 1.20 1.23 1.26 0.87 0.68 1.06 i
5 mean Muhabet 3.45 2.5 2.63 2.9 3.1 2.9 4.2 3.65
5SD Muhabet 1.39 1.23 0.95 1.29 1.25 1.48 0.89 1.03 !
6 mean AMA one 3.65 4.2 2.25 2.05 3.65 4.3 4.3 4.2 1
6SD AMA one 1.18 0.89 1.16 1.05 1.34 0.86 1.08 1.05 1
7 mean Magfirat-i 2.8 1.25 2.2 1.7 2.45 1.35 3.3 1.8 i
7SD Magfirat-i 1.82 0.44 1.10 0.65 1.67 0.48 1.5 0.69
8 mean Qur'an 3.05 3.1 2.26 2.5 3.35 3.25 2.4 1.9
8SD Qur'an 1.39 1.29 1.28 1.19 1.26 1.11 1.31 1.32
9 mean Nesibi 3.85 3.95 2.05 1.9 3.65 4.35 4.05 4.4
9SD Nesibi 1.22 1.09 1.26 0.91 1.63 0.87 1.23 1.09
10 mean BeHef JC 1.35 1.25 4.0 4.0 1.2 1.5 4.25 4.25
10 SD BeHef JC 0.48 0.44 0.47 0.85 0.41 0.51 0.63 0.63 1
11 mean Accept JC 1.09 1.2 4.09 4.1 1.3 1.4 4.5 4.15 i
11 SD Accept JC 0.30 0.41 0.30 0.91 0.48 0.50 0.54 0.74 ji
Figure 23. Statistical Analysis of Survey Results.
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Ali are "One"
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Zahir/Batin, Qur'an
speaks to life in society
or intemal life
No significant change No significant change
Nesibi, initiation rite No significant change No significant change
Figure 24. Did ContextualizationWork?
Contextual Theologies
The hermeneutical community, comprised of 22 persons (21 Bektashi
Background Believers and this researcher serving as recorder,) met in August
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2006 in Gjakova, Kosova. Tlie "style" of the discourse usually followed the
indigenous Albanian muhabet method, i.e. heart-to-heart discussion.
Notwithstanding, at times the discussions went intentionally beyond this
mechanism, in order to be inclusive of the voices of all participants. In the
following reports, I have attempted to be faithful to the intents and language of
the hermeneutical circle.
As I have noted previously, the Gheg dialect of the Albanian language serves
as the heart language of those persons from Gjakova, Kosova. Because of
political and cultural reasons, reinforced through hegemonic forces, this dialect
has rarely been transcribed into written form. The scriptures have not been
translated into this dialect. Thus, the Bible that has been used by these persons is
in the Tosk dialect of the Albanian language, a dialect learned in school and
spoken in official and governmental contexts. Notwithstanding, the Tosk dialect
is not the heart dialect of these persons. Furthermore, because of historical
quirks, native Rahovecians speak neither Tosk nor Gheg as their heart language.
Their heart tongue is much more closely akin to modem Bulgarian, a Slavic
language. This said, the scriptures cited by these persons, and the Gjakovars, are
in the Tosk dialect of the Albanian language, a leamed dialect for all participants.
Certain words, grammatical forms, and syntactical structures undergo frequent
transmutations, and quiet translations are a constant occurrence in the
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hermeneutical sessions. Scripture translation in the Gheg dialect of Albanian, I
contend, would thus increase understandings of the gospel, and would further
assist in the contextualization of the gospel, while serving as both a process and
product of indigenization.
Element #1: Wahdat al-Wujud, undifferentiated unity, affirmation of divine
unity
When the Bektashi Background Believers hermeneutical community gathers
in this session to consider, analyze, reflect, criticize, and re-interpret the pivotal
Bektashi theology of wahdat al-wujud, many of the participants demonstrate a
vocal and vehement antipathy toward the use of the Arabic term. As arguments
pro and con are made, I suggest the use of the altemative Turkish term birlik,
with which I assume most of the group is acquainted. I realize that I have
perhaps interjected too much of an etic viewpoint, and confused the contextual
theologizing process excessively, when Pastor Eliza queries, "A beson, Rik, se te
dyjatjane njelloj?" [Do you believe. Rick, that the two are equivalent?] I reply that
I believe the two are very close, based upon my understandings of the Arabic
and the Turkish terms. Gjakovar leader Faton concurs, and the community
begins to comment upon this often troublesome belief.
Behar says that Bektashis believe that the physical world is a reflection
[pasqyrim] of reality in Adem [non-existence], and that there is a sense of duality
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[ikilik] which hides the reality of Allah's existence from humans. Birlik [Arabic
wahdat al-wujud, English undifferentiated unity] is expressed in one's struggle
with self. Sin and sorrow are the result of a loss in this struggle, and the
consequent ikilik. The Rahovecian father continues, "When we look all around us
and fail to see God's goodness in our surroundings, and instead see the
accomplishments of humankind, we succumb to ikilik, or duality."
Vjollca, the Gjakovare optician comments that her father, a Bektashi baba,
always told her that she must always look for the reflection of God in nature, in
natural things, and in herself. Ordy then, when she realized God's reflection,
absolute beauty, and existence are inseparable from all that she saw, would she
be satisfied and achieve birlik with Allah and Imam Ali. It is through the power
of a�k [Turkish 'love'] of the human for the divine, that such an experience is
possible.
Hysejn reminisces about his recently deceased mother, who often told him as
a child that the soul [shpirti] longs for undifferentiated unity with the Creator
[Krijuesja], and is drawn with a lustful desire to retum to the source [burim] from
which it was formed. A�k [love] is one of Allah's attributes, Hysejn contends,
and all humans contain at least a spark [shkendia] of this love within their souls.
Mamudije notes that as a child she sang a song about this love. The lyrics of
this childhood ditty demonstrate the soul's search for oneness with the divine:
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E kam hapur librin e dashurise,
Une lexoj dhe ne te une shkruaj,
Shikimi me hapet ndaj se Vertetes.
I have opened the book of love,
I read and in it, I write.
My sight is opened toward
the Truth.
U zgjova nga gjumi me dashuri,
E kerkojsha sherimin.
Naten dhe diten u dogja me gjet'
I awakened from sleep with love,
I was looking for the cure.
Night and day I burned to find
sherimin. the cure.
I persuade the young woman to sing this delightful melody for the group. This
observer is surprised by how many join her in singing the plaintive and
melismatic melody.
As the song comes to an end, Faton comments, "Bektashinjte jane panteiste,
duke besuar se s'ka dallim midis Krijueses dhe krijimit. Ky doktrin s'ka kuptim, eshte e
palogjikshem
"
[Bektashis are pantheists, believing that there is no distinction
between the Creator and the creation. This doctrine is without meaning {this the
literal translation from the Albaruan� a likely English interpretation may be
'irrational'; it is illogical.}] It is this belief, the Gjakovar leader contends, that
Bektashis interpret Qur'an 76:21 both literally and allegorically. "Upon the
inhabitants will be green garments of fine silk and brocade. And they will be
adomed with bracelets of silver, and their Lord will give them a purifying drink"
[Banor'et do te veshin me veshje te gjelberte nga mendafshi i mire, dhe nga kadifja. Dhe
ata do te veshin me byrzylyke argjendi, edhe Allahu do t'u jape nje pije pastruese.]
When consuming alcohol, which is condoned in Bektashism, Bektashis are able
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to drink of the spiritual wine of elest. It is through this trancelike state [enderr]
that Bektashis come closest to attaining undifferentiated unity with the divine.
Patriarch Bela, who is a winemaker by profession, believes that God has
created vineyards [vneshta] as one of the clearest reflections of God's beauty. In
the soil, the vines, the fmit, the juice, and the wine, Bela sees God. The elder
confesses that he is closest to God when he is working his vineyards, making his
wine, and consuming the drink.
Shpresa, the Rahoveciane mother, hails from both Bektashi and Sunni Muslim
heritage (her mother is a Bektashi, her father is a Sunni Muslim), and articulates
perhaps the most difficulty with this element of the nine selected. "Allah cannot
be both Creator and creation," she declares, "because he is above all, and
untouched by all." To equate [barazohet] Allah with nature and people is the
greatest sin, Shpresa believes, noting also that alcohol was never permitted in her
childhood home.
Shefzat, the Xerxian upstart, remembers teachings from his childhood and
youth about birlik, undifferentiated unity. The young man recalls the belief that
all things are in a process of retuming to Allah. All things were cast out [te
hedhura] by Allah, and because of a�k [love for the divine], they are gradually
retuming. Shefzat identifies several levels of creation [krijese], including stones
[gure], water [ufe], fire [zjarr], the moon [hane], the sun [diell], plants [bime].
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animals [kafshe], and people [insan {Turkish}, njerez {Albanian.}] The goal for all
humans, the Xerxian recounts, is to become the perfect person [njeriu i persosur.]
Pastor Eliza beheves that many Bektashis are very close to the earth, and teUs
of places in Kosova that she has visited where Bektashis worship outdoors.
These places often hold a special prominence in the religion of the people, she
contends, and pilgrimages are often made to these venues. Some of these places
are caves [guve or shpella], clearings in the forest [pyje], open meadows [livadha],
or large oak [lis] or maple [dushk] trees. Yellow wax candles are lit in these
shrines, and other items such as photographs [fotografi], clothing [veshje], hair [te
floket], fingernail clippings [thonjte], and teeth [dhembet] are carefully placed, as
well. Eliza shares that many Bektashis believe they can communicate with
deceased loved ones in these shrines. One aspect of birlik, the Rahoveciane
pastor comments, is oneness with the deceased [te vdekurit.]
"Now that you have come to the light of Christ, what does birlik mean to
you?" I ask.
There is a lengthy silence following my question. Valbon tenuously begins
the discussion, "Ne librin e Zanafillit 2:1-3, lexojme se Perendia, do me thene Krijuesja,
dhe krijimi nuk jane njelloj. Mirepo, Perendia deklaroi qe krijimi eshte krejtesisht i mire"
[In the book of Genesis 2:1-3, we read that God, that is to say the Creator, and the
creation are not equivalent. However, God declared that the creation is entirely
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good." These verses tell us repeatedly that the Creator and the creation are
separable [te ndare].
Flamur notes that the heavens are declaring God's glory [qiejt e shpallin lavdine
e Perendise] (Psalm 19:1), and God's etemal power and divine nature are
understood and seen through the things God has made (Romans 1:20). He
admits that even in these verses, there is a clear distinction [dallim] between God
and God's creation.
Belkize comments that the Apostle Paul, writing in Romans 8:19-22, describes
a major [kryesore] separation between God and the creation. She exegetes the
passage thus: God's creation is waiting for the salvation [shpetim] and
redemption [shpengim] of the children of God [femijet e Perendise.] The Albanian
translator has used the Albanian term 'shfaqje/ which literally means
'appearance' or 'displaying.' However, Belkize asserts, Paul uses the term 'bij'
[children] in verse 19, just as John uses 'bij' in John 1:12, "ata qe jane bere bij te
Perendise" [those that have become children of God.] In verse 21, the Gjakovare
continues, Paul declares that the creation itself will be liberated from slavery, and
will receive the glory of the children of God. "When all hear the gospel of Jesus
Christ, and either accept his mercy, or reject it, will this occur," she concludes.
"The old belief is unacceptable to our Christian faith," Pastor Eliza contends,
"because the scriptures show a clear line [vija] between God, the earth, and us."
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"We believe that we see and sense [ndiejme] God in creation, as Bela has said, and
there may be a spark of God in the vine, the soil, the juice, the fruit, the drink, but
God and the vineyards are not equivalent [njelloj.]" The Rahoveciane pastor
surveys the group, "Qysh mendoni ju?" [What do you think?]
Vjollca is the first to respond. "I see your point, Eliza, and I interpret the
verses as Belkizja has done, but I will always feel a strong attachment to nature."
Verse 21 states that "creation will be set free from its bondage to decay and will
obtain the freedom of the glory of the children of God" [krijesa do te lirohet nga
roberia e prishjes per te hyre ne lirine e lavdise se bijve te Perendise]. The Apostle Paul
compares [krahason] the imminent liberation of creation with the freedom of the
children of God. Bektashis believe that bzVhTc� oneness with the only real being-
is achieved through conquering the self [vetveten]. "I understand that Messiah
Jesus [Mesia Jezus] promised freedom through knowing the truth, in Jofm 8:32."
"You will know the tmth, and the tmth will make you free" [Do ta njihni te
verteten dhe e verteta do t'ju beje te lire.] Messiah Jesus also said in Luke 9:23, "If
any want to become my followers, let them deny themselves and take up their
cross daily, and follow me" [Nese dikush do te vije pas meje, le ta mohoje vetveten, ta
marre gdo dite kryqin e vet dhe te me ndjeke.] "I see an equivalent conflict as with the
Bektashi message," Vjollca concludes.
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Faton concurs, "I agree with Vjollca that self-denial [vete-mohimi] is central to
both Fiajji Bektash VeH's message and Jesus Christ's message. I also see how
love is pivotal [kryesore] to both." The Gjakovar recites a poem of Mother Teresa,
an Albanian Roman Catholic,
The hermeneutical community has made many phenomenological
observations about the foundational doctrine of wahdat al-wujud or birlik. The
group members have analyzed the ontology of this doctrine, realizing that there
exist many perceptions and nuances of perceptions based upon experience.
Numerous scriptures were referenced and reflected upon during this process, as
the community concluded that the essence of fczr/zTc�pantheism or synonymity
with the material rmiverse�mns contra to the biblical record. Although not
articulated in these philosophical terms, the Bektashi Background Believer
interpretive group's position is much closer to panentheism, i.e. God is
immanent in the universe, yet also transcendent from it. Furthermore, the
consensus of the group is that intemal struggle with the self, and love for the
divine are compatible with the teachings of Jesus, and therefore maintain a sense
of continuity with their Bektashi heritage. The fourth phase of critical
Jesus is my God,
Jesus is my Spouse,
Jesus is my Life,
Jesus is my only Love,
Jesus is my All in All;
Jesus is my Everything.
Jezusi eshte Perendia ime,
Jezusi eshte bashkeshorti im,
Jezusi eshte jeta ime,
Jezusi eshte imja vetem dashuri,
Jezusi eshte e gjithja nga te gjithet;
Jezusi eshte gjithg'ka.
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contextualization, viz. missiological and transformational application, was
evident in some of the discussions, as the group highlighted the salvation and
redemption of the Bektashis and others in their communities and beyond, and
the conservation and preservation of creation. The formulated contextual
theology is framed in Appendix C.
Contextual Theologies
Element #2: Veneration of Ali and Element #4: Noruz
While several of the selected elements of this research project are less volatile
and carry less emotional baggage, e.g. Element #8, zahir and batin, other elements
elicit visible responses when mentioned. Such is. the case of Elements #2 and #4.
In the interpretive sessions, the group decided to interpret these two elements
simultaneously, claiming that they are roughly equivalent [njelloj]. I am
forewarned by Flamur, Valbon, Hysejn, and Eliza that of all the theologizing
sessions and discussions, this session may be the most polemical.
As the hermeneutical community begins interpretive work on this inherently
foundational doctrine, emotion, and practice, I ask, "(^'ka eshte Nevruzi? Qysh
festohet? Q'fare lidhjeje e ka Nevruzi me Imam Alijen?" [What is Noruz? How is it
celebrated? What association does Nomz have with Ali?] Shefzat, the young
student-businessman from Xerxe, begins the conversation, "Noruz is the
birthday of Ali; it is also the first day of spring�March 21^- it is a day of
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remembering our Bektaslii ancestors; it is a day of happiness after a long and
difficult winter."
Behar, a middle-aged father from Rahovec, comments, "On the day of Nomz,
we read and recite poems about Ali, Fatima, and Hasan and Husayn, their sons."
"To mention the name 'Ali' is to pray," the Rahovecian continues, "because Ali is
the gift of mercy to all creatures, the master of two races, and the imam of two
sacred places." When questioned about two races, Behar answers, "Humankind
[njer'ezit] and the jinn [xhind'et.]" "Two sacred places?" Behar, "Meka and
Qerbelaja."
"What else do you believe about Ali?" I query the group.
Hysejn says, "Bektashis believe that Ali is the master of the apostles, the
refuge of tme believers, the first and the last, the beloved of the lovers, the
doorway [dera-porta], and the Lord [Zoti.]"
Barlet, the young man from Gjakova, adds, "Bektashis also call Ali the King
of Kings, the Wisdom of God [Perendise], the Light of Reality [Drita e se Vertetes],
the King of Religion [Mbreti i Fejes], the Dweller on the Highest Throne [Banori i
Frones Me Se Larti], Ali-ul-MUrtaza."
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Shpresa, the Rahoveciane mother, notes, "Many Bektashi stories about Ali
include three zanat [fairies]: Asije^^, Merjeme^^ and Hava.*^ These three female
fairies speak like hylbyli [the nightingale] and salute Ali 100 times each.
"Sometimes," Liridon says, "I get confused [tronditem] between Muhammad
and Ah. Some of the poems and songs run the two together. One of the most
popular poems states, T [Muhammad speaking] and Ah are two lights from the
light of God.'"
I note to the group that while many Sunni Muslims I know are named "Ali,"
very few Bektashis I know bear this distinction. I comment that many Bektashis
whom I know are named "Hasan," "Hysejn," "Hajdar," "Mamud," "Bela" and
the feminine names "Mamudije," "Belkize," and "Hajdare." I await their
responses.
Bela explains, "The names 'Bela' and 'Belkize' have their roots [rrenjat] in the
Persian language. Since Hajji Bektash Veli came from Persia, and since some of
his first followers bore these names, they have passed on through the centuries."
The patriarch continues, "'Hajdar' is always associated with 'the lion,' as is Ali."
The old story Bela recounts is expressed in this way: when Ali was bom, his
Many Bektashis beheve Asije is the wife of the Egyptian pharaoh, who drew the infant Moses
from the Nile River, and protected and raised him.
Many Bektashis believe that Merjeme is the mother of Jesus. In comparison with the New
Testament, Merjeme is analogous to Mary.
'"
Many Bektashis believe that Hava is the first woman, the wife of Adem. In comparison to the
Jewish Bible, Hava is analogous to Eve, Adem is Adam.
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father Abu-Talip was overcome with great contentment, for he had never seen
such a handsome child. The prophet Muhammad came to visit the newborn
saint [shenjte i posalindur], and upon catching sight of the little baby, he
exclaimed, "Mire se vini, biri i Fatmes, drita e paster, zbulcurimi fisnik i shokeve, babai i
fisit te lavdruarl" [Welcome, son of Fatima, the pure light, the noble decoration of
friends, the father of the exalted tribe!] The prophet Muhammad put his lip
[buzen] into the infant's mouth, and at once [menjehere], the baby began to suck
with vigor [me zelL] Muhammad declared, "This child will be strong, he is a
lion�HajdarV
Flamur says, "Perhaps the goal of most Bektashi men is to become the Perfect
Man [Njeriu i Persosur]�Imam Ali." When he was 10 years old, he was left an
orphan in his parents' home [jetim.] The prophet Muhammad adopted him as
his own son then, and declared "Your body is my body. Come to understand
what I say through tasavuf [mysticism]." Later, Bektashis believe the prophet
Muhammad proclaimed, "If all people had united [ishin bashkuar] in loving Ali,
the son of Fatma, I would not have created xhehnem [hell.]"
Shefzat adds, "Bektashis believe that Ali was created when Allah took a
handful [grusht] of light, cast it before him, and called it Ali el-Myrteza."
According to the young Xerxian's account, Ali was created before the etemal
tablet [tableta e perjetshme], all angels, all humankind and prophets [pejgamberet].
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and heaven and earth [xhehnete dhe bote.] We see the Hght of Ali when we look
into the face of other human beings. In men, we see the light of Ali shining
through Adem; in women, we see the light of Ali shining through Hava. Some
persons do not reflect this light, Shefzat continues, because the self [vetvetja]
overpowers it. When persons allow Ali to shine through them, a level of
perfection is attained, often visible as honor and fame [nder dhe fame.]
Mamudije, another Xerxiane, recounts a story she heard often when she was
young, that Imam Alija came to the prophet Ibrahim*^ and Ibrahim responded
with great gezim [delight.] Imam Alija, dressed [z veshur] in light, came to the
prophet Muhammad and then to the perfect man Ali, and that etemal light was
transformed [e ndryshuar] into the chief of saints [kryesori i shenjterve].
The Rahovecian patriarch Bela rejoins the conversation.
Ne diten e Nevruzit, Bektashinjte ifestojne te gjithe pejgamberet, duke i perfshire
Fatmen (nena e mbretit te krejt shenjterve), Zelhixhin, Idrizin, Noen, Ibrahimin,
Ismailin, Musen, Isen, edhe Hajdarin, do me thene Imam Alijen" [On the day of
Nomz, Bektashis celebrate all of the messengers of God, including Fatima
(the mother of the king of all saints), Zelhixh,*^ Idriz,^^ Noah, Ibrahim,
Ismail,45 Musa,*^ Isa,*^ and Hajdar, that is to say Imam Ali.]
The Jewish-Oiristian analog to Ibrahim is Abraham.
The Jewish-Q\ristian analog to Zelhixh is Seth.
^ The Jewish-Qiristian analog to Idriz is Enoch.
The Jewish-Qiristian analog to Ismail is Ishmael.
The Jewish-Christian analog to Musa is Moses.
The Christian analog to Isa is Jesus.
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Bela also asserts that Bektashis believe that in order for persons to rightly find
salvation, they are told on the day of Noruz, to follow the path of Hajdar, and to
be a sincere lover of him. In this way, Hajdar's true favor will be gained.
Pastor Eliza recalls that Imam Ali is often called "The Prince of the World"
during Bektashi prayers and gatherings. She also shows the group a wizened
manuscript, which she contends her father gave her upon his deathbed. When
questioned as to what this manuscript contains, the Rahoveciane pastor explains
the litany and order of readings for the celebration of Nomz.
As the group transitions from the stage of phenomenological observations of
the foundational belief/practice of the veneration of Ali/Nomz, to the second
stage of critical contextualization�ontological analysis, Gjakovar leader Faton, in
his imperious manner, declares that the icon Ali is the most dominant image and
symbol for Bektashis. Ali represents [perfaqeson] bravery, sacrifice, heroism,
manliness, daring, and vigor. The traditional emerald green color is favored by
all Bektashis, and symbolizes fertility, freshness, holiness, unity, and resistance,
according to Faton. Belkize adds that the icon Ali connects a Bektashi to all other
Bektashis, to the Bektashis of the past, and ultimately to Allah. That Ali gave his
two sons Hasan and Husayn as a sacrifice to Allah for the true faith of Islam,
provides Bektashis a model of behavior and lifestyle. Hajji Bektash Veli also
gave himself as a sacrifice, Belkize notes, as he suffered persecution [perndjekje] at
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the hands of Sunni Mushms and Shi'a Muslims, first in Persia, and then in
Cappadocia. "He was the true spiritual descendant of Ali," the Gjakovare
concludes.
Shpresa says that Ali means one who intercedes for her to Allah. "Ali is
near," the mother notes, "whereas Allah is distant." "At the celebration of
Nomz, Bektashis remember Imam Ali, and worship [adhurojne] him, because we
believe that he cares about our problems and tribulations [telashet.]"
The young man Liridon comments, "When I was circumcised [kur une u bera
synet] at age nine, I was told to pray to Imam Ali, so that he could bear my pain."
"As I have grown, I always remember to think about All's suffering when I
experience pain." The young Rahovecian recounts the travail of his horrific
flight during the Kosovan War (in September 1998), and how he was wounded
by Serbian soldiers near the Kosova-Macedonian border. As he lay in a
mountain forest, buried deep beneath leaves, branches, and other debris, Liridon
cried out in his heart and mind to Ali, to save him. The Rahovecian remembers
the taste of the wet soil, the smell of the decaying leaves, the sounds of the
Serbian soldiers searching for him, and the shooting of their machine guns. It
was during this harrowing ordeal that Liridon testifies that he saw a vision of a
man dressed in a white robe [fustan] standing in a lake, surrounded by persons
drowning. The man summoned him to enter into the water, saying "Hyj ne kete
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uje,futu, sepse me duhesh qe populli yt te shpetoje" [Enter into this water, come in,
because I need you so that your people can be saved.] The Rahovecian says that
he knew this man was not Ali, but another man. It was only days later when he
encountered this missionary and read the New Testament book of John, that he
realized this man was Jesus. "Per mua, rendesia e Imam Alise u ndryshua ne ate
moment" [For me, the importance of Imam Ali was transformed in that moment.]
Pastor Eliza shares a similar story with the group, fusing the meaning of Ali
and Nomz with her conversion to faith in Jesus Christ. Like Liridon, Eliza was
forced to flee her homeland in September 1998, and though not wounded, she
cried out to Ali for rescue when confronted by Serbian paramilitaries. In her
terror, Eliza, who assumed she was about to die, pleaded with her intercessor for
deliverance. In the suspenseful moments following her initial encounter with the
black-masked men, the middle-aged Albanian woman experienced a trance-like
state in which she saw, for the first time in her life, a figure similar to that which
Liridon had seen. "Ky s'ishte Imam Alija, qe e prita, por dikend tjeter, nje njeri tjeter
qe me premtoi te me shpetonte" [This wasn't Imam Ali, whom I expected, but
someone else, another man that promised me he would save me.] All of her
beliefs and thoughts and emotions connected with Ali were re-directed [te
ridrejtuara] from her old intercessor to this new man, whom she did not know
[njohi] or know about [diti.]
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For a few moments, Eliza reports, she felt a peace that is e pakuptueshme
[incomprehensible]; she admits that she had never felt this before in her lifetime.
It was not as if she felt abandoned [e braktisur] by Ali, Eliza clarifies, but that she
was seeing true Ught for the first time. "Kur Zoti Jezus i erdhi Apostol Paulit, ai i
erdhi si drite, ashtu? Kur Zoti Jezus me erdhi mua, ai ishte si njeri i ndezur" [When the
Lord Jesus came to the Apostle Paul, he came to him as light, right? When the
Lord Jesus came to me, he came as a lit-up*^ man.] The Kosovar Albanian pastor
continues by referencing Acts 8:34-39, comparing her conversion from faith in Ali
to faith in Jesus Christ, with that of the Ethiopian eunuch's conversion from
Judaism to Christianity. For this Albanian Bektashi Background Believer, faith in
Ali and worship of him was an almost continual event [ngjarje.] "I believed that
Ali was light," Eliza confesses, "and that my life's destiny \fati] was found in him
alone." "As I have read this passage [from Acts] repeatedly, I have discovered
that I was just as confused as the Ethiopian man seems to be in verse 34."
"I believed that Ali was the greatest prophet, the greatest and most perfect
man, and the one whom I should follow entirely. But I realized when I was in
the worst predicament [kusht] of my life, that it was not Ali to whom I should be
praying, and following, but rather Jesus Christ." Devout Bektashis, according to
The Albanian term ndezur is often translated "ignited" or "buming." I have chosen to translate
Eliza's use of the term in this sentence as "lit-up," believing that it captures better her intended
thought.
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Pastor Eliza, may feel that Ali is near them; however, the Kosovar contends, she
knows of many Bektashis who have seen dreams or visions of the god-man
[perendi-njeri], Jesus Christ, yet are absolutely [absolutisht] ignorant of his identity.
The symbol of water is critical for Eliza. She recalls standing in a basin of
water during the circumcision of each of her three sons: Behar, Driton, and
Liridon.*^ The Kosovar Albanian woman remembers the feel [ndjenje] of the cool
water around her feet and ankles. Eliza tells the hermeneutical community of the
water used in her initiation rite [nesibi] as a dervishe. Although she doesn't
understand all of the elements within her trance-like state when she saw Jesus,
she is convinced [e bindur] that Jesus' stance within a lake, surrounded by
drowning Kosovars, and his summons to her, was specifically for her. The
symbol of water had to be present, she insists.
The Makalat of Hajji Bektash Veli tells that "The origin of those who seek
knowledge is from water, and within them there is nothing filthy. The origin of
water is from green liquid, which has its origin in the power of Allah." Eliza
believes that the power of Jesus Christ is transferred [e transferon] through water.
Jesus Christ received the blessing of the Father when he was baptized in water.
During a Bektashi boy's circumcision ceremony, normally carried out when the youngster is
between six and nine years of age, his mother stands in a basin of water, surrounded by the other
women, girls, and young uncircumcised boys in attendance. As the act is performed, the mother
rubs yellow wax candles together vigorously. The Bektashi circumcision practice in Rahovec,
Eliza's city, calls for one yellow wax candle and the mother's okllai, rolling pin, to be rubbed
together.
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the Kosovar pastor states, and those who pledge themselves to Jesus Christ will
receive God's blessing when they give witness [deshmon] to him before others
[para te tjereve] through water.
Vjollca believes that the Ethiopian eunuch's reply to Philip is very akin to a
Bektashi talib's [disciple] question to her murshid [spiritual guide.] In Acts 8:30,
Philip asked the eunuch, "Do you understand what you are reading?" The
response "How can I, unless someone guides me?" is similar to the disciple's
continual searching and questioning of the understanding of the spiritual guide.
The Gjakovare optician believes that her worship of Ali and the celebration of
Nomz are very disparate from Pastor Eliza's experiences. For this Kosovar
Albanian, her joumey to faith in Jesus Christ was more of an extended process
[kalimi i gjate]. "1 always felt very close to my Bektashi ancestors," Vjollca states,
"and I believe I felt this way because of my understanding of Imam Ali." Often
confused by her desires for inner peace and deeper understanding of herself, her
identity, and her relationship with Allah and nature, this Gjakovare maintains
that she prayed incessantly for resolution to her inner stmggle. As a young
woman, Vjollca recounts, she would spend much time in meditation and
recitation of the Makalat and other Bektashi teachings. The Kosovar Albanian
would ask hermother and father for ways to become closer to Imam Ali, and
longed [flakeronte] for intimacy with her god.
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Vjollca continues, "Kur isha pak me e vjeter, shkojsha tek sheiki, dhe e pyesja, 'Q'ha
duhet te bej qe te lidhem me forte me Imam Alijen?" [When I was a little older, I used
to go to the sheik {a Gjakovar title for a Bektashi cleric}, and would ask him,
'What must I do to become closer to Imam Ali?" Sheik Rexhepi would always
reply to meditate, pray, and recite the Makalat. "Gjithnje ndihesha se kishte digka
tjeter" [I always felt that there was something else.]
Valbon, from the village of Optemshe, comments that for him, Jesus Christ
has taken the place of [e zevendesoiY� Imam Ali. "I, like Flamur, have always tried
to attain [arrija] the status of the Perfect Man, whom Bektashis believe is Imam
Ali. However, I have discovered that the true model for all humans is Jesus
Christ." The young Albanian man adds that the images of Jesus Christ in John 12
and 13 are what he holds up to emulate [imiton]. John 12:46 describes Jesus as
"light come into the world" [drita e ardhur ne bote] and promises that "everyone
who believes in me should not remain in darkness." Then, in John 13:5, Jesus the
Messiah, the light come into the world, "derdhi uje ne legen, i hoqi rrobat e tij, mori
nje peshqir, dhe e ngjeshi rreth vetvetes. Pastaj aifilloi t'i lante kembet e dishepujve"
[poured water into a basin, took off his cloak, took a towel, and wrapped it
around himself. Then he began to wash the disciples' feet.] "This is what I
In the Albanian, this verb is in the simple past, i.e. "took the place of."
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believe the Perfect Man should do," Valbon asserts, "is to serve those who follow
him and leam from him."
I ask the hermeneutical circle to continue considering articulating what they
believe about the veneration of Ali and Noruz now that they express faith in Jesus
Christ. I surmise that the critical contextualization process is productive when a
sense of direction is suggested. However, I realize that this experience represents
an invaluable time when the participants are compelled to bring to the surface
questions, issues, and doubts that meander within the subconscious. "What do
you do now with your icons, images, wall hangings, and other art pieces
representing Ali?" I query. "In light of the scriptures you have referenced, and
others, what is the right place for them?" "And perhaps more importantly," I
continue, "what do you celebrate when the Bektashis around you are gathering
and worshipping Ali on the Noruz holiday?"
Faton, the Gjakovar leader, says, "When I was baptized several years ago, I
gave all ofmy pictures [piktura] of Ali to my mother. I know that they are
precious [te vlefshme] to her, and I maintain respect for her." "As for Noruz, my
wife Belkize and I do not celebrate it. We go to work on that day."
Mamudije, who throughout these interpretive sessions appears to struggle
the most with ancient Bektashi tradition, comments, "I keep images of Ali and
Jesus Christ side by side onmy bureau [dollap]. I continue my prayers to Ali, and
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I pray to Jesus Christ as well." "On Noruz, my tribe [fis] celebrates the festival,
and I celebrate it with them." The Xerxiane continues, "I celebrate the birth of
Jesus Christ on Christmas [Krishtlindje] also."
Pastor Eliza joins the conversation.
As more and more members of my tribe have become Christians, we don't
know what to do. My husband says that, out of respect for our ancestors and
our family's heritage [historia], we should maintain [mbajme] the celebration.
But my son Liridon says that because of our allegiance [betim] to Jesus Christ,
we should abandon the traditions entirely, and forge [hapim] a new path of
tmth and right. I am caught in the middle.
I question, "What do your churches do on the day of this celebration, March
21st?" "jg there a special worship service, social gathering, or ministry project
scheduled for that day?"
The palpable silence almost deafens me, causing me to realize again I have
overstepped my bounds as a recorder and researcher.
Gjakovar leader Flamur replies that his church has done nothing to date on
March 21=', unless this day has fallen on a regularly scheduled day of gathering
and worship. Pastor Ehza responds in like manner, seemingly confounded by
the questions I have posed. The Rahoveciane pastor then comments, "A po flet,
Rik, qe duhet ta vendosim g'ka te festohet? Kend ta adhurojme? Kujt t'i lutemi?" [Are
you saying. Rick, that we have to decide what is to be celebrated? Whom to
worship? To whom to pray?]
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In response, I remain silent for a few seconds, contemplating a wise reply. In
my place, the young man Shefzat, answers.
There is the necessity [nevoja] to clarify [sqarojme] these matters. It is tme that
we cannot compel [detyrojme] the members and participants in our
congregations to implement [zbatojme] our decisions. Nonetheless, our task
as leaders and spiritual guides [udh'eheqesit] is to teach and announce what we
believe to be the right path.
The ensuing discussion, often heated and polemical, leads to a polarity within
this hermeneutical circle. There are some, including the patriarch Bela and the
Xerxiane Mamudije, who desire to maintain respect and veneration for both Ali
and Jesus Christ, expressed communally in the celebrations-festivals of Noruz
and Christmas. Others, however, including Shefzat, Faton, Flamur, Sabrije, and
Fidan, are demonstrably against what they label as feja dyfytyresh [a two-faced
faith.] Although I attempt to bring all 21 participants to a consensus position, I
conclude that there will remain a majority position, and a minority one. The
congregations' leaders�Pastor Eliza in Rahovec, Faton and Flamur in Gjakova�
will be challenged to continue exploring the appropriate responses to these
pivotal Bektashi beliefs and practices.
The fourth stage of the critical contextualization process, therefore, promises
a continuing bifurcation of this interpreting group. In light of the biblical
narratives, viz. Acts 8:34-39 and John 12 and 13, particularly 12:44-46 and 13:1-11,
many participants believe that it is their privilege to bring other Bektashis to the
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truth Hght of the world, so that they will no longer continue in the darkness.
While all of the participants concur with this statement, and confess that they
have found inner peace [pacjja brendesore], deep spiritual understanding [kuptim
hyjnor i thelle], forgiveness from sins [falja nga mekatet], and the tme and right
path [udha^^ e vertete dhe e drejte] in Jesus Christ alone [vetem]; some participants
insist that they maintain respect and appreciation for their Bektashi heritage.
Pastor Eliza recommends that the congregations begin to plan for a combined
celebration of Christ's life, teachings, and miracles for the date of 21 March 2007.
The Kosovar Albanian pastor offers her church building and grounds as the site
of this worship service-banquet [sh'erbese-banket.] Hysejn, a member of Eliza's
church, affirms the idea, beheving that through such a special meeting, the
participants can invite Bektashi guests, and these Bektashis can hear the gospel of
Jesus Christ. He contends that the congregations should retain the symbols of
the sacred green color, water, the concept [koncepti] of birthday, and wine.
Hysejn also suggests that for this worship service-banquet, the congregations'
leaders tell about their spiritual birthday into the kingdom of God.
Shefzat suggests that stories about the birthdays of the Albanian heroes
George Kastriot Skenderbeg and Mother Theresa also be told. "Both of our
^' Most of the participants use the term udha; some prefer the term rruga.
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greatest heroes pledged their faith and love to Jesus Christ. Both of them died
serving him."
Other participants seem to get caught up in the party planning fever. Vjollca
comments that the stories of other Albanian heroes' birthdays might also be
included. "Fan Noli was one of our greatest Albanian spokesmen," the
Gjakovare contends, "known around the world as a statesman, a church leader,
and a patriot." Gjerasim Qiriazi, born in what is now Manastir, Macedonia, was
the foremost [kryesor] Albanian missionary. Qiriazi's sisters, Sevasti and
Parashqevi, continued the missionary work started by their brother. Faton
mentions Father Gjergj Fishta, a Franciscan friar who authored the Albanian epic
Lahuta e Malesise [The Stringed Lute of the Highlands], considered by many to be
the foremost of modem Albanian literature.
The strong sense of Albanian identity and the inherent bridging of three
Christian confessions (Skenderbeg, Mother Theresa, and Fishta self-identified as
Roman Catholics; Nob was an Orthodox bishop; the three Qiriazi's were
Evangelical Protestants) seem to bolster this hermeneutical circle. Several facets
of identity (Albanian� legitimizing; Christ-following� resistance for some,
project for others; marginalized by the Muslim majority� resistance) reinforce
the formation of community, in the development of a quasi-defensive posture.
The missional motivation voiced by Pastor Eliza, Hysejn, and Shefzat (and by
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others perhaps unwittingly attracted to the stalemate-breaking compromise,)
demonstrates a degree of spiritual maturity welcomed by this missionary-
researcher, and completes the critical contextualization model. Just how this
model will come into play in future sessions remains one of the missiological
questions for these indigenous Bektashi Background Behevers and their
respective congregations. I have articulated their final compromise formulation
of contextual theology addressing the veneration of Ali and the celebration of
Noruz in Appendix C.
Contextual Theologies
Element #3: ashurah, the ritual ceremony celebrated on the tenth day of
Muharrem
The hermeneutical community, as when directly addressing other elements of
Bektashi belief and practice, appears hesitant and unsure of speaking about this
highly important festival, which for many signifies a cultural event, as well as a
rehgious one. I note that tfiis community bridges a disparate group; all express
faith in Jesus Christ, yet some are vimlently anti-Bektashi, while others are much
more sympathetic to the faith to which they have adhered most of their lives.
The question, which I sense as the metaphorical elephant in the room, is "Can we
continue celebrating tfiis festival that is so meaningful to us, and profess our faith
in Jesus Christ at the same time?" Through this process of critical
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contextualization, I sense that some BBBs feel as if they are abandoning
something. There is a palpable sense of loss.
I tenuously pose the question to the group, "(^'ka do te thote kjo teste? (^'iar'e
kuptimi e ka kjo teste ndaj jush?" [What does this festival mean? What kind of
meaning does thus festival hold for you?] My intention is to allow less outspoken
members of this hermeneutical community to articulate their interpretations and
emotions. While several women are open and eager to speak, several others are
much more reticent.
Sabrije, a young Rahoveciane who has not spoken yet, comments, "This
festival has always been so important to me. Ten days of fasting [agjerim] and
preparations [pergatitjet] lead to a time of celebration, guests [mysafir], and baking
[pjekje]."
"What has made Ashurah so important to you?" I inquire.
"In the family I grew up in, this was the most important time of the year,"
Sabrije comments, "and only during the war [1998-1999] did we forego [nuk e
zbatuam] it." As the young woman reminisces, I note that she fails to mention
Hasan, Husayn, the events at Karbala, or martyrdom. The semiotic domains
Sabrije articulates range from family and familial relationships, identity as a girl
and her roles in the preparations, to a break from the ennui of ordinary existence.
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and the role of guest and host according to the ethic of hospitality within
Albanian culture.
Mamudije, another twenties-something young woman, breaks her silence,
adding, "Per mua, vargjet nga I Korintasve 11:23-34 me flet drejte-per-drejte rreth
festes se Ashures" [For me, the verses from I Corinthians 11:23-34 speak directly to
me about the festival of Ashurah.] Just as Ashurah commemorates the
martyrdom of Hasan and Husayn, so the Lord's Supper [Darka e Zotit]
commemorates the martyrdom of Jesus upon the cross of Golgotha.
The group quickly tums to the passage, reads silently, as some participants
read aloud. Sabrije, who had spoken first, seems perplexed by the analogy. "The
Apostle Paul speaks about the body of Jesus Christ broken for us." "He then
quotes Jesus, who said, 'This cup is the new covenant in my blood.'"
Mamudije retorts, "This is exactly what Bektashi faith remembers� the
martyrdom of Hasan and Husayn. Throughout the ten days of Muharrem,
Bektashis moum and fast. Isn't that what Paul means when he says that we must
examine ourselves [provohemi] before we eat the bread and drink the wine?"
Pastor EHza responds, "Although the flavor [shija] of the passage is similar,
there is a distinction [dallim]. We as Christians fast on the day of the Lord's
Supper; however, we examine ourselves under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
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The general attihide [qendrim] is one of anticipated joy [hare e shpresuar], rather
than of languishing [dergjie]."
There is general concurrence about the analogy that Mamudije has proposed.
Many of the participants see the similarities between the two ceremonies,
acknowledging some of the differences, including the one pointed out by Pastor
Eliza. Some of the male participants add comments expanding the semiotic
domains suggested by Sabrije. Behar notes that for him, Ashurah is a time of
memorial and identity as a Bektashi, distinguishing him from the majority Sunni
Muslim population in the city of Rahovec. "Ata e festojne festen e Bajramit, ndersa
ne efestojme Ashuren" [They {Sunni Muslims} celebrate the festival of Bajram,^^
whereas we celebrate Ashurah.]
Hysejn, who bears the name of one of the martyrs, declares, "This festival is
very important for all Bektashis; for many, it is the most important, for their
faith, their identity, and their tribe [fis]." The stoic Xerxian continues, noting that
the festival of Ashurah has many religious, as well as cultural, meanings. He
poses the question to the group, "Qysh mund ta Icuptojme ketefeste tani qe jemi
krishtere?" [How can we understand this festival now that we are Christians?"]
"
Bajram, for Albanians, Turks, Balkan Roma, Bosnians, and other BalkanMuslims, is the festival
which signifies the culmination of the month of Ramazan. Bajram is analogous to Eid ul-Fitr, and
Ramazan is the Balkan pronunciation and spelling for Ramadan.
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Faton, the virulent anti-Bektashi BBB, recommends that the group disregard
the celebration completely, theologizing that it is from Satan. Belkize, his wife,
reluctantly disagrees, commenting that remembering the martyrdom of Jesus
Christ on the cross may be the best way to re-interpret the festival in light of the
gospel. "S'ka asnje problem me ushqimet; ato jane krejt nga Zoti, Krijuesja" [There is
no problem with the foods {that are consumed for the festival}; they are all from
the Lord, the Creator.]
Faton responds, "Por kryqi eshte me i rendesishem" [But the cross is the most
important.] The Gjakovar insists that the clarity of the gospel message be
expressed. For this BBB, the new commitment he has made to Christ and to the
Christian faith seems to be a resistance identity marker. Faton agrees with
Belkize that the foods used in the Ashurah meal�wheat, hazel nuts, raisins,
almonds, figs, walnuts, and barley [gruri, geshtenjat, rrush thate, bademi,fiq, arra,
edhe elbi]� are all wonderful creations, delicious. He also notes that, in and of
themselves, they are symbolically meaningless. However, the Gjakovar is quick
to add, when combined into the ritual meal, they take on a meaning that is not
Christian, rather Islamic.
Sabrije, who initiated this theologizing session, reluctantly speaks. "Nuk
pajtohem meju, Zoteri Faton, sepse per shume femra, s'ka kete kuptim" [I don't agree
with you, Mr. Faton, because for many women, there is no such meaning.] The
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porcelain-skinned young woman boldly continues, "A gjate Darkes se Zotit, a ka
mundesi qe te liame buke, do me thene truipin � Jezusit, e here nga keto bime?" [During
the Lord's Supper, would it be possible to eat bread, i.e. the body of Jesus, made
from these plants?] "In this way," Sabrije states, "much of our Albanian Bektashi
culture can be maintained {e permbajtur], and we can consider the goodness of
our Almighty God [E plotfuqishmia Perendi] and the suffering [vuajtje] of Jesus
Christ on the cross."
Barlet, a BBB from Gjakova, pipes up, "It is important that we teach everyone
present in our churches exactly what is happening. I believe there will be some
negative reaction from both sides." When I probe his statement, the young man
responds, "Those strongly opposed to their Bektashi past will want nothing to do
with their old religion [feja e vjeter], whereas those more sympathetic to their
heritage will not want the old and the new mixed."
Faton suggests that the group consider a second passage of scripture,
Colossians 2:8-10. The hermeneutical community seems ready to move beyond
what appears to be an impasse. After reading the passage together. Pastor Eliza
of Rahovec suggests, "Qysh e shohim ne traditen tone Bektashiane? A ishte nga
shejtani, nga paraardhesit tane, apo nga Zoti?" [How do we understand our Bektashi
heritage {tradition}? Was it from Satan, from our ancestors, or from the Lord?]
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Shefzat, the brilhant young Xerxian, declares, "I believe that centuries ago all
of our ancestors were Christians�either Catholics or Orthodox, and through the
years, through political, economic, and religious influences, they converted to
Islam. I can't tell [s'mund te diktoj] if that was from Satan, but I do believe that
our roots were Christian."
Flamur, the Gjakovar leader, testifies, "The Apostle Paul warns the Colossian
Christians to make sure that 'no one takes you captive through philosophy and
empty deceit [askush nukju roberon nepermjet filozofise ose mashtrimit te zbrazet].'"
He continues by noting that there are two means by which people are deceived,
according to verse eight�according to human tradition, and according to the
elemental spirits of the universe [sipas tradites nierezore, dhe sipas shpirtrave
natyrore te hapesires]. The Apostle Paul adds the contradistinction for emphasis,
not according to Christ [jo sipas Krishtit].
Valbon, a young man from Optemshe, comments, "I have no problem with
Sabrije's suggestion, and I would recommend for our church in Rahovec that we
implement [zbatojme] what she has proposed. As we teach those who are part of
our congregation [bashkesi], they will realize that we are not rejecting our
heritage, but rather are submitting everything to the mastery [zoteria�may also
be translated "lordship"] of Christ." Verse ten states that Christ is the "head of
every mler and authority." "I was a Bektashi from the moment I was bom,"
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Valbon admits, "under the authority of the order. Now I have made a decision
for myself to submit myself [n'enshtrohem] to Jesus Christ and his gospel."
Vjollca, the Gjakovare optician, adds another dimension to the discussion of
the celebration and meaning of Ashurah. "Ashura quhet gjithashtu 'Darka e Lames,'
edhe ka lidhje te forte me bereqet" [Ashurah is also called 'The Supper of the Field,'
and has a strong connection with harvest.] During the course of this supper,
Vjollca comments, Bektashis celebrate the gifts of agriculture [bujqesi]. Wishes
are expressed that Allah will give all Bektashis good and plentiful [pjellore]
harvests.
Fidan, another strapping young man from Opterushe, adds that he has
always understood the purpose of Ashurah to be that of service. The foods that
are eaten are simple [te thjesta] and hardy [gorba]. Bektashis are to be thankful for
the good things that the Lord [Zoti] has given them, and use them to help others.
He notes that these associations have not been articulated, and suggests that as
the group formulates a written record of this session, they remember this
important facet [pikepamje] of Ashurah. "Surely the Lord Jesus Christ wants us to
be thankhil for all of our blessings [bekimet] and to serve other people!" Fidan
declares.
The majority of this hermeneutical community wishes to forge a compromise,
although there is visible and vocal opposition by several participants. I attempt
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to craft an expression of contextual theology to which all members of this
community can ascribe. The formulation is articulated in Appendix C.
Contextual Theologies
Element #5: muhabet, a heart to heart discussion
Based upon anecdotal evidence and personal experience, I entered into this
critical contextualization session without anxiety, in that the term muhabet is a
common term and phenomenon among all Albanians, and one of the cultural
compulsives identified by numerous anthropologists, including Doja,
Schwandner-Sievers, Fischer, and the historian Malcolm. Notwithstanding,
several Bektashi theologians and writers, including Frasheri, Rexhebi, and the
founder Hajji Bektash Veli, exegete the construct of muhabet as foundational to
Bektashi belief and practice, and construe the practice as inherently spiritual
[shpirtnore.]
However, when asked to unpack the construct of muhabet, the participants of
this hermeneutical community iriitially appear daunted by this belief's inclusion
witfiin the group of nine beliefs and practices. In fact, several members
simultaneously express that in contrast to the four elements discussed thus far,
this fifth element seems grossly incongment by its lack of religious and spiritual
import. Notwithstanding, I plead with the group to invest time and energy in
what I have considered to be essential to the task of contextualization.
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"Une besoj se kur bej muhabet me dikend, une marr pjese ne pervojen e tij, duke i
mbajtur telashet dhe hallet bashke" [I believe that when I have^^ ^ conversation with
someone, I participate in his experience, carrying together with him his
tribulations and trials], Bela notes. "However, I don't consider the muhabet
something with spiritual character," the patriarch adds.
Belkize, in her inimitable Gjakovar accent, states, "When women have
muhabet together, we unload [shkarkojme] on each other our worries, anxieties,
and problems. We expect [presim] concem, assistance, and support from each
other."
Vjollca adds a second dimension to the construct, "Belkize is correct; but
when I have to set something straight in my family, tribe, or other relationships, I
have muhabet with someone, and I expect her to intercede [nderhyje] for me, in my
place." When asked to have a muhabet, one should expect a request or plea for
help, the optician continues, because Albanians rarely confront [perballojne]
others. Albanian culture, regardless of the specific location in the Albanian
lands, does not allow public confrontation. "When 1 need someone to correct a
wrong, clarify a misunderstanding, smooth over a troubled relationship, or seek
permission or forgiveness, 1 ask to have a muhabet."
" The verb bej in the Albanian language, whether in the Tosk or Gheg dialect, has multiple
translations into English. Normally translated "do" or "make" (congruent to hacer in Spanish,
machen in German, npaBw in Macedonian, yapmak in Turkish), bej is the verb most frequently
collocated with the noun muhabet. However, in English I have chosen to translate the Albanian
verb as "have," as it enables better readability.
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Bektashis believe. Pastor Eliza contends, that a muhabet is normally conducted
in the teqe, while drinking Turkish coffee, and reciting nefes [Bektashi spiritual
poems.] The Kosovar Albanian middle-aged woman adds that she thinks the
term is Arabic in origin [prejardhje], and has something to do with ashk [love for
the divine.] EHza notes that the word has been used by all Albanians, especially
Muslims, with younger people of all religions, starting to use the indigenous
Albanian term bisede^ in its place. "Many younger Kosovars consider terms like
muhabet to be archaic [e mogme] and foreign [e huaj] and attempt to not use them."
I summarize that so far I hear three characteristics of muhabet: mutual concem
[kujdesje e perbashket], request for an intercessor [kerkese per ndermjetes], and
accompanied by Turkish coffee and poetry [z shoqeruar nga kafja Turke dhe nefezi.]
I query the group for additional observations: With whom do you have a
muhabet? What do you discuss? Does a muhabet occur in a special location? Is
there a difference between a muhabet and a bisede?
Sabrije recounts muhabet with her grandmother.
When I was very young, my grandmother would call me behind her curtain,
tell me to sit down beside her, and have a muhabet with her. She would tell
me about her mother, her grandmother, and her great-grandmother. Some of
her stories went back many, many years� so far back I can't say. My
grandmother's stories were very important to her. They became very
Normally translated "conversation."
Many Kosovar Albanian homes have only one room. Older persons are often the only family
members who enjoy their "own" personal space, normally set off by a curtain suspended by a
wire or rope.
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important to me. My grandmother would instruct [udhezonte] me to
remember these stories exactly as she told them to me. When I have a
daughter, I will tell her these stories. For me, muhabet means this special time.
I will always carry the obligation [obepcKaf^ to pass on the stories with which
I have been entmsted.
Not to be outdone, Fidan, the strapping Kosovar, comments.
When a Kosovar Albanian boy is commanded to have a muhabet with an
elder, regardless of whether the adult is a man or woman, he knows that it is
time to be very serious. The consequences of failing to be very serious will
be most painful. (The group laughs in response.) The elder speaks with a
heavy tone that is not used at any other time, even when the person is angry
or fmstrated at you. I don't remembermy elders telling me stories when we
have had muhabet, but I do remember everything they have ever told me. The
things they tell you are directions, instmctions, family and tribal matters,
what it means to be an Albanian, and a man.
Faton, the Gjakovar leader, comments that often when a person is lonely, he
will ask a friend, relative, acquaintance, or passer-by to have a muhabet with him.
The expression per shoqnP^ often accompanies the word muhabet. As the Kosovar
Albanian continues to exegete this cultural phenomenon, he augments the
group's understanding with the muhabet characteristics of group participation;
the inclusion ofmoral, religious, and social teachings; sharing of news and
gossip; and decisions about future courses of action.
Flamur believes that the Old Testament (Jewish Bible, Tanakh) story of Job is
a good example of a muhabet in the Holy Scriptures.
Often Sabrije will use Bulgarian terms (idiosyncratic to many Rahovecians) in place of Albanian
terms. I have attempted to be faithful to her exact word choice.
" The literal translation of this Albanian idiom is "for friendship." The dynamic equivalent in
colloquial American English may be "to hang out together" or "to shoot the bull together."
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Elifazi, kur i erdhi tek Jobi, efilloi muhabetin me kete pyetje, 'A do te te bezdiste
ndokush ne rast se do te provonte tefliste?' Kjo pyetje e mban karakterin e
muhabetit" [Eliphaz, when he came to Job, began the muhabet with this
question, 'Would someone aggmvate you in the event that he attempted to
speak to you?' This question holds the character of muhabet.]
In their first heart-to-heart discussion, Eliphaz and Job have a muhabet, the leader
continues, and we see the necessary elements: 1) Eliphaz affirms Job (4:3-4), 2)
EUphaz recalls past examples of illustrative behavior (4:8), 3) Eliphaz uses
metaphors from the natural world (4:10-11), 4) Eliphaz summarizes moral
teachings (4:17-18), 5) Eliphaz gives directions and instructions (5:8-9), 6) Job
complains of his plight [hall'e] (6:2-4), 7) Job seeks divine intervention (6:8), 8) Job
addresses God directly in the presence of his friend (7:20-21), and 9) Job seeks
assistance from Eliphaz (6:14).
As the other participants listen attentively to the spiritual leader, many read
through the several chapters of Job (4-7) silently. Immediately as Flamur
concludes, Bela, the Rahovecian patriarch, comments,
I am sure that this bisede was conducted while the men were drinking, and I
can definitely see much of what muhabet is in these chapters. However
[mirepo], Eliphaz did not come to Job seeking assistance. On the contrary. Job
was seeking help in the middle of his predicament.
"But," Shefzat interjects, "a muhabet occurs also when you sense that a friend
or relative needs encouragement, counsel, or admonishment [qortim]." It is
precisely in this case, the young upstart believes, that Eliphaz has gone to Job to
admonish him for what seems to be an alleged mistake [faj]. "Just like we
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Albanians do when we think someone has made a mistake or committed a
wrongdoing [gabim], Eliphaz went to Job to express dissatisfaction." Job 4:4-5
describes this exhortive relationship between the two colleagues. Eliphaz tells
Job that his "words have supported those who were stumbling" and he has
helped to make "firm the feeble knees." Moreover, the friend reminds Job that
his confidence is his "fear of God," and his hope is the integrity of his ways. It is
clear, the Xerxian contends, that Eliphaz went to Job with the express purpose of
assisting him in carrying his trials and tribulations.
Hysejn recognizes within Eliphaz' words elements of Albanian
understandings of muhabet. Often within this heart-to-heart discussion, the
young man believes, there is almost a polemical [kundershtuese] tone,
incorporating metaphors from the natural world and human experience.
Albanian muhabet, according to Hysejn, is often characterized by exaggeration
[teprim] and generalization [pergjithesim.] In 4:17 Eliphaz asks two rhetorical
questions, "A mund te jete nje i vdekshem me i drejte se Perendia? A mund te jete nje
njeri me i paster se Krijuesja e tij?" [Is there a mortal being more righteous than
God? Is there a person purer than his Creator?] The explanation Eliphaz gives
in the subsequent verses provides Albanianesque [te shqiptarizuara] elaboration:
God puts no tmst in his servants, and he charges his angels with error. Then,
Hysejn continues, Eliphaz adds the human exaggeration; in 4:19 he extends
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[prolongon] the image to those "who live in houses of clay, i.e. human beings."
The human condition [kusht] is fragile [/ brishte] and temporary [i perkohshem],
and disaster is often incomprehensible. Eliphaz' conversation with Job is very
similar to Albanian muhabet.
Sabrije adds that when Eliphaz asks, "Litarin e cadres se tyre valle a nuk ua
kepusin?" [Don't they snap the rope of their tent?], it is much like an Albanian
proverb, "Dita eshte litar e gjate kur s'ke pune" [Literally: The day is a long rope
when you don't have work.] Sometimes, the young Rahovecian woman adds,
this proverb refers not only to a day, but also to one's life. She believes that
Eliphaz' meaning in 4:21 is the same.
Fidan sees a recommendation for a divine intercessor, much like in Albanian
muhabet. In 5:8 Eliphaz suggests, "Per sa i perket mua, do ta kerkoja Perendine, dhe
Perendise do t'ia hesoja shkakun tim" [As far as I'm concerned, I would seek after
God, and to God I would entrust my cause.] When an Albanian is
commiserating [keshillon] with his friend or colleague, he makes very similar
suggestions. Eliphaz places himself in an imagined predicament, Fidan states, in
order to soften the blow upon his friend. "It seems as if an Albanian wrote this,"
the strapping young man asserts.
Belkize, likewise, sees an element of Albanian muhabet in the conversation
between Job and Eliphaz, viz. moral teaching. In 5:6-7 Eliphaz teaches Job an
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etemal principle [parim i pergjithshem] about misery [shpirtligesia.] The source of
misery is not the earth, the Gjakovare believes, but rather human beings. Ehphaz
is right, Belkize declares, because human beings are bom to suffer [linden per te
vuajtur.] "Me sa di une per Elifazin, me duket se ai eshte muhabetqar" [With what I
know about Eliphaz, it seems to me that he is a conversationalist.]^^ He
apparently knows a lot about life and human relationships, Belkize notes, and he
appears wise [/ mengur] and leamed [z arsimuar.]
"Are there understandings of muhabet which apply to your leaming about
Jesus Christ?" I query the group. I have deduced that many of the observations
articulated about muhabet are Albanian understandings of the construct, rather
than Bektashi understandings. 1 have listed the ten characteristic comments
about muhabet on a large piece of poster board:
The Albanian term muhabetqar probably has no exact English equivalent. As has been evident
throughout this section, I struggle w^ith an exact interpretation of this Middle Eastem constmct.
Other terms which may be appropriate include "talker," "chatterbox," "converser," and
"communicator."
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1. Carry other's trials and tribulations
2. Unload one's worries and express expectations
for support and encouragement
3. Request for intercession
4. Normally accompanied by coffee
5. (for women) sharing stories and collective
memories
6. (for men) masculine training
7. Group participation
8. Moral, religious, and social teachings
9. Make decisions
10. Share news
Figure 25. Characteristics of muhabet
Pastor Eliza believes that all of these characteristics of muhabet are engaged by
her Christian faith. She quotes Romans 12:26, "Nese nje anetar vuan, te gjithe
anetaret vuajne bashke me ate" [If one member suffers, all members suffer with
her.] The Apostle Paul teaches us to carry another's trials and tribulations.
Gjakovar leader Faton cites James 5:16, "Rrefeni fajet njeri tjetrit dhe lutuni per
njeri tjetrin, qe te sheroheni" [Confess your faults to one another and pray for one
another, in order to be healed.] We are commanded to share our sins, problems,
mistakes, and wrongdoings with one another, Faton declares. It is for the good
of the entire congregation [bashkesi.]
Valbon comments that the Apostle Paul draws an Albanianesque [i
shqiptarizuar] picture of the congregation in Romans 12:12-27. The young man
exegetes this passage of scripture, explaining that in verse 22, Paul mentions "the
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members of the body that seem to be weaker" [anetaret e trupit te cilet duken me te
dobet.] "We are all weaker at some time/' Valbon believes, "and at other times
we are stronger." When we are weaker, the Kosovar continues, the other
members who are stronger have a responsibility to us. The stronger are to clothe
[veshin] the weaker with greater respect and honor. The weaker has the
responsibility to seek intervention from the stronger. In this way. Holy Scripture
affirms the third characteristic of muhabet.
Shpresa believes that Paul's command in I Corinthians 11:33, "Kur mblidheni
per te ngrene, pritni njeri tjetrin" [When you gather to eat, wait for each other,]
shows the importance of food and drink in the congregation. "Une jam e bindur se
krishteret ne Korint pijshin kafe" [I am certain that the Christians at Corinth used to
drink coffee,] declares the Rahovecian mother.
Pastor Eliza affirms Shpresa' s mention of the Corinth church. She adds, "Ne
librin e Veprave 2:46, lexojme qe besimtaret mblidheshin gdo dite, duke ngrene se bashku"
[In the book of Acts 2:46, we read that the believers used to gather every day,
eating together.] "And I am convinced," the Rahoveciane pastor continues, "that
the believers there drank coffee as well."
In Acts 18:26 the fifth and six elements of muhabet are visible. The spiritual
guides and mentors Priscilla and Aquila took Apollos "aside and explained the
Way of God to him more accurately." Pastor Eliza instmcts the hermeneutical
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community in the definition of the Way of God mentioned in this verse. In the
Gospel of Matthew 22, Jesus spoke to his disciples and the chief priests and
Pharisees in a parable, or a story. In Matthew 22:16, the disciples of the Pharisees
tell Jesus that he teaches "the Way of God in accordance with truth." In Mark 12
Jesus teaches the chief priests, the scribes, the elders, and his disciples through
parables and through Jewish scriptures. Some Pharisees and Herodians attempt
to trap Jesus, saying to him, "You do not regard people with partiality, but teach
the way of God in accordance with truth" (Mark 12:14). The way of God was
communicated from master (male and female�Aquila and Priscilla) to disciple
(Apollos) through story and scripture.
Liridon notes that the seventh element of muhabet� group participation� is
clear in John 21, in Jesus' early moming encounter with seven of the disciples on
the shore of the Sea of Tiberias. While they ate grilled fish and bread together,
and while Jesus had a direct conversation with Simon Peter, there were eight
men present. "I bindur jam une qe Zoti Jezu Krisht ka pas muhabet me krejt" [1 am
convinced that the Lord Jesus Christ had a heart-to-heart discussion with them
all.]
"We read of the eighth element of muhabet in Paul's first letter to Timothy,"
suggests the Xerxiane Mamudije. The moral teachings implemented in the
course of muhabet are seen in I Timothy 6:2-5. The Apostle Paul stresses humility.
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understanding, and peacemaking, and instmcts Timothy to avoid [shmanget]
envy, dissension, slander, suspicions, and wranglings. The religious instruction
is focused on godliness in I Timothy 6:6. In this verse, Mamudije explains, the
spiritual guide describes the great gain and contentment that comes with
holiness. The social teachings are evident in I Timothy 5:1-8. The teacher directs
Timothy the disciple in social relationships: with older women, older men,
young women, and younger men.
"Ndoshta shembylli me i mire i muliabetit ne Bibel eshte Darlca e Fundit te Zotit ne
Ungillin sipas Lukes 22
"
[Perhaps the best example of muhabet in the Bible is the
Lord's Last Supper in the Gospel according to Luke 22], Flamur suggests. We see
many elements of heart-to-heart discussion in this passage, the Gjakovar
believes, especially characteristics #9 and #10. In Luke 22:17 Jesus tells his
disciples that he will "not drink of the fmit of the vine until the kingdom of God
comes." Furthermore, the Lord instmcts his followers in Luke 22:29 that he is
bestowing upon them "a kingdom, just as [his] Father bestowed one upon
[him]." It appears, the Albanian surmises, that the Lord has made or is making
decisions, and communicating them to the disciples. "In a heart-to-heart
discussion, the one who initiates the conversation is often the one who needs to
make a decision. In this passage, I believe that Jesus needs to make decisions."
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Valbon comments that during the Lord's Last Supper, there arises a dispute.
The Opterushian contends that during muhabet, verbal disputes often arise,
leading to decision-making. Luke 22:24 tells us that "Now there was a dispute
among them, as to which of them should be considered the greatest." Jesus
provides them with an example from government, and then gives them moral
and ethical instruction about leadership. Valbon, who is becoming a leader in his
own right in this hermeneutical community, and in his congregation in Rahovec,
suggests that the most vital decision is perhaps Jesus' decision to serve all of his
disciples.
Hysejn adds that not only does Jesus make decisions in Luke 22 at the Lord's
Last Supper. Peter also makes a decision in verse 33� a very strong decision.
"Lord, I am ready to go with You, both to prison and to death." "We know
ultimately \fundimisht]," Hysejn notes, "that indeed Peter was put in prison and
put to death for Jesus." He adds that we should be ready to make strong
decisions like this one.
The tenth element of muhabet which the hermeneutical circle has listed is
sharing news. Luke 22:14-38 is full of the sharing of news [komunikimi i lajmeve],
according to Belkize. In verse 16 Jesus communicates that he will "no longer eat
of it [the Passover meal] until it is fulfilled in the kingdom of God." In verse 18
Jesus communicates that he will "not drink of the fmit of the vine until the
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kingdom of God comes." In verse 19 Jesus communicates that he will give his
body for the disciples. In verse 20 Jesus communicates that he sheds his blood
for the disciples. In verse 21 Jesus communicates that the hand of his betrayer is
with him on the table. In verse 34 Jesus tells Peter the terrible [i tmerrshem] news
that Peter will deny him three times. And in verse 37 Jesus communicates that
the prophecy must be accomplished, and that all things conceming him have an
end.
As the group completes the scriptural reflection of the ten elements of
muhabet, they conclude that all of the characteristics seem to have congruence in
the biblical narrative. Unlike some of the other elements of Bektashi belief and
practice they have evaluated, muhabet can be taken into their Christian faith and
practice whole, the group decides. I ask the question, "Qysh do ta zbatoni
muhabetin si nje vegel misionare?" [How will you implement muhabet as a
missionary tool?]
The group comes to life again, considering creative ways they can use this
normative Bektashi (and Albanian) cultural phenomenon as an instmment of
mission. Their worship spaces are built and fumished in the contemporary
Albanian style, with plastic or wooden chairs above hand-knotted or flat-woven
mgs [qilim.] The Rahovec congregation� "Ud/za e Shpetimit" [Way of
Salvation]� serves coffee and sweets following the worship services and
discipleship training sessions.
Pastor Eliza of the Rahovec church suggests that the church building be
opened for community-wide discussion groups [muhabetxhi]. Leaders of the
Rahovec church could take the initiative in inviting persons to come for heart-to-
heart discussions centered upon social issues including the rapid shift in Kosovar
culture and how this plays out in families, tribes, and communities. The
Gjakovar leader Faton adds that some of these muhabetxhi would be most helpful
if they were limited to men, others to women, and others to young Kosovar
Albanians. He suggests that some persons might feel freer to participate if the
discussion groups are limited. Liridon suggests that some be focused upon the
needs of those who are physically challenged or wounded from the war. Sabrije
says that she knows there is a strong need for women and girls to participate in
such discussion groups. "Ka shume femra qe kane nevoje per muhabet me femra te
tjera. Sidomos ato qe vuajne nga kujtimet e luftes" [There are many females that
need to have conversations with other females. Especially those that suffer with
memories of the war.]
Shefzat adds a distinctive nuance to these proposed muhabetxhi�economic
workshops and training sessions. The young Xerxian university student
continues.
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By offering discussion groups where people feel liberated to converse about
their economic and financial plight, and by showing them alternatives to a
continuation [vazhdim] of failed Socialist policies and methods, our
congregation can provide [siguroje] hope and opportunity to many families
who have no other recourse [rrugedalje.]
The hermeneutical community continues offering suggestions and
recommendations of possible themes, formats, and other missiological
applications. The divergent congregations which comprise this circle opt for
context-specific solutions, believing that other Bektashis will be attracted to such
forums. The contextual theology related to muhabet�heart-to-heart discussion-
is formulated in Appendix C.
Contextual Theologies
Element #6: Trinitarian formulation of Allah-Muhammad-Ali
The hermeneutical community is somewhat hesitant to consider this pivotal
belief of Bektashism. As persons who have lived their lives at least doubly
marginalized� subjugated politically, economically, linguistically, and culturally
by the Serbian minority under the Tito and Miloshevich regimes, and as
Bektashis within a Sunni Muslim majority� the participants within this
interpretive circle are fully cognizant of the predominant religious doctrines
which pervade their social contexts. To hold a disparate view� in this case
Trinitarian� is at the least anathema to the Kosovar Albanian umma, and at the
most worthy of discrimination and violence. Kosovar history, both ancient and
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modem, is replete with examples. The community's reticence to broach this
foundational theological doctrine can only be understood within the religious
and cultural context of southwestem Kosova.
Notwithstanding, doubly-marginalized resistance identity, at least in the
Albanian context, provides a forthrightness and strength believed only when
seen. Kosovar Albanian women, particularly, demonstrate a proclivity toward a
fierce self-confidence. As an entrance into this contextual theologizing session,
Vjollca, a BBB from Gjakova, comments, "Allahu, Muhameti, edhe Imam Alija jane
nje, ashtu besojne Bektashinjte" [Allah, Muhammad, and Imam Ali are one� this is
what Bektashis believe.] She continues, "In family conversations, in tribal
gatherings, in meetings in the teqe, in religious classrooms in the teqe, references
to Allah, Muhammad, and Imam Ali are always to one being [qenie.]" It is rare
that Allah or Muhammad are ever called upon or mentioned without the
inclusion of Imam Ali, Vjollca asserts. In fact, the nomer Muhammad Ali is often
used. The Turkish proverb Allah Muhammet Ali hep bir sirdir [Allah, Muhammad,
Ali� all are one secret] is leamed by young Bektashi children. Another Turkish
rhyme is also recited�Ha/c Muhammet Ali haktir [Divine Reality Muhammad Ali
are time.]
Eliza, a BBB pastor from Rahovec, recites another poem she learned when
young�Bm cihanda kiilli vartm sorarsan Allah bir Muhammet Ali sevdigim [In all the
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world I have many things; Allah is one�Muhammad Ali whom I love.]
Muhammad and Ali are not considered to be two persons, Eliza contends. For
the Bektashi, Muhammad Ali is one being� a sort of cosmic hero or superman.
The Albanian pastor disagrees with Vjollca's earlier statement: yes, Bektashis do
believe that Allah, Muhammad, and Ali are one, but not in the same sense that
the New Testament presents the oneness of the Father, the Son Jesus Christ, and
the Holy Spirit. The middle-aged woman expresses that she has only come to
understand her previous beliefs about Allah, Muhammad, and Ali as a result of
her fairly new understandings of the Father, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit.
Pastor Eliza suggests that the group study together John 16:12-15. She notes that
these verses show the role that each of the New Testament God plays.
The Son promises that the Holy Spirit will come. When he comes, Eliza
declares, he will guide Jesus' followers in all truth, and will announce the things
thatwill come in the future. The Holy Spirit will glorify Jesus, and will
announce all that Jesus is to those who follow Christ. The Father possesses
[Albanian -pronon] all things; the Son is heir to it all.
Hysejn, who has not commented much up to this point, adds, "Une besoj qe
Bektashinjte besojne se Imam Alija eshte me i aferte nga te trijte. Edhe une besoj, qysh
jam bere krishtere se Jezu Krishti eshte me i aferte" [1 believe that Bektashis believe
that Imam Ali is the most intimate {literally, nearest} of the three. I also believe
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that, since I have become a Christian, Jesus Christ is the most indmate with me.]
The young mill worker from Xerxe continues, "Kosovar Albanians have an
expression� /cflm dert [I have a problem]. Bektashis believe that the only cure for
dert is derman. The one who brings the cure to your problems is Ali." Hysejn
recounts to the circle a story about All's true identity:
When Muhammad was called by the angel Gabriel to make a journey upward
to heaven, the prophet took a ciceron [guide] to assist him in his travels. On
the way upward [perpjete] Muhammad was terrified by a gigantic lion [luan.]
Allah calmed the prophet down by telling him that the lion wanted only a
token of devotion. Muhammad gave the gigantic lion his ring, and then
passed on to the presence of Allah, where he leamed of the 90,000 mysteries.
All during this conversation [muhahet], there was a screen or curtain [ekran]
between Allah and Muhammad. The prophet asked Allah if the screen could
be lifted. When Allah removed [hoqi] the screen, Muhammad saw Ali.
Hysejn tells the group of the recent deaths of his mother and father. The
young man's mother suffered bmtally at the hands of Serbian paramilitaries,
including being raped and molested. After the liberation of the province by
NATO forces in the summer of 1999, the woman was diagnosed by an Israeli
oncologist with breast cancer. After a brave fight and several rounds of
chemotherapy, the woman died less than one year later. Hysejn's father, a life
long alcoholic, only increased his drinking of alcohol when his wife succumbed
to cancer. In less than three months, the Kosovar Albanian's body was found in
a roadside ditch near the family's home. "When I had dert, and prayed to Imam
Ali for help, I did not receive it," the young Kosovar testifies. "I bowed before
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our icon of Imam Ali, and begged [lypja] for food, for comfort, for strength."
Several members of the group are shedding tears, rocking back and forth, and
making comments, commiseratingwith the young man. "Only when I heard of
Jesus Christ, and my church [bashkesia] in Rahovec, did I receive what I was
begging for."
Faton, a BBB from the small village of Xerxe, comments that, precisely for this
reason, Bektashis keep icons of Imam Alija in their homes, their cars, their
workplaces, their wallets, their purses, their tractors, and in many other places.
The belief, Faton contends, is that if an icon of Imam Alija is present, there will be
protection, defense from evil and evil spirits, good fortune, abundance [the
Albanian bereqet], and a good harvest.
"Mirepo" [However], Behar, a BBB from Rahovec, contends, "Fryma e Jezu
Krishtit eshte shume me shume se ai" [the Spirit of Jesus Christ is much more than
that.] I don't need an icon, a picture, or anything material [the Albanian fizike] to
feel the presence of the Holy Spirit. The New Testament assures me that God
always cares for me. Behar quotes I Peter 5:7, "Hidh te gjitha shqetesimet mbi ate,
sepse ai kujdeset per ty" [Cast all your cares upon him, because he cares about
you.]
Belkize, a BBB from Gjakova, comments that indeed, the Bektashis believe
that Allah, Muhammad, and Ali are one; however. Imam Ali is not like a savior.
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Imam Ali is the one who intercedes for a Bektashi, to Allah. Bektashis think that
Imam Ali is present spiritually, and can hear and know intuitively [Albanian ne
shpirt] all the petitions and requests of those who pray through him. Ali is unlike
Christ, Belkize states, in that Ali perceives [ndjen] the concerns, and
communicates them to Allah; Christ, on the other hand, not only senses the
concems, and communicates them to the Father, but has a power [fuqi] that
Imam Ali does not have. Belkize notes also that the roles of the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Spirit, seem to be clearer than those of Muhammad, Allah, and Ali.
Kur isha une Bektashiane, hesoja se Zoti Allahu te jete nje i vegante, krijues i
gjithesise dhe se Muhamedi, Ali dhe te tjere jane sikurse ne, njerez�pjese e gjallerave
te teresishme, por me vegori sig eshte vetedija si dhe shkalla e larte (te rasti i
Muhamedit dhe Aliut) e dhuntise, talentit, dhe vlerave gjykuese te tyre [When I was
a Bektashi, I used to believe that the Lord Allah was a special one, the creator
of everything, and that Muhammad, Ali, and the others are like we, people�
a part of the entire living world, but with special characteristics such as
consciousness and a high standing (in the case ofMuhammad and Ali) of
giftedness, talent, and their evaluative values.
Shpresa, a mother from Rahovec, notes, "Tere jeten kam hesuar se Allahu eshte
larg nesh, gjithashtu Muhameti. Askush nuk eshte interesuar per prohlemet tona.
Vetem Imam Alija ndoshta mund t'i degjoje dhe i interesohet" [All ofmy life I have
believed that Allah is far from us, and that Muhammad is also. Neither is
interested in our problems. Only Imam Ali may listen and show interest.] "Kur
u bera krishtere, jam ndjere heren e pare ne jete se Jezu Krishti me te vertete kujdeset per
mua, dhe per telashet e mia" [When I became a Christian, I felt for the first time in
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my life that Jesus Christ really cares about me, and about my tribulations.] The
Christian answer is much better, Shpresa concludes.
Jetmir, a young man from the village of Opterushe, chimes in to the
conversation, "Vargu 15 thote qe Jezu Krishti dhe I Ati ndajne gjithg'ka" [Verse 15
says that Jesus Christ and the Father share everything.] According to the
Kosovar, this is not the case with Bektashi belief. Allah and Ali do not share
everything�Ali is more limited than Christ. Christ is more powerful, more
authoritative, and more unlimited [/ pakufizuar].
Pastor Eliza Durguti leads the group in a matriarchal manner, drawing the
conclusion that while Bektashis believe that Allah, Muhammad, and Ali are one,
united [te bashkuar], and together [bashke]; the Father, Jesus Christ, and the Holy
Spirit are three-yet-one [tre-por-nje], each has equal authority, and each has
specific roles and functions. The foundation [themeli] of Bektashi faith is close to
the Christian belief, Faton notes, but different enough to warrant a new
expression and interpretation [interpretim].
1 query the group as to how to implement their new understandings of Allah,
Muhammad, and Ali, the Father, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit, among other
Bektashis. What missional applications can these Bektashi Background
congregations make of what is clearly the essence of both Bektashi and Christian
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faith? Are there sensitive, humble, yet evangelistic vs^ays to dialogue with other
Bektashis about the divine relationships?
The hermeneutical community expresses reluctance at engaging Bektashi
clerical leaders, articulating instead the desire to have muhabet [heart-to-heart
discussions] with family members, tribal members, friends, and acquaintances
either in large or small groups. Hysejn comments that in many of his
conversations with persons who are Bektashi, he tells of the food, clothing,
comfort, and strength he has found in Jesus Christ and in his congregation in
Rahovec. Shefzat tells of debates he has participated in at the university about
Bektashi and Christian understandings. Although derided [i perqeshur] and
ridiculed [i perhuzur], the young man persists in telling his classmates and friends
about the power of Jesus Christ.
Pastor Eliza believes that her entire outlook and demeanor have changed
because of her relationship with Jesus Christ. Bela, her husband, comments that
before she converted [u ndryshua] to faith in Jesus, Eliza was an angry, bitter, and
complaining woman, prone to violent outbursts and periods of depression.
When she retumed from Macedonia, and told him of her new faith [feja e re],
Eliza was "sikurse nje njeri e transformuar" [like a transformed person.] Although
she still becomes fmstrated at times, Bela continues, Eliza is no longer known as
the "bushier e mahalles" [the neighborhood shrew.] Eliza confesses that the
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difference people have seen in her life causes many people to discover the cause
of her transformation. When given the opportunity to answer, the Kosovar
Albanian pastor says, she tells her family members and friends about Jesus
Christ and the Holy Spirit. "Shumica e njerezve kurre s'kane degjuar per ata. Duhet
t'ua shpjegoj shume!" [Most people have never heard of Jesus Christ or the Holy
Spirit. I have to explain a lot!"
The statement in Appendix C exhibits the new theological formulation.
Contextual Theologies
Element #7: magfirat-i zunub, forgiveness of sins, annual confession to a baba
As the hermeneutical community broaches this foundational Bektashi belief,
there seem to be other ancillary issues under discussion, as well. The
unarticulated question which appears to stymie the group is that of leadership.
Because I have called this group together, and because, for many of these BBBs, I
have served as one of the links in the chain to knowing (njohin) and knowing
about {dine) Jesus Christ, several tum to me often as the one serving in the
leadership role. However, I am loathe to direct the conversations and
theologizing, preferring to record and wordsmith as much as possible. Because
of my abdication, various members of this group tum to Pastor Eliza Durguti;
others call upon Faton. As an observer, I notice that sometimes regional
dialectical differences surface (even though the two cities of Rahovec and
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Gjakova are quite near geographically.) Other cultural differences also emerge,
including the role of gender, age, socio-economic status, and level of education.
Notv^ithstanding, the hermeneutical community plunges forward in the task of
addressing, defining, reflecting upon, challenging, and analyzing foundational
beliefs and practices of Bektashism, in light of the gospel of Christ as experienced
in scripture and in personal and communal experiences.
As the group begins this session on the pivotal Bektashi practice of magfirat-i
zunub, several participants query the use of the Arabic term, shunning its utility,
and insisting upon the indigenous Albanian expression, rrefimi dhe falja e mekateve
[confession and forgiveness of sins.] Several other participants confess that they
have either never heard the Arabic expression or have heard it mentioned very
little. Pastor Eliza suggests that the group use the Albanian; all of the
participants agree that this is a wise choice.
The group identifies four qualities of a baba, or spiritual cleric: merits,
knowledge, honesty, and skills [meritave, diturise, ndershmerise, dhe aftesive]. Fidan
notes that some Bektashi baballare [plural form of haba] are unmarried and
celibate [mexheret], whereas others are married. Hysejn adds that often the teqe is
the property of the baha, and that many baballare are sons of other baballare. I
query, 'Ts it necessary for a baba to be a man?"
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While the group is unsure of any prohibition against a woman serving as a
baba, there is unanimous agreement that every Bektashi cleric the participants
have ever known is a man. Women rise only to the level of myhype.
I ask, "Qysh rrefeheni? Qyshshpesh? Qysh faleni nga mekatet? A duhet te jete
prezent babai?" [How do you confess? How often? How are you forgiven of your
sins? Must a baba be present?] My intention is to focus the conversation upon
the practice of rrefimi dhe falja e mekateve [confession and forgiveness of sins.]
"Kur isha une Bektashiane" [When I was a Bektashi], Shpresa begins, "lutjet e
mia ishin te fokusuara mbi telashet dhe hallet. Tashti qe jam krishtere, lutjet e mia jane te
fokusuara mbi vullnetin e Zotit per jeten time" [my prayers were focused upon my
trials and problems. Now that I am Christian, my prayers are focused upon the
Lord's will for my life." The young mother adds that her confessions are made
directly to the Lord, with confidence that God forgives and purifies [pastron] her
from her sins. While Bektashis normally pray twice a day, Shpresa notes, her
prayers have become much more frequent, and much more secure.
Belkize, the older woman from Gjakova, comments that she has never
believed it was essential [e domosdoshme] to pray through [neper] or to [tek] a baba.
However, she recounts that for the many years she was a Bektashi, she lived in
fear that Allah�and more specifically Imam Ali�never heard nor responded to
her petitions [kerkesat.] Now that she has accepted Jesus Christ, and professed
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allegiance [betim] to him, she is certain [e bindur] that the Father hears her
petitions and will respond. She cites I John 1:8-10 as the verses giving her such
confidence.
Most of those present know these verses by memory, in that the practice of
scripture memory is well reinforced and practiced in many Albanian churches:
Roman Catholic, Orthodox, and Evangelical. Fidan jokingly states that he could
never say that he has no sin, as the writer of the passage suggests conditionally
in verse eight. The young man admits that since coming to the faith of light in
Jesus Christ [besa e drites se Jezu Krislitit], he has become a regular pray-er,
confessing his sins quite often.
1 query, "Kujt?" [To whom?]
"Zotit Jezu Krisht" [The Lord Jesus Christ.] Fidan adds that the practice of
annual confession to the baba of his village teqe was never more than a
perfunctory act, words addressed meaninglessly [paJcuptim] and in vain [kote.]
When I ask Fidan about the words he and the other Bektashis said, the
Optemshian responds, "Mekatet� lakmi, epshi, grabitje, urrejtje, paragjykime,
korrupci, teprim alkoholik, felliqesi. Kerkojshim falje nga Imam Alija neper baben"
[Sins� covetousness, lust, stealing, hatred, prejudice, cormption, alcohol abuse,
promiscuity. We used to seek forgiveness from Imam Ali through the cleric]
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Pastor Eliza joins the conversation, "Now when we pray individually, we
mean what we say. When we confess our sins, we are able to do so without the
public shame [turp publik] or consequent humiliation [perbuzje rrjedhore.]" The
Kosovar pastor adds that during the course of worship services, she admonishes
[inkurajon] persons to confess their sins directly to the Father through the
intercessor [ndermjetesi] Jesus Christ. The middle-aged Rahoveciane adds that
she feels very unworthy [e pavlefshme] to hear the confessions of those she
pastors.
Gjakovar leader Faton responds that in his congregation [bashkesi], some
members feel free to confess sins publicly, without the intervention [intervenim]
ofmissionary, pastor, or other leader. He contends that the confessions are
normally of a communal [komunal] nature, such as admitting anger, bad attitude,
offense, or covetousness.
Barlet, another Gjakovar, of Faton's church, says that he believes most of
these confessions are genuine [te sinqerta], but that some are contrived [te
prituara]. He conhasts these public confessions with those of the Bektashis. "The
confessions of the Bektashis happen once each year. I am certain that many of
the Bektashis are sincere. But I am equally sure that many are insincere." As I
question this educated young man as to his assessment ofmotive, Barlet replies.
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"My Bektashi friends and contemporaries tell me so" [Shok'et e mi dhe
bashkekohoret e mi me tregojne k'eshtu.]
As the group considers the function and meaning of this annual event for
Bektashis, I suggest that perhaps [ndoshta] the role of this ritual in the community
is to allow persons in the Bektashi order to be liberated from the roles and duties
of everyday life; to experience equality, fellowship, and deep feelings of
camaraderie [vllazni] and unity; and to ponder [mendohen] the deeper meanings
of life.
Bela, the Rahovecian patriarch, responds to my suggestion, "Gjate rrefimit
babes, i cili ndodhet njehere ne vit, tarika Bektashiane eforcon dhe e hekuron identitetin.
Rregullat komunale jane te fuqizuara, dhe pjesemarresit kalojne nga e vjetra me ligesi dhe
deshperim, ne shansa te reja" [During the confession to the cleric, which occurs
once a year, the Bektashi tariqa reinforces and galvanizes {the actual translation is
'becomes iron'} its identity. Communal regulations are strengthened, and
participants pass from the old with its evil and desperation, to new chances.]
The elder insists that this new community of faith must have a similar event, in
order to establish its place in the broader community.
"It is most important," Valbon states, "that we� that all of us, and that all
participants�mean what we say." The serious-beyond-his-years young man
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appears to desire spiritual experiences for all. However, not all of those present
are so idealistic.
"We cannot ascertain [sigurojme] that this occurs," Belkize comments. But
efforts can be made, the middle-aged Gjakovare adds, to encourage persons to be
honest [te ndershem.] Belkize tells of how her pre-war Serbian Orthodox
neighbors made confession once a year in a religious ceremony entitled EtpamKa
[old Serbian term, from the Old Slavonic, meaning 'forgiveness.']
The mention of Serbian Christian religion elicits strong, visible negative
reactions from some. Pastor Eliza and Gjakovar leader Faton work to calm the
hermeneutical community, reminding them that there is truth to be found even
in this faith. Rahovec patriarch Bela, in his quiet wisdom, asks the group to
consider ways to continue the practice, devoid of both its perfunctoriness
[obligim] and the necessity of a cleric [nevoja e babes.] Confession of sins is
mandatory, the patriarch notes, and the congregations should set aside a special
time to acknowledge this. He cites James 5:16 as the scripture confirming his
thoughts, "Rrefehuni mekatet njeri-tjetrit, dhe lutuni per njeri-tjetrin, per t'u sheruar.
Lutja e njeriut te drejte eshte efuqishme dhe efikase." [Confess your sins to one
another, and pray for one another, in order to be healed. The prayer of the
righteous one is powerful and effective.]
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Pastor Eliza contends that in addition to such a ritual, the weekly worship
service should also provide opportunities for individual and corporate
confession of sins. In this way, the Albanian pastor asserts, we give witness to
the forgiveness that God through Jesus Christ offers us, through the blood shed [i
derdhur] on the cross of Golgotha. Perhaps, the Rahoveciane suggests, we could
establish a day when all of the Bektashis who have become Christians, could
gather [bashkohen] and in a combined worship service [sherbese e -perbashket],
under the Holy Spirit's direction, be encouraged to confess their sins to one
another. In this way, Eliza believes, this community of faith, recently
established, could obey the scriptural command, and strengthen its oneness
[nfesia], homogeneity [konformitet], identity [identitet], and place in the larger
community.
Liridon suggests that such an event be open to all who may be interested in
attending, not closed to outsiders. These congregations, the young man believes,
cannot be isolated from those who walk in darkness [ecin ne erresire]. "They will
see the light of Jesus, and be offered the grace [meshir'e] of Christ." In viewing
and experiencing this event, both weekly and one time annually, Liridon says,
those Bektashis and other Muslims outside the congregation, will understand the
gospel. The young Albanian exegetes James 5:16: confession brings healing;
praying for others brings healing; prayers from a cleansed heart [zemra e
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spastruar] are powerful and effective. "Valle nuk duam qe te tjeret mos ta dine
meshiren e Jezusit?!" [Do we not want others to know the mercy of Jesus?!]
The hermeneutical community has made observations about this pivotal
Bektashi practice. The group has analyzed the essence of this rite and critically
reflected upon numerous facets of it. Two scripture passages were cited and
discussed, and a proposal was offered as to how this ritual could be continued,
but with biblical meanings and applications. The hermeneutical community
recognized the import of making this re-formulated event inclusive of those
outside the Christian community, and a testimony to divine compassion. The
consensus of the group is expressed in Appendix C.
Contextual Theologies
Element #8: zahir and batin
As noted in chapter one, Muslim theologians, including Bektashi sources,
affirm zahir as the extemal meaning of the Qur'an, and batin as the internal
dimension or aspect of Qur'anic application. When considering these two
elements of Bektasfu belief and thought, the hermeneutical community makes an
analogy with New Testament teaching. The group carefully notes what they
believe, and have believed, about the Qur'an; these Bektashi Background
Believers then analyze these beliefs now that their fiduciary commitment has
changed. Subsequently, the group reflects upon these beliefs in light of their
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relationship with Jesus Christ, and the witness of scripture. Finally, the
hermeneutical community challenges itself�how they can testify to the gospel of
Jesus Christ among other Bektashis.
Flamur begins the discussion with the comment, "E sa i perket Kuranit, mendoj
se Kurani asht nje rezytne e Bibles" [As far as the Qur'an is concerned, I think that
the Qur'an is a resume of the Bible.]
When I encourage this Gjakovar to elaborate upon his declaration, he adds,
"Kur isha Bektashian, kurre nuk mendoja rreth kesaj pyetjeje, por kujtoj se gjithmone
kerkoja ndihme hyjnore" [When I was a Bektashi, I never thought about this
question, but I remember that I was always searching for divine help.] Flamur
states that he was always looking for practical guidance, instructions, and
directions for how to live a moral and good life. The Qur'an, he believes,
addresses more the intemal than the external. His Bektashi faith never
approached providing those solutions to life's problems, Flamur comments,
adding that much of what the Qur'an teaches/tells [meson/tregon] is irrelevant
and insignificant.
Vjollca, Flamur's wife, adds that, for the Bektashi, the Qur'an is not the
ultimate authority. The Qur'an, according to normative Bektashi belief, speaks
more to one's inner life [brendesia] than to extemal matters and living. While
Sunni Muslims follow the Hadith more than the Qur'an in daily matters.
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Bektashis give more authority to the Makalat of Hajji Bektash Veli. The Qur'an
and the Hadith are important, Vjollca maintains, but not to the degree of the later
teachings of the Makalat. The founder-prophet Veli understood the practical
need for instmctions in a hostile environment, the Gjakovare continues, and thus
provided wisdom. "Kur une u bera krishtere" [When I became a Christian], Vjollca
states, "much of the reason for my accepting Jesus Christ was the double
reflection [dyreflektime] of his teaching: internal to protect myself from the
spiritual consequences of sin, and extemal, to act, respecting God's ten rules and
enjoying God's nine gifts."
When I probe Vjollca's references to God's ten rules and nine gifts, the
Kosovare adds in a matter-of-fact tone, "The ten commandments. Rick, and the
fmit of the Spirit!" But above all, the former myhype adds, is "shpetimi ijetes i cili
eshte besimi ne Jezu Krishtin Zot" [the deliverance of life, which is faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ.] The aspect of witness which will most appeal to other Bektashis,
Vjollca posits, is that faith is a weapon [arme] in our intemal being which fights
against sin, and rescues [shpeton] us from sin. The Gjakovare believes that this is
whatmany Bektashis confront day to day.
Shefzat, from Xerxe, Kosova, selects Ephesians 6:10-20 as the scripture he
beheves to be the most apphcable to this foundational Bektashi belief. "Ne keto
vargje e gjej une pergjigjen te cilen e kerkoja tere jeten" [In these verses I find the
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answer I was seeking all my life.] The verses identify the weapon [arme]
necessary to battle [lufton] Satan, temptations, and my lusts [epshit]. The source
of temptations and lusts, Shefzat believes, is not found in that which we see, but
rather in those beings [qeniet] which are not of flesh [mish] and blood [gjak]. But
the weapons that the Apostle Paul lists in the following verses� tmth [e verteta],
righteousness [drejtesia], the gospel of peace [ungilli i paqes], shield of faith [shcfyti
i besimit], helmet of salvation [helmeta e shpetimit], the sword of the Spirit [shpata e
Frymes se Shenjte]� are all very practical and tangible [fe prekshme] items. Paul
was very cognizant [i vetedishem] that we live in a day of spiritual battles, the
Xerxian continues, and that we need spiritual-practical weapons such as
morality, the word of God, each other, and prayer.
Behar, a BBB from Rahovec adds, "Bektashis are more focused internally,
looking at the inner man, and how one can improve one's status with God.
While they read and attempt to follow all of the regulations of the Makalat, they
discuss the intemal dimensions of spirituality much more." Paul's instructions
in verse 18 are so similar to the Makalat, Behar asserts, "Praying always with
prayer . . . being watchful to this end with all perseverance and supplication for
all . . . "
Liridon, another BBB from Rahovec, and Behar's brother, comments, "Yes,
they are very similar; however, the New Testament is much more specific about
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evil, and the enemy which we fight." Furthermore, Liridon states, we are told
exactly how to fight him.
Barlet, a BBB from Gjakova, notes, "Bektashism, as far as I am concemed,
emphasizes the need for intemal spiritual work, to the detriment [pengese] of
extemal spiritual practice." Christianity, on the other hand, is a both/and
[edhe/edhe], the Gjakovar contends. We read Paul's words here in Ephesians 6,
and we see both sides�tmth and righteousness are elements of internal spiritual
work and extemal spiritual practice, for example. "Paul says, 'we do not wrestle
against flesh and blood,' and later on he uses the word 'stand' [qendroni] three
times." "1 believe," the Gjakovar concludes, "that we stand against evil in the
heavenly places and against persecution here in Kosova!"
Pastor Eliza, in a broad and sweeping gesture, says, "You have missed the
whole point of this passage!" The Apostle Paul concludes these verses "that 1
may open my mouth boldly to make known the mystery of the gospel." "Te
gjithe ne ishim ne erresire. Tani ecim ne drite. Nuk e kemi ditur ungjillin hig. Ne jemi
dukefilluar me dite misterine e ungjillit" [We were all in the darkness. Now we
walk in the light. We didn't know the gospel at all. We are beginning to
understand the mystery of the gospel.] Bektashis, according to Pastor Durguti,
are so focused upon their internal state of spirituality, that they bear no witness
whatsoever to the mysteries of Allah. Christians, on the other hand, while
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simultaneously [ne te njeten kohe] focus on their inner spiritual life, testify to the
light of Christ that is seen in them. This entire group has been Bektashi� focused
upon the inner person; its task now is to tum to Rahovec and Gjakova� to all of
the Bektashis in these cities. "The mystery of the gospel is not something for us
only to contemplate and ponder," Pastor Eliza continues, "but also to glow
[ndrigon] through us and to emanate [shkelzen] from us."
Verse 19 is the rightful conclusion [perfundim i drejte], the upstart Shefzat
declares. The Apostle Paul, having acknowledged that we face evil, and will face
evil, states that the utterance [shqiptim] has been given him in order that [per te]
he may speak boldly to make known the mystery of the gospel [flase me guxim qe
te dihet misteria e ungjillit.] "As a Bektashi," the young Xerxian asserts, "I never
considered communicatingwhat I believed about Allah and Imam Alija to
others. However, as a follower of Jesus Christ, I have the privilege and
obligation to make known the path to the light."
Bela, the patriarchal figure of the hermeneutical community, and the BBB
who has been a Bektashi the longest, tells the group to consider another of Paul's
writings, viz. I Corinthians 2:6-16, which he believes to be directly related to the
Bektashi doctrine of zahir and batin. The Apostle Paul tells the Corinthian church
that we speak the wisdom of God in a mystery [menguria e Perendise ne nje
misteri], which none of the rulers of this age knew [e cila asnjeri i zoterve te kesaj
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kohe nuk ka ditur]. Paul quotes from the Prophet Isaiah, 64:4, "Eye has not seen,
nor ear heard, nor have entered into the heart of one the things which God has
prepared for those who love Him" [Syri nuk ka pare, as veshi nuk ka degjuar, as nuk
kane hyre ne zemren e njeriut^^ gjerat te cilat Perendia i ka pergatitur per ata qe e duan.]
The Apostle then comments on the words of the ancient [z mogem] prophet,
saying that God's Spirit has revealed them to us [na i ka dukur neve.] "All that I
searched for as a Bektashi, I searched for from within myself," Bela admits, "only
to realize ultimately [perfundimisht] that I would never find it." Bektashis spend
[harxhon�ihe literal translation is "waste"] so much time exploring within
themselves for truth and righteousness, the Rahovecian contends, only to feel as
if the search is futile [kote.]
Liridon, Bela's son, adds, "There is balance [barabart'esia] in what Paul is
saying in these verses in I Corinthians 2. We are not alone in our internal
searching� the batin of Bektashism; rather, through receiving the Lord Jesus
Christ, we have received the Spirit of God, so that we might know the things that
have been given to us freely [lirisht.]" The young man lists several of those
things that God has freely given him, "Dashuri, shprese, bamiresi, drejtesi, miresi,
dhe paqe" [Love, hope, kindness, righteousness, goodness, and peace.] "All of
^' In the Albanian language, the third person singular noun njeri does not inhere gender. In
translating into American English, the term is normally interpreted as "person" or "one."
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these things I understand when I am in relationship [marredhenie], and therefore,
are the Zfl/izr�external aspect�of my faith."
Faton, the emerging Gjakovar (and the most sardonic BBB) leader, notes,
"The Bektashis' focus upon the batin aspects of the Qur'an is misguided. The
New Testament dual emphasis upon both the batin and zahir aspects of Christian
faith is more sincere [i sinqerte] and comprehensible."
The expression of this hermeneutical community's formulation of a
contextual theology responding to the Bektashi doctrine of batin and zahir is
presented in Appendix C.
Contextual Theologies
Element #9: nesib, the secret rite of initiation into a Bektashi order or teqe
The hermeneutical community comprising Bektashi Background Believers
from the cities of Rahovec and Gjakova, Kosova, met at the Kisha "Jeta e Re,"
located in Gjakova, on Wednesday, August 23, 2006. In the course of their
worship, theologizing, and discussion, the diverse community addressed this
pivotal element of Bektashi practice and belief. Each of the 22 persons present
(21 BBBs and I, serving as recorder) interpreted this practice dually, i.e. as an
official passage into the local teqe, and as a passage from physical death to
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immortality.60 The common Bektashi expression, "Zoti e goft'e shpejte (name
of individual) per nesibin" [May the Lord send (name of individual)
quickly for this secret rite of passage] is heard upon the death of a Bektashi asfiilc,
dervish, or myhyp f'^ The community expressed that this wish is spoken for the
purpose of respect, good will, and benevolence for the deceased and her family.
Other expressions that accompany this sentence include, "Gjithmone me qene
fatlum" [May he always be fortunate], "Pushofte ne paqe" [May she rest in peace],
and "Paqja qofte me te" [May peace always be with him.]
The ceremony of nesib occurs at the local teqe; in the event of passage from
physical death to immortality, or in the event of passage from the status of ashik
to myhyp, Bektashi adherents gather for a special meal. During this meal, the
following foods and beverages are consumed:
> Pag, a mixture of flour, rice, and meatballs (qyfte);
> Tamel, milk;
> Halva, a sweet, dry, crumbly, block-shaped confection, composed of
flour, sugar, honey, and pistachios; and
> Speca te mbushura, stuffed peppers.
*� The Albanian term which I have translated "immortality" is "jeten tjeter." The literal
translation would be "next life."
These terms are defined in chapter one.
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Bektashi adherents, whether ashik, myhyp, or dervish, bring dukata [ancient gold
coins] as gifts to give to the initiate, or to her family. Attendees sit on shiite,
cushions or pillows made of quality sheep's wool, about one meter square. In
the rite of passage from ashik to myhyp, a second green thread is added to the
right wrist of the initiate. Males who are circumcised in a Bektashi family receive
the first emerald green thread immediately upon circumcision. Females who are
bom into a Bektashi family receive the first emerald green thread at the onset of
puberty.
The hermeneutical community, led in this discussion by Pastor Eliza Durguti
of the "Kisha Udha e Shpetimit" [Way of Salvation Church] in Rahovec, selects two
passages of scripture in the process of contextualization/critical
contextualization, viz. John 1:29-34 and II Corinthians 4:7-11. Durguti expresses
that one of her favorite images of Jesus Christ is Qengji i Zotit [Lamb of God,] in
that when she awakes each morning, she looks at the sheep on the far hillside,
grazing. John the Baptist declares of Jesus, "Here is the Lamb of God who takes
away the sin of the world!" Qohn 1:29). Belkize, a BBB from Gjakova, comments
on John 1:33, "Ne kete varg e shohim edhe Jezusin dhe Frymen e Shenjte" [In this verse
we see both Jesus and the Holy Spirit.] Valbon, a BBB from Optemshe village
near Rahovec, adds, "Mbas pagezimit, Jezusi pati mundesi t'i dukej Izraelit" [After
baptism, Jesus was able to be revealed to Israel.]
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Nesib is a passage from one status or condition to another, according to this
hermeneutical community. Water baptism is also a passing from one status or
condition to another. In water baptism, a person who has professed faith in Jesus
Christ as Lord, Savior, and Messiah, declares that he is revealing his faith to all
who observe. The ritual of nesib is inherently secret, i.e. closed to outsiders and
strangers, open only to those who have already made this transition. In water
baptism, the rite of passage into the faith community is a public demonstration of
identity change, one in which all are invited to observe. However, Faton, a BBB
from Gjakova, notes, there is an element of exclusion in water baptism, in that in
a gathering such as this one, only those who have professed faith in Jesus Christ,
and subsequently been baptized in water, participate.
Following Faton's comment, the room erupts. Many persons concur, noting
that Jesus' baptism was in a river, a public space, although somewhat removed
from the city and its population. Liridon, a BBB from Rahovec comments, "Kur u
pagezova, shume njerez ishin prezente�familja ime, sholcet e mi, edhe shume te tjere"
[When I was baptized, many people were present�my family, my friends, and
many others.] Some persons, however, are reluctant to address the
public/private dimension of baptism, and note that they experienced fear upon
being baptized. Hysejn, a BBB from Xerxe, Kosova, comments, "Alcoma kam frike
qe njer'ezit do te dijne per mua" [I am still afraid that people will find out about me.]
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Although some persons articulate trepidation at concluding that the nesib
ritual must be interpreted in a new light, in reflecting upon John 1:29-34, the
majority of persons (19 of 21) agrees that water baptism, as a functional
substitute for the Bektashi rite, must have public (thus corporate) meaning, as
well as private (both individual and member-only) meaning.
Flamur, a BBB from Gjakova, opens a new segment of the theologizing, by
stating, "Ne vargun 33, e shohim shenjen e Perendise�pellumbi qe zbriton nga qielli
eshte shenja e pushtimit dhe bekimit" [In verse 33, we see the sign of God� the dove
that descends from heaven is the sign of blessing and authority.] Nesib is a sign
of identity, a sign of exclusion from the rest, a sign of inclusion into the Bektashi
tariqa. Nesib occurs the moment when a student expresses the desire to follow
the path outlined by Hajji Bektash Veli. This expression occurs only among other
initiated Bektashis in a teqe. The words used in this secret rite include these
three-faza [phase], ushtron [exercise], and God's name. In the same way, Flamur
exegetes, water baptism functions as a sign of identity, of our new relationship
with God, a sign of our exclusion from the Muslims, a sign of inclusion in the
Body of Christ.
Bela, a BBB from Rahovec, notes, "Kemi nevoje per nje simbol�nje shenje qe
tashti nejemi me Krishtin�Krishtere" [We need a symbol� a sign that now we are
with Christ�Christians.] At Bela's declaration, the scattered conversations
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cease. Bela is one of the eldest in this community� a patriarch of faith, once a
dervish, and recognized as a man of wisdom and authority. Like many Albanian
men, Bela speaks his mind in communal gatherings, unashamed, unafraid, and
unabashed. Heated exchanges highlight the conversations which ensue. Shefzat,
a younger man BBB from Xerxe, Kosova, well-liked and much-respected, asserts,
"Njeri prej simboleve te cilin Jezu Krishti e perdorte shpeshhere ishte peshku, edhe kemi
mesuar qe pasuesit e Krishtit e identifikonin vetveten me kete shenje. Une propozoj
shenjen e peshkut" [One of the symbols which Jesus Christ used often was the fish,
and we have leamed that Christ's followers identified themselves with this sign.
I propose the sign of the fish.]
Following the two declarations� the first by the elder Bela, and the second by
the upstart Shefzat, the group unanimously concludes that the symbol of the fish
will become theirs. The hermeneutical community notes that Kosova is known
for the many kinds of fish in its rivers and lakes {trofte, peshk guri, peshkfluturak,
pesh shigjete) [trout, rock fish, flying fish, and arrow fish.] All fish are God's
creation, the community agrees, and how could one of these creatures, created by
God, used by Jesus Christ, be anything but blessed?
The sense of unity amid diversity and the gusto of agreement upon a
common symbol drive the group forward. The Bektashi Background Believer
hermeneutical community reads through II Corinthians 4:7-11. Immediately
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upon concluding the reading, several comment at the same time about the
persecution they have experienced as a result of their decisions to self-identify as
followers of Jesus Christ. Pastor Eliza Durguti, of the Kisha Udha e Shpetimit in
Rahovec says, "Jam here iarishtere para tete vjeteve; kam ngrene shume perndjekje, por
do te vazhdoj deri ne fund!" [I became a Christian eight years ago; I have
undergone {the Albanian is actually "eaten"} much persecution, but I will
continue until the end!] Faton, a BBB from Gjakova, comments, "Ne keto vargje e
lexojme per edhe vdekjen e Jezusit, edhe jeten e Jezusit" [In these verses we read about
both the death of Jesus and the life of Jesus.]
Flamur, a BBB from Gjakova, cites the ancient Albanian hero Skenderbeg,
who self-identified as athleti i Krishtit [the athlete of Christ]; the Kosovar seems to
exegete the biblical record through the life of this icon. Skenderbeg, according to
Flamur, hailed fiom a Christian family, and was taken hostage as a young child
to the Sultan's court in Adrianople. Forced to convert as a nine-year-old boy,
Skenderbeg was circumcised, given a Muslim name, and instructed in the
Muslim faith. Distinguishing himself among the host of hostages in service to
Sultan Murat II, the young Albanian was selected to receive training in the
imperial guard, called the Janissaries. When given reign over a Turkish army
regiment, Skenderbeg decided to rebel against his master, and to reclaim both his
Albanian identity and the faith of his childhood, Roman CathoHcism. Until his
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death in 1468, this greatest of Albanian heroes fought the Ottoman Turks,
leading his Albanian countrymen and women in the defense of Christian Europe.
"Ai Icurre nulc u deshperu" [He never despaired], declares Flamur, although he was
persecuted for his faith all of his life. Like Jesus Christ, our Albanian hero gave
his life so that we may live. In the same way, the Kosovar asserts, we must
continue carrying in our bodies the death of Jesus, so that the life of Jesus may
also be visible.
The Albanian hermeneutic of shembelltyre, i.e. indigenous parabolic structure
used to interpret extemal materials, comes into play often within the contextual
theologizing process. A new symbol, indigenous yet pregnant with possibilities
of infused meaning, has been selected by the hermeneutical community.
Identificationwith Jesus Christ, the early traditions of Christianity, and the
created order, couples with the new hybridized Bektashi Background Believer
identity, forging a sense of communality, camaraderie, and support. The
expression of the contextual theology analyzing nesibi is formulated in Appendix
C.
Chapter 5
Conclusions, Discussion, and Suggestions for Future Research
The Apostle Paul, writing to the contentious congregation in the Greek
city of Corinth, summarizes his missionary work, "I have made myself a slave to
all, so that 1 might win more of them ... I have become all things to all people,
that 1 might by all means save some. I do it all for the sake of the gospel" (I
Corinthians 9:19, 22-23.) Richard N. Longenecker comments on this declarahon,
"Perhaps some in the early church saw such a contextualization in the Gentile
ministry of Paul" (1999:175). My motivation, throughout the course of this
research project, has been that more persons of Albanian Bektashi religion and
culture might be won to the gospel. The task of contextualization, undertaken by
missionary and indigene collaboratively, has been scmtinized and measured,
examined as a theoretical model, and subjugated to experimental design and
statistical analysis. When the Apostle Paul spoke the words "I do it all for the
sake of the gospel," I believe he might have had in mind precursors to the tools
of modem academia.
In this fifth and final chapter, I will summarize the research endeavor, draw
conclusions based upon the results of the statistical analysis, discuss the
processes employed throughout this project, and then lay out possible
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missiological implications, predict long range consequences, suggest
contributions to the body of knowledge, and recommend possibilities for future
research.
Summary
The daunting challenge of Christian mission among Muslim peoples is
mitigated only by the resolve of followers of Christ to be his living letter, written
not with ink but with the Spirit of the living God. Persons hearing the call of
God and responding in humble boldness to the summons of the Spirit, must be
ready first and foremost to be converted; sharply confronted by their own
cultural accouterments; tenaciously committed to career-long humility, language
leaming, and cultural acquisition; and persistently self-analytical.
In contexts comprised by majorities of unevangelized peoples, the process of
contextualization heavily depends upon cultural understandings garnered by
evangelist-change agents, regardless of how limited and faulty these perceptions
may be. Relying upon the ever-correcting ministry of the Holy Spirit, missionary
evangehsts translate words and the Word sent by the Father, to persons often
radically disparate fiom them, though equally loved.
In the case of relationships with and evangelism of Albanian Bektashi, our
experiences with most revealed that our understandings of Albanian Bektashi
culture constantly evolved, i.e. were emitted, derived, or educed over the course
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of time. Our attempts at clothing the gospel of Jesus Christ in Albanian Bektashi
forms were justifiably often flawed, though not intentionally so. As Albanian
Bektashis began to profess faith in Jesus the Messiah, and as they experienced
visible changes in their lives and families, our initial bumbling contextualization
experiments were redressed, and fashioned into forms more comprehensible and
clear.
Following pilot trials with the initial research instrument� the
questionnaire� I reformulated it both linguistically and in format. The initial
round of interviews, pre-intervention, was extremely valuable both
anthropologically and missiologically. In addition to answering the 11
interview-questionnaire questions, the 40 Bektashis (20 BBBs and 20 devout
Bektashis) I queried provided voluminous information about Bektashism�
particularly Albanian Bektashism, and suggested other elements of belief and
practice they consider to be salient, pivotal, or foundational to this faith. The 40
Sunni Muslims (20 MBBs and 20 devout Muslims) I surveyed disclosed not only
responses to the 11 interview-questionnaire questions, but commented on a
range of ancillary and/or associated topics, including Muslim-Bektashi relations,
Mushm-Christian relations, identity issues (particularly those MBBs and devout
Muslims residing in the USA,) and Albanian, Bosnian, Romany, and Lebanese
nationalism. The eight exegetical-interpretive sessions conducted with the
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hermeneutical community in Gjakova, Kosova, were the apex of this
missionary's missionary career. To participate with these women and men in the
critical contextuaHzation/contextualization processes was an unparalleled
privilege. To be asked to wordsmith their theological formulations was a
humbling and emotional honor, paralleled by the exacting role of linguistic and
semiotic hairsplitting.
The second round of interviews, conducted after providing copies of the
contextual theologies formulated by the BBB hermeneutical community,
precipitated an arena ofmissiology not ever experienced by this missionary. The
critical contextualization of nine elements of Bektashi belief and ritual had been
thoroughly faithful to the Hiebert-Meneses theoretical model, framed in tones of
humihty and respect, devoid of rancor, and intensely missional. However, when
I observed the 80 interviewees read the theological formulations (in Albanian,
Macedonian, or English,) I noted highly emotional and passionate responses,
most often based upon self-identified faith commitment. Having preceded the
interviews with a disclaimer identifying myself as a researcher and
anthropologist, many respondents demonstrated a mixed bag of reluctance,
assent, or volatility, expressing a desire to counter the printed text, or to embrace
it. As the hermeneutical community which had formulated these contextual
theologies was absent during the interviews, the many interviewees sensed a
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degree of futility in responding, in that I refused to debate or discuss the
theologies or questionnaire. My sole intent during the interview process was to
be faithful to the scientific task. Notwithstanding, 53 of the interviewees
requested that I communicate to the hermeneutical community their wishes to
discuss and/or debate the formulations. Again, being faithful to the role of
researcher, I have expressed these 53 persons' wishes to the leaders of the
hermeneutical circle.
The hermeneutical community members have convened once again since the
initial round of interpretive sessions. The 21 members met in late December,
2006, to continue their work, addressing other elements of Bektashism deemed
pivotal by certain of the participants. The elements selected for this round
included the 12 imams, the Battle of Qerbeleja, nz/flz�prostration including the
sign of the cross, and tigbent� rope belt made from ram's wool.
The contextualizationmetric proposed and explained in Chapter three was
utilized by the hermeneutical community following their eight interpretive
sessions in August, 2006. Again, attempting to be faithful to the missiological
parameter of indigenous self-theologizing, I refrained from assessing, from my
etic vantage, where these faith communities and members perceived themselves
to be. Admittedly, in the selection of interviewees, I had made assessments
based upon this metric, believing that the 20 BBB respondents are at Level III; the
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20 devout Bektashi at Level 0; the 20 MBB respondents at Level 1, 11, or III; and
the 20 devout Muslims at Level 0. In the discussion section, I will present the
hermeneutical community's evaluations of this metric and its place within it.
Conclusions^^
Based upon statistical results tabulated by the SPSS software program,
initially we note differing directions of change pre-intervention to post-
intervention, based upon self-identified faith commitment. In response to
questions #1, #2, and #6, the means of the responses increase significantly for
BBBs. This increase signals an increase in the level of disagreement to the
statements, all three of which express affirmation of the trinitarian nature of
Allah, Ali, and Muhammad. For devout Bektashis, we note a decrease in the
means of the responses for all three questions pre-intervention to post-
intervention, reflecting an increase in the level of agreement to the statements. In
all six cases (BBB-three questions, devout Bektashis-three questions), the SD
decreases, reflecting a decrease in the spread of values of responses. In looking
at Pearson's Correlation Coefficient, question #6 has a value (.270) significant at
Survey questions were: #1) Allah, Muhammad, and Ali are the same; #2) Ali should be praised
just as Allah is praised; #3) The Festival of Ashurah is the most important festival; #4) The
Festival of Norus is the most important; #5) When I have a heart-to-heart discussion with
someone, this means I am doing something religious; #6) Muhammad, Ali, and Allah are one; #7)
God can forgive me without the intervention of an imam, a sheik, or a priest; #8) The Qur'an
speaks both about my personal life as well as my life in society; #9) The act of nesib is very
important tomy faith; #10) I believe that Jesus Christ is my Savior; and #11) I have accepted Jesus
Christ as my Lord and my Savior.
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the 0.01 level, denoting a correlation between faith commihnent and response.
Although I cannot conclude statistically that the intervention (the set of
formulations of contextual theologies related to the nine elements of Bektashi
theology and practice) was causal, 1 note that for BBBs, there is a simultaneous
concurrence of increased disagreement with all three statements. Likewise, for
devout Bektashis, there is a simultaneous concurrence of increased agreement
with the statements. Question #6 has a statistical correlation, i.e. direct
relationship, between faith commitment and response. 1 can conclude that there
is a reinforcement of articulated belief through reading the formulations of
contextual theologies, i.e. there seems to be an increase in understanding of the
gospel of Jesus Christ for BBBs. Using the same logic, for devout Bektashi, there
seems to be a decrease in understanding of the gospel.
Question #3 continues the statistical stream, i.e. BBBs demonstrate a
significant increase in the level of disagreement to the statement concurrent with
the intervention; devout Bektashis demonstrate a slight increase in the level of
agreement concurrent with the intervention. As in all cases thus far, the SD pre-
intervention to post-intervention decreased. Using the logic employed to this
point, there seems to be a significant increase in understanding of the gospel of
Jesus Christ for BBBs, simultaneous with the intervention. Likewise, there seems
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to be a slight decrease in understanding of the gospel for devout Bektashis,
concurrent with the intervention.
Question #4 is the first question to reverse the pattern established statistically
thus far. For both BBBs and devout Bektashis, there transpired an increase in the
level of disagreement to the statement concurrent with the intervention. The
change in mean for BBBs was 0.90; the change in mean for devout Bektashis was
0.30.
Question #5, like questions #1, #2, #3, and #6, reflected disparate directions in
mean change for the first two groups of interviewees. BBBs reported an increase
in the level of agreement to the statement following the intervention, while
devout Bektashis reported an increase in the level of disagreement. Of note
statistically is the first record of an increase in the SD, in the responses post-
intervention of the devout Bektashis. Such an increase reflects an increase in the
spread of its values from the mean. The SD increase may reflect an increase in
open-mindedness to the construct of muhabet among devout Bektashis.
Question #7 shows sharp increases in agreement with the statement in both
BBBs and devout Bektashis. This increase may be the most significant
missiologically of all 11 statements and theologies, in that the two survey
populations both report a concurrent increase in understanding of the
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forgiveness aspect of the gospel of Jesus Christ, and the direct access of God free
of human intervention.
Question #8 shows very slight statistical changes in means pre-intervention to
post-intervention. BBBs report a very sHght (0.05) increase in disagreement to
the statement. Devout Bektashis report a very sHght (0.24) increase in agreement
with the statement.
Question #9 shows very slight statistical changes in means pre-intervention to
post-intervention. BBBs report a very slight (0.10) increase in disagreement to
the statement. Devout Bektashis report a very sHght (0.15) increase in agreement
with the statement.
Question #10 shows very slight statistical change in means pre-intervention to
post-intervention. BBBs report a slight (0.10) increase in agreement to the
statement. Devout Bektashis report no change.
Question #11 shows very slight increases in agreement for both BBBs and
devout Bektashis (0.11 for BBBs and 0.01 for devout Bektashis.) Of statistical
note is the increase in SD for devout Bektashis, perhaps reflecting an increase in
understanding of the role of Jesus Christ as savior among them.
The partial correlation procedure generated two correlation coefficients of
high statistical significance; these resulted from questions #8 and #4A. The
variable of gender is significant for these two questions. Question #8, with a
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partial correlation coefficient of 0.836, represents a statistic warranting much
further study. The statement reads "The Qur'an speaks to me both about my
personal life as well as about my life in society." At this point, I can conclude
that one's gender strongly influences one's response to this statement, regardless
of faith commitment. Moreover, question #4A, yields a partial correlation
coefficient of 0.782. The statement reads, "The festival of Noruz is the most
important festival." At this point, I can conclude that one's gender strongly
influences one's response to this question, regardless of one's faith commitment.
Based upon these statistical results, and the 160 interviews-questionnaires, 1
draw these conclusions:
1. When respondents read the contextual theologies, this act generally
reinforces one's articulated beliefs, and/or self-expressed identity,
regardless of what those may be. This reinforcement of expressed
conviction and identity demonstrates an increase in the level of
understandings of the gospel among those already professing faith in
Jesus Christ, and a decrease in the level of understandings of the gospel
among those not professing faith in Jesus Christ. In interfacing the
contextualization metric 1 have proposed and utihzed, then, those persons
in Levels 1, 11, or IH, may increase their understandings of the gospel
through further critical contextualization of previously-held beliefs.
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Those persons in Level 0 may decrease their understandings of the gospel
through critical contextualization.
2- Contextualization of the gospel, at least among some Albanians, may be
most effectivelv carried out when biographv. both personal and national,
is the indigenizing mechanism. Question #4, the Noruz question, elicited a
proposed contextualization through the creation of an altemate festival,
infused with the biographies of national heroes and heroines, in tandem
with those of the BBB leaders. The repetition of centuries-old rites, in this
case the Noruz festival on March 21=', buttresses the Albanian Bektashi
cultural sense of unchanging reality. The alternation, doubly nuanced by
variations in the cosmic narratives� first by the broader Albanian context,
and secondly, by the gospel supracultural metanarrative, allows persons
hailing from the Albanian Bektashi heritage to be included within
enriched, and therefore a less marginalized cultural story, and also within
an enhanced state of new normalcy. It is perhaps for this reason that the
contextual theology formulated in response to the foundational Bektashi
doctrine of Noruz elicited an increase in the level of disagreement to
question #4 in both BBBs and devout Bektashis.
3. Contextualization of the gospel aspect of forgiveness, at least among
some Albanians, may be most effectively carried out when the variable of
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power is re-formu1atpd. Question #7, the forgiveness-intermediary
question, like question #4, the Noruz question, elicited a proposed
contexUialization through the creation of an alternate festival, infused
with the empowering of each participant to both seek forgiveness and
offer forgiveness. The proposal, moreover, would remove the central
clerical figure, and thus, would increase the chances for an actual
transference of agential ownership. By placing the power to bestow
forgiveness within the hands of each participant, there might be an
opportunity for participants to gamer increased understanding of this
aspect of the gospel. The evangel message of Jesus Christ's atoning
intercessory role for all persons may interface positively with both the
sense of existential communitas and concomitant anti-stmcture
characteristics of the corporate ritual.
4. One of the most influential benefits of contextual theology may be that
this form of deliberative discourse addresses the topic of advantage more
frequently than the topic of worth. Question #11, the evangelistic
question, elicited increases in agreement to the statement among both
BBBs and devout Bektashis. In scmtinizing the formulated contextual
theologies presented to the 80 interviewees, one notes both the motif of
worth, as well as the motif of advantage. As rhetoricians and
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psychologists affirm, "People being what they are, however, it is probably
true, as Cicero and the author of the Ad Herennium observed, that the topic
of advantage will appeal more frequently to more people than will the
topic of worth" (Corbett and Connors 1999:122).
5. Contextual theology, when understood as an innovation, must be
assessed within the theoretical model of adopter categorization, and may
engender increased inconsistency both among and within adopter
categories. Question #11, the evangelistic question, elicited an increase in
the standard deviation of responses given by devout Bektashis pre-
intervention to post-intervention. Based upon the normative experimental
analyses of confirmatory data analysis, increases in standard deviations
due to the intervention of an innovation, demonstrate an increase in the
level of inconsistency of responses. I infer, therefore, that the innovation
of this research project may have caused some of the survey population of
devout Bektashis to consider the relative advantage, compatibility,
trialability, and observability of the gospel of Jesus Christ, as exegeted by
the Albanian BBB hermeneutical community.
6. Postmodem alternative and feminist theological approaches, specifically
post-stmcturalism, provide insight into ffl/"sfr�Qur'anic exegesis� and
affirm the worth of the subaltern voice within Christianity. Question #8,
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the tafsir question, ehcited a partial correlation coefficient of .836, highly
significant for this shidy, in addition to future research. The theological
approach of post-structuralism, rather than destabilizing the subject of
woman and text, honors the diversity of variant readings of scripture, and
affirms women themselves. As Loraine MacKenzie Shepherd notes
(2002:56), "Every person is shaped by many social identities that are
sometimes conflicting and shifting." Whereas Enlightenment liberal
scholarship emphasized the discursive nature of the subject (woman in
this case) as an individualistic agency, and pre-Enlightenment thinking
stressed the corporate nature of subjects, post-structural thinking
"imderstands people discursively, in relationship to communities with
multiple individual identities" (Shepherd 2002:56). Confirmatory data
analysis, and particularly the partial correlation coefficient statistic,
confirms the variable of gender (whether natural or socially constructed)
as determinative in one's response to the question of Qur'anic
interpretation. Perhaps Wilfred Cantwell Smith (1993:71) is correct in his
assertion that
For every such [Muslim] worshipper, that 'something' is in part a
function of the meaning for it purveyed to them by their milieu, in
which this or that school of tradition predominates; and something,
further, that is in part a function of their own personal capacity,
insight, sophistication, piety, temperament, and the like�and indeed
also of their knowledge of Arabic.
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7. Bektashi religion contains seed-beds of beliefs that have served as
indigenous forms for the contexhiahzation task. The existing Trinitarian
formulation of Allah-Muhammad-Ali represents a centuries-old
understanding awaiting an infusion of Christian biblical belief, viz. the
Christian Trinity of Creator-Redeemer-Sustainer. The preparation of the
context through the prevenient grace of the Holy Spirit allows an
indigenous form to be contextualized with Christian meaning. Although
not every aspect of the existing doctrine coincided with a biblical
understanding, nonetheless the major, broad form was compatible. The
need for an expansion of meaning appropriating a local symbol is the
necessary missiological task. The implication of this study is that
missionaries are better served to leam a culture� including the religious
framework and understandings of a culture� so well, that such
indigenous symbols may be infused with Christian meaning for
redemptive purpose.
Likewise, the indigenous Bektashi practice of magfirat-i zunub {rrefimi
dite falja in Albanian) served as fertile soil for the implanting of the
Christian biblical gospel facet of forgiveness. The extant formulation of
confession and forgiveness, prepared by God's working through God's
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Spirit, served as a mold in which this dimension of the gospel could be
understood and indigenized.
It is perhaps this existing indigenous form of forgiveness that
elicited the most significant element for contextuaHzahon among Albanian
Bektashis. As Albanian Bektashi Background Believers communities of
faith (bashkesia) continue to consider how this element can be better
understood among other Albanian Bektashis, they are behooved to
demonstrate forgiveness at an interpersonal and communal level. When
forgiveness among persons is evident, perhaps confession to Jesus Christ
can become a viable option for pre-Christian Albanian Bektashis.
It must be stated that understandings of the gospel are not the
singular factor necessary for contextualization and the establishment and
development of the indigenous church. The work of God's Holy Spirit,
the attractiveness of a Christ-filled community of faith, the purpose and
energy of Christian witnesses, and the compassion of a missionary heart,
are but some of the additional elements essential for the clothing of the
gospel in another culture.
8. Through the use of Bayesian inference, the statistical package I have used
may serve to estimate the degree of belief in conclusion number one
above, i.e. that the act of reading contextual theologies and critical
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contextualizations reinforces one's self-articulated beliefs and identity.
Bayesian inference employs statiscal formulae to infer the probability that
a hypothesis may be tme.
Discussion
The 21 participants comprising the hermeneutical community of Albanian
Bektashi Background Believers meeting in Gjakova, Kosova, in August 2006,
scmtinized the contextualization metric I proposed in chapter three of this
document. Following the circle's eight interpretive sessions, 1 presented the
gauge to the group for its consideration and critique. I asked these persons to
self-assess, both individually and corporately, as much as the contextualization
metric allows, their understandings of the gospel of Jesus Christ, and how these
interface [nderfaqesojne] with their self-expressed faith commitment and identity,
as well as the five Jamesian domains of cognition, emotion-affect, volition,
belongingness, and spirituality-mystery. I have summarized their reports below.
The 13 Rahovecian congregants express the sentiment that their Udha e
Shpetimit Baptist congregation, in many ways, stands at Level III. Unsure of all
the linguistic terminology used in the contextualization metric, the 13 articulate
that they understand the gospel in many ways, and both before and through
these interpretive sessions, have gained clearer and deeper understandings of
their previous Bektashi faith, as well as their faith in Jesus Christ. Most of these
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Rahovecian Christ-followers identify the motif of the light of Christ as the
element of the gospel they most clearly understand.
Pastor Eliza asserts that many of her sermons and lessons carry this motif as
their core. Her desire and intent is to see reform in mental attitude, believing
that such would bring about great advantage in the community. Valbon and
Liridon believe that they feel a strong sense of Christ as the light of their lives
emotionally and spiritually. After six years of commitment to faith in Jesus
Christ, and suffering persecution at the hands of Bektashis and Sunni Muslims in
their community, these two young men express contentment and optimism,
following the Hght of Christ, which has led them out of darkness. Shpresa
comments that the light of Christ helps her in making decisions in the home, in
her neighborhood [mahalle], and in her work. "Qdo dite duhet t'i dorezohem
Krishtit, e di qe ai do te me jape drite per rrugen" [Every day I must surrender myself
fully to Christ, I know that he will give me Hght for the path.] Sabrije says that
Jesus Christ comes to her as Hght in dreams and visions [endrra]. The young
Albanian woman adds that she caruiot explain how this occurs, but testifies that
fiom time to time, she sees Jesus Christ as she reads the Bible and prays alone in
her room. Patriarch Bela contends that it is the light of Christ which brings this
community of faith together, and keeps it together.
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In observing the worship space at the Rahovec church one sees wax candles,
wall hangings, and drawings by church member Hajdar. The wall hangings and
drawings use indigenous symbols of light, grapes, bread, and hsh. As the church
building has been constmcted directly next to a mountain stream, the sounds of
gurgling water are often heard. Moreover, one notes the sign identifying the
church building as Bashkesia Baptiste "Udha e Shpetimit," ["Way of Salvation"
Baptist Congregation".]
" Bashkesia has a number of translations from Albanian into English. The Fjalor i Gjuhes se Sotme
Shqipe [Dictionary of Contemporary Albanian Language], published by the official govemment
organ Akademia e Shkencave e RPS te Shqiperise [The Academy of Sciences of the Peoples Socialist
Republic of Albanian], was published in 1980 in Tirane, Albania, at the height of the Communist
Era. I translate the irutial entry for the term "Having something in common with another, the
presence of a commonality with another; the association of two or more things based upon a
commonality." The second entry I translate "A group of people that are connected and united by
heritage, by living conditions, by ethnic characteristics, by common interests or purposes, etc.; a
group of places or peoples (ethnicities), that are connected by historical conditions or by mutual
economic, social, and political interests." The third entry I translate "A form of organization of
society in the order of a primitive commune, when people possessed together the means of
production and self-govemment; a form of such that was maintained partially and later in society
by classes; a commime." The fourth entry I translate "An entirety of units or elements that have a
common self, their characteristics." The fifth entry I translate "The entirety of geologic zones and
layers that have a common composition or construction." Since the demise of Communism in
Albania, Macedonia, and Kosova, we have observed a sharp increase in the use of this term for
gatherings of Christ-followers. While the usage of the term kisha [church] is prevalent in Albania,
identifying Roman Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant, Evangelical, and Pentecostal religious groups,
the term is used only for Roman Catholic Albanians in Macedonia and Kosova. When asked
about the rationale for the choice of this term, Albanian Protestant, Evangelical, and Pentecostal
Christ-followers in the former Yugoslavia mention the usage of the term LipKBa [Serbian and
Macedonian "church"], insisting that this term carries such negative associations for Albanians,
that they cannot and will not use the Albanian equivalent kisha to identify either the people or the
edifice. Many Albaruan church leaders believe that this attitude will change over time, especially
in Kosova, as Albanians now have attained a level of cultural hegemony. A number of other
translators (Christian Vogel, Pavle Kostadinov, Vilma Hajredini, and Steve Leed), thus> translate
the Albanian term bashkesia as "congregation" or "fellowship."
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The eight Gjakovar congregants express the opinion that their Jeta e Re [New
Life] congregation stands at Level II in some ways, and at Level I in other ways.
While sensing affinity with the gospel metaphor of the light of Christ, these
Albanian BBBs articulate the gospel motif of the Trinitarian nature of God as that
which they understand most clearly. Four of the Gjakovar participants (Belkize,
Faton, Flamur, and Vjollca) tell that these interpretive sessions have been very
helpful for them in understanding more about the relationship among the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit, and have helped to clarify the distinctions between
Bektashi and Christian beliefs. These four express appreciation for the input of
the Rahovecian congregants in these sessions.
When queried as to why their congregation stands at Level II in some ways
and at Level I in other ways, Flamur notes that many persons active in the
Gjakova Jeta e Re congregation are wrestling [mundohen] with who they are in
Christ� are they stiU Bektashis or not? Only recently has this congregation
begun conducting worship services and Bible studies in the Albanian language.
The missionary who leads this congregation does not speak Albanian, and his
sermons and lessons are translated by a local believer who speaks English,
Hekuran. Flamur adds that only when traveling to a combined worship service
with the Rahovec congregation, or several of the Prishtina congregations, does he
hear preaching and teaching in Albanian. Furthermore, the missionary leading
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the Jeta e Re congregation is not open to addressing issues related to Bektashism,
either pubHcly or privately.
Belkize comments that she learns about the Christian Trinity through the
missionary's teaching and preaching. She also feels the power of the Holy Spirit
in her Hfe, especially at work and in her family. Vjollca says that she experiences
the closeness of God through her prayers to Jesus. The young Abetare, who has
participated verbally very little, tells that she used to pray to Imam Ali, but now
she prays to Jesus and sings to him in worship songs. The indigenous leader
Faton describes the drawings and paintings of Jesus which adorn the worship
space in the Jeta e Re church building. He notes that all of these were done by the
Rahovecian Christian artist Hajdar, who is a member of the Rahovec Udha e
Shpetimit Baptist Church. One of the drawings is of Jesus as a shepherd, wearing
an Albanian gune [long, woolen cloak.] A second is of Jesus leading an army,
dressed in the distinctive garb of Albanian hero Skenderbeg. A third painting is
of Jesus holding a child victim, now orphaned, of the Kosovan War.
Missiological Implications
In chapter one I deHneated four implications to which this study speaks
within the discipline of missiology. At this point I will reiterate those four and
expand upon them in light of the research data and analyses.
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The contexhiaHzation mehric I created and used guided followers of Christ to
self-assess their own faith development, both individually and corporately. In
the final session I conducted with these 21 BBBs (and which I reported in precis
form above,) participants reported further spiritual formation and discipleship as
a result of both the eight interpretive sessions and the self-evaluation. The
contextualization metric I have proposed and used throughout this research
project is, admittedly, context-specific. Notwithstanding, I contend that the
instmment could be re-formulated to be inclusive of other venues and faith
traditions. It has helped, at least among these Albanian BBBs, to further spiritual
growth, including testimonies in all five of the Jamesian domains of the varieties
of religious experience. Wilham James' five domains of religious experience,
although paradigmatically antiquated and anecdotally communicated,
nonetheless, remain beneficial for understanding the interface between the
cosmic and mystic, and the human. Later models, if they exist, tend to
overemphasize empiricism, as the expense of both emotion and transcendent.
It is my hope that the congregations in Kosova will continue to conduct such
hermeneutical sessions, and will implement the missiological applications they
have proposed during these interpretive periods. In the event that they do, the
message and ethic of Jesus Christ will be more deeply and broadly applied
within the Albanian Bektashi context.
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The survey instrument employed in this study has abetted the work of
contextualization, as it has been piloted, refined, and utilized among BBBs,
devout Bektashi, MBBs, and devout Muslims. When coupled with interviews,
both pre-intervention and post-intervention, the survey has proven to be
statistically reliable (consistent over time.) Notwithstanding, the weakness of the
instmment, I beheve, has been in its validity, i.e. measuring what it is intended to
measure. Although several elements were included to increase instrument
validity, viz. the repetition of question #1 in question #6�with changes in
wording, and the inclusion of the negative question #7, a myriad of factors
(emotions, motivation, time, cultural differences, linguistic parallax, verbal
reasoning, articulation� to name only a few) increases the complexity of
researching issues of faith. I am convinced, however, that the experimental
design, i.e. pre-intervention survey/questionnaire ? hermeneutical
community's interpretive sessions and contextual theologies/critical
contextualizations ^ reading by respondents ^ post-intervention
survey/questionnaire, is a worthy mechanism to further contextualization,
particularly among some, if not many, Muslim populations. The indigenous
cultural compulsive of muhabet, specifically incorporated in religious dialogue, is
invaluable as a contextualizing agent.
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In chapter two as I examined the appropriate literahires of the
phenomenology of Bektashi rehgion, specifically the praxis of Bektashism, I
noted that identity is a subjective reality, constmcted socially, and that there
exists a polarity of two processes operating simultaneously: the interiorization of
sociahzed Gemeinschaft (fact of community), and the exteriorization of
Gemeinschaftsglaube (belief in community.)^ The contextualization process, as I
have come to understand it experientiahy, incorporates critical contextualization
of extant phenomena, i.e. analytic rehiterpretation, and mimesis� the creative
imitation of existing forms� infused with new gospel meanings.
Contextualization, hence, is an interiorization of a new identity-reality, and an
exteriorization of belief in community. My contention is that muhabet, as
understood by Albanian Bektashis and Albanian BBBs, is perhaps one of the
most effective instruments in the implementation of this task.
The third missiological imphcation of this research is that contextualization
occurs, at least among certain populations and faith communities, as a
multifaceted complex. The gospel is multidimensional, engaging at least five
realms of human experience (cognitive-cerebral, affective-emotional, volitional,
spiritual-mystical, and belongingness.) Various elements of the gospel are
contextualized at different rates, and to different degrees. Whereas one element,
" See discussion on page 77.
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e.g. the Hght of Christ, may be thoroughly contextualized in the five Jamesian
domams, with fuH utilization of indigenous symbol and ceremony, accompanied
by radical changes in worldview and identity, eschewing split-level Christianity,
another element, e.g. reconciliation, may be completely uncontextuahzed, or only
partially contextualized. Missiologists and missionaries are behooved to assess
both their theologies of the gospel as weH as their theology of contexhialization.
The balance of scripture is uppermost, "Tmly I tell you, unless you change and
become like children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven" (Matthew
18:3) and "Do your best to present yourself to God as one approved by him, a
worker who has no need to be ashamed, rightly explaining the word of truth" (2
Tunothy 2:15.)
The fourth missiological implication of this study informs the relationship
among contextualization. Islamic studies, church planting, and leadership. The
palimpsestic context of Albanian Bektashism, influenced both by gender-
inclusive Titoistic and Enverian Communism, as well as normative Sufism,
predisposed many of those who have responded to the gospel of Jesus Christ in
positive ways, to tolerate, if not accept unquestioningly, women in religious
leadership roles. This church-planter's theology of call and spiritual gifts
nurtured the Spirit-induced rise of several indigenous women to transformative
leadership roles within the Bektashi Background Congregations, especially in
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Rahovec, Kosova, but also in Skopje, Macedonia, and Tirana, Albania. Pastor
Ehza Durguti, whom I have referenced many times in this document, has been
recently elected (October 2006) as the Kryetarja e Bashkesis'e Baptiste te Kosoves
[President^ of the Baptist Fellowship of Kosova.] In the November 2006 annual
conference of the Presidents of Baptist Unions in Europe, held in Prague, Czech
Republic, Pastor Eliza Durguti, representing Kosova, held the distmction of
bemg the only female president from Eastem Europe, and the only former
Muslim.
The indigenous opermess to women in leadership roles within the Albanian
Bektashi context, serves as another seed-bed in which contextualization has
occurred. The existing egalitarian nature of Bektashism has offered women
hailing from this context a launch pad for leadership within the Christian faith
commimity. The consequent freedom Albanian Bektashi Background Believer
women leaders have enjoyed, engendered by this researcher's theology of calling
and gifts open to all foUowers of Jesus Christ, has given witness to at least one
facet of the gospel within the larger patriarchal culture, viz. service and equality.
Although not all Christian congregations exhibit such openness presently, I
contend that as the indigenization process continues, some degree of women in
Christian leadership will be evident in each bashkesia in the future. I must note
'
The Albanian language term kryetarja carries a feminine ending, in this case.
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that the highest level within Bektashism to which women can attain is that of
dervishe. At this point, I contend that the Christian gospel's nuance of
empowerment and emancipation, particularly for women, serves as both an
altemative for women called to leadership roles, and as a gate opener or ceiling
breaker to those roles. Bektashism' s limitation on the level of leadership, when
seen through missional eyes, is a plus for the task of Christian mission.
In our era of post-modernism and post-liberalism, women, such as Pastor
Eliza Durguti, once subaltern and at least triply marginalized, are now taking
their rightful place at the table, and their voices are being heard. The tools of
liberal scholarship, e.g. post-structuralism and post-colonialism, have been and
are being implemented for the sake of the gospel of Jesus Christ.
The fifth missiological implication of this research is the engagement of inter-
ethnic and inter-religious conflict, and the impact of contextual theologies on
reconciliation. Although addressed in an almost surreptitiously ancillary fashion
in the hermeneutical session related to magfirat-i zunub (rrefimi and falja)
[confession and forgiveness,] the motif of interethnic (and to a degree, inter
religious) relations between Kosovar Albanians and Serbs was challenged head
on. When caustic responses to the mention of the "Other" (read "Serb") were
sparked among some participants, wiser voices of spiritualmaturity, at least in
this case, prevailed, and cauterized raw and tender wounds lingering from the
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1999 Kosova War and its consequences. The unique role of forgiveness, and its
treatment by both Islamic (Bektashi) and Christian faith, galvanized this
interpretive circle's missional influence within the broader Balkan context. While
not any longer necessarily the "elephant in the middle of the room," interethnic
relations (including inter-religious relations) will remain culturally subcutaneous
for decades, if not centuries. The spiritual perspective and nuancing of
forgiveness within the broader cultural context will elevate this tiny faith
community's role and status in Kosova. While the phenomenon of a ritualized
forgiving has been extant within both Kosovar Albanian Bektashi and Serbian
cultures for centuries, there has not been a demonstrable degree of societal
and/or cultural change related to this conciliatory process. While the form of
ritualized forgiveness has been present, the meaning of forgiveness within both
cultures necessitates expansion, based upon scriptural reflection and ontological
analysis. The missional task of these Albanian Bektashi Background Believer
fellowships will be to proclaim the gospel essence of forgiveness, between and
among all elements in Kosova, both intraethnic, interethnic, and interreligious.
The sixth missiological implication of this study is the import and recognition
of visions and dreams experienced by devoutMuslims, including Bektashi, and
Muslim Background Believers, including Bektashi Background Believers, as
authentic and viable. While historical Christian missions may have, because of
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Enlightenment and/or modernistic worldview stipulations, discredited or
disbelieved such phenomena, present-day missiologists and missionaries are
compelled to understand and be open to, albeit within scripUiral parameters and
subject to humble scmtiny, the spiritual-mystical realm of religious experience.
A sound theology of the Trinity, at least in its function, if not in its ontology, will
inform cross-cultural (and cross-sub-cultural) missioners and enhance Christian
mission.
The seventh missiological implication of this research is the relationship
between contextualization and the formation and reinforcement of identity,
particularly the evolution of a BBB or MBB community of faith's (personal and
collective) project (or hybrid, as understood by Ingleby) and resistance identity to
legitimizing identity. As Manuel Castells (2004:10) cites Alain Touraine, "The
desire of being an individual, of creating a personal history, of giving meaning to
the whole realm of experiences of individual life," and then postulates, "The
building of identity is a project of a different life, perhaps on the basis of an
oppressed identity, but expanding toward the transformation of society as the
prolongation of this project of identity" (2004:10 emphasis mine). Castells'
example is apropos, "The final reconciliation of all human beings as believers,
brothers or sisters, under the guidance of God's law, be it Allah or Jesus, as a
result of the rehgious conversion of . . . societies" (2004:10). The missionality of
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this hermeneutical community, and the associated missionality of the
congregations which comprise it, will increase the rate of change from one
identity posture to another. As Kosovar Albanians are in the midst of rapid
cultural shift, even in this liminal period of history, these BBB communities stand
at a pivotal kairos moment, pregnant with missional possibilities to impact
Kosovan culture at large.
The missionary community within Kosova has not embraced
contextualization as the essential mandate of Christian mission. As I have
reported in chapter four of this document, the Gjakovan congregation in which
many participants in the hermeneutical community participate, has refused to
broach the topic of Bektashism, and has been loathe to hold conversation about
Bektashi elements of theology and practice. My approach at missionary work,
including the development of indigenous Albanian Christian hymnody, dance,
art, discipling modules, preacfung, counseling, literature, and other media, has
been labeled "renegade," "overly cultural," "pioneering," and "pushing the
limits." Admittedly, the monumental obstacles posed by the Albanian language,
the lack of a written Gheg grammar and literature, rapid cultural shifts, political
upheaval, threat of violence, and the palimpsestic nature of Balkan cultures in
general, are a daunting and formidable challenge to even the most energetic and
passionate. If anything, the contextualization task essentializes study, research.
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commitment, and persistence. The missionary community within Kosova,
tragically, although well-intentioned and good-natured, nonetheless places other
missional tasks higher among their priorities.
Long-Range Consequences
Where will the hermeneutical community comprised of Bektashi Background
Behevers go from this point? In the short-term, as I mentioned earlier, another
series of uiterpretive sessions was conducted in December 2006. Plans for the
March 21=' re-formulated festival of Noruz are m full gear. The BBB
congregations are continuing to conduct joint worship services and believers'
baptismal services in Liqeni Radovich. To date these mutual events are inclusive
only of BBB congregations in Rahovec and Gjakova, Kosova. This is not by
intent, according to Pastor Eliza Durguti and Gjakovan leader Faton Grenza.
Both Kosovars expressed the desire to invite others, including Albanians, Serbs,
and Macedonians.
I believe that this research project may elicit these long-range consequences in
the future. One of the young men from the Rahovec congregation, Liridon, has
begun biblical and theological studies at the Intemational Baptist Theological
Seminary in Prague, Czech Republic. Liridon, prior to his conversion to
Christian faith, was in line to be a dervish. A dramatic conversion experience, as
recorded in chapter four of this document, catapulted this brilliant Kosovar
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Albanian to rapid spiritual formation. Approximately two years ago, Liridon
reported that he had heard the call of God to pastoral leadership and evangehsm
among Albanian people. After his first semester at IBTS, Liridon has earned a
cumulative grade point of 3.89 on the American grading system. Ah shidies at
IBTS are conducted in Enghsh. Academic Dean Peter Penner reports that Liridon
has done "remarkably well, and shows demonstrable signs of tremendous
potential." I personally discipled this young man from his conversion to
Christian faith, until June 2005, and can testify to his impeccable English skills,
his deep spirituality, his knowledge of the scriptures, his academic prowess, and
his passion for the Lord Jesus Christ and his people. Liridon' s participation in
the hermeneutical community, and his assistance to this researcher, were
invaluable and selfless. His continuing studies, including his transformative
leadership within Bektashi Background Believer communities, not only enrich
this study, but also the kingdom of God among Albanians. The initial long-range
consequence I foresee is further understandings of the contextualization of the
gospel of Jesus Christ among Bektashi populations, through the continuing work
and study of Liridon Durguti.
Although anathema to some within the hermeneutical circle, inter-faith
dialogue with devout Bektashi sheiket [clerics] will be a long-range consequence
of this study. In my interviews, four of the devout Bektashi I interviewed are
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Bektashi sheiket: three in Kosova and the fourth in Taylor, Michigan. All four
gentlemen expressed overwhelming desire to continue muhabet with me, and
with other Albanian Bektashi who have come to faith in Jesus Christ. In
communicating this desire to members of the hermeneutical community in
December 2006 and January 2007, 1 strongly encouraged future conversations
between these Albanians, including email or telephone conversation with those
in Taylor, Michigan. Although Faton Grenza and several other participants
balked at this proposal. Pastor Eliza Durguti, Valbon Kabashi, Hysejn Thagi, and
Barlet Gojani embraced the idea. My comment to these Albanian BBBs was that
muhabet related to their contextual theological formulations would serve a dual
fimction, viz. to further clarify their own understandings of the gospel of Jesus
Christ and to bear witness to their faith in Christ among other Albanian Bektashi.
I contend that at least the four listed participants will engage the four Bektashi
sheiket in inter-faith dialogue, and will seek to build bridges of mutual respect
and imderstanding.
The third long-range consequence of this research project will be the
deepening interest, particularly among non-Rahovecian BBBs, in indigenized
Albanian, and Albanian Bektashi, symbols and ceremonies in Christian
discipleship and worship. Perhaps the most astonishing aspect of the entire
hermeneutical process for the Gjakovar BBBs was the use of Albanian language.
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Albanian cultural categories, Albanian cultural motifs, Albanian music, Albanian
art, and Albanian foods employed by the Rahovecian congregation. Having
heard the gospel articulated in Albanian�especially dialectical Gheg Albanian�
and discussed in heart language, was evidently a first-time experience for at least
several of the Gjakovars. The freedom and ease the Rahovecians exhibited in
explaining, questioning, probing, and scrutinizing their faith left the Gjakovar
BBBs at times speechless, and at other times confused. In fact, Gjakovar BBBs
questioned the use of Albanian Gheg terms for biblical terms and phrases used
by the Rahovecians, challenging the word selection in Serbian. This, in spite of
the historical quirk which has stigmatized Rahovecian Albanians and their city
as i vetmi qytet ne Kosove kuflitet Serbishtja [the only city in Kosova where Serbian
is spoken.]
Two examples of this Gjakovar-Rahovecian linguistic differentiation may
elucidate this phenomenon: 1) in discussing the foundational Bektashi doctrine
of Wahdat al-Wujud,^^ in which I suggested the Turkish term birlik, two Gjakovars
immediately translated the term as e^wHCXBO, the Serbian term for "unity."
While the Rahovecians clearly understood the Serbian term, there was visible
distaste at its mention. Shefzat, perhaps the most educated among the
Rahovecians, responded with nuanced disdain, suggesting instead the Albanian
This is discussed in Chapter 4.
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term njesia. 2) In discussing the proposed re-formulated festival of Noruz, as
Pastor EHza Durguti, Hysejn Thagi, and Shefzat Kryeziu (all Rahovecians)
initially suggested the inclusion of biographies of Albanian heroes and heroines,
including Skenderbeg and Mother Theresa. The observable initial response by at
least three of the Gjakovars (Belkize, Abetare, and Barlet) was as of a child tasting
ice cream for the first time. Leaming of the Albanianness of the gospel of Jesus
Christ was erdightening and invigorating, demonstrated by the energy of the
creative process in the missiological re-formulation of the festival.
The facet of language is not the only element of indigenous symbol and
ceremony to be explored and utilized in the long-term from this point on. I
assert that other Albanian congregations, both Bektashi Background Believers
and others, will continue to indigenize the gospel, and critically contextualize
elements of pre-Christian faith expressions. As Kosova gains her freedom from
the Serbian yoke,^^ I contend that the Kosovan Church� in all her formulations�
will be both Albanianized and Kosovized (if I may coin this term) at a rapid pace.
This research has accelerated that process.
The fourth long-range consequence of this research will be increased
cooperation and ministry to the most marginalized within the southwestem
In the January 30, 2007, New York Times article "NATO Prepared for North Kosovo 'Domino
Effect,'" Reuters reports that special UN envoy to the Balkans Martti Ahtisaari will present his
blueprint for Kosovan independence on Friday, February 2, 2007, to the United Nations for final
approval.
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Kosovan context, especially to victims of the Kosovan War. Two aspects of
Christian mission�evangehsm to pre-Christian populations and ministries of
justice and mercy�were frequently mentioned in each of the eight interpretive
sessions, as obhgatory responsibilities of these Christ-following communities and
individuals. The heart-rendhig testimonies of several participants, coupled with
the passion of personal experience, will galvanize this hermeneutical circle, in
whole or in part, to augment the services presently being carried out to those
who have suffered tremendously, and who continue to bear the scars of massacre
and terror. These expanded ministries will include increased commitment to the
physically challenged and the handicapped, their families, widows, orphan
children, and those now working in the human trafficking industry as sex
workers. Participants mentioned each of these groups as persons most in need of
the gospel of Jesus Christ, in all its dimensions.
The fifth long-range consequence of this researchwill be the increased
proclamation of the gospel in various forms. Bolstered by their participation in
the hermeneutical community, and having probed their faith, the participants
will more actively engage in personal evangelization in multiple contexts. In
Gjakova, the gospel will be presented in market-place evangelism by persons
such as Faton, Flamur, and Vjollca. In Prishtina, the gospel will be proclaimed in
university contexts by Kosovars such as Shefzat and Fidan. In women's groups
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and forums, testimonies to faith in Christ will be presented by women leaders
such as Pastor Eliza and Shpresa.
Contributions to the Bodv of Knowledge
The 11 V2 year process my wife and I have engaged in among Albanian
people represents only a tiny link within the history of Christian mission among
this ancient Balkan people. This research project has stretched me, as I have
continued to meet more Albanians in the Albanian fatherland, other Albanian
populations in the Balkans, and in the USA. Notwithstanding, the rigor of the
scientific process, and the results of this research's experimental design, has
caused me to reflect upon this work's contributions to the larger body of
knowledge within the myriad disciplines it informs. I humbly suggest four
possible contributions to the academy.
The primary research question and the consequent results inform the field of
contextualization. My overarching premise has been that while there exists a
plethora of theories regarding contextualization, there has been a concomitant
dearth of contextuahzation praxis. Wfiile this research was limited to Albanian
Bektashi populations, nonetheless valuable learnings about the process and the
product of contextualization, and how these interface with contextual factors
such as gender and faith commitment were gained. I contend that these
learnings, and particularly their implications of the relationship between
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contextualization and the understandings of the gospel, can be extrapolated to
other venues, peoples, and faith commitments.
The second contribution provided by this study is to the field of Islamic
studies. Leading Islamic scholars, both emic and etic, most frequently study
either Sunrd or Shi'a branches of Islamic faith. Even those scholars, e.g. Martin
Lings, Shaykh Ahmad al-Alawi, William C. Chittick, and Rkia Cornell,
examining and exegeting Sufism, seldom mention Balkan Islam, Albanian
Bektashism, and the engagement, albeit heterodox, of Islam and Christianity
within Sufist religion. This study has examined Albanian Bektashism, and the
phenomenological analysis of the experimental design offers perspective rarely
reported within the literature.
The third contribution of this project is to the field of gender studies,
particularly those focused upon women within Islamic contexts. Albanian
Bektashi Background Behever women leaders participating in this study,
specifically Pastor Eliza Durguti, Belkize Grenza, Shpresa Durguti, and Vjollca
Gojani, fieely, voluntarily, openly, and sacrificially testified, bore witiiess,
theologized, and divulged deep, significant, and vulnerable personal
irtformation. Each of these women leaders has experienced at least triple
marginalization in her lifetime, bears the emotional scars of that marginalization,
and carries its psychological baggage. Nonetheless, each of these Kosovar
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Albanians has become a hansformative leader in her own right, probing, albeit
unconsciously, issues of identity within her own family, her own fis, the bashkesi
in which she participates� and in some cases, which she leads, her
neighborhood, and the broader context in which she hves and serves the Lord.
The liberating power of the gospel of Jesus Christ, according to Pastor Eliza
Durguti, has both enabled and empowered her "te behem kush jam une sot" [to
become who I am today.] As other Rahovecians (both those who profess
allegiance to Jesus Christ, and those who have not yet) have testified, this
nonKMua^^ is a transformed woman, content, compassionate, and courageous.
Often it is now to Pastor Eliza Durguti that many Rahovecians turn for aid and
counsel, both material, emotional, and spiritual. Such transformation is not
completely positive, however. Patriarch Bela, Eliza's husband, reports that while
it is tme that this tiery and passionate preacher is no longer the bitter, acerbic,
and saturnine wife he once had, she is often driven, overly sacrificial, and
altruistic� to the point of physical and emotional exhaustion.
The fourth contribution to the field of knowledge I humbly propose is to the
field of identity studies. The theoretical constmct through which I view identity
(Manuel Castells', informed by Ingleby, Schreiter, and Kwok) has provided a
helpful and insightful framework in which to understand the divergent and
This ancient Bulgarian term may be best translated as "woman priest." I reiterate that in
Rahovec, by some quirks of history, the main dialect is very akin to modem Bulgarian.
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polarized aspects of personal experiences and relationships. I propose that
identity, specifically identity as self-understood and exegeted by some of the
persons included in this study, cannot be neatly categorized into any of the four
classifications proposed by Castells and Ingleby. Although much of their
paradigm, as well as the commentary by Schreiter and Kwok, are insightful and
counterintuitive to this blended discipline, i.e. sociological-psychological-
anthropological-missiological, in some cases I contend that all four identity
categories are operative within a single individual, and within a group dynamic
comprised of such individuals.
Possibilities for Future Research
This research project represents a beginning point rather than a completed
work in the arena of contextualization studies. While I assert that the principles
and theoretical models upon which this study has been designed, and
subsequently probed, are sound, many areas of further study and research
abound. My experiences with and studies of Albanian people are a highly
significant and meaningful part ofmy Hfe, I admit that this 11 V2- year work has
only begun to assist me in understanding and interpreting this ethnic group.
Albanians are not a monolithic ethnicity; each of the numerous sub-cultures
(Tosks, Ghegs, Kosovars, Diaspora populations, the Arbereshe of southem Italy,
the Qameri of northwestern Greece, Macedonian Albanians� to mention only a
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few) IS an intensely intriguing, complex, and precious creation of Almighty God.
The study begun in this project warrants similar research endeavors among all of
the Albanian sub-culhrres hsted above, as well as in other Albanian populations
yet unidentified. Post-modern, post-sh-uchiral, feminist, and post-colonial
methodologies may provide helpful frameworks in which to carry out future
anthropological and ethnographic studies of the myriad of Albanian sub
cultures, including the multiplicity of factors influencing them.
In addition to cultural studies, additional research should be carried out
exploring the relationship between identity and contextualization. I have noted
throughout this study that rarely, if ever, are these two disciplines interfaced. To
its credit, John Travis' C1-C6 Spectmm mentions several aspects of identity;
notwithstanding, missiologists and missionaries are behooved to further examine
how the gospel mandate of clothing the evangel in a culture's indigenous
garments correlates to respondents' understandings of their own transforming
identities. Furthermore, as the world Christian movement embraces Muslim
Background Believers, including Bektashi Background Believers, a hybrid of
contextualized/globalized Christian expression is empting. The resultant
interplay of indigenous venue with world community demands scrutiny.
A second area of future research which this study summons is the advantage
of social science tools�metrics and instmments� in the field of missiology. My
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feeble attempts at proposing a context-specific gauge of contextualization, and
the experimental design employing purposive sampling, interviews, and
questionnaires, should serve as a launch pad for other missiologists,
missionaries, and other mission practitioners, willing to test the process and the
product of indigenization. Admittedly, religious belief and expression are
notoriously difficult to quantify, and perhaps it is artificial or incongruent to
attempt to do so. However, all the tools available for the research task should be
considered open field in the work of the kingdom. As the Apostie Paul
pioneered, we are behooved to follow: "For though I am free with respect to all, I
have made myself a slave to all, so that I might win more of them" (I Corinthians
9:19.)
A third recommendation for future research is in the relationship between
contextualization and inter-ethnic reconciliation. As one aspect of the gospel is
its inherent peace-making ability, viz. "For he [Christ] is our peace; in his flesh he
has made both groups into one and has broken down the dividing wall, that is,
the hostility between us" (Ephesians 2:14,) a logical extrapolation of sound
contextualization is that as persons of differing ethnicities more deeply
understand the evangel, and respond to it in obedience, they will recognize the
hostility they maintain for persons of other ethruc groups. Academic research, in
addressing this relationship, would thus focus upon the level of
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contextualization in each group involved in inter-ethnic conflict, and the
resultant correlation of that gospel clothing to the inter-relationship.
A fourth recommendation for further research is in examining the
relationship, in light of the rapid Westemization (not globalization) in Kosova,
betv^een Balkan Islamic culture, gender, and leadership. If in the area of
leadership studies, the current definition of leadership provided by Joseph C.
Rost (1993:102) is essentialized, and the current literature of the development of
cross-cultural leadership is permitted to inform, the meta-leadership model I
have proposed formerly (Shaw n.d.:27-28) must be articulated and examined.
Rost's definition, "Leadership is an influence relationship among leaders and
followers who intend real changes that reflect their mutual purposes" (1993:102)
in no way counters the kingdom values compulsive to many cultural leadership
traits. However, the particular influence of Islam and how tafsir (Qur'anic
exegesis) informs leadership models, particularly hegemonic patriarchalism and
colonialistic patronage evident in the Balkans, represent a dynamic warranting
further study.
The fifth and final recommendation for further research is the area of the use
of indigenous symbol and ceremony in the tripartite function of evangelization,
discipling, and contextualization, specifically among Sufi Muslim populations.
As I have stated previously, I contend that there must be a linguistic
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accountability in Christian mission. The divergent missionary force presently
serving in Kosova, while energetic, passionate, compassionate, and resilient, has
often been delinquent in the use of indigenous symbol�primarily the Albanian
Gheg dialect. Lamin Sanneh' s guiding principle is iconic (1999:31): "Translation
forces a distinction between the essence of the message, and its cultural
presuppositions, with the assumption that such a separation enables us to affirm
the primacy of the message over its cultural underpinnings" (emphasis mine). I
contend that it is only through the use of contextualized (read "translated")
gospel, incorporating indigenous symbol and ceremony (including language)
that sound evangelization and discipling can occur.
Discussion of How to Use the Findings of this Research (A Layman's Guide)
A mission worker may find the results of this research useful in the following
ways:
^ The contextualization gauge I propose may help in discovering the
degree to which a group has made the gospel its own
^ A natural cultural method drawing upon story and biography may
assist a group in developing deeper understandings of the gospel
^ Confession and forgiveness, if already existing within a culture or
group, may be a natural avenue of clothing the gospel
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Selecting several beliefs and practices in the pre-existing religious
system for study, reflection, biblical critique, and analysis, and
looking at these v^ith local believers may speed a group or culture on
its way to making the gospel its own
^ A questionnaire, together with an interview, may help in giving
words to persons' opinions, thoughts, and beliefs
^ The contextualization gauge I have developed may help pre-
Christians and persons who profess faith in Christ to help clarify
identity issues.
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APPENDIX A
ANKETA
Nen cdo fiali poshte. lutem rrethoni pergjigjen tuaj.
1. Allahu, Muhameti, dhe Aliu jane njesoj.
Pajtohem
krejtesisht
Pajtohem S'ka rendesi Nuk
pajtohem
2. Aliu duhet lavdmar ashtu Allahu duhet lavdruar.
Pajtohem
krejtesisht
Pajtohem
krejtesisht
Pajtohem
krejtesisht
Pajtohem
krejtesisht
Pajtohem
krejtesisht
Pajtohem
krejtesisht
Pajtohem S'ka rendesi Nuk
pajtohem
3. Festa e Ashures eshte festa me e rendesishme.
Pajtohem S'ka rendesi Nuk
pajtohem
4. Festa e Nefruzit eshte festa me e rendesishme.
Pajtohem S'ka rendesi Nuk
pajtohem
5. Kur bej muhabet me dike, do te thote qe bej digka fetare.
Pajtohem S'ka rendesi Nuk
pajtohem
6. Muhameti, Aliu, dhe Allahu jane nje.
S'ka rendesi Nuk
pajtohem
Nuk
pajtohem hig
Nuk
pajtohem hig
Nuk
pajtohem hig
Nuk
pajtohem hig
Nuk
pajtohem hig
Nuk
pajtohem hig
Pajtohem
7. Perendia mund te me fale pa nderhyrjen e hoxhes, sheikit, ose priftit
Pajtohem S'ka rendesi Nuk
pajtohem
Nuk
pajtohem hig
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8. Kurani me flet edhe per jeten time personale edhe per jeten time ne
shoqeri.
Pajtohem Pajtohem S'ka rendesi Nuk Nuk
krejtesisht pajtohem pajtohem hig
9. Veprimi i nesibit eshte shume e rendesishme per fejen time.
Pajtohem Pajtohem S'ka rendesi Nuk Nuk
krejtesisht pajtohem pajtohem hig
10. Une besoj qe Jezu Krishti eshte Shpetimtari im.
Pajtohem Pajtohem S'ka rendesi Nuk Nuk
krejtesisht pajtohem pajtohem hig
11. Une e kam pranuar Jezu Krishtin si Shpetimtari im.
Pajtohem Pajtohem S'ka rendesi Nuk Nuk
krejtesisht pajtohem pajtohem hig
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE^^
1. "Si mendoni per Perendine? A mendoni ju qe Zoti eshte afer jush si Allahu, si
Muhameti, edhe Aliu? Ju lutem, a hint dakord me kete fjali, apo jo: Kur mendoi une. rreth
Perendise, une besoj se Allahu, Muhameti. e.dhp Aliu iane niesnj
"
["How do you think
about God? Do you consider God to be near you as Allah, as Muhammad, and
Ali? Please, respond to the following sentence: When I think about God. I
believe that Allah, Muhammad, and Ali are the samp,"] Rrethoni pergjigjen tuaj.
["Circle your response."]
Patjeter, Bie S'ka Nukbie Nukbie
absolutisht dakord rendesi dakord dakord hiq'�
2. "Kur mendoni ju rreth profetit Ali, si besoni? A besoni ju se profeti Ali duhet
lavdruar? Ju lutem, a bini dakord me kete fjali, apo jo: Kur mendoi une rreth profetit
Ali, une besoj se Ai duhet lavdruar taman si Allahu." ["When you think about the
prophet Ali, what do you beheve? Do you believe that the prophet Ali should be
venerated? Please, respond to the following sentence: When I think about the
prophet Ali. I believe that he should be venerated exactly as Allah is venerated."]
Rrethoni pergjigjen tuaj. ["Circle your response."]
Patjeter, Bie S'ka Nukbie Nukbie
absolutisht dakord rendesi dakord dakord hig
3. "Kur mendoni ju rreth festes se Ashures, e cila e perkujton Betejen e Karballes, si besoni?
A besoni ju se kjofeste duhet festuar? Ju lutem, a bini dakord me kete fjali, apo jo: Kur
mendoj une rreth festes se Ashures, une besoj se kjofeste duhet festuar." ["When
you think about the festival of Ashurah which commemorates the Battle of
Karbala, what do you believe? Do you believe that this festival should be
celebrated? Please, respond to the following sentence: When I think about the
festival of Ashurah, I believe that this festival should be celebrated.] Rrethoni
pergjigjen tuaj. ["Circle your response."]
Only the Albanian textwill be on the document used in interviews.
� These five phrases, reading from left to right, are translated, "Agree strongly," "agree
somewhat", "neutral," "disagree somewhat," "disagree strongly."
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Patjeter,
absolutisht
Bie
dakord
S'ka
rendesi
Nuk bie
dakord
Nuk bie
dakord hig
4. Kur mendoni ju rreth festes se Nefruzit, si besoni? A besoni ju se kjo feste 'eshte
me e r'endesishmja fest'e q'e duhet festuar? Ju lutem, a bini dakord me kete fjali, apo jo:
Kur mendoi une rreth fest'es s'e Nefruzit. une besoi se kjo feste 'esht'e m'e e rendesishmja
fest'e q'e duhet festuar. ["When you think about the celebration of Noruz, what
you beheve? Do you believe that this celebration is the most important
celebration to be celebrated? Please, respond to the following sentence: When
I think about the celebration of Nomz, I believe that this festival is the most
important hohday that should be celebrated.] Rrethoni pergjigjen tuaj. ["Circle
your response."]
Patjeter, Bie S'ka Nukbie Nukbie
absolutisht dakord r'end'esi dakord dakord hig
5. Kur e d'egjonifral'en "muhabet" g'ka mendoni? A ka rendesi te vegante kjofraleper
fejen tuaj? Q'far'e lidhjeje ka kjo fial'e me buke? Me dark'e? Ju lutem, a bini dakord
me ket'e fiali, apo jo: Kur mendoj une rreth fjal'es 'muhabet', une besoj se kjo fjale ka
lidhje t'e forte dhe te vegant'e me buke, me darke, edhe me dreke. ["When you hear
the word 'muhabet', what do you believe? Does this word have a special
meaning for your faith? What connection does this word have with the word
'bread'? With "dinner"? With "lunch?" Please, respond to the following
sentence: When I think about the word 'muhabet', I believe that this word has
a very strong and special connection to 'bread', to 'dinner', and to 'lunch.'"]
Patjet'er, Bie S'ka Nukbie Nukbie
absolutisht dakord r'end'esi dakord dakord hig
6. Kur mendoni ju rreth Perendise, si besoni ju? A besoni ju se Allahu, Muhameti, edhe
Aliu jane nj'e? Pre? Edhe nje edhe tre? Ju lutem, a bini dakord me kete fiali, apo jo:
Kur mendoj rreth Per'endis'e. une besoi se Allahu. Muhameti. edhe Aliu iane m'e
shume si nj'e. ["When you thmk about God, what do you believe? Do you
believe that AUah, Muhammad, and Ali are one? Both one and three? Please,
respond to the following statement: When I think about God, I believe that
God, Muhammad, and Ah are more a unity than a trinity.
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Patjeter, Bie S'ka Nukbie Nukbie
absolutisht dakord rendesi dakord dakord hig
7. Kur mendoni ju rreth rrefimit dhefaljes, si besoni ju ? A besoni ju se Perendia ju
fal vetem kur i rrefeheni hoxhes, ose sheikit? Apo, Perendia mund t'jufal pa
ndihmen e hoxhes, ose sheikit? Ju lutem, a bini dakord me kete fjali, apo jo? Kur
mendoj une rreth rrefimit edhe faljes, une besoj se patjeter duhet t'i rrefehem
hoxhes ose sheikit qe tejem i/efalur. ["When you think about confession and
forgiveness, what do you believe? Do you believe that God can forgive
you only when you confess to an imam, or a sheik? Or, can God forgive
you without the intercession of an imam, or sheik? Please, respond to the
following statement: "When I think about confession and forgiveness, I
believe that by all means I must confess to an imam or sheik in order to be
forgiven." 1
Patjeter, Bie S'ka Nukbie Nukbie
absolutisht dakord rendesi dakord dakord hig
8. Kur mendoni ju rreth kuptimit e Kuranit, si besoni ju ? A besoni ju se Kurani ju
flet me shume rreth shpirtit tuaj, ose rreth silljes suaj? Apo, besoni ju se Kurani
nuk ka lidhje as me shpirtin tuaj as me silljen tuaj? Ju lutem, a bini dakord me
kete fjali, apo jo: Kur mendoj une rreth kuptimit e Kuranit, une besoj se Kurani
me flet mua me shume rreth shpirtit tim. ["When you tfiink about the
meaning of the Qur'an, what do you believe? Do you believe that the
Qur'an speaks more to you about intemal matters, or more about extemal
matters? Or do you believe that the Qur'an has no connection with your
soul or with your behavior? Please respond to the following statement,
"When I think about the meaning of the Our'an. I believe that the Qur'an
speaks more to me about mv soul and intemal matters."!
Patjeter, Bie S'ka Nukbie Nuk
absolutisht dakord rendesi dakord bie
dakord
hig
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9. Kur mendoni ju rreth futjes se fejes, si besoni ju? A besoni ju se qe te jeni me
shume fetar edhe me serioz nefeje, duhet t'a kaloni nje veprim se nesibi, apo jo?
Q'ka do te thote kjo fjale 'nesib'? Ju lutem, a bini dakord me kete fjali, apo jo: Kur
mendoj une rreth fejes sime, une besoj se qe tejem me shume fetar edhe serioz,
patjeter duhet t'a kaloj veprimin e nesibit. ["When you think about your faith,
what do you believe? Do you believe that in order to be more reUgious
and serious about your faith, you must be initiated through the ritual of
nesibi What does this term 'nesib' mean? Please respond to the following
statement: "When I think about my faith, I believe that in order to be more
religious and serious, I by all means must be initiated in the ritual of
nesih."}
Patjeter, Bie S'ka Nukbie Nuk
absolutisht dakord rendesi dakord hie
dakord
hig
10. Kur mendoni ju per fejen tuaj, si mendoni? A besoni ju se Jezu Krishti eshte
Shpetimtari juaj, apo jo? Ju lutem, a bini dakord me Kete fjali, apo jo? Une besoj
se Jezu Krishti eshte Shpetimtari im. [When you consider your faith, what do
you believe? Do you believe that Jesus Christ is your Savior, or not?
Please respond to the following sentence. "I beheve that Tesus Christ is
my savior." Rrethoni pergjigjen tuaj. ["Circle your response."]
Patjeter, Bie S'ka Nukbie Nuk
absolutisht dakord rendesi dakord bie
dakord
hig
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APPENDIX C
CONTEXTUAL THEOLOGY FORMULATIONS
Contextual Theologv #1: Wahdat al-Wujud
Bektashinjte besojne se Allahu eshte njelloj me gjithgka, s'ka dallim as ndarje midis
Allahut dhe gjithgkaje ne bote, dhe ne hapesire. Gjithashtu Bektashinjte besojne se eshte
mekate shume e madhe te thuhet qe egziston digka pa egzistencen e Allahut. Ky parim
ose princip quhefbirlik." Qe t'e ket'e birlik ne vetveten, njeriu duhet patjet'er ta lufton
vet'en vazhdimisht, papushim. Bektashinjte besojne sejan'e shume afer tokes, vneshtes,
hardhis'e, rrushit, I'engut, edhe ven'es, edhe gezohen ne ato. Dhe besojne se egziston nj'e
dashuri (ashk) brenda ketij birliku. Ne, Bektashinjte t'e cilet e kemi pranuar Jezu Krishtin
si Shp'etimtarin dhe Zotin tone, besojm'e se ky parim ose princip esht'e kund'er m'esimeve t'e
shkrimit te shenjt'e, sepse besojm'e se Perendia, edhe pse 'eshte shume afer nesh dhe
krijes'es, nuk eshte krijimi ose krijesa. Do m'e th'ene ka dallim midis Krijueses dhe krijeses.
Nuk do t'e thote se Per'endia nuk kujdeset per krijesen; p'erkundrazi, Zoti kujdeset dhe e
dashuron shum'e krijesen. E pohojme ne se Perendia, Zoti Jezu Krisht kujdeset per ne,
p'er familjet tona, per ambientin tone, per popullin tone, p'er t'e gjithe shqiptar'et, dhe per
t'e gjithe popujt ne bot'e.
[Bektashis believe that Allah is equivalent w^ith everything, there is no distinction
nor separation between Allah and everything in the world, nor in the universe.
Bektashis also believe that it is a great sin to say that something exists without
the existence of Allah. This principle is called 'birlik.' In order to have
undifferentiated unity within one's self, a person must fight one's self
continuously, without pause. Bektashis believe that they are very near the earth,
the vineyard, the vine, the grape, the juice, and the wine, and they delight in
these. They also believe that there exists a love [ashk] within this undifferentiated
unity. We, Bektashis who have accepted Jesus Christ as our Savior and Lord,
believe that this principle is against the teachings of the Holy Scriptures, because
we believe that God, even though he is very near to us and to creation, is not a
created object or the creation. That is to say that there is a distinction between
the Creator and the creation. This does not mean that God does not care about
creation; on the contrary, the Lord cares about and loves the creation very much.
We affirm that God, the Lord Jesus Christ, cares about us, our families, our
environment, our people, all Albanians, and for all the peoples of the world.]
Contextual Theologies #2 and #4: Veneration of Ali and Noruz
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Bektashinjte besojne se Imam Alija eshte Njeriu i Fersosur, modelin te cilin ata duhet ta
ndjekin dhe imitojne. Gjithashtu shume Bektashinj besojne se Imam Alija eshte Zoti,
edhe patjeter prandaj duhet lavdruar. Sepse Allahu eshte shume larg njerezimit edhe
botes, Njeriu i Persosur, do me thene Imam Alija eshte ai qe me te vertete kujdeset per
njer'ezit dhe kujt i Men Bektashinjte. Per ket'e shkak Bektashinjte mbajne ikonat,
pikturat, vizatimet, dhe art te tjer'e te Imam Alise, duke besuar se keto u sigurojne atyre
sigurim, bekim, bereqet, dhe mbrojtje nga xhind'et, demonat, edhe gj'era t'e tjera t'e keqija.
Bektashinjt'e e quajn'e Imam Aline Hajdar, Drit'e, dhe el-Myrtezan. Me 21 mars gdo vit'e
Bektashinjt'e e festojne fest'en e Nefruzit. Ata besojne se kjo fest'e e perkujton ditelindjen e
Imam Alise. Ne, Bektashinjte t'e cilet e kemi pranuar Jezu Krishtin si Shp'etimtarin dhe
Zotin tone, besojm'e se Jezu Krishti 'esht'e ai i cili duhet lavdruar, sepse ai na erdhi neve,
dhe nep'ermjet sakrifices se tij, kaluam nga erresira n'e drite. Ndersa disa nga ne besojne
se Alija ende duhet lavdruar, shumica prej nesh besojm'e se vetem Jezusi eshte Zoti i
v'ertet'e, dhe vetem ai duhet lavdruar. Disave prej nesh iu duk Jezu Krishti nep'ermjet
'endrrave. Besojm'e ne se kemi p'erjetuar pranin'e e Zotit t'e v'ertet'e brenda nesh. Fjala e
Zotit na premton sigurin'e dhe thesarin n'e xhenete dhe n'e ket'e jete. Planifikojme t'e
mbajme nje feste t'e vegante me 21 mars gdo vit'e, dukefilluar n'e vitin 2007-in, n'e t'e cilen
do t'ua tregojme te gjithe pjesemarresve d'eshmit'e tona, se Jezu Krishti 'esht'e Drita e
Botes, dhe Drita esht'e jo vetem per ne, p'erkundrazi per t'e gjithe. Do t'iftojme te gjithe
njer'ezit n'e qytetet tona, sidomos Bektashinjt'e. Gjate kesaj feste, do t'ua tregojme historite
e Skend'erbeut, Nena Terezes, Gjergj Fishtes, dhe shqiptar'eve t'e tjere te cilet kane
d'eshmuar p'er besimin e tyre n'e Jezu Krisht.
[Bektashis beheve that Imam Ali is the Perfect Man, the model which they must
follow and emulate. Many Bektashis also believe that Imam Ali is the Lord, and
therefore by all means must be worshipped. Because AUah is very distant from
humankmd and the world, the Perfect Man, i.e. Imam Ali is the one that indeed
cares about people and to whom Bektashis pray. For this reason Bektashis keep
icons, pictures, drawings, and other art forms depicting Imam Ali, believing that
these ensure their security, blessing, cornucopia of good harvest, and protection
against jinn, demons, and other evil things. Bektashis call Imam Ali "Hajdar,"
"Light," and "el-Myrtezan." On March 21=' every year Bektashis conduct the
festival of Noruz. They beheve that this festival commemorates the birthday of
Imam AH. We, Bektashis who have accepted Jesus Christ as our Savior and Lord,
believe that Jesus Christ is the one who should be worshipped, because he came
to us, and by means of his sacrifice, we passed from darkness to light. While
some of us believe that Ali should still be venerated, most of us believe that only
Jesus is the tme Lord, and he alone should be praised. Jesus Christ has appeared
to some of us through dreams and visions. We believe that we have experienced
the presence of the tme Lord witiiin us. The Word of God promises us the
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security and treasure of heaven, even in this life. We plan to conduct a special
festival on March 21=* of each year, beginning in the year 2007, in which we will
tell all participants our words of witness, that Jesus Christ is the Hght of the
world, and the light not only for us-on the contrary, for all. We will invite all
the residents in our cities, especially Bektashis. During this festival, we will tell
the stories and testimonies of Skenderbeg, Mother Theresa, George Fishta, and
other Albanians, who have given witness to their faith in Jesus Christ.]
Contextual Theologv #3: Ashurah
Bektashinjte besojne se ashura eshte nje feste e domosdoshme per fejen e tyre. Gjate kesaj
feste, anetaret e tarikes pergatisin darken e vegante, e cila e simbolozin edhe bereqetin
bujqesor, edhe i kujton deshmitaret Hasan dhe Hysejn. Gjithashtu, gjellrat qe jane
pergatisur per kete feste jane te thjesta, dhe nje pjese e ketyre u jepet te varferve (te
vobektave). Ne, Bektashinjte te cilet e kemi pranuar Jezu Krishtin si Shp'etimtarin dhe
Zotin tone, besojm'e se gjersa kjofeste ka kuptime jobiblike dhe jokrishtere, gjithashtu
elementet te cilat shfrytezohen n'e p'ergatisjen e darkes se vegant'e jane sende te mira, t'e
bekuara, dhe t'e krijuara nga Zoti yne, Krijuesja e gjithg'kaje. Qdo here efestojme Darken
e Zotit, agjerojme, duke besuar se n'e ket'e menyre, e mbajme mend kurbanin e Jezu
Krishtit n'e kryqin e Golgotes. Do t'ua m'esojme bashkesite tona rreth kurbanit te
Krishtit, dhe kuptimit tone te Bektashizmit. Si reagim ndaj bereqetit t'e Zotit t'e cilit na e
ka dh'en'e, do t'i nenshtrohemi Per'endis'e. N'e keto menyra, do t'e vazhdojme te p'erjetojm'e
haren'e e jet'es.
[Bektashis believe that Ashurah is an essential festival for their religion. During
this festival, the members of the tariqa prepare a special dinner, which
symbolizes the agricultural harvest, and memorializes the martyrs Hasan and
Husayn. Also, the meals that are prepared for this festival are simple, and a
portion of them is given to the poor (the indigent.) We, Bektashis who have
accepted Jesus Christ as our Savior and Lord, believe that while this festival has
unbiblical and unchristian meanings, we also believe that the elements that are
used in the preparation of the special meal are good things, blessed, and created
by our Lord, the Creator of everything. Each time we celebrate the Lord's
Supper, we fast, believing that in this manner, we remember the sacrifice of Jesus
Christ upon the cross of Golgotha. We will teach our congregations about
Christ's sacrifice, and our understanding of Bektashism. As a response to the
Lord's bountiful harvest of blessings which He has given to us, we will submit
ourselves entirely to God. hi these ways, we will continue to experience the joy
of life.]
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Contextual Theologv #5: muhabet
Bektashinjte edhe te gjithe shqiptar'et, pavar'esisht nga feja ose konfesioni, besojne se
muhabeti 'esht'e nj'e bisede, i karakterizuar nga dhjete aspekta: 1) t'i ndihmosh tjetrit dhe
t'i mbash barrat, telashet, dhe hallet e tij; 2) t'ua shkarkosh barrat, telashet, dhe hallet e
tua, dhe te presesh ndihme dhe p'erkrahje (mb'eshtetje) nga tjetri; 3) t'i kerkosh keshille dhe
nderhyrje nga tjetri; 4) te pish kafe turke bashke me tjetrin; 5) t'e degjosh histori dhe
tregime familiare dhe fisore, dhe t'e kujtohesh bashke me tjetrin; 6) te m'esosh nga dikush
m'e i vjeter, me m'e shum'e p'ervoj'e jetesore, te degjosh dhe t'i zbatosh udhezimet q'e i
d'egjosh; 7) t'e marresh pjese me bashkebiseduesit; 8) te mesosh m'esimet morale, fetare, dhe
shoqerore; 9) t'e marr'esh vendime, dhe 10) t'i tregosh tjetrit lajme. Do t'ua hapim
shtepite tona te Zotit per muhabetxhi njer'ezit t'e mblidhen p'er t'e biseduar rreth geshtjeve
te ndryshme sipas nevojave te veta. Gjate ketyre muhabetve, do t'e marrim pjese, duke
d'eshmuar p'er besimin tone n'e jezu Krishtin.
[Bektashis and all Albanians, regardless of religion or faith confession, believe
that a heart-to-heart discussion is a conversation, characterized by ten
characteristics: 1) helping another person and carrying his burdens, trials, and
tribulations; 2) unloading one's burdens, trials, and tribulations, and expecting
aid and support from another person; 3) seeking counsel and intervention from
another person; 4) drinking Turkish coffee with another person; 5) listening to
stories and family and tribal stories, and remembering together with another
person; 6) leaming from someone who is older, with more life experience,
listening and implementing the instmctions that one hears; 7) participating with
other conversationalists in dialogue; 8) to leam moral, religious, and social
teachings; 9) to make decisions; and 10) to share news. We will open our houses
of the Lord for conversation groups to gather in order to converse about different
issues according to their own needs. During these heart to heart conversations,
we will participate, giving witness to our faith in Jesus Christ.]
Contextual Theology #6: Trinitarian Formulation
Bektashinjt'e besojne se Allahu, Muhameti, edhe Imam Alija jane nj'e. Gjithashtu besojne
se Imam Alija 'esht'e m'e i afer t'e nga t'e trite, dhe i d'egjon lutjet e tyre dhe ua komunikojn'e
ata Allahut. Sipas doktrinave t'e tyre, Allahu 'esht'e larg njer'ezimit dhe botes, dhe nuk i
interesohet shume rreth nesh. Ne, Bektashinjte t'e cilet e kemi pranuar Jezu Krishtin si
Shp'etimtarin dhe Zotin tone, besojm'e se I Ati, Jezu Krishti, dhe Fryma e Shenjte jane nj'e,
dhe njesoj; i cili i ka rolet e veta dhe punet e veta; edhe i cili e ka t'e nj'eten fuqi dhe
autoritet. Jezu Krishti edhe I Ati ndajne gjithg'ka. Ne i hedhim t'e gjitha shqetesimet
tona mbi Zotin tone, nep'ermjet Frymes s'e Shenjte. Ne te sip'er, besojm'e ne se Fryma e
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Shenjte vepron per hirin tone, sipas vullnetit te te Atit, duke garantuar bekimet e Jezu
Krishtit mbi ne.
[Bektashis believe that Allah, Muhammad, and Imam Ali are one. They believe
also that Imam Ali is the most intimate of the three, and that he hears and
communicates their prayers to Allah. According to their doctrines, Allah is
distant from humankind and the earth, and is uninterested in us. We, Bektashis
who have accepted Jesus Christ as our Savior and Lord, believe that the Father,
Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit are one, and the same; each has its own roles
and tasks; and each has the same power and authority. Jesus Christ and the
father share everything. We cast all of our worries on our Lord, by means of the
Holy Spirit. In doing this, we believe that the Holy Spirit acts on our behalf {or,
for our good}, according to the will of the Father, securing the blessings of Jesus
Christ for us.]
Contextual Theology #7: magfirat-i zunub, rrefimi dhe falja
Shumica e Bektashinjve besojne se anetaret e tarikes te pakten njehere ne vit'e duhet
patjet'er t'ua rr'efehen mekatet e tyre sheikit n'e teqe. Qdo vit'e Bektashinjt'e mblidhen p'er
t'ua rr'efyer s'e bashku n'e teqe t'e gjithe gabimet, fajet, dhe mekatet q'e kane bere n'e vitin
p'erpara. Mbas ketij rrefimi, Bektashinjte e degjojn'e fjalen e sheikit, i cili u tregon atyre
q'e nep'ermjet kurbanit t'e Hasanit dhe Hysejnit, dhe gjakut te tyre i derdhur n'e Qerbeleje,
jan'efalur. Ne, Bektashinjte t'e cilet e kemi pranuar Jezu Krishtin si Shp'etimtarin dhe
Zotin tone, besojm'e se ne jemi falur vet'em nep'ermjet gjakut t'e Jezu Krishtit, i derdhur n'e
kryqin e Golgot'es. Gjithashtu ne besojm'e se kjo falje 'esht'e e life dhe prezent p'er gdo njeri
n'e bot'e, n'e gdo vend dhe n'e gdo moment. Besojm'e ne se s'ka nevoj'e p'er askend midis
njeriut dhe Per'endis'e, as prift, as sheik, as hoxh'e. Njeriu mund t'e kontakohet lirisht me
Perendine. Ka rrezik kur njeriu te rr'efehet publikisht (p'er shkak t'e turpit dhe p'erbuzjes),
dhe per ate shkak besojm'e ne se menyr'en m'e e mire p'er rr'efim 'esht'e t'i rr'efehet Per'endis'e
drejtp'erdrejt. Do te festohet kjo falje, dhe do t'ua tregojm'e t'e tjereve ne krahinen tone n'e
Kosov'e p'er ket'e falje. Do ta kryejme ket'e ne gdo sherbese. Do t'e mbajme s'e bashku nj'e
fest'e kur do t'e mblidhemi n'e nj'e vend t'e perbashk'et, t'ua rr'efehemi m'ekatet, gabimet, dhe
fajet nj'eri-tjetrit, dhe t'ua tregojm'e t'e gjifh'eve q'e jane prezent p'er m'eshiren dhe
dashurine e Zotit Jezu Krisht.
[Most Bektashis believe that the members of the tariqa at least once each year
must by all means confess their sins to the sheik in the teqe. Every year the
Bektashis gather in order to confess together in the teqe all their mistakes, faults,
and sins that they have done during the year prior. After this confession,
Bektashis hear the word of the sheik, who tells them that by means of the sacrifice
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of Hasan and Husayn and the blood of these martyrs shed at Qerbele, they are
forgiven. We, Bektashis who have accepted the Lord Jesus as our Savior and
Lord, believe that we are forgiven only by means of the blood of Jesus Christ,
shed on the cross of Golgotha. Also we believe that this forgiveness is free and
available for every person on earth, in every place, and at every moment. We
believe that there is no need for an intermediary between a person and God�
neither priest, sheik, nor imam. A person can freely be in contact with God.
There is danger when a person confesses publicly (because of shame and
humiliation,) and because of this, we believe that the best way to confess is to
confess directly to God. This forgiveness will be celebrated, and we will tell
others in our areas in Kosova about this forgiveness. We will carry this out in
every worship service. Together we will conduct a festival where we will gather
in a common place, confess our sins, mistakes, and failures to one another, and
we wdll tell all that are present about the mercy and love of the Lord Jesus
Christ.]
Contextual Theology #8: zahir and batin
Shumica e Beictashinjeve besojne se Kurani uflet me shume zemres, shpirtit, dhe jet'es s'e
brendshme. Duke e besuar ket'e, ata kalojne shum'e kohe duke medituar dhe duke b'er'e
lutje. Bektashinjt'e e quajn'e ket'e theksim batin, duke zbatuar besimin e tyre n'e jet'en e
tyre. Ne, Bektashinjt'e t'e cilet e kemi pranuar Jezu Krishtin si Shp'etimtarin dhe Zotin
tone, besojm'e se ky aspekt i jet'es, do m'e th'ene batini�iheksimi ndaj brendesise se jet'es�
'eshte shum'e i r'end'esishem. Mir'epo, duhet t'ua tregojm'e te tjer'eve per drit'en q'e e kemi
zbuluar. Prandaj, theksimi i zahirit duhet u zbatuar n'e t'e njeten m'enyr'e. Duhet t'e kete
nj'e balans midis batinit dhe zahirit, sepse vazhdimisht brenda nesh, dom'eth'en'e brenda
shpirtit tone, egziston nj'e ndjenje e cila na detyron t'i afrohemi Zotit nep'ermjet lutjeve,
rrefimit, dhe leximit t'e Shkrimit t'e Shenjt'e, dhe t'i afrohemi njer'ezimit nep'ermjet
muhabet'eve, marredhenieve, dhe sh'erbimeve. Q'e t'ua zbatojme urdherin e Zotit,
dom'eth'en'e edhe ta dashurojm'e Zotin me gjithe zem'er, gjith fuqi, gjith shpirt, dhe gjith
mendje, edhe ta dashurojm'e njer'ezimin si e dashurojm'e vetveten, jemi t'e detyruar t'i
theksojm'e t'e dyjat. Besojm'e q'e duke e b'er'e ket'e theksim, Zoti do t'e na bekoj'e neve.
[Most Bektashis believe that the Qur'an speaks more to one's heart, soul, and
intemal life. Believing this, they spend much time meditating and praying.
Bektashis call this emphasis batin, applying their faith to their hves. We,
Bektashis who have accepted Jesus Christ as our Savior and Lord, believe that
this aspect of life, i.e. baim- focus upon one's intemal life� is very important.
However, we must tell others about the light that we have discovered.
Therefore, the focus of zahir must be applied in the same way. There must be a
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balance between batin and zahir, because continually within us, that is to say
within our spirits, there exists a feeling which obhgates us to draw near to the
Lord through prayers, confessions, and the reading of Holy Scriphire; and to
draw near to humanity through conversations, relationships, and ministi"ies. In
order to obey the command of the Lord, that is to say to love the Lord with all
our heart, our strength, our soul, and our minds, and to love others as we love
ourselves, we are obligated to stress both. We believe that in making this
emphasis, we will be blessed by the Lord.]
Contextual Theologv #9: nesibi
BeJctashinjte besojne se nesibi eshte rit me i rendesishem per njeriun i cili i betohet tariqes
dhe anetaresohet nep'ermjet nj'e deklarate secrete. Ne, Bektashinjt'e t'e cilet e kemi pranuar
Jezu Krishtin si Shp'etimtarin dhe Zotin tone, besojm'e se pagezimi e simbolizon nesibin,
por duhet u zbatuar n'e m'enyren publike, do me th'ene, n'e nj'e m'enyr'e josekrete. Pagezimi
'esht'e digka krejtesisht vullnetare, pa dhun'e, as force, as zorr. Gjithashtu do ta marrim
p'er ne simbolin e peshkut, i cili ishte p'erdorur nga besimtaret e pare te cilet e ndjeknin
Jezusin. Pranojm'e ne se peshku 'esht'e digka e krijuar nga Zoti, edhe p'er ate shkak 'eshte
krejt'esisht i bekuar. Por besojm'e ne se do t'e ham'e perndjekje p'er vendimin tone. Dhe ne
jemi gati per ate perndjekje. Paraardhesi yne, Gjergj Kastriot Skenderbeg, hante shum'e
p'erndjekje per besimin e tij ndaj Zotit Jezu Krisht. Por n'e fund do ta fitojm'e ne
shperblimin e besimit dhe vendimit tone. Shpresojm'e qe do ta fitojm'e n'e ket'e jet'e, por
sigurisht do ta fitojm'e n'e jet'en tjeter.
[Bektashis believe that nesib is the most important ritual for one who pledges
himself to the order and who becomes a member through a secret declaration.
We, Bektashis who have accepted Jesus Christ as our Savior and Lord, believe
that baptism symbolizes nesib, but itmust be implemented {or carried out} in a
public manner, i.e. in a non-secretive manner. Baptism is something entirely
voluntary, without compulsion, force, or threat. Also, we will assume the
symbol of the fish for ourselves. This symbol was used by the earliest believers,
who followed Jesus. We believe that the fish is something created by God, and
because of that, is blessed.' But we also believe that we will endure persecution
for our decision to be baptized. And we are ready for that persecution. Our
forefather, George Kastriot Skenderbeg, suffered much persecution because of
his faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. But in the end we will win the prize of our
faith and our decision. We hope that we will win the prize in this life, but
assuredly we will win it in the next.]
Appendix D
FaithCommi LastName FirstName Gender Ageinyears Placeofresi Country
1 1.00 421.00 512.00 2.00 44.00 1.00 1.00
2 1.00 421.00 129.00 1.00 19.00 1.00 1.00
3 1.00 715.00 21.00 1.00 19.00 3.00 3.00
4 1.00 715.00 612.00 1.00 50.00 2.00 1.00
5 1.00 715.00 2210.00 2.00 49.00 2.00 1.00
6 1.00 421.00 512.00 2.00 44.00 9.00 1.00
7 1.00 1118.00 198.00 1.00 20.00 5.00 1.00
8 1.00 421.00 25.00 1.00 55.00 1.00 1.00
9 1.00 618.00 21.00 1.00 19.00 2.00 1.00
10 1.00 -1.00 24.00 1.00 25.00 7.00 5.00
11 1.00 8.00 1.00 1.00 35.00 7.00 5.00
12 1.00 -1.00 25.00 2.00 40.00 2.00 1.00
13 1.00 -1.00 61.00 1.00 45.00 2.00 1.00
14 1.00 111.00 221.00 1.00 21.00 15.00 7.00
15 1.00 111.00 221.00 1.00 21.00 15.00 7.00
16 1.00 -1.00 -1.00 1.00 22.00 2.00 1.00
17 1.00 71.00 61.00 1.00 22.00 9.00 1.00
18 1.00 1821.00 118.00 1.00 20.00 9.00 1.00
19 1.00 -1.00 418.00 1.00 33.00 1.00 1.00
20 1.00 198.00 61.00 1.00 22.00 9.00 1.00
21 2.00 421.00 25.00 1.00 28.00 1.00 1.00
22 2.00 141.00 195.00 1.00 70.00 2.00 1.00
23 2.00 -1.00 131.00 1.00 65.00 2.00 1.00
24 2.00 191.00 25.00 1.00 65.00 2.00 1.00
25 2.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 2.00 1.00
26 2.00 -1.00 2.00 1.00
27 2.00 -1.00 2.00 1.00
28 2.00 -1.00 2.00 1.00
29 2.00 -1.00 2.00 1.00
30 2.00 49.00 189.00 1.00 60.00 10.00 3.00
31 2.00 -1.00 221.00 2.00 50.00 10.00 3.00
32 2.00 -1.00 825.00 1.00 25.00 10.00 3.00
33 2.00 -1.00 181.00 1.00 70.00 10.00 3.00
34 2.00 -1.00 25.00 1.00 30.00 10.00 3.00
35 2.00 -1.00 118.00 1.00 29.00 10.00 3.00
36 2.00 -1.00 198.00 1.00 33.00 14.00 3.00
37 2.00 -1.00 -1.00 1.00 60.00 1.00 1.00
38 2.00 -1.00 18.00 1.00 33.00 1.00 1.00
39 2.00 -1.00 -1.00 2.00 50.00 1.00 1.00
40 2.00 -1.00 -1.00 2.00 56.00 2.00 1.00
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Ethnicity Urbanrural Immigrantst Ql Q2 Q3 Q4
1 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 5,00 3.00 4.00
2 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00
3 1.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
4 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
5 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
6 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 4.00
7 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 2.00 3.00
8 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 3.00
9 1.00 2.00 1.00 400 4.00 3.00 3.00
10 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
11 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
12 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
13 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
14 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 2.00
15 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 5.00 3.00
16 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
17 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
18 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
19 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
20 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00
21 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00
22 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 400 5.00 1.00
23 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 4.00 1.00 1.00
24 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 1.00
25 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 3.00
26 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
27 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
28 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
29 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
30 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00
31 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00
32 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00
33 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00
34 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00
35 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00
36 1.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 400 5.00 5.00
37 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
38 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00
39 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00
40 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00
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Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 QIO Q11JCA
1 5.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 1.00
2 5.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 2,00
3 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 1.00
4 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00
5 4.00 3.00 5,00 3,00 3.00 2.00
6 5.00 4.00 5,00 4,00 5.00 1.00
7 3.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 3.00 1.00
8 3.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
9 5.00 2.00 5.00 2,00 4.00 2.00
10 4.00 3.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
11 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
12 2.00 4.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 1.00 1,00
13 1.00 5.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
14 4.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
15 5.00 5,00 1.00 1.00 3.00 1.00 1.00
16 2.00 5.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
17 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 1.00
18 1.00 2.00 2,00 2,00 2.00 2.00 1.00
19 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2,00 1.00 1.00
20 4.00 4,00 1.00 3.00 5,00 2.00 2.00
21 4.00 4,00 4.00 3.00
22 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
23 2.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 1.00 4,00
24 3.00 4.00 2.00 5.00 1.00 4,00
25 3.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 3,00 3,00
26 3.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 4,00
27 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00
28 3.00 3.00 3,00 3.00 3.00 3,00
29 3.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 400 4,00
30 3.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 4,00 4.00
31 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 4,00 4,00
32 4.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 3.00 4,00 4.00
33 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00
34 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1,00 4.00 4,00
35 4.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2,00 4.00 4.00
36 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 5,00 4.00 4,00
37 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1,00 5.00 5,00
38 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1,00 4.00 4.00
39 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00
40 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00
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QIA Q2A Q3A Q4A Q5A Q6A Q7A
1 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 1.00 5.00 1.00
2 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 1.00
3 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00
4 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 1.00
5 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 2.00 1.00
6 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00
7 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00
8 2.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
9 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00
10 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 1.00
11 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 5.00 1.00
12 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 5.00 1.00
13 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 1.00
14 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 1.00
15 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 1.00
16 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 2.00 4.00 1.00
17 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 1.00
18 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 1.00
19 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00
20 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 2.00
21 2.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
22 4.00 4.00 2.00 5.00 2.00 4.00 1.00
23 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
24 4.00 4.00 1.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 2.00
25 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
26 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
27 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 1.00
28 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
29 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 1.00
30 2.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
31 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
32 2.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
33 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
34 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00
35 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
36 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00
37 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
38 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 1.00
39 2.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
40 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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Q8A Q9A QlOA QUA
1 3.00 4.00 1.00 1.00
2 3.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
3 2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
4 2.00 4.00 1.00 1.00
5 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00
6 4.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
7 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
8 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
9 3.00 4.00 1.00 1.00
10 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
11 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
12 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
13 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
14 2.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
15 4.00 4,00 1.00 1.00
16 4.00 4.00 1.00 1.00
17 1.00 4.00 1.00 1.00
18 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
19 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
20 2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
21 4.00 2.00 1.00 1.00
22 4.00 2.00 4.00 5.00
23 4.00 1.00 4.00 4.00
24 4.00 2.00 4.00 5.00
25 4.00 2.00 5.00 5.00
26 3.00 2.00 4.00 4.00
27 1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00
28 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
29 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00
30 2.00 2.00 5.00 5.00
31 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00
32 2.00 2.00 4.00 4.00
33 1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00
34 2.00 1.00 4.00 4.00
35 2.00 2.00 4.00 4.00
36 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
37 2.00 2.00 4.00 4.00
38 4.00 2.00 4.00 4.00
39 2.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
40 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00
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FaithCommi LastName FirstName Gender Ageinyears Placeofresi Country
41 3.00 175.00 94.00 1.00 36.00 4.00 2.00
42 3.00 101.00 198.00 1.00 46.00 4.00 2.00
43 3.00 45.00 45.00 1.00 44.00 4.00 2.00
44 3.00 45.00 65.00 2.00 42.00 4.00 2.00
45 3.00 175.00 612.00 1.00 20.00 4.00 2.00
46 3.00 1221.00 75.00 1.00 48.00 5.00 3.00
47 3.00 1221.00 129.00 2.00 46.00 5.00 3.00
48 3.00 421.00 198.00 2.00 31.00 1.00 1.00
49 3.00 175.00 512.00 1.00 34.00 4.00 2.00
50 3.00 321.00 191.00 1.00 25.00 6.00 4.00
51 3.00 -1.00 181.00 2.00 45.00 4.00 2.00
52 3.00 -1.00 165.00 1.00 50.00 4.00 2.00
53 3.00 -1.00 13.00 1.00 50.00 4.00 2.00
54 3.00 -1.00 181.00 1.00 50.00 4.00 2.00
55 3.00 -1.00 171.00 1.00 55.00 4.00 2.00
56 3.00 -1.00 135.00 2.00 40.00 13.00 3.00
57 3.00 -1.00 89.00 2.00 20.00 1400 3.00
58 3.00 825.00 198.00 2.00 45.00 4.00 2.00
59 3.00 -1.00 1321.00 1.00 22.00 4.00 2.00
60 3.00 135.00 129.00 2.00 55.00 4.00 2.00
61 4.00 -1.00 245.00 1.00 30.00 8.00 6.00
62 4.00 -1.00 512.00 1.00 30.00 8.00 6.00
63 4.00 112.00 261.00 1.00 36.00 4.00 2.00
64 4.00 112.00 195.00 2.00 30.00 4.00 2.00
65 4.00 919.00 81.00 2.00 36.00 4.00 2.00
66 4.00 919.00 17.00 1.00 40.00 400 2.00
67 4.00 -1.00 145.00 2.00 38.00 4.00 2.00
68 4.00 -1.00 135.00 1.00 25.00 8.00 6.00
69 4.00 81.00 112.00 1.00 50.00 4.00 2.00
70 4.00 -1.00 1.00 50.00 400 2.00
71 4.00 -1.00 1.00 50.00 4.00 2.00
72 4.00 -1.00 1.00 50.00 4.00 2.00
73 4.00 -1.00 1.00 50.00 4.00 2.00
74 4.00 -1.00 1.00 50.00 4.00 2.00
75 4.00 -1.00 112.00 1.00 30.00 11.00 3.00
76 4.00 -1.00 195.00 2.00 50.00 11.00 3.00
77 4.00 -1.00 92.00 1.00 25.00 12.00 3.00
78 4.00 -1.00 17.00 1.00 33.00 13.00 3.00
79 4.00 -1.00 514.00 1.00 42.00 14.00 3.00
80 4.00 175.00 111.00 1.00 71.00 400 2.00
Appendix D
Ethnicity Urbanmral Immigrantst Ql Q2 Q3 Q4
41 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 3,00 4.00
42 1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
43 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 5.00
44 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 5.00
45 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 1.00
46 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 5.00
47 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 5,00 5.00 5.00
48 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
49 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 4,00 2.00 2.00
50 3.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00
51 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 5.00 5.00
52 2.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 3.00 5.00 5.00
53 2.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
54 2.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 5.00 3.00 3.00
55 1.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
56 1.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00
57 1.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
58 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
59 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
60 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
61 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 4.00
62 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 3.00
63 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 2.00 2.00 4,00
64 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 5.00 1.00 4.00
65 .50 2.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5,00
66 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5,00
67 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 5,00
68 1.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00
69 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 3.00
70 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 5.00
71 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 3.00 5.00
72 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 5,00
73 1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
74 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
75 1.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
76 1.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 5,00
77 1.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 4,00 5,00 5,00
78 1.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 4,00 4.00
79 1.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 4,00 4.00 4.00
80 1.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
Appendix D
Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 QIO Q11JCA
41 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
42 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 3.00 1.00
43 3.00 400 4.00 4.00 4.00 1.00
44 3.00 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 1.00
45 4.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 1.00
46 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 1.00
47 4.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 5.00 1.00
48 4.00 2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00 1.00
49 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00
50 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
51 2.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
52 2.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
53 4.00 5.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
54 2.00 4.00 1.00 5.00 3.00 1.00 1.00
55 2.00 4.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 2.00 2.00
56 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 5.00 2.00 2.00
57 4.00 5.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 2.00 2.00
58 1.00 5.00 1.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
59 2.00 5.00 1.00 2.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
60 4.00 5.00 1.00 3.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
61 5.00 5.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 4.00
62 2.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00
63 5.00 1.00 4.00 1.00 2.00 4.00
64 2.00 5.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 3.00
65 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
66 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
67 4.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00
68 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 4.00
69 4.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 4.00
70 5.00 5.00 4.00 1.00 3.00 4.00
71 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 3.00 3.00
72 4.00 4.00 4.00 1.00 5.00 4.00
73 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 4.00
74 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 5.00
75 5.00 5.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
76 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
77 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 5.00 4.00
78 4.00 4.00 3.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
79 4.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
80 4.00 5.00 2.00 1.00 5.00 4,00 5 00
Appendix D
QIA Q2A Q3A Q4A Q5A Q6A Q7A
41 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 1.00
42 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 1.00
43 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 1.00
44 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 1.00
45 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00
46 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00
47 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00
48 4.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 1.00
49 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00
50 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 2.00
51 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 1.00
52 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 2.00
53 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00
54 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00
55 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 1.00
56 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00
57 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00
58 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 1.00
59 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 1.00 5.00 1.00
60 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00
61 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 4.00 3.00 2.00
62 4.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 3.00
63 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 2.00
64 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 5.00 1.00
65 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 1.00
66 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00
67 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 5.00 2.00
68 5.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00
69 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 1.00
70 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00
71 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 2.00
72 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
73 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00
74 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 2.00
75 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 2.00
76 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 2.00
77 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
78 4.00 4.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 4.00 1.00
79 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 1.00
80 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.00 5.00 2.00
Appendix D
Q8A Q9A QlOA QUA
41 3.00 5.00 2.00 2.00
42 4.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
43 3.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
44 3.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
45 2.00 5.00 2.00 2.00
46 5.00 5.00 2.00 1.00
47 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
48 4.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
49 2.00 4.00 2.00 2.00
50 2.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
51 5.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
52 5.00 5.00 2.00 1.00
53 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00
54 3.00 3.00 1,00 1.00
55 2.00 5.00 2.00 2.00
56 2.00 3.00 2,00 2.00
57 2.00 4,00 2,00 2.00
58 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.00
59 4.00 5.00 1.00 1.00
60 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.00
61 2.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
62 3.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
63 1.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
64 1.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
65 1.00 5,00 5.00 5.00
66 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
67 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
68 3.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
69 1.00 5.00 4.00 3.00
70 1.00 4.00 4.00 4,00
71 2.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
72 1.00 1.00 4.00 4.00
73 1.00 3.00 4.00 3.00
74 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
75 2.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
76 2.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
77 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
78 2.00 5.00 4.00 4.00
79 1.00 4.00 4.00 4.00
80 2.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
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